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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this thesis is to explore several selected healing rituals performed
by the Mpangu people with the purpose o f elaborating aspects o f their religious
thought.

The thesis is composed of two parts.

The first, comprising four chapters, is a detailed

description-interpretation of four healing rituals: Kiziku, Nydkd-N’kdwu, Kubdonda
and the Sunday Worship ritual o f Dibuundii di Mpeeve a N ’loongo (the Church o f the
Holy Spirit). The account of each healing ritual is followed by a commentary which is
a kind of second reading of the ritual, providing appropriate explanation o f keywords
and the specific cultural context of the ritual.

The second part of the thesis, comprising two chapters, is a comparative analysis o f the
four healing rituals which identifies the elements common to the rituals and the
religious concepts expressed in them.

Most fundamental among these concepts is the

idea that the well being o f the living community is dependent upon harmony with the
ancestors, and other “spiritual entities”, who reside in an invisible “other world”.
Communication between the inhabitants o f these two worlds, and the maintenance of
appropriate reciprocal relationships among them, are seen to be essential to the
maintenance of this harmony.

From another perspective, it can be said that the

existence of illness, death and misfortune indicates that this essential harmony has been
eroded, and the healing rituals provide the appropriate context and actions through
which proper relationships with the ancestors and other spiritual entities can be restored.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This study attempts to provide a description o f contemporary healing rituals as an aspect
o f religious expression among the Mpangu of Lower Congo.

It focuses on the

Mpangu people, a sub-group within the Bakdongo (or Kdongo) ethnic group o f Lower
Congo, more specifically within the present-day Roman Catholic diocese of Kisaantu.
According to “Annuaire de l’Eglise Catholique au Zaire”, 1993-94, the population o f the
diocese o f Kisaantu is 550,000 of whom 4430,000 are Catholics (78.2%).

1.1. The Koongo-Mpangu Universe

The Mpangu, as all the Bakdongo, express great concern for luziingu (life), not simply
in terms of being alive, or physical life, but more by ensuring a harmony among all the
forces which influence life. According to them, both the individual and the community
as a whole should enjoy good health, prosperity, and all kinds o f blessings.

This is

what the Mpangu mean when they speak about kuvwd luziingu lumboti (to have a good
life) or kutoma ku kaanda (the well-being and welfare o f the clan) which are
fundamental principles of their culture and society.

O f course, the ideal harmonious life is repeatedly disturbed by unsettling events, such as
death and illness, conflicts among members within the clan, childlessness (in women),
failure of all kinds (in men) and various misfortunes which befall the community.
Religious and healing rituals are therefore enacted in order to restore a harmonious
balance.

It is important to note that the Mpangu concept of healing does not make any
distinction between psychological, mental and social causes of illness (Buakasa,1988:
84).

The goal aimed at by the therapy is to re-establish the sick person’s identity

according to his/her cultural position in the society (Sow, I., 1977 quoted by
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Buakasa,1988). This is the way the healing action provided by the healing rituals must
be interpreted.

This is an aspect o f being healed which cannot be obtained either from the hospital or
from the missionaries’ clinics.

The whole action o f healing is an attempt to seek to

explain why afflictions are distributed as they are (MacGaffey,1983:148) and how to
liberate the victims.

This concern pushes the Koongo-Mpangu to examine the social

environment of the “sick” person in order to identify sources o f tensions in social
relations.

The search for harmony can only be understood in connection with the general view of
the universe according to the Mpangu thinking.

The study o f Mpangu cosmology

helps to locate the rituals in their social and cultural context for “we cannot really
understand action unless we also understand the belief and theory on which it is based,
the converse is also true. We cannot fully comprehend belief unless we see it in action”
(duToit, 1985:82).

The Koongo-Mpangu universe is composed of two worlds, one is visible, the other
invisible.

Each is inhabited by categories of beings and the relations between the two

worlds are relations of time, space, and cause (MacGaffey,1986:43).

Individual and

communal life in the visible world, are affected by these beings whom I would like to
call the “living-forces”.

The intervention of the invisible beings is a matter o f fact

throughout the healing rituals described in this thesis.

Speaking of the two worlds, the people use specific terms: “ku nseki”, referring to the
land of the living community, and “ku masa ” indicating the land o f the dead who are
actually regarded as the dead-living (J. Mbiti, 1970:107).

Important categories o f

beings in the invisible world are Nzdambi (God), bakulu (ancestors), bankita (a special
group of spirits of the dead), bisumbi (local spirits), and matebo (ghosts).

Interaction

between the inhabitants of the two communities expresses the Mpangu concept o f these
entities.
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1.1.1. Nzdambi (God)

The Mpangu refer to Nzdambi as the Supreme Being, the creator o f all things.

He is

Nzdambi-Mpuungu (God Almighty). They do not go further to define their concept o f
God; they say “Nzaambi, N zdam bikwani” (God is God), (Van Wing,1959:306).

Although in many cases rituals provide the privileged context for encounter with
invisible beings, the Mpangu acknowledge that “Nzdambi kdmonikda ko, mu
mdvddngd kdmonikinddnga ye mu bidiimbu” (God is invisible, he becomes visible in
his deeds and signs), so said Antoine during the ritual Kiziku. Through the song-texts
sung during the ritual at Sunday Worship (V,10), believers referred to Nzdambi as the
One prayed to by their forefathers;

he is also called Deeso

(Janzen

&

MacGaffey,1974:127; Van Wing, 1959:306).

The Mpangu concept of Nzdambi (God) can be summarised as the general
acknowledgement o f the existence of a remote supreme spirit considered all-powerful
and the origin of all things.

Nzdambi is different from other spirits o f Mpangu

cosmology; he is outside the clan and lineage while bakulu (ancestors) are part o f these
social structures.

1.1.2. Bakulu (ancestors).

The term bakulu (singular: n 3kulu) refers to all the deceased persons who have lived
honestly, and have played an important role in the clan in their lifetime.

Practically

only honest and good persons who have had offspring in their lifetime, are regarded as
ancestors (Van Wing, 1959:309; Mufuta, 1983:180).
healer addresses invocations and prayers.
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These are the beings to whom the

Most of the informants, during the research in the field, strongly affirmed the experience
of bakulu"s intervention in their professional life o f healer.

Not only were they

directed, assisted and guided by these spirits, but they were also appointed according to
bakulu initiative, as we shall see later. The phenomenon of the existence o f bakulu is
related to the concept of death among the Mpangu.

Lufiva (death) is regarded as an

alternative form of being which is characterised by its invisibility.

Commonly, people

say that muuntu, meeso kaka kaziniddnga (one dies only to sight), that is, life does not
end at death.

Further, life after death is considered more powerful than that before

death. Concisely expressed in a lapidary style Van Wing (ibid:250) wrote:

“Les morts sont les viavants par excellence; ils sont doues d’une
vie qui dure”, (The dead are the living par excellence; they are
endowed with everlasting life).
In Buakasa’s terms (1988:34), bakulu are referred to as the departed members o f the
clan. The term “departed” means that after death these persons leave the visible world,
they are hidden from the living community; their life style changes from the visible to
an invisible form.

In different ways, bakulu look after the living community in the

visible world.

1.13 . Bankita or Mpoongo (a special group of spirits of the dead)

Bankita is the plural form used to indicate a special group of spirits o f the dead.
term Nkita is employed for both the singular and plural forms.

The

The two will be

indiscriminately used in this thesis.

The concept of Bankita is connected with that of bakiilu.

Actually, both objects and

specific beings are regarded by the Mpangu as Bankita.

In the houses, Bankita are

represented by the stones, kaolin ball, walking stick, animaTs horn, etc.

Some o f these

stones are called by the names of ancestors, and so they are these ancestors, for their
spirit animates the objects, then called mpoongo.

This can explain why the healer

addresses them for protection, assistance and guidance during the healing action.
same objects are used as instruments for the healing session.
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The

Regarding the origin of Bankita, Buakasa’s (1980) hypothesis seems accurate ( as
discussed in section 1.3.), that Bankita are the spirits of a group o f ancestors who died
in violent circumstances. Budyoongo's story, in chapter 3, supports this interpretation.
However, Buakasa does not clearly distinguish between these beings and
(local spirits).

bisiimbi

This confusion characterises Mpangu thinking when they speak of

bankita and bisiimbi.

They say:

"Bisiimbi, a nde besi mdsa; mpeeve zi bakulu”

(Bisiimbi are the water citizens; [they are] ancestors’ spirits).

Not all the spirits of the persons who died from violence are called Bankita.
those spirits regarded as the members of the clan play this role.

Only

It follows from

Buakasa’s hypothesis that Bankita and bisiimbi constitute a group of beings endowed
with special power originating from their violent death. Given that the clans seek to be
protected and to prosper, they manage to appropriate this power by incorporating them
into the clans.

This can explain one o f the forms o f absorption into kin group

mentioned by MacGaffey,(1986:25).

Those outside the clans constitute the different

groups of bisiimbi, considered as enemies.

The story Kutoombula Bankita. (to bring Bankita from the water), reported by
Basdwula in chapter 3, illustrates this situation when Makdya, the patient, revealed the
cause of her long illness and the misfortune in the family.

She said that that happened

because her deceased father was trying to buy a gift {Bankita power) to help his
children who were going through hard times.

As in the case of bakulu, the relationships between human beings and Bankita are
characterised by ambiguity.
various ways.

The latter protect, as well as attack, their kin-people in

By interpreting a number of lasting illnesses and misfortunes, the

Mpangu discover special messages conveyed by bakulu.
chapter 3 illustrate this.

The two stories reported in

These rituals make it clear that the concept o f Bankita is

closely connected to the well-being and welfare of the clan.
gift by the ancestors consider themselves privileged.

Those who are given this

The service requested in turn

creates, however, obligations which provoke fear of Bankita anger when they are not
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satisfied. Practically all these beings are thought of in terms o f spirits.

However, the

Mpangu distinguish other groups of beings called mpeeve (spirits) ...

1.1.4. Mpeeve (spirits)

This term indicates the state of bodylessness. For the Mpangu, bakulu are believed to
have a body which is invisible to an ordinary person; an initiated person, such as the
sorcerer, can see them. Bankita are represented by a variety o f forms as we have said
above.

Mpeeve fall into two categories: mpeeve zimbote (good spirits) and mpeeve

zimbi (evil spirits) or matebo (ghosts).

The common belief maintains that the persons who after death are refused admission to
the rank of bakulu (ancestors) in their villages, become matebo (singular:

tebo -

ghosts). Having no dwelling, they wander about in the forests and in rivers, and can be
accidentally seen by human beings.

This is the greatest misfortune that can befall an

individual.
Regarding the origin of matebo, they are either the spirits o f the persons to whom the
rank of bakulu was refused after death, or, referring to

v-

• Buakasa’s hypothesis

mentioned above, the spirits of ‘enemies’ defeated during the battles, but not absorbed
into kin group. All are opposed to bakulu, and are harmful to die human beings.

The

case of n fu studied in chapter 5 (first case) illustrates the evil influence o f matebo on
the young girl.
To defeat the evil spirits the Mpangu call on the good spirits.

According to the

E. C. U.S.E. (The Church of the Holy Spirit) interpretation, Mpeeve ya N ’loongo (The
Holy Spirit), is the Spirit of God. He embraces all good spirits.

He is regarded as the

Supreme Spirit, the one the forefathers were given by God, the one to whom the
believers call on now, in prayers and songs (V,l; V,4).

The key point in this brief survey of Mpangu cosmology is communication.

The

people long to maintain good relationships with all the living-forces which affect life.
Given that illness, death and all kinds of misfortunes are interpreted as the sign o f the
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broken relationships with the invisible world, the healing rituals constitute the context
par excellence in order to make their feelings and beliefs a reality. The performance o f
healing rituals stands as an embodiment of abstract thought, which becomes “visible”
through actions, gestures, words, etc.

They reveal a hidden link between the area o f

belief and the living. This link enables the Mpangu to ensure the vital communication
with the invisible powers.
The'reflections contained in this chapter aim at an introduction to the Koongo-Mpangu
peoples regarding their daily living and religious environment. It includes an outline of
previous studies related to the healing rituals in 'he Mpangu society.

It is also an

attempt to state the contribution of the present research to the continuing field o f
investigation into healing rituals and religious expression. The methods used to gather,
record, transcribe and translate information will be described to give an idea o f the way
the research was conducted.

The thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part is composed o f a detailed
description of four healing rituals which constitute the body of material for the study:
Kiziku .(ch.2), Bankita{ch.3), Banstimba (ch.4) and E.C,U,S.E. (ch.5). Two stages
characterise this description:

a.

the reconstruction of the ritual through an account o f its performance;

b.

a commentary, which is a kind of "revision" o f the account o f the ritual.

The comments provide explanations o f key points during the ritual, and its general
interpretation in the cultural context.

The second part of the thesis deals with the analysis of the healing rituals according to
the structure, actions and symbols used as expressions of thought (ch.6).

The

narratives, invocations, prayers and songs are analysed as verbal expressions o f
Mpangu religious thought (ch. 7).
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A summary and brief reflection based on the concept o f the healing rituals and the
phenomenon of religion in Mpangu society, will constitute the conclusion o f this study.

1.2. The Koongo-Mpangu

The term Mpangu or Bampangu indicates a sub-group of the Bakdongo people which
forms the Koongo ethnic group.

The same term is also used to refer to one o f the six

provinces of the former Koongo Kingdom.

Historically, 1482 is a date of great significance for the Bakdongo people.

It is the

beginning of their history on the international level, the year when Diogo Cao, the
Portuguese admiral, discovered the mouth of the Koongo River (also called:
River, between 1971 and 1997).
composed of six provinces:

Zaire

The Koongo Kingdom which he found there was

Mpeemba, Soyo, Mbaamba, Mbdta, Nsuundi, and

Mpangu (Balandier,1965). These were also the names of the founding ancestor ruler of
the province, of his residence and of the inhabitants over whom he ruled1.

The

Mpangu people therefore resided in the province o f the same name.

Nowadays, Bampangu are called Bantdndu (singular: muntdndu) which is a recent
name. 2

Although the people call themselves Bakdongo or Bantdndu, the elders

acknowledge their ancient name of Bampangu which is a direct link with other sub
groups of the same ethnic group.

The Koongo ethnic group occupies part of the Western Coast o f Africa, close to the
Equator and on both sides of the Koongo River, from the Congo Republic (capital:
Brazzaville) on the North, through the Democratic Republic o f the Congo (capital:
Kinshasa), and into Angola, and extending inland several hundreds o f miles.

When the Europeans drew the colonial boundaries in 1885, the territory o f the Koongo
ethnic group was divided into three nations which are known nowadays as: Angola, the
Congo Republic (capital: Brazzaville) and the Democratic Republic o f the Congo
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(capital:

Kinshasa).

Bampangu belong to the Koongo group o f Congo-Kinshasa

which is composed of several sub-ethnic groups: Bandibu, Bamanyaanga/Bansuundi,
Bantandu/Bampangu, Bayoombe and Bazombo.

All inhabit the region called Lower

Congo.

The climate of the area is tropical, with a hot, rainy season extending from mid
September-October to mid-May, broken for several weeks in February. The dry season
is somewhat cooler, the sky being overcast much of the time.

The end o f August is

characterised by a short hot period which is an introduction to the rainy season.
Temperatures vary considerably with altitude.

The vegetation changes and gradually

becomes a savannah as one gains altitude (MacGaffey,1970:8), but also as a result of
human action. Large forests and gallery forests along stream beds are cut down by the
inhabitants who seek to earn money by selling wood.

To the West, the Mpangu are conventionally separated from their neighbours, the
Bandibu and Bansuundi (Bamanyaanga) by the In’kisi River, and to the South, from
the Bambdta by the Mfidi River. To the North, are the Balemfu and Bawuumbu
(related to Bateke). Throughout this area the Kikoongo language is spoken, although
the dialects vary widely, some of them being hardly ,intelligible to the speakers o f other
dialects.

The Mpangu may be described as peasants. Agriculture is their main source o f income,
especially in the countryside. They cultivate the soil with hand tools, and endeavour to
sell as much as they can of their produce (manioc, beans, peanuts, sweet potatoes,
gourd, sugar-cane and so on). Nowadays, many of the trade enterprises and factories
established by private initiative are in crisis due primarily to the great insecurity caused
by political instability.

For both economic reasons, and in the search for greater security, many people have
moved in recent decades from the villages to agglomerations built around the nearest
favourable centre. The main agglomerations in ' r M p a n g u lands are:
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Nkddndu: surrounding the Catholic mission complex of Kisaantu which, with
KinHddnu,

011

the right shore of the In’kisi River, had constituted years ago, an

important cultural and commercial nucleus of the Bampangu (MacGaffey,
ibid.: 12).
Madhnba: about 30Km to the North of Kisaantu, is the fonner arrondissement capital
set up during the colonial period and early sixties, after' :+ Independence of
the country' . Congo-Kinshasa.
Ngeeba:

located at 15Km to the South o f Kisaantu, started as an administrative
subdivision of the arrondissement.

Nseki: is located around the Roman Catholic parish o f Leemfu which is 30Km to the
South of Kisaantu.
Nseelo and Kimpeemba: were developed in the area of the Baptist Missionary
communities. (Refer to the map).

A consequence o f the resettlement in these agglomerations has been the slow
disappeance of many villages, both large and small. The lack o f land for agriculture
around these agglomerations is one of the causes of hunger in the region. The Mpangu
area is one of the poorest regions in the country.

The Mpangu, like all Bakdongo groups, maintain the matrilineal social system rooted
in a nucleus of social organisation called Kaanda (clan). It is a community o f relations
who share among its members a single heritage, and it is composed o f both the living
and the dead. Kaanda can be defined as “a collectivity of all the uterine descendants of
a common ancestress who bear the name o f this collectivity.

It includes all the

individuals of both sexes whether living beneath the earth or on it [...], the deceased and
living who have received the ancestress’ blood, directly or indirectly” (Van
Wing,1959:85).

Briefly, it could be said that everyone in the Mpangu society, especially in the rural
context, is a member of the kaanda (clan) within which he/she establishes relationships
with all the members in order to ensure the well-being and welfare of the whole. To
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Figure 1:
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achieve this objective, everyone has to fulfil responsibilities and duties according to the
position held within kaanda.

A distinction between a member and a non-member of kaanda is based on the principle
of matrilineal kinship. The following serves as an explanation o f this phenomenon.
Figure 1 shows: ten people (2,6,8,9,16,17,21,22,24,25) who are related to EGO through
their “mother”. They are members of one kaanda. Those related to EGO through the
father have different types of kinship with him, and they are not part of his clan.
Everyone’s position within kaanda is characterised by a series o f corresponding
attitudes which are interpreted according to two basic principles of KITAATA and
KIMAAMA:

Kitddta (the paternal lineage) refers to all members linked on their father’s side. The
numbers 11,12,18,19 represent people to whom EGO is related by his father (who is
number 10). According to kitaata relationship, EGO is regarded at the same time as:

a

mwddna (child/son/daughter), he is directly linked to 10,11,12. They are called:
tddta (father), tddtd n ’leeki (father’s younger brother), and tddtd-n’keento
(father’s sister).
Indirectly, EGO is related as mwddna (child/son/daughter) to 18,19, since these
. people belong to his father’s kaanda.

b

mpddngi (brother/sister), is linked to the same people 18,19; they also belong to
the same generation.

Kimddma (the maternal lineage or Kaanda:

the clan), within "Ego'ns position is

regarded as:
a

ntwdaita (child/son), in regard to the people represented by the numbers 6,8,9.
They are called mddma (mother): 9; mddmd-mbuta (mother’s elder sister): 8,
and ngwd-nkasi (mother ’s brother): 6.
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b

mpaangi (brother, sister), in regard to 21,22,16,17.

c

ngwd-nkasi (uncle), in regard to 24,25 who are his sister’s children.

Thus, there are two types of kimpddngi (brotherhood/sisterhood) according to the
lineage. To distinguish between them, the Mpangu use expressions such as mpaangi u
kitaata (brother/sister according to the patrilineage), and mpaangi u kaanda
(brother/sister according to the clan or matrilineage).

In the same way a distinction is made between the two uses o f the term mwdana (child:
son or daughter). An expression such as mwddna ninta (son/daughter from the back) ,
refers to the patrilineage while mwddna kivumu (son/daughter from the womb) refers to
kaanda (clan).

The same principles o f kitaata and kimddma or kaanda characterise the relationships
among the members o f the visible world and those beyond, bakulu (ancestors).

It is

important to note that the relationship with the ancestors refers only to the clan’s
ancestors and not to any others.

Their influence is mainly expected in the areas

concerned with the welfare and well-being of the visible community.

Bakulu’s intervention constitutes the basic principle of authority in the Mpangu society.
Tad Mfumu (the sacred chief endowed with the power o f the ancestors) for example, is
chosen by bakulu themselves through a dream or in some other symbolic manner.

He

is devoted to a special service in the community, such as the weekly ritual o f cult to the
ancestors, on the chosen day, according to each clan.

He prays, invokes and praises

bakulu in order to seek the well-being and welfare for the clan. In a similar manner the
healer and religious “expert” represents bakulu’s authority during the rituals.

Christianity was brought to Bakoongo more than 500 years ago.

The first Catholic

missionaries from Portugal settled in the country at the end of the fifteenth century
(Cuvelier and Jadin,1954). 4

This first evangelisation of Bakdongo faded during the

course of the seventeenth century, and a second began at the end o f the nineteenth
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century.

In 1893, missionaries from Belgium settled in the Mpangu area.

In 1993, a

centenary of the second evangelisation was celebrated in the diocese o f Kisaantu.
Nevertheless, in many contexts of ritual, the forms of expression used by the M pangu,
in society today, make no distinction between Christianity and kinkulu (tradition)
which refers to the custom inherited from bakulu (ancestors). It includes primarily the
cosmology which gives direction to the life of the individual as well as to the common
life.

This can be most vividly observed in the context o f certain Christian healing rituals
where Nzdambi (God), Yeezu (Jesus), Mpeeve a N'loongo (the Holy Spirit), and bakulu
(ancestors) work hand in hand.

They are invoked in turn by the religious “experts”

such as nganga (priest healer), n ’vuungi (pastor) and ngaanga-Nzdambi (Catholic
priest), at the beginning of an important event or undertaking.

A Eucharistic ritual known as “Messe en Rites Zairois” (a Mass according to the
Zairean rites) begins with an acknowledgement o f Nzdambi (God) as creator o f 'all
things, followed by a dialogue between the leader (the priest) and the congregation who
invoke Mary as Mother of God, all the saints and the ancestors:

Leader:

Ku Nzdambi tuna beeto kulu
(We all belong.to God)

Congregation:

Kisina ye nsuk’eto
(Our Origin and our End)

Leader:

Saanta Maria, kaldye beeto,
Nge Ngudi Nzdambi, kald ye beeto
Wd kisaambu, kyeeto, kaldye beeto,
Kald ye bdawu boonso babatddwd ntiisd leelo kiku
(Blessed Mary, be with us,
You, the Mother o f God, be with us,
Hear our prayer, be with us,
Be with all those who take part in the Mass today.)

Congregation:

K aldye beeto, kaldye bddyvu boonso
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(Be with us, be with all of them.)
Leader:

E beeno bdnkdaka beeto, lukald ye beeto,
Beend bark;*-, luvuminiNzaambiye n ’tuna mimbote, lukald
ye beeto,
Luwd kisaambu kyeto, lukald ye beeto,
Lukald ye badwu boonso babatddsala miisa leelo kiki
(Oh you, our ancestors, be with us,
You who, with honest hearts worshipped God, be with us,
Hear our prayer, be with us
Be with all those who celebrate Mass today.)

Congregation:

Lukald ye beeto, lukald ye bddwu boonso.
(Be with us, be with all of them.)

This example is an illustration of the objective pursued in this thesis.
explore the ritual elements through which
their present-day living.

That is, to

Mpangu religious thought is expressed in

The leader (here the Catholic priest) and the'participants,

unanimously use the same expressions to address Nzaambi (God) and bakulu
(ancestors).

As participants in the ritual, all o f them seek communication with the

members of their community in the invisible world.

Therefore, religious thought through religious expression, and hence religion, can be
defined as an ensemble o f concepts (embodied in symbolic and visible actions, words,
attitudes, etc. ,..), which enable the Mpangu to communicate with the invisible powers
of which their cosmology is composed.

Then, religion is a living experience o f

communication with the invisible beings.

The adjective “religious” is applied to the

elements which insure this relation between human beings in this world, and the
inhabitants o f the invisible world.

1.3. Previous Studies and the Present Contribution

My intention in this section is to locate the present study in the general field o f
investigation regarding healing rituals among the Koongo-Mpangu.
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The studies carried out by some well-known scholars such as Janzen (1978,1982,1992),
MacGaffey (199^

and Devish (1993), have dealt with the phenomena o f health,

disease and misfortune among the people of Central Africa.

Complex monographs

written by Laman (1953,1957,1962,1968), as well as Buakasa (1980) in his
introduction, have described how the Bakoongo have sought to liberate themselves
from misfortune, to release and protect themselves from the influence of evil power.

Janzen, in his studies of Lemba (1982) and Ngoma (1992), sought to explore the
institutional aspect o f these complex rituals of healing. His objective was to determine
the precise link between Ngoma, known as “ritual or drum o f affliction”, and other
Bantu institutions.

Most of the studies mentioned referred to the Bakoongo as an entire ethnic group.
Other studies, based on a specific ethnic sub-group, have shown the similarities in the
general way of thinking of the entire ethnic group, but also the various nuances in the
way concepts are expressed in each group.

“L ’Impense du Discours” by Buakasa

(1980) has focused on the Bandibu and their concepts o f kindoki (occult and
ambiguous power for protection or for destruction). In his work, n ’kisi (sacred objects
endowed with invisible power) are described as the means adopted by the society to
liberate individuals from evil influence.

Buakasa’s hypothesis is built around the battles which took place during the period o f
Bakoongo's settlement on their present lands. He suggests that the founding ancestors
of contemporary lineages and clans had to fight against the original occupants in taking
over the lands.

These indigenous people were reduced to a state o f slavery or, as

claimed MacGaffey (1986:25), they were assimilated into kinship status on the principle
that the relationship between owner and slave was similar to that of father and son. 5
This confiscation o f land resulted in the destruction o f both the society and customs of
the defeated enemies.
the rivers.

Those who fled took up residence in the forest, in the deeps, in

On the imaginary plane, the memory (although vague) o f the cruelty

towards these defeated “enemies” (transformed into spirits) produce anxiety, and
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Bakoongo fear possible revenge from them.

To preserve the new society from attack,

and to ensure its prosperity, the new occupants continually seek good relationships with
the spirits of their former enemies.

According to this hypothesis, respect paid to these beings, through the rituals, aims at
claiming their anger and protecting the society. This is one example o f how Bakoongo
attribute misfortune to invisible beings, Buakasa (1980:295), laconically^ states it: “Ce
qui ne va pas au niveau de la societe pourrait bien etre un conflit entre un stimbi fache et
des hommes” (What is going wrong in the society is seen as a conflict between an angiy
stimbi [local spirit] and human beings).

His interpretation also throws light on the

ambiguity that characterises stimbi’s relationship within the society.

Our adopted interpretation o f the bankita phenomenon illustrates this hypothesis, for
these beings are the spirits of persons who died violently during these battles.
spirits remain alive and active.

Their

In the same way, the rituals by which human beings

seek reconciliation with them must be alive and effective.

What Buakasa calls “reconciliation” with invisible beings is seen by Bockie as a search
for “a harmonious return to equilibrium”, that is, a balanced life resulting from good
relationships established between human beings living on r j earth and the invisible
powers (“Death and Invisible Powers”,1993).

I refer to the same phenomenon as

“harmony”, because healing rituals, in this thesis, are interpreted as the removal o f
misfortune from the clan or the individual. Healing rituals are therefore a response to a
crisis.

The writings o f Van Wing constitute the most extensive published sources on the
Mpangu. They include a detailed descriptive study of historical, sociological, cultural
and religious aspects o f Mpangu society.

The double objective in Van Wing’s work

was to demonstrate the intrinsic religious orientations of the Mpangu people, but also to
show how far their religious practices differed from Christian practices.
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Van Wing provides useful descriptions o f Mpangu healing rituals.

His comments

reveal both an admiration for the people he studied (1959:343), and a missionary’s
concern for teaching in order to obtain conversion (ibd:381,495).

Under the umbrella o f “popular Koongo religion”, the dynamic aspect o f life among
Bakoongo has been stressed by MacGaffey (1983,1986). Although the implications of
the past are taken into account, his studies aimed mainly at analysing religious
phenomena, such as Kimbanguism, in the present-day society. Rituals are regarded by
MacGaffey as a communicative aspect o f the social process.

They incarnate a way of

thinking about the world and of responding to its exigencies.

For him, the continuing

vitality o f Bakoongo religious expression results from the persistence o f their
cosmology and its entailments (MacGaffey,1986).

At the same time, rituals represent the social structure, but also are themselves social
practices, the conditions of performance of which are political and economic (1986:6).
Referring to Koongo thought and cosmology, especially the concept of human life,
MacGaffey considers rituals as the recapitulation o f movement by which human life
develops in space and time, from the invisible world to the visible and back to the
invisible (1986:12).

V. Turner (1967, [1991]), in “The Forest of Symbols” distinguishes between two kinds
of Ndembu rituals:

life crisis, and rituals of affliction.

Life crisis rituals mark a

transition from one phase o f life or social status to another —what Van Gennep (1960)
called “rites de passage”. Rituals o f affliction are performed in response to misfortunes
attributed to the spirits of the dead or “shades”.

Turner illustrates this category of rituals with hunting cults, women’s fertility cults, and
curative cults. His interpretation o f women’s fertility cults, for example, complements
Buakasa’s (1988:78) view, that sterility is considered as a punishment sent by ancestors
to a woman. Through symbolic and mysterious forms, the spirits make the punishment
concrete.

The healing ritual of Ny6kd~N’kawu described in this thesis (3.4) is an

example of this pattern of thinking.
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A. Van Genriep’s studies of “rites de passage” distinguish three major phases o f the
ritual process: separation, transition, and incorporation.

These characterise constant

movements o f life in terms o f change, death, and rebirth. The general goal o f his book
is to define the essential significance o f rituals and their positions within ceremonial
wholes (1960:191).

In his view, rituals are instruments for change in the life o f the

community, as well as for individuals within the society.

In this thesis, healing rituals are studied as a means of understanding religious thought
among the Mpangu.

The rituals illustrate how the Mpangu people struggle in search

o f kutdmd ku luziingu (harmony in life). The specific contribution o f my research is to
expose and elaborate religious concepts and ideas as expressed in the ritual context.
My interpretation is based on published literature, field research, and my experience as a
member o f the same culture, and my aim is to explain these ideas “from the inside”.

1.4

Research in the Field

A period of fieldwork research followed by an interpretation o f data from the point of
view o f the Mpangu themselves constitute the basic elements o f this thesis.

The

analysis is greatly influenced by the first hand material gathered during this period of
investigation.

My fieldwork was carried out in the representative villages and agglomerations in the
Mpangu area, in the “Sous-Region de la Lukddya”, 6 in which the diocese of Kisaantu
is located.

Some material in this thesis was collected in September 1973 during the

performance o f Kiziku in the village of Makddnga.

The time-frame for the second collection o f data was six months, from February to July
1995. The main aim of this fieldwork was to record a number o f healing rituals which
allowed me to include song-texts as they were actually being used, and to interview
local informants about the conduct of these rituals.
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The rural area was chosen rather than the towns because the vitality o f kinship is
stronger there. People in the towns return, when necessary, to their villages to be cured,
or healers are called to the town.

The hypothesis that healing rituals could be regarded, nowadays, as an expression o f the
religious thought o f the Mpangu informed my fieldwork research.

The adjective

“religious” here refers to the relation with the invisible powers, such as bakiilu
(ancestors), mpeeve (spirits), Nzaambi (God). Activities, attitudes, gestures, and words
which facilitate this relation in terms of communication, become religious, sacred.

Healing rituals were the principal material to be recorded.

I was concerned about the

identity of the ritual itself; about the role and the social position o f the “experts” and
healers, and about various types o f relationships established among the persons
involved:

- the healer and the patient;
- the healer and the patient’s relatives;
- the healer and his/her own source o f power.

One of the findings resulting from my fieldwork was the possibility o f categorising the
Mpangu rituals.

They form two main branches, namely: the Social O rganisation

Rituals or N ’kiku m i luyddlu, which focus on the government in the clan, and the
Healing Rituals or N ’kiku m i mbukulu bimbeefo, which constitute the theme o f this
study. The study in this thesis is based on healing rituals exclusively. The four rituals
described constitute a sample.

For the informants, n ’kiku (rituals) more than the songs, are the permanent form o f the
mpangu culture.

In other words, the activities, words, gestures, attitudes, etc., believed

to be “dictated” by the ancestors and provided by the traditions, are very important.
This constitutes the non-changeable aspect of a ritual.

From this point o f view, my

concern is to analyse the constituent elements of the healing rituals, so as to define the
place and the role of songs as they are used in such a ritual.
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The fieldwork was organised into two series of visits to informants in their own context,
their villages.

My choice was guided by the notables and chiefs o f the villages to

whom, at the outset, I introduced my project.

The first series o f visits was aimed at

making initial contact with the informants: healers, patients, anyone else interested in
this matter.

As soon as the informant agreed to collaborate with me, the interview and

recording took place.

Otherwise I continued to explain my project, hoping to be

understood and then obtain collaboration.

I always asked the informant’s permission before using apparatus such as the tape
recorder and camera.

The recording itself was carried out in the form of a talk with

informants.. Anyone else felt free to join us as we talked. Recording periods depended
on the amount of information these persons were willing to give me.

The second series of visits focused on the need to confirm or to correct information
already given by informants.

To achieve the objective the same informant was asked

the same question at different times, and different informants were asked the same
question. The space between the two series of visits was about two to three months.

Concerning the recording methods, free participation was adopted.

Everyone had

something to share with others or to teach me. My interest in learning from them was a
useful tool. In some cases, my being myself a member o f the same cultural community
contributed to the research process. Yet, an investigation on healing rituals carried out
by a Catholic Religious was the object of fear that the healer’s power could be
neutralised.

Actually, Catholicism is connected with the white man who brought it to

African countries.

Many persons believe that the white man is endowed with

mysterious power which can destroy theirs.
initiated in this secret.

Therefore, a Catholic nun is thought to be

My efforts were somewhat limited by the fact that, as an

educated person, I was no longer quite one o f them.

My interest in learning from them was a useful tool for overcoming this limitation.
persuade them, I used the following proverbs:
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To

1.

“Kidye, m fuundibakun’y ikdanga”
(A good eater should have more bread of manioc added.)

2.

“Mwaand yuula kddyddngd mbisin ’loongo ko ”
(A child who learns will never break a taboo.)

That is to say, I am interested in the subject we are talking about; I should be given
more information than I asked for (prov.l); and, if I learn from you, I will know how to
behave according to the culture (prov,2).

1.5. Transcription

Original materials recorded are transcribed in Kikoongo (language used for the
recording) using the approved and standard orthography prescribed by the International
Alphabet (one sign for one sound).

Precise transcription is necessary in order to

produce the reality as it is expressed by the native speakers, to underline textual
variants, and to trace ritual and textual introductions from other regions.

The Kikoongo spoken by the Mpangu is also called Kintdndu.

It is made o f five short

vowels and five long vowels which can be represented as follows:
Short vowels
1st degree
2nd degree

Long vowels
i

u
e

3rd degree

Ex:

kuf/ka (to cover
twt« (mouse)
kuteka (to sell)
kuloka (to ensorceler)
tfldi (stone)

ii

o

uu
ee

a

oo
aa

kuftika (to reward)
tuutu (bamboo)
kuteVka (to flourish)
ku W k a (to speak loudly)
ta<£ta (father)

There is a semantic opposition between the short and the long vowels as shown in the
first couple o f examples /kufika/ opposed to /kufilka/.

The same opposition occurs

between the high and lower tones, which are represented by / / / (for the high tone) and
by /V (for the lower tone).

Only the high tone is noted in this thesis.

(arm) opposed to Ikookol (the palm tree branch).
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So, Ikookol

There are fourteen simple consonants:
p,

t,

k,

b,

d,

g,

f5

s

v,

z

m,

n,

ij

1
These consonants can be combined with a nasal consonant.

1-6. Translation into English

A major concern in this thesis is to translate religious and therapeutic concepts as they
are understood by the Mpangu themselves.

However, certain key words and

expressions are not translated into English. Rather, the kikoongo term is used followed
by an English explanation in brackets, e.g. kaanda (clan).

The approach taken in this study has been influenced by the anthropological method of
observation, participation and interpretation.
several forms and methods of expression.

Because the material is very rich, it has
There are several helpful frameworks for

theoretical analysis, but no single one o f them can be applied which will cover all the
various aspects of the expressions in this particular field of rituals.
given point, any framework of standard authors where it is helpful.

So, I select, at any
For example, V.

Turner (especially for the interpretation of symbolism), Buakasa, MacGaffey, Barth,
Katz.

Once again, my cultural experience as mumpangu is part of the method

especially used for exploring the published literature.

An important methodological tool for this thesis is linguistic analysis.

I shall show,

when discussing the songs, keywords and verbal expressions which occur in the rituals,
how the language embodies the main concepts o f the Mpangu :

harmony,

communication and healing, and the secondary concepts related to them, such as
expertise.
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However I shall use in addition a combination of other methods, as no one single
method is sufficient by itself to demonstrate Mpangu thought.

My interpretation is

based on both the published literature and my own experience, and on the linguistic
analysis of the textual material used in the rituals.

I am therefore an observer-

participator, and the investigation is thus based on first hand material gathered during
f ■ fieldwork.

I shall show that the governing concept expressed in these rituals is

harmony of life. Through the analysis o f four types of healing rituals I intend to
demonstrate how each expresses th^ioncept.

Within the overall general field of the study of religious phenomena, the definition
which best describes the Mpangu concept is that of communication - between spiritual
entities and the living community in the visible world. Normally speaking, there is no
word for religion in the Mpangu vocabulary.

The idea is rather embodied in the

performance o f rituals in general, and healing rituals especially, which are organised
around the basis of communication and participation.

There are obviously several difficulties involved in the study of the material. The main
difficulties centre round the great difference in thinking between the Mpangu

and

Western notions of thought and religion. I have already indicated that there is no direct
notion of religion, such as is found in Western descriptions and classifications.
because the method of thinking is different, the language is different.

So,

With regard to

ritual, the Mpangu understanding is that it is in some way a process, and so it stresses a
return to the origins of things and the need to recreate them.

Hence the importance of

the concept of harmony and its link with cosmology in their thinking.

The later chapters o f the thesis will show how ritual actions and verbal expressions
reinforce and supplement these concepts. So, the healing rituals will appear as an
expression of religious thought among the Mpangu.
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NOTES
Chapter 1: Introduction
1Except for the King who lived at Mbddnsd Koongo known as Koongo diN tootila (the King’s Koongo),
in Angola.
2 Bantdndu : this name is derived from the kikoongo term /ntddndnZ (upper, on the top) as opposed to
/bddnda/ (lower). According to some informants, the name was first used to distinguish porters from the
upper and those from the lower part of the Koongo River during the period of the construction of the
Kinshasa-Matadi railway, between 1882-1898 (MacGaffey, 1970:6),
3 mwddna nima: (child/son/daughter of the back). It is believed that the procreation power of a man is
in his back. Hence the expression nim dyifwa (the back is dead) is used to indicate an impotent man.
ntwddnd kiviimu : (child/son/daughter of the womb). The expressions: kivumu kifwa (the womb is
dead) is used to refer to female sterility.
4 A huge cross (six metres high and 50 centimetres wide) left by the missionaries of the first period of
evangelisation was found in the area of the former province of Mbdta, about 150Km to the South of
Kisaantu. In the 1970’s the Bishop of the diocese prescribed an annual pilgrimage to the site now called
Mbdtd-Kuliinsi (Mbata of the Cross), in order to commemorate the first evangelisation of the Bakoongo
and to honour the cross. In 1993, this cross was burnt down by soldiers because various misfortunes
which befell the country were attributed to it by some people. In 1995, the new Bishop renewed the
pilgrimage which takes place every year at the end of August.
5 According to the principle of kaanda (clan) which is based on matrilineal foundations, the relationship
between the father and die son is lived in terms of “protector” and “protected”. The former slaves
promoted to the state of “children” are regarded as bddnd bd nzo (children of the house). They do not
have any right within their owner’s clan, because they are not part of it. Although they have been
absorbed into kin groups, these persons, nevertheless, have lost their own society and customs.
6 Sous-Region: An administrative division of a province, equivalent to a District. Lukddya is the name
of the river which runs through this area.
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PART ONE

DESCRIPTION OF
FOUR MPA^NGU HEALING RITUALS
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CHAPTER 2

DESCRIPTION OF A HEALING RITUAL: KIZIKU

The performance of Kiziku described in this chapter took place in September 1973,
when the members of the clan Ntuumba in the village of Makddnga gathered to seek a
solution to their community problems. The village is located about 40 kilometres from
Kisaantu, and 160 kilometres to the South-East from Kinshasa, the capital o f the
Democratic Republic of Congo.

The members of the clan came from several villages in the region, all considering
his/her participation as a duty towards the clan. These participants can be divided into
two categories, based on their relationship to the clan: the uterine descendants (direct
members of the clan) and the affinity members (e.g. the male members’ wives and also
the female members’ husbands). In spite o f my status as a Catholic nim, I was accepted
and allowed to attend the gathering because of my mother’s kinship with the
spokesman’s wife, and of the friendship between them.

I was introduced as one o f

them. My interest in the research focused, at that time, on the songs in general as I was
writing my second degree dissertation: “Etude de quelques chansons Koongo-Ntdndu”
(1974).

The term “kiziku ” is a technical word in the Mpangu society and refers to a healing
ritual. Kiziku is an important occasion for a gathering when the members, at all levels
o f the clan, seek a solution to a

problem. A big wood fire (ziku) is made with

numerous bundles of faggots, roimd which the ritual is performed.

“Ziku” is the

ordinary name for any wood fire which serves for cooking or for keeping warm.
d i tiya” or “ziku” also indicates the limited area where the wood fire is lit.
“ki~“ in Kikoongo language relates to both the place and the object.

“Ziku

The prefix

“Kiziku” (plural:

“biziku”)> refers to the healing ritual; while “ziku” (plural: “maziku”) indicates the
limited area of the wood fire.
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2.1.

Background and Context

Great misfortunes had befallen the clan o f Ntuumba, in the village o f Makddnga, which
was the reason for performing Kiziku.

Many clan members had been sick for years,

women were childless, and young women waited in vain for a suitable partner. Men in
the cities were unemployed and those in the village suffered a variety of misfortunes,
such as crop failures, unsuccessful hunting, prolonged illnesses and frequent and sudden
deaths.

And then, a tragic event occurred:

the sudden death o f J. Nsyaala, an

important member o f the clan. After unsuccessful efforts to improve their lives in other
ways, the people concluded that their misfortunes were to be attributed to bakulu (the
ancestors) who were unhappy because the clan had been guilty o f breaking rules, and so
had offended them.

Actually, I was informed that there were divisions within the clan; people hated each
other because, years before, lukobi lii bakulu (the ancestors’ basket) 1 had been stolen
from the responsibility of ngudi ntete (the first lineage) also called: ngudi mbuta (the
elder lineage) which, according to the traditions, was in charge of it. Lukobi lu bakulu
ensures the ancestors’ presence among their people.

All neglect and failures against it

could provoke their anger and therefore misfortunes would follow.

Such had been the

situation in the clan Ntuumba at Makddnga village. It was decided to perform Kiziku
in order to seek relief from all kinds o f misfortunes, and mu kusosa kutoma ku kaanda
(for seeking the well being o f the clan).

In what follows, the words in parentheses

indicate the English translation or precision for kikoongo terms, and the paragraphs in
square brackets reproduce my own comments.

2.2.

Perform ance of Kiziku

[Late in the afternoon, participants came along different paths into the village and
gathered in two separate groups:
his/her lineage).

koonso muuntu ntuna ngudi ani (everyone with

Everyone sat next to his/her kin in the same ngudi (lineage), in two

separate places in the yard.

Persons exchanged greetings only with those in their own
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ngudi.

The entire atmosphere was characterised by a lack o f warm friendship.

Moreover, there were whispered conversations in each sub-section o f the clan.

After sunset (about 6.30 p.m.) the meeting began, conducted by Antoine NTAKU and
Pierre MB ABU, both representatives and expert spokesmen from the two clan sub
sections, referred to subsequently as group A and B. They were chosen in advance by
their own elders in each ngudi (lineage).

Actually, before the clan was divided,

Antoine was known as the spokesman for the three lineages o f the clan, which is the
reason why he could speak first to summon the people together.

He^introduced t

Kinzoonzi as the first step o f the ritual].

2.2.1. Kinzoonzi

Kinzoonzi is a very long and detailed discussion in order to seek a solution to communal
and social problems.

For the purpose of kiziku, kinzoonzi took place during the first

night. It helped people to come together and to make the participation possible.

[After inviting everyone to take a seat in the same area o f the yard, Antoine addressed
Pierre and his followers saying]:

“It is night time.

According to our customs, people are

expected to greet each other [when they meet], to get
information about their health. Everyone is fine in our families.
Slight sicknesses and discomfort are not absent, but no one has
to stay in bed.

Here we are in response to your convocation.

Before starting the meeting we would like you to tell us whether
your people enjoy good health.”

[Looking at Pierre and his people, Antoine offered 1 ' him his kufi (plural:makufi, a
special way for greeting notabilities officially in the context o f the kinzoonzi), and in
order to invite him in turn to speak.

The audience did the same, imitating the

spokesman’s attitude, also to signify their approval.
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Pierre stood up and responded in the same way by offering his “kufi” to acknowledge
Antoine’s greeting, as well as to greet him and his people.

Then, he spoke very briefly

in answer to the question about good health in his section o f the clan.

Then Antoine

went on]:

Ant.: B ayadyal2 (Brothers/sisters, parents, relatives, friends, members o f the audience).
All: Eh eh! (Yes)
Ant: I would like first to tell you a story:

“Dear brothers and sisters, we are gathered here to reflect on the
story of ZONGESI (red-bird) and the Lord NGO (leopard).

When Zongesi built his city he named it “the City of
NgwUsani” (harmony) while Lord Ngo built a city of
Lubddngdmu (hate).

An absolute silence reigned in Lord

Ngo's city since citizens feared to be killed and eaten by Ngo,
whereas in Zongesi'$ city the talk of the citizens was full of joy.

One day, listening to the chirping from the city o f Ngtmsdni,
Lord Ngo decided to visit it.

He went and listened to the

conversation among the inhabitants: ‘Brother/sister, would you
give me this?

What is the matter with you?

What are you

doing? What did you eat?’ And so on.

Meanwhile in the city of Lubddngdmu there was always a dead
silence.

Finally, Ngo decided to speak to Zongesi to find out

why his people were so happy in the city of Ng\vitsdni\

‘Why are you so happy in this city?’, he inquired.

‘I have never

seen any discord among you; I have never heard any arguments.
You always live in joy. What is your secret?’
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‘The secret is that our city is called Mbddnsd Ngwusdni (the
city of harmony)’, answered Zongesi.

‘What do you mean by Mbddnsd Ngmisani, the “City o f
Harmony”?’ asked Ngo.

I have a big clan with countless

members. All of us live in the forest.
his/her own business.

Every one takes care of

What can I do to build a city of

Ngwiisdni (harmony) as you have?’

‘Dear Colleague’, said Zongesi, ‘go back to your city, beat
gongs to gather your animals together.
before calling them.

But cut your claws

Then tell them your purpose, that is, to

build a city of Ngwusdni (harmony), as I did.’

Ngo went back, called all the animals from the forest and shared
his plan with them, and did all that Zongesi had told him to do.
The city was built and everyone lived happily.

Life changed in

the city.

But after a year, Lord Ngo began to kill and eat other

animals.

One day, a very healthy nsusi (an animal similar to a

mongoose) went [to the pond] to have a bath.

Lord Ngo kept

his eye on him, and went to hide himself behind the trees.

He

suddenly pounced on nsusi while he was having his bath.

‘What is the matter?’, he asked.
‘I must relieve my hunger’, Lord Ngo replied. ‘You are the first
and the last to be eaten.’
‘Oh! Is this the reason why you called us back into the village?’

But Lord Ngo could not wait: he sprang on him, killed him and
ate him.

In the evening, the elders noticed there was a missing

member in the group of nsusi.

Sadly, the unfortunate wife was
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looking for her husband.

She informed the elders.

Together

they went to look for the missing member of their group.
hair and blood of the victim were noticed on the path.

The

Finally,

Lord Ngo’s footprints were discovered. Moreover, blood stains
were still round his mouth.

‘Oh! Lord Ngo’, they asked, ‘is this the reason why you called
us back? From now on you can stay alone in your city.’ And
so, everyone ran away, leaving the leopard alone in the city.

In this way the citizens dispersed and Lord Ngo's city
disappeared.

This is the reason why the leopard everywhere

hunts animals.”

[At the end of the story the participants were invited by the storyteller to establish any
similarities between the story and their own situation in the clan; they were asked to
discover what needed healing in their clan]:

Ant: According to your opinion, bayddya, which of the two cities still exists today?
All: The Lord Zongesi's city.
Ant: Which of the two cities has been dispersed?
All: The Lord Ngo's city.
Ant: Which of them still exists today?
All: The Lord Zongesi's city.
Ant: Let us imagine this evening that we are in the city o f Lord Zongesi.

Let us take

this village of Makddnga as Mbddnsd Ngwiisdna (the City of Harmony) which we aim
to build.

"The reason why all of us are gathered here is not to accuse nor to condemn anyone who
could have been responsible for destroying the harmony among us.
purpose is not to punish by leaving him/her alone in the village.
relative, Sir J. Nsyddla is the purpose o f our gathering.
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I mean, our

The death of our

He, the owner of this kibelu

(part o f the village), died without being sick before. All of us are witnesses. All o f us
were present at this same place, when he died.

After the funeral, no one among us or

other members o f the clan was asked to consult a diviner in order to find out the cause
o f that death.

But you, baydaya, according to your initiative you said: “We cannot

explain why our aged relative has died.

Therefore, we must go to consult a diviner”.

Several days afterwards, you convoked us .,.

“Dyd kyo, muuntu ukugeeni kyddwu ” (proverb)
(You can only eat what is given to you)

[By this proverb, Antoine wanted to emphasise the leaders’ initiative in the *B’ group to
convoke the people to the first meeting he referred to.

Using this proverb Antoine

urged them to be responsible regarding their duties. Then he continued]:

"The two answers you received from ngaanga-ngoombo (the diviner) were: bakulu
(the ancestors) and n ’kisi (the sacred means for curing people).
were brought back after you had been to consult the diviner.

Actually, the n ’ktsi

Then, according to the

customs, what must follow n ’kisV'l
All: Bakulu (ancestors)!
Ant: Actually, n ’kisi are rediscovered.

■Now we have to keep them carefully.

Ngaanga-ngoombo confirmed that we are in possession o f our n ’kisi, but before
applying them we must be wise.

“Do not be foolish”, he said. You all know how

Kiimpi (madness) reacts.3 Therefore, we have first to clarify the concern about bakulu
([our] ancestors). We have to wear n fsuunga (a bracelet made o f green stalks or o f the
young palm tree leaves, which is an instrument for protection against evil influences).
All o f this is to avoid problems with bakulu.

Yes, we came.

We gathered here.

The result was that no one either from mbddnsa

(city), nor from n rdnmba (valley, realm o f the dead) was accused o f being guilty by the
diviner you had consulted.

But n ’kisi were discovered in your community.

true"?
All: It is.
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Is it not

Ant. "At home we used to have a kidiimbu4 (symbol) we call: best kddnda (members
o f the clan).

Yes, you have called our attention to our duties o f kuyddla mpu and

kuvwdata n ’suunga (install the ancestors solemnly and wear the vegetable bracelet as a
sign of union among all the members and of their belonging to the clan), mu kusa nde:
tatomd (in order that we could enjoy the well being and welfare).

But we would like

first to know where this kidiimbu [lukobi] is. That symbol is the only one we have, all
of us. As we know, our aged relative who died was the one who used to keep it. Is it
not true"?
All: It is.
Ant: May the gongs resound!

[Each clan is normally ruled by a chief appointed by the ancestors.
as the embodiment o f their power.

He can be defined

Taking care of lukobi lit bakulu (the basket o f the

ancestors) is among his chief responsibilities.

However, in this case, the way lukobi

was kept seemed to be against the customs of the clan.

Therefore, illnesses and

misfortunes were attributed to this disorder].

Ant: Today, baydaya, we would like you to tell us where this i(Dibuundu di katolika”
(Catholic Church) [something which is expected to unite the people among themselves]
is now. Let us look for it. Let us look for our unity. Let us find out how it ran away.
Let us know why it has been discovered on your side.
convoked us.

This is the reason why you

Many prohibitions were imposed on the people [after the previous

meeting he referred to].

Everyone was urged to respect them strictly.

But your

behaviour shows that you are both lawmaker as well as lawbreaker".

[The spokesman exposed the failure to conform to the prohibitions imposed. Although
the prohibitions were of their own initiative, Pierre and his people did not respect them.
The speaker then continued]:

"To appreciate whether what you did is good or not is not our concern today. What we
want today is to build kiyaaya-kiyddyd kyeto (our brother/sisterhood).
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We think this

day is a very good one, for Nzaambi (God) is invisible but he is visible through deeds
and signs. According to the signs we saw on our way before arriving at the village, we
estimated that this day was a good one.

For example: n ’f u ki5 were kept in the traps;

nkdka (pangolins) were picked up.6 If we had come yesterday maybe nobody would
have greeted me.

But today, when on my way, I met a young boy carrying a packet

which contained nkdka (pangolin), I felt then we were welcome in the village.

Baydaya, today is THE DAY. Do not forget the story o f Mbddnsd Ngwiis&ni (the City
o f Harmony) we want to build".

[He spoke then to his colleague Pierre specifying the issue o f the meeting which was
going on]:

"Sir Pyeedi (Pierre), according to our interpretation of the present situation, there are no
myoondo (festering arguments and discussions between clans, about the ownership of
lands), there is nothing but:

Yu ubeela kivumii yu iinwddntnddnga kyeelo (anyone

who suffers from diarrhoea must run towards the door)".

[In this case, the proverb can

be interpreted as whoever feels the need, must look for the solution. He meant that Sir
Pierre was the one who really needed to be heard by the clan during this gathering.
Then he went on]:

"I know

11 ’kisi

(sacred means for healing) have not been discovered among the members

o f n ’dumba (valley, the realm of the invisible members o f the clan).

We are not

gathered here in order to seek our liberation after being attacked by them.

The reason

for our gathering here is that, as members of the visible community we are bound
together.

There is a n ’kisi which belongs to all of us as members o f the clan; we are

all bound by it.

But, for more than ten years, all our n ’kisi have been kept in your

house. Is it not true?
All: It is.
Ant: To whom must they apply if not to yourself?
be cured by these n ’kisil Isn’t it so?
All: It is.
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Are you not the one who needs to

Ant: Nobody else needs to be cured. On our side we do not feel this necessity, we are
in a good state of health. Is it not true?
All: It is.
Ant: But, in order to protect you as well as ourselves, ngaanga-itgoombo (the diviner)
suggested that we proceed slowly and wisely.

We must involve the members of

mbddnsa (city), [land of the living] as well as those o f n ’dumba (valley), [land o f the
dead]. Do you agree with this"?
All: We do.
[Throughout this dialogue, Antoine urged Pierre and his people to acknowledge that it
was their own initiative to consult the diviner, and to convoke the two meetings.

He

meant that Pierre and his people felt guilty for doing wrong in some way; that was why
they convoked the meeting, but they felt uncomfortable conducting it.- Then, without
any transition, Antoine started singing the following song o f the Twins.

The

participants all sang with him in solo and chorus]:

Song II, 1: Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi, bddna ban ’loongo

Chorus:Bddnd ban loongo, e yddya

Solo: 1. Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi e!
2. Lukembidild yddya e\

(Chorus)

3. Bddna bdnsosa el

(Chorus)

4. Kabila Nsiimba, wukabila baNzuzi e!

(Chorus)

5. Baana beto yddya e!

(Chorus)

6. Ydd Nsiimba ye Nzuzi el

(Chorus)

7. Kembidild, yddya el

(Chorus)

Chorus:Children with prohibitions

Solo: 1. Nsiimba and Nzuzi
2. Give them praise, yddya

(Chorus)

3. It is the children we want

(Chorus)

4. Offer a gift to Nsiimba, offer a gift to Nzuzi

(Chorus)

5. Our children, yddya

(Chorus)

6. Dear Nsiimba and Nzuzi

(Chorus)

7. Praise them, yddya

(Chorus)
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Ant: Ahydayal
All: Eh eh!
Ant: Do you agree with what we have said?
All: We do.
Ant: I told you today is THE DAY. Our ancestors have said these proverbs:
“Nzdt ga kail kigdtd bdsdd yddw u” (A house is expected to stand in the middle o f the
village).
“Go mweene mpaangi dku ukutdmbokele, n ’f um i kdkuvwndi” (When you see your
relative comes to you, that means, he/she appreciates you).
“Kifiva, kike; kisaala, ktingi”. (Dead thing, worthless; lasting thing, more important).
[Speaking to Pierre’s followers, Antoine continued saying]:

"Your group, baydaya (relatives), has a hard time, you are suffering a great deal.

Our

wish is that you may get better; this applies to us too, we wish to improve our lives.
We are innocent.

We are here to answer your convocation.

You have all the

responsibility: Nkala-nkala ye loosi mu n 'nwd end mu zituuka (the call for help and
the clamour came from your moiith). Is it not true"?
All: It is.

[He meant that Pierre’s group is the one which needs to be freed from misfortunes. The
suffering of the members in the group is interpreted as a punishment from the ancestors
for breaking the law o f the clan. The meaning of the proverb he employed is similar to:
“If the cap fits you, wear it”].

Ant: Actually, both n ’kisi (sacred means for healing) and bakulu (ancestors) are in
your hands.

We only want to find out what happened to kidiimbu (the symbol,

[lukobi]) we had. All o f us are here. If you have a message for us, speak. The noble
chiefs and participants who attended our first meeting are also sitting here. They came
back to have some idea about the issue that concerns the clan o f the village of
Makddnga. Anything you wish to tell us, please do it. That is all we want to say.
Go kdd y a l (If you hear: kdd yd)
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All: Disweemel (It is over; this is the end).
[Then, joined by his followers, he sang the following song]:

Song II, 2: Mod ugogda ngeye ...

Solo: 1. Moo ugogad ngeye tna iwddnga

Chorus: Ma ugogdd ngeye ma iwddnga e

Dyaambu nge kusdnikdd ko.

Dyaand nge kusdnikdd ko

2. Ma ugogdd ngeye ma iwddnga
(Chorus)

Dyaambu nge kutomisad ko
3. E maambu ma ugogdd ngeye ma iwddnga

(Chorus)

Dyaand nge kutomisad ko
4. ... [no voice but clapping]

(Chorus)

Dyaand nge kutomisad ko
5. E ngwd, ma ugogdd ngeye ma i ...
Dyaand ... [no voice but clapping]

(Chorus)

Solo: 1. I can hear what you say

Chorus: I can hear what you say

But you do not write it.

But you do not write it
(Chorus)

2. I can hear what you say
You are the ones who do not improve
3. I can hear the issues you say

(Chorus)

You are the ones who do not improve
4. ... [no voice but clapping]

(Chorus)

You are one who does not improve.
5. Oh mother! I ... what you say
(Chorus)

... [no voice but clapping]
But ...

[After a period of singing, a concluding dialogue between Antoine and his group took
place]:

Ant: Bay daya\
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All: Eh! (Yes)
Ant: Is there any problem?
All: There is no problem!
Ant: Keembo d in *kisi ... (The celebrity of n }kisi [is known] ...)
All: Ngaanga kimooyal (During its owner’s life time).
Ant: Is it acceptable that anyone should not understand a saying addressed to them?
All: It is not acceptable!

[Then came Pierre’s turn to speak. He thanked Antoine, he explained his group’s point
o f view and referred to a couple of objectionable points in Antoine’s speech.

He felt

mainly unhappy because his group was treated as “bddntu bdnsuumba” (sold and
bought people).

An adjustment was made by Antoine to assure Pyeedi and his group.

Then everyone was invited to ask for forgiveness for any harmful words and acts which
might have hurt any member in the clan. He sang and asked people to join him]:

Song II, 3: N ’keen da kani wunsoni wuna ...

1.

E e n ’keenda kdni wunsoni wuna
Taat 'kuwd kwdni e

2.

E e n ’keenda kdni wunsoni wuna
Maamd kuwd kwdni e

1.

(Chorus: repeat 2.)

Even if it is a story of shame
The father agrees to listen

2.

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

Even if it is a story of shame
The mother agrees to listen

Ant: Now we do not hide anything.
Eh yddyal
All: Eh eh (Yes).

(Chorus: repeat 2.)

[Without any transition, he sang another song]:
r

■

Song II, 4: Moo maambu e

Solo: 1. Mod maambu e, ntdmd mdydla
Yddvotti iisusa mo7

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

2. Mod maambu e, ntdmd mdydla
Ye bambuta bdsiisa mo e

(Chorus)

3. Moo maambu e, ntdmd mdydla
Mftimu Voni usiisd mo e

(Chorus)

4. Mod maambu ef ntdmd mdydla
A bambuta bdtuyita bdsiisa mo e

(Chorus)

5. Moo maambu e,
Boo bdyita koko, ntdmd bdsiisa mo e

(Chorus)

6. Moo maambu e,
Boo bdbutukidi bungdngi bazeeye mo e

Solo: 1.

These complaints have existed for a long time
Even elder Yvon left them behind

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

2. These complaints have existed for a long time
Our elders left them behind

(Chorus)

3. These complaints have existed for a long time
Father Yvon left them behind

(Chorus)

4. These complaints have existed for a long time
The elders who preceded us left them behind

(Chorus)

5. These complaints,
Those departed before us, left them for a long time (Chorus)
6. These complaints
The newborns know them now

[These were complaints within Sir Pierre’s group.
the bad way they treated their members.

Elders and leaders were accused o f

Then, Antoine and his group urged Pierre to

answer these objections. They sang]:

Song II, 5: Ngaatu nde: ...

1.

Ngaatu nde, ngaatu nde:
Yddniyoyo e\

2.

Taatd goga maambu mdku, ngaatu nde:
Yddni yoyo el

1.

One can say perhaps, one can say perhaps:
It is his/her fault

2.

Father, speak freely, one can say perhaps:
It is his/her fault

[Antoine went on to insist that Pierre must be careful, he must only tell the truth.
expressed this by singing]:

Song II, 6: G an ’toto m baangi...

Ga n ’tot6 mbaangi
Mu zulu mbaangi
Mamoonso ma tugddnga
Mfiunu Nzddmbi zeeye mo

[There are] witnesses on the earth
[There are] witnesses in heaven
Anything we do
The Lord God knows it
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He

[There were elements of Sir Pierre’s speech rejected by Antoine and his followers.

At

this stage of kinzoonzi, songs replaced discourses; the debate developed through the
songs. This is an example o f the dynamism of songs in a ritual. The specific message
o f the song was interpreted and orientated the debate.
mddwu, Antoine assessed Pierre’s speech.

By singing the song: W eediye

He did not appreciate it because some

important points for debate were neglected. The song simply meant that Pierre did not
answer questions; therefore, kinzoonzi is not ended.]

Song II, 7: Weedi ye madwu

1.

Weedi ye madwu, yddya e, e e yddya e\

2.

Kyedika weedi ye madwu, yddya e, e e yddya el

3.

E b u ukweenda, weedi ye madwu, yddyua e, e e yddya I

4.

E bu uvutuka, vutukdye mddwu yddya e, e eyddya e\

5.

Ydd Mbdbu bu keele ye mddwu yddya e, e e yddya el

1.

You go away with [problems] on your back

2.

Truly, you go away with [problems] on your back

3.

As you leave, you go away with [problems] on your back

4.

As you return, you return with [problems] on your back

5.

Ydd Mbdbu goes away with [problems] on his back

[Although Pierre made efforts to improve his speech, Antoine estimated it not effective,
a failure.

That is why he regretted that the clan of the village of Makddnga was no

longer represented by an outstanding expert spokesman]:

Song II, 8: Ku Makddnga kukdla nzoonzi

1.

E ku Makddnga kukdla nzoonzi
Kuyika kwdni bimvwebedi el

2.

Mu Makddnga mukdla baantu e
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Muyikcsjiwdni biyunga, yddya el

1.

There were expert spokesmen at Makddnga
Now, there are people who do not think deeply

2.

There were famous people at Makddnga
Now, there are unwise people

[Finally, Pierre went on again to explain his point o f view to which Antoine, satisfied,
replied by singing: Kyeesi k i izotddnga (joy is what I like, which concluded the first
night o f the meeting].

Song II, 9: Kyeesi k i izoldd

E e kyeesi k i izoldd
Mavwaanga si kizoldd mo ko

Joy is what I like
I do not like confusion

[The two verses were sung several times by the assembled group.

At sunrise the

meeting concluded. During the day people were free to rest, to relax. In the afternoon,
a group of women (those considered as bddna in the clan), was in charge to provide
firewood for Kiziku which would take place during the night].

2.2.2. Kiziku

[The second night was reserved for the healing ritual of Kiziku which was conducted by
two religious figures who belonged to another clan:

Tad Mfiimu (the sacred chief

endowed with the ancestors’ power) and his assistant Tad Ngddnga (the healer).8

After sunset people gathered again in the same place to continue their meeting.
Mfiimu and Tad Ngddnga arrived in the evening.
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Tad

They were introduced by Antoine,

the spokesman.

They sat in the middle where everybody could see them, facing the

assembly.

Kiziku is divided into three phases:
- Mbooka (Invocations)
- Kaangu ye kubuka (Covenant and healing process)
- Matobndo (Thanksgiving)

A, Mbooka (Invocations)

Then, all the assembly conducted by Tad Ngddnga formed a circle in the open space.
They danced accompanied by a dram [he played himself] and songs sung in a call and
response style.

Dancers moved around clapping;

they followed Tad Ngddnga’s

rhythm while they sang: Ku mayeenga (in/from the deeps).

This song was used for

calling upon bakulu (ancestors) and attracting their attention:

Song II, 10: Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi, ku mayeenga ...

Solo: 1. E Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi e
Ku mayeenga keti told lu leed il9
Munii kileedi ko
Mad N ’tbombo munu toombuld mpoongo

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

2. E Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi e
Ku mayeenga keti told luleedil 10
Munu kileedi ko
(Chorus: repeat 2)

Mad N ’tbombo e, toombukddnga
3. E Nsiimbd ye Nzuzi e
Ku mayeenga keti mbild lunteledil
Munu kileedi ko
Mad N ’tbbmbo e, toombuld mpoongo

Solo: 1. Oh Nsiimbd and Nzuzi
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(Chorus: repeat 3.)

In the deeps, are you sleeping?
I, I do not sleep
Oh mother N ’tddmbo, take out the mpoongoV1

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

2. Oh Nsiimbd and Nzuzi
In the deeps, are you sleeping?
I, I do not sleep
Oh mother N ’toombo, come out!

(Chorus: repeat 2)

3. Oh Nsiimbd and Nzuzi
In the deeps are you calling me?
I, I do not sleep
Mother NHoombo, take out the mpoongo!

(Chorus: repeat 3)

[The dancing stopped here, a loud and shouted dialogue began between Tad Ngddnga
and the participants]:

Ng:

I am calling! Who can I call? I am calling!
I am Ngiimbi Mdkddnda12

All:

Ye M bakal13

Ng:

I am calling! I am Kyddndu kiM dtdtdmd kiNzeenze Badntu! Nduundu ...

All:

YeMbakal

Ng;

I am calling! Who can I call?
I am a descendant of Mata md Koongo
I bow down; look at this [he bowed down]! Nduundu ...

All:

YeMbakal

Ng:

Oh, Kiimpil KiirnpiI Kiimpil Kiimpi n ’kist kilawul
(Kiimpi is n ’kisi for madness
[Give me] three nuts of kola. Nduundu ...

All:

YeM bakal

Ng:

[Give me] three nuts of kola. Nduundu ...

All:

YeM bakal

Ng:

Those who are not happy ... Nduundu ...

All:

YeM bakal
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Ng: Those who want to control us ... Nduundu ...
All:

YeM bakal

Ng:

[Today] we, we are in position o f control! Nduundu ...

All:

YeM bakal

Ng: They are regarded as the animals! Nduundu ...
All:

YeM bakal

Ng: I bow down [give me] three nuts o f kola! Nduundu ...
All:

YeM bakal

Ng: We wish to go back where we came from. Nduundu ...
All:

YeM bakal

Ng: We shall go! Nduundu ... [3 times]
All:

YeM bakal

Ng: Eh! Zdbdld zaba la l34

[He fell to the ground and remained quiet for a period.

When he stood up, the dance

took place again with the following song:

Song II, 11: Tad Ngddnga

Solo: 1. B e e Tad Ngddnga, Itisala lit Nkuka el
Chorus: B e e Tad Ngddnga, lusala lu Nkuka el
2. Mddnta a, si ikweendd kwdmo gand mpadmbu. nkamal
3. Mddnta a, ngwd miinu ngyeele kwdmu mu n ’kaandd mfukal
4. Mddma a, ngwd munu ngyeele kwdmo mu n ’kandd Nkuka
5. Tad Ngddnga a, i\kita Kiimpi, n ’kisi kilawu e e
Ngaanga a, ttgwa munu ngyeele kwarno mu n rkisi kilawu e
6. E e e Tad Ngddnga, lusala lu nkuka e, Kiimpi a a
Mddma, nkita Kiimpi, n ’sisi kilawu
7. E e e Tad Ngddnga, it ’keenda nsotti e, mbddiyddya el
Taata Ngddnga wakadila ku ntaandu nkuka
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The contents o f lukobi: metal and vegetal bracelets,
and various remains o f deceased chief wrapped in a
cloth parcel. (June 1995 at Leemfu).

Solo: 1. Oh, father Ngddnga, the feather o f Nkuka}5
Chorus: Oh, father Ngddnga, the feather of Nkuka
2. Oh, mother I am going to be judged
3. Oh, mother, I am a victim due to a debt
4. Oh, mother, I am a victim due to a Nkuka
5. Father Ngaanga, Kiimpi is a madness
Oh, ngddnga, I am a victim o f madness
6. Oh father Ngddnga, the feather of nkuka, oh Kiimpi!
Oh, mother, nkita Kiimpi is a n ’kisi o f madness
7. Oh, father Ngddnga, this is a story of shame, alas
Father Ngddnga stands upstream upper waters

[To conclude this part several songs were sung as accompaniment to the dance.
three men were sent to fetch lukobi lu bdkulu (the ancestors’ basket).

Then

Meanwhile

people waited several hours in the yard. There was an exceptional gladness among the
people when the three men, bringing back lukobi, reached the yard.
biyeki-yeki (joyful cries), men fired shots in the air.

Women made

The three men, kneeling, moved

toward TYra Mfumu and Tad Ngddnga who received lukobi.]

B. Kaanguye kubuka (Covenant and Healing Process)

[Then came the moment for kustba 16 (to warn people before establishing any covenant)
and kubuka (to heal). Before all of this took place, the spokesman Antoine attracted
the attention of the participants by singing and dancing. By that he meant that the
moment was a very important one. He sang]:

Song 11,12: Ntaangu maambu yifiveeni

Solo: 1. E ngwd ntaangu maambu yifiveeni e!
2. E lukebd, yintaangu yifiveeni e!
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Chorus: Eyadyd Kuma e!

Solo: 1. It is time for acting

Chorus: E yddya Kuma el

2, Be careful, it is time for acting

All: Ka mdnddngdd kol
(It does not last)

[A male goat was brought into the circle. Two men pierced its throat and collected the
blood. Meat was roasted in small pieces, everyone received a portion and ate it during
that same night.

The blood mixed with kaolin and fresh water from a spring, served

first for the covenant [bracelets and leg-rings contained in lukobi and by which bakidu
(the ancestors) are represented, had been immersedj, then as a substance used in the
healing action and blessing. Tad Mfiimu mixed the bracelets together in lukobi in such
a way that they could hold together as a sign o f membership of a united clan.
Meanwhile, each lineage invoked its ancestors.

Invited by Tad Mfiimu every patient explained his/her pain or misfortunes.

There

were various complaints such as childlessness, crop failures for years, unemployment
for young men, failure to marry among yoimg girls and so forth. A woman who had an
incurable sore in the neck went in the middle o f the gathering, she uncovered it and
revealed a large and awful sore. She explained that she spent money and time trying to
get cured.

She also prayed to the ancestors to forgive her if she had offended them.

But she did not explain the cause of this incurable sore; she did not know it.

For the healing action, Tad Mfiimu proceeded as follows: those who had revealed their
pains sat on the ground in the middle o f the circle.

Tad Mfiimu went from one to

another, carrying the kaolin and goat’s blood mixture which he applied on the face, the
arms, the legs and the special parts o f the body indicated by the patients.

Each patient

was given a plait, made of fresh grass stalks, to be worn as a bracelet, an anklet or as a
necklace.
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While Tad Mfiimu proceeded to cure and bless the participants, Tad Ngddnga directed
the assembly to sing the song for healing: Leembi-leembi]:17

S ong II, 13: Leembi-leembi

Solo: 1. E e leembi-leembi e
Makaanda tukweeleembi e

(Chorus: repeat 1.)

2. Makaanda tukweeboondi e

(Chorus: repeat 2.)

3. Ngwa baantu tukweetomisa e

(Chorus 1

4. Bandweelo tukweeyidika e

(Chorus 1

5. Bankita baantu tukweeleembi e

(Chorus 1

6. E ngwa bddnd tukweeboondi e

(Chorus 1

7. E ngwa mboongo tukweetomisa e

(Chorus 1

Solo: 1. Oh, leembi-leembi
We [try] to appease the clans
2. We [try to] heal our clans
3. We [try to] improve human life
4. We [try to] prepare the future for the little ones
5. we [try to] appease these people
6. Oh, mother, we [try to] heal the children
7. Oh mother, we [try to] improve our progeny

[As soon as Tda Mfiimu finished healing and blessing people, Kiziku was performed:
many fagjots were placed together, in advance, in the middle of the yard. They were set

A

on fire by Tad Ngddnga while he pronounced incantations and danced around the fire.
He invited people to do the same.

The drum was played by himself in a way that the

beats became gradually more rapid until they became frenzied.

The dance was

performed according to this rhythm. One o f the songs simg during the dance was]:
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Song 11,14: Mad NHdombo toombuka (Mother NHdombo, come out)18

Chorus:

Mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kuntala, e yddya e
Ku tusddld beeto, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya e

Solo: 1.

E bikulu bi

-d kanda manzdla ga lakd, eyddya e

E ngwa ku tusddld beeto, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya e
2.

(Chorus).

E bikulu bisiimbi kaanda manzdla ga lakd, e mddma e
Ga kifulu ki loongo, manzdla ga lakd

(Chorus)

E mddma, ga kifulu ki loongo, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya
E ngwd ydd Nsddngu uyikd n ’kulu

(Chorus).

4.

E mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbuka, e yddya e

(Chorus)

5.

Ga kifulu ki kaanda, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya e
Ngwd mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kuntala, e yddya e

6.

(Chorus)

Ga kifulu ki kanda, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya e
E mddma, mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbaka, e mddma (Chorus)

7.

Beetu mad NHdombo tombokele, ndiingd mboti kdwildi e

(Chorus)

E mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kuntala, e yddya e
Ku tusddld beeto, kikeyd kikeya, e yddya
9.

Ku tusddld beeto, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya e
Ga kifulu ki kaanda, bungudi bunEaktu, e yddya e

10.

(Chorus)

Mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbona, eyddya e
Mad NHdombo, toombuka, nzdlaga lakd, e yddya e

14.

(Chorus)

Mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbaka, e yddya e
E ngwa ku lutuukd beeno, kikeyd kikeya

13.

(Chorus)

Mad NHdombo tombokele, ndiingd mboti kdwiidi e
Mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbaka, e yddya e

12.

(Chorus)

Kutusddla beeto, kikeya,je yddya e
Maa NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbaka, e yddya e

11

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Mad NHdombo, toombuka wisi kumbona, e yddya e
Ngwd wo n ’kaangu beeto, manzdla ga lakd, e yddya
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(Chorus)

Chorus:

Mother N ’toombo, come out to visit me, oh yddya
There where you left us we are strangled

Solo: 1.

The elders of the clan strangle us, oh yddya
Oh, mother, there where you left us we are strangled

2.

The elders of the clan strangle us, oh mother
Instead of the [relationship of] marriage, we are strangled

3.

(Chorus).

(Chorus)

Oh, mother, instead of marriage, we are strangled
Oh, ydd Nsadngu became an ancestor

(Chorus).

4.

Oh, mother NHdombo, come out to heal me, yddya

(Chorus)

5.

Instead of the clan, we are strangled, yddya
Mother NHoombo, come out to visit me, yddya

6.

(Chorus)

Instead of the clan, we are strangled, oh yddya
Oh, mother, mother NHdombo, come out to take me, oh mother mother

CChorosJ

",

7.

Here we are, mother NHdombo came out since she heard a gentle voice
,

8.

"

(jCi^orus)

Oh mother, NHdombo, come out to visit me, yddya
There where you left us there are endless grievances

9.

(Chorus)

There where you left us we are strangled, yddya
Instead of the clan, they only pay lip service to the
motherhood/sisterhood/brotherhood, oh yddya

10

There where you left us there are endless grievances
Mother NHdombo, come out to take me, oh yddya

11

(Chorus)

Mother NHdombo cqme out since she heard a gentle voice
Mother NHdombo, come out to take me, yddya

12.

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Mother NHoombo, come out t take me, oh yddya
Oh, mother, where you come from there are endless grievances (Chorus)

13.

Mother NHoombo, come out to see me, oh yddya
Mother NHoombo, come out we are strangled

14.

(Chorus)

Mother NHoombo, come out to see me, oh yddya
We are strangled by [people of] our generation, oh yddya
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(Chorus)

[Suddenly, one o f the women dancers started kutuiintuka (trance).

She screamed

loudly and left the line of the dancers, and went in the middle of the circle.
continued to dance but her rhythm differed from the others.

She

People asked her: “Who

are you? Do you have any message for us?” She answered: “I am mother So and So.
N ’kuungd myeno ngwiidi, bu ngisi kind kwdmo ye beeno. K ’ina kwdmo ye ttsddngu
ko; n ’kuungd myeno myoo mindeti gogoT (I heard your songs, that is why I came to
dance with you. I do not have a message; it is because of your songs that I am here).

Afterwards she was asked questions by the participants to know whether the ancestors
agreed with the way things were handled during the meeting. She replied: “Ku masd u
kyeesi kweto tuna.

N ’kuungd myeno ngwtidi, bu ngisi kind kwdmo ye beeno ” (We

are glad in the water. I heard your songs, that is why I came to dance with you). Then
she crossed the fire and went near the forest, she took a young palm leaf and chewed it.
She returned to the middle of the circle, danced a while, then, gave a piercing cry and
fell to the ground as if she were dead.
the body of the human being).

(Everyone understood that the ancestor had left

She was picked up and taken outside the area reserved

for the dance and laid on a mat until late in the morning.
not remember what had happened to her in the night.

When she woke up she did

She wondered why she was so

dirty, but nobody wanted to speak to her about the trance],

C. Matoondo (Thanksgiving)

[As soon as the woman in trance fell down and slept, there were expressions of gladness
and satisfaction among participants. People sang and danced to express joy and thanks
to the ancestors for they agreed with the way the ritual was handled, they “came back”
by taking possession o f the living, and in so doing, they participated in the ritual.

The dance continued while Tad Ngddnga threw a chicken into the fire to be roasted.
Then all the participants received a small portion and ate it. Small pieces of a kola nut
were also distributed to be eaten by the participants.
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At sunrise the dance ended and the assembly dispersed. Everyone was ready to go back
home].

2.3. Reading the Ritual of Kiziku: Towards an Interpretation

The double goals in telling the story about the celebration of Kiziku, in the previous
section, are to give an idea about the performance o f Kiziku and to provide us with basic
reconstructed material for further study. In this section, my attention will focus on the
elements which

this healing ritual, in order to establish its structure.

In so

doing, I intend to define various roles played by Kiziku in the Mpangu society.

As described above, Kiziku seems to be a complex healing ritual composed o f elements
taken from several other healing rituals.
from various cultural contexts.

There is an amalgam o f elements borrowed

These elements are parts of Kiziku and play various

roles.

The ritual, as described in section 1, can be divided into elements which are not only
part o f it, but also ensure the dynamic development.

They constitute specific stages

through which the healing ritual moves. These are:

A. Kinzoonzi (a long discussion about an important issue). It is a kind o f public court
held by the elders in order to find a solution to a specific important problem.

In the

context of Kiziku, this was a period for an individual and communal preparation for the
performance of the healing ritual.

B. Kiziku itself which is composed of:
Mbdoka{calls, invocations).

A special moment during the ritual when the

participants call upon their ancestors to come out and join the visible section of
the clan as it seeks a solution to a specific problem.
Kaangu ye kubuka (covenant and healing action).

At this stage, the participants

in the ritual, consciously take part, committing themselves to the conditions
required for being healed.
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Matoondo (thanksgiving). A conclusion of the ritual, here the people express joy
and thanks to their ancestors for helping the clan on this particular occasion.

In the following pages, these elements will be described iy}

more details in order to

underline their specific role in the healing ritual of Kiziku.

The interpretation of Kiziku can only make sense in the context of kaanda (the clan)
which is the point of departure for any important socio-religious action among the
Mpangu. My informants confirmed that this healing ritual is performed in response to
a crisis situation within the community kaanda, e.g. illnesses, deaths and all kinds of
misfortunes.

This was the case for the clan in the village o f Makddnga as was

underlined by Antoine, one of the spokesmen who led kinzoonzi. He said:

<(Beno bayddya, kimpasi-mpasi kiingi.

Tuzoledi beeno

lutomd; a beeto mpi tutomd”.
(You, [our] relatives, have a hard time, you are suffering a great
deal.

Our wish is that you may get better; this applied to us

too).

By these words Antoine meant that one ngiidi (a lineage) of the clan, which was
represented by the group “B” was in a bad state.
misfortunes.

Its people were the victims o f many

Therefore it was the duty o f all the members in the clan to look for an

improvement in their lives. That was the reason for gathering the clan for kinzoonzi on
that occasion.

2.3.1. Kinzoonzi

As defined by an informant, kinzoonzi “C ’est le fait que toute la famille (clan) prend
conscience, sous l’autorite du chef de famille, se reunit pour examiner un probleme et
trouver la solution” (The fact is that, led by the chief o f the clan, the entire community
becomes aware [of a specific situation] and comes together to analyse the problem and
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find the solution).

It is a kind of public court held by the notables and elders o f the

clan, in order to resolve a specific communal problem. 19

The style of kinzoonzi varies according to the purpose sought in each case.

Therefore,

there are several sorts o f kinzoonzi according to the problem which disturbs or might
disturb the harmony o f life in the clan, or any kind of community. An Appendix gives
a description of several examples o f kinzoonzi as interpreted by the informant
mentioned above.

2.3.2. Mbooka (Calls, invocations)

Although the entire ritual of Kiziku can be interpreted as a long series of calls and
invocations to the ancestors, this section will especially examine the role o f mbooka
(calls, invocations) in the context of the healing ritual being considered.

The term mbooka is a noun derived from the radical verbal [-bo:k-] o f which the
infinitive form is /kubooka/ or /kubookila/ (to shout a message, to call) e.g.
kuboooka/kubookila n ’samu (to shout a message, some news).
for a call addressed to a person.

The term is also used

This is what Tad Ngddnga (the healer) meant, when

he said: “Yibooka, yibookd nant?”

(I am calling, who can I call?)

He could also

have said “Yibookila, yibookild itani?” when he addressed the ancestors during the
healing ritual of Kiziku.

He intended to call the ancestors to join the members o f the

clan in the visible world, as they were seeking a solution to their problems.
There are two reasons for calling upon the ancestors during the healing ritual. The first
is to facilitate communication between all the members of the clan, be they living in this
land or in the realm of the dead.

The fact of calling upon their common ancestors

contributes to creating a united body among the participants as they look forward to
performing Kiziku.

As we know, in the Mpangu society, the clan is composed of the visible beings:
baantu (human beings) and of the invisible beings, the deceased members known as
bakulu (the ancestors).

The latter are regarded as the guardians of the clan. Kiziku is
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an important event in the life of the clan.

Therefore, before performing the ritual, all

the members o f the clan must be united to ensure its success.

Unity is a major concern of the clan throughout this healing ritual.
expressed it when he said: “Tuyitd maambu met bdkulu.

The spokesman

Tuvwaata n ’suunga; kadi

mu bakulu muna make ye meengi” (We must, first, clarify the concern about the
ancestors. We must wear the hay bracelet [which unites us to the ancestors] so that we
avoid problems with them).

The second reason is that the ancestors are thought to be powerful and endowed with a
supernatural knowledge which the clan needs to resolve its problems. The members of
the visible world cannot make any arrangement for the clan without calling upon the
ancestors, both for help and mainly to honour them as elders and owners of the clan.
The Mpangu consider mbooka as a call upon the ancestors.
and answered.

It is expected to be heard

Call and answer come almost simultaneously in the shouted dialogue

between Tad Ngddnga (the healer) and the participants:

I am calling! Who can I call? I am calling!

Here Tad Ngddnga speaks on behalf of the entire kaanda (the clan) gathered to seek a
solution to its problems. The representative ancestors respond, one after another, to the
call, and come to join the participants in the ritual. They introduce themselves through
Tad Ngddnga as he pronounces their names:

I am NgiimbiMakaanda
I am Kyddndu kiM dtdtdma kiNzeenze Baantu
I am a descendant of Mata md Kooitgo.

The conviction that a call has been heard and answered by the ancestors is indispensable
for the success of the ritual.
to the call.

The efficacy can be measured by the way bakulu reacted

In the ritual of Kiziku nothing can be achieved without the guiding

participation of bakulu (the ancestors) since they hold the key position in the ritual.
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Bakulu are regarded as bambuta (the elders), not only because they lived and died
before the present members of the clan, but also because they are still lineal elders.
They bear the responsibility for kutdmd ku kaanda (the well being and welfare o f the
clan) and ensure ngwusdm (the harmony).

The call addressed to bakulu (the ancestors) follows the rule of the composition o f the
clan. The members must address their calls to the ancestors o f the same clan or lineage,
as it is expressed in the song Saamba n fkulu diku, kusddmbi n ’kulu tt’kweeno ko
(invoke your own ancestor, do not invoke your neighbour’s ancestor) sung when the
ritual o f kaangu (the covenant) takes place.

In the Mpangu society, recourse to the ancestors extends to many circumstances o f life
both for a person as an individual and for the entire community.

In his studies on

Bakdongo, Van Wing (1959) describes some important areas in which the intervention
o f bakulu (the ancestors) is sought by the people. For him, the reason why the recourse
takes place is that, according to the common belief, bakulu (the ancestors) possess
"n ’f unu ye

11 ’gaku”

(all useful things and fecundity).

They are also able to bestow

their gifts on the people. A couple of examples can illustrate this belief.

The first example is related to the great concern of the Mpangu hunters to be in
communion with their ancestors before undertaking an important hunting expedition.
The term “communion” is here interpreted in terms of common sharing, participation
among persons involved in the same pursuit. In other words, it is a kind of exchange of
thoughts and emotions, as shown in the case of invocations to call the ancestors to join
the human beings as they accomplish an important action.

The call is.an invitation to

bakulu (the ancestors) to take part in the same action. The ritual reported by Van Wing
is performed as follows: Men go to the cemeteries.

The chief [of the village or o f the

land in which the hunting expedition would take place] pours palm wine over each
tomb. He kneels and says:
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Oh, fathers, oh, mothers, oh, elders,
Come, come and drink wine,
Grant fecundity and human richness.
The reason which leads us to present this wine to you,
Is that we ask you to grant us game with hooves and claws.
In other clans, big game is shot,
In ours, only small [animals].
But today, drink and see:
We go hunting,
Bring out big game,
Do not retain it [with you]. (Van Wing,1959:323).
The call is addressed to all their own ancestors who share life within the same
community: batddta (fathers), bamddma (mothers), bambuta (elders). Calling upon
the ancestors is also used in the context o f cursing. When a relative is not satisfied with
the way the sharing is made after hunting, he/she may curse the forest in order to make
it barren. He/she goes to the graveyard o f the ancestors of the clan and says:

Oh! Ancestors, listen to me!
We have inherited the forest from you, haven’t we?
If it does not belong to all o f us,
Then, they (relatives) could eat the meat20
Contrary, if the forest belongs to all o f us,
Then, you, ancestors, listen to me:
Retain your animals in the forest
[Do not give them to the hunters] (Van W ing,1959:324).
According to common belief, any hunting expedition undertaken in such a forest would
fail, since the forest has been inherited from the ancestors for the welfare o f all the
members of the community.

The second example deals with Unzoonzi ki magogila (meeting for intercessions on
behalf o f a sick relative), described in Appendix. If, after hearing the relatives’
confessions [in case there are tensions among them], the sick person does not feel better,
the case would be entrusted to the ancestors.

They would be called in the context of a

ritual o f magogila, which is known in Van W ing’s studies as matdbula (release).
Actually, this is the final stage of the ritual o f magogila whose aim is to speak (kugoga)
011

behalf of the sick person, in order to obtain healing.
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ICugogila is the applicative

form, that is, to speak for someone else.

The ultimate goal o f magogila is to free the

victim from all kinds of evil bondage. This is what the term matdbula literally means:
to cut [a cord].21

The following story which I was told by a woman is another illustration o f the
intervention of the ancestors:

In 1945 her seven year old daughter suffered from continual hallucinations during the
night, for months.
improvement.
during the night.

Although she brought her to the hospital, there was no

The sick girl could describe to her mother figures which scared her
The mother recognised her own aunt F.V., her tddtd-n ’keento (her

father’s sister).

Early in the morning, the mother went to summon her aunt to release

the daughter.

She said that she would only leave her aunt’s house when she was

certain that the daughter was released.

The aunt promised to fetch appropriate leaves

from the forest in order to heal the sick girl.
several graveyards o f her ancestors.

On her way to the forest, she crossed

As soon as she reached each, she knelt and

introduced herself, saying:

“Bamfumu ye bdndoona, bambuta ye bdleeki, lungwula,
I munu ndoond Mbddmba-Kaluunga yu
Ngiisidi mu kululoombd lukutula mwand ngani,
Ba bavwiidi mwaan ’dwu ka bazolele ko”.

(Chiefs and ladies, elders and young people, hear me,
Here I am, a female descendant o f the clan of Mbaamba-Kaluunga.
I come asking you to release the little girl
Her owners do not agree with [the death].)

After saying this she clapped and went on her way.
girl’s mother was following behind.

She did not notice that the sick

At the end, she entered the forest to fetch leaves.

On her return to the village she handed them over to the sick girl’s mother to be taken
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by her daughter.

After a few days, the little girl felt better, and she left the hospital.

She was healed.23

Commenting on the event, this woman said that it was not the action o f the leaves that
healed her daughter but the action of matdbula.

The explicit invocation made by her

aunt to the ancestors to release the little girl withdrew her from death.

It is important to note that the aunt (father’s sister) and her niece do not belong to the
same clan. From this point o f view, they do not have the same ancestors.

That is the

reason why the aunt addressed her own ancestors saying: “Ba bavwitdi mwaan ’dwu ka
bazolele ko” (those who possess the child refuse [to let her to die]).
All o f these examples show how much the Mpangu rely on their ancestors in many
problems of life.

The concern of belonging to the same clan is expressed at this stage o f Kiziku since the
participants are led to bind themselves by a covenant with the ancestors. The following
section will focus on this point in order to examine the concepts of kaangu (the
covenant) and kubuka (healing action) in the context of the living experience o f the
healing ritual.

2.3.3. Kaangu ye kubuka (Covenant and Healing Process)23

It is important to reflect first on the meaning of the kikoongo term o f kubeela (being
sick) in the Mpangu society. For, as claimed by Fink (1989):

“Every society develops techniques for dealing with misfortune
and distress, and thus disease, as well as ideas on the emergence
and origin of disease and misfortune”.
Kimbeefo (plural: bimbeefo) is the general term used to indicate illness, sickness and,
exceptionally, disease. The latter is often called by a specific term n ysoongo which is a
contagious disease spread among the members of a given community.
mbeefo (plural: bambeefo) indicates a person who is ill.
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The term

Very often Mpangu people put bimbeefo into two main categories. On one hand, there
are patients suffering from pains which can be easily explained, such as headaches or
flu, and which may last for only a short time.
lot.

This category o f illness is not feared a

On the other hand, there exist ailments which cannot be easily explained either by

the patient himself/herself or by the relatives.

These are regarded as mysterious

illnesses; they are a matter of great anxiety in the community.

In this category are

illnesses and misfortunes where the victim is affected not only in his/her body, but also
in his/her mind and in relationships with the members in the community. It follows that
the individual illness is regarded as a sign o f the diminution of strength in the entire
community.

It could be said actually that ideas of illness are very much a function of

the social condition of the people, their values, philosophy, attitudes and the conviction
that such diseases can or cannot be treated (Singer, 1977).

As well as diseases which cause weakness of the communal strength in the community,
all kinds of misfortunes are interpreted in this way. They disrupt the harmonious life of
the clan.

As we have seen earlier, the woman from the village of Makddnga, who had an
incurable and awful ^'-"^A in her neck, acknowledged that the way to heal her affliction
was to deal with the ancestors.

Not all the “sick” persons healed by Tad Mfutnu and

Tad Ngddnga during the healing ritual of kiziku were physically ill. They were victims
o f a variety of misfortunes.

In other words, being ill in this context can be interpreted

as the lack of blessing and prosperity in the clan.

Therefore, all the members o f the

given kaanda (clan) consider themselves as being in an unhealthy state.

Antoine referred to this condition saying:

“Beno bayddya, kimpasi-mpasi kiingi.

Tuzoleld beeno lutomd, beeto mpi tutomd” (Your group, bayddya [relatives], has a
hard time, you are suffering a great deal.

Our wish is that you may get better, and us

also). Therefore, being healed must be understood in terms of liberation from all kinds
o f afflictions, rather than recovering from simply physical pains.

To heal is to re

establish a balanced life which enables a person to reconcile with all his/her living
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forces. Kubeeluka (state of being healed) is finally the condition in which the clan can
enjoy ngrviisdni (harmony).

In order to reach this goal, the participants in the healing ritual of Kiziku have been
asked to commit themselves to improving their fidelity to bakulu (ancestors).

By

singing the song 11,12: Ntaangu maambu yifweeni (it is time for acting), Antoine
invited everyone to take seriously the covenant.

The reason why this song is sung at

this stage of the ritual is to instruct the participants so that they have an exact idea of
their commitment.

Then, kustba (to pronounce warnings and sanctions in the event of

transgression) expresses the content o f prohibitions and discipline to be imposed on the
members of the clan.

The two main roles played by the covenant are: to restate membership in the same clan
and to bind the members, the visible and the invisible, all together.

To achieve these

goals, Tad Mfiimu (sacred chief endowed with the ancestors’ power) mixes n ’liiunga
m i ngudi zddtdtu (the bracelets o f the three lineages), and shakes them while each
lineage invokes its ancestors.

The bracelets are shaken and those which hold together

show that all belong to the same clan.

In his description of the clan of Ntuumba (figure 2), the informant who is himself a
member o f the same clan, distinguishes N gudi zi Ntuiikd Koongo (the lineages from
Koongo [San Salvador] in Angola) from those o f the present day. According to the
traditions, Ntiiukd Koongo refers to the origin of the people Koongo-Mpangu before
they settled on the lands they inhabit today.

The lineages are represented by the names o f three women:

Mad Nsiisa (I), Mad

Ntuumba (II), Mad Nsdsi (III). A male descendant represents the head o f the lineage:
Kyodni (1.1) for the first lineage, Nkonga (II. 1) for the second lineage, and Luwddwu
(III. 1) for the third lineage.

Nowadays, we deal only with one section, that is, the lineage o f Ntuumba.
divided into three ngudi (lineages) which

It as been

^.fe the present kaanda d i Ntuumba (the
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Figure 2:
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clan Ntiiumba) in the village o f Makdanga.

Nevertheless relationships with the first

lineages are not broken, since all the derivative clans develop under the same Luvila
which is the name of the first common ancestor: Viti Nimi Naa Mpangu zi Koongo.
The present ngudi (lineages) are:

Mad Peepii di Nkaanga (IL2)
Mad Nzebi Nkaanga (XI.3)
Mad Kildlo k i Nkaanga (II. 4)

Each ngudi (lineage) has a male descendant as the head (II.5), (II.6), (II.7).

The

women are regarded as sind d i kddnda (the foundress o f the clan) while the men play
the role of mfiimii kddnda (the head of the clan), the rulers.

Figure 2 shows the

relationship of each member which determines his/her position in the clan.

Mkonga Mbdbu does not belong to the clan Ntuumba as a member. He relates to it as
tnwddnd-nima (lit: son o f the back) or the son o f a male member of the clan), which is
the position allowed by the customs in the Mpangu society, for the service o f lukobi lit
bdkulu (the basket of the ancestors). Nkonga Mbdbu is the one who kept lukobi at the
time of the ritual of Kiziku, in 1973.24

The specific aim of the covenant here is to renew the relationships with the ancestors of
ngudi tdtu (three lineages) in order to rebuild kaanda (clan) after years o f divisions and
hate.

These ancestors are still elders in the lineage.

That is the reason why the

bracelets which represent the three lineages are mixed in lukobi.

The fact that they

hold together is interpreted as an answer from bakulu (ancestors) that they approve the
unity of the clan.

This sign is taken seriously by the participants as expression o f the

ancestors’ will.

As a result of a common acceptance o f the ancestors’ will, the participants are united as
the members of the same clan.

They are ready then to receive kutoma (well being and

welfare) from the same bakulu (the ancestors).
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Singer’s (1977) statement quoted above could be helpful here in understanding the
attitude o f the participants in the ritual o f Kiziku at this stage.

For instance the way

prohibitions and punishments are expressed is part of the customs of the Mpangu
society: the spokesman sings and dances first, to attract the attention of the participants
in order to instruct them about contingent effects o f their undertaking.

Then the

participants are asked to explain their complaints and express their wish to be healed.
This is not only to inform Tad Mfumu (the sacred chief) and Tad Ngddnga (the healer),
but also the whole assembly.

It is a kind o f a “public confession” since all details

related to the complaints must also be described.

In this way the patient opens

himself/herself to the healing action in order to be relieved from all misfortunes.

This

expectation contributes to the healing process.

A feeling o f guilt characterises the “confession” made by the woman who had an awful
wound in the neck at the village of Makdanga. She said that after she spent money and
time trying to get cured, she also prayed to the ancestors to forgive her if she had
offended them.

It seems that she attributes her afflictions to the ancestors.

not mean to accuse her ancestors o f witchcraft.
the protection of their power.

She does

On the contrary, she puts herself under

She acknowledges them as elders who have the right of

rewarding or punishing their offspring.

The healing expected by this woman goes beyond a simple improvement of her sore.
Her concern is to re-establish good relationships with her ancestors.
be very sure about her own behaviour.

She says:

She seems not to

“Sddmbd isddmbadnga bakulu

banddhila, go n ’siku myddwu ikulula” (I pray to the ancestors to forgive me if I have
broken their laws).

However, she is sure that, as soon as the good relationships with

the ancestors are re-established, the sore would disappear in due course, since this sore
has been interpreted as a visible manifestation o f bakulu’s anger.

As I mentioned in

the introductory chapter, this example illustrates some aspects of healing which cannot
be achieved in the hospital.

The Mpangu are certain that by means o f the healing

rituals they can obtain different kinds o f healing.
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By the appropriate song o f Leembi-leembi (11,13) sung while the healing action takes
place, the participants summarise their concept o f healing. They express great concerns
as well as the goal they seek to be accomplished. The first four verses o f the song deal
with this. These four calls refer to important areas whose healing is needed in order to
enable the members to enjoy a full life which is kuioma kii luziingu (well being,
welfare, and all kinds of blessings).

The chief areas are: makaanda (the clans) (v.1,2)
baantu (human beings) (v.3)
bandweelo (the little ones) (v.4).

1.

E leembi-leembi e, makaanda tukweeleembi e

2.

Makaanda tukweeboondi e

3.

Ngwa baantu tukweetomisa e

4.

Bandweelo tukweeyidika e

1.

Oh, leembi-leembi, we [try to] appease the clans

2.

We [try to] heal our clans

3.

We [try to] improve human life

4.

We [try to] prepare the future for the little ones

Makaanda (clans): We already know that this is the point o f departure of all socio
political organisations in tVi Mpangu society.

According to the relation with it, a

member is honoured with umpati ye ngaanga” (dignity and honourability).

For Van

Wing (1959) to be ntwisi kddnda (a member o f the clan) is equal to being mfumu
(chief) or ndoona (lady) in the sense o f free man or free woman.

His interpretation

coincides with the reality as it is lived by the Mpangu themselves, especially in the
context of kinzoonzi.

The formal self introduction for a spokesman or spokeswoman before taking his/her
turn is to offer first a kufi (formal greeting between notabfe^- ) to his/her colleague,
then to cite his/her identity as a member of a given clan (see the first night o f Kiztku).
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This was the way the woman introduced herself when she went by the graveyards o f her
ancestors, as showfj’ the previous example of the ritual matdbula (release).

The

citation itself aims at opposing n ’wddyi (slave) or muuntu nziimbu (sold and bought
person) to the mfumu ye ndddna (chief and lady) within the clan.

It is only within the clan that duties and rights can be claimed.

Makaanda must be in

good health, so that the entire society can feel strong and prosperous.

This is the goal

aimed at by the participants in the healing ritual of Kiziku through this song.
Baantu (human beings, progeniture).

The specific meaning o f the term baantu in this context is that o f the idiom mboongo
baantu (singular: mboongo muuntu).

It refers to offspring.

The term “mbongo” as

used and interpreted by MacGaffey (1986) puts in the same category offspring, crops,
and currency.

Here is an area in which the correct use of the language is helpful in

giving precise meaning.

According to the semantic opposition between long and short vowels as well as between
high and low tones in the Kikoongo language, the term “mbongo” as it stands is
meaningless. The correct forms are:

mboongo: currency
mboongo: crops
mboongo-muuntu (plural: mboongo baantu): offspring.

This distinction is based only on the pronunciation by the natives, since the use o f tones
and length of vowel in the written Kikoongo is not formally introduced yet.

CiBaantu tukweetomisa” (we [try to] improve human life) can be understood as the way
f | strengthening the members of the clan, so that they are enabled to play their own role
which is to ensure the continuity o f the clan.

A clan whose members — adults or

children - are ill, does not have any happy future. All must be taken into account in the
healing action.
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Bandweelo (the little ones)

The fourth verse bandweelo tukweeyidika (we(try to] prepare the little ones) makes
explicit this concern jot, the long life o f the clan.

Bandweelo (the little ones) must be

reared according to the customs and traditions. In so doing, the adults prepare them for
their future role in the clan.

For kaanda (clan) is immortal, say the Mpangu in the

rural context:

Gata dilendi bulumuka (a village can be destroyed);
Kaansi kaanda ka dilendi fw a ko (but a clan cannot die)
(Van Wing,1959:85).
The reason for this statement is “since there is always presence o f bakulu (the
ancestors) beyond the earth, in the realm o f the dead, and there are always mothers in
the clan. They will provide it with mboongo muuntu (offspring).

The rest of the verses (5,6,7) in the song are variant forms o f the same expression o f
concern. That is kubeeluka (to be healed) in order to enjoy the fulness o f life. In other
words, to be granted well being, welfare and all kinds o f blessings from the ancestors.

The concept of being healed is connected with that of being

Ill

The following song:

“Mad N ’toombo toombukd” [11,14] (Mother N ’toombo come out) performed after the
healing action and blessing in the ritual o f Kiztku, describes various aspects of
affliction. The song is composed o f various calls addressed to the ancestors, the female
ancestors especially.

Here, they are represented by a symbolic figure Mad N ’toombo.

The calls describe how the members o f the clan are afflicted.

Therefore, the life o f the

entire community has been hampered.

The song-text offers an opportunity for invocations and accusations at the same time.
The ensemble presents a negative picture of relationships among the members in the
clan. Terms and idiomatic expressions used in the song speak volumes:
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- manzdla ga lakd (we are strangled), is an expression repeated throughout
the song to emphasise the state of bad treatment with which the members of
the clan are afflicted.
- bikiilu bi —
us).

kaanda, manzdla ga lakd (the elders o f the clan strangle

The term bikulu is a pejorative form to refer to the elders o f the clan,

instead of mbuta zi kaanda (elders of the clan) or mfumu zi kaanda (head
o f the clan).
- ga kifulu ki loongo, manzdla ga lakd (instead of [good relationship of]
marriage, we are strangled).

Not only the members o f the clan are

complaining about unrestful life in the community, but so are those related
by affinity.

It is helpful to remember that the latter are among the
*
participants in the ritual of Kiziku we are analysing here.

These examples give an idea o f the concept of being “ill” among the Mpangu. It is an
ensemble of afflictions,

be they physical, mental, or social.

The following

call: Mad NHdombo toombukd wisi kumbuka” (Mother N ’tdombo, come out to apply
medicines to me) shows once again how much the participants seek being healed by
their ancestors.

The content of this song is connected with the section o f Mbooka

(invocations) previously analysed.

It is a cry of affliction, and therefore, an answer

from the ancestors is requested.

In the context o f Kizlku, the fact that a woman enters into a trance and is identified with
an ancestor is the answer expected.
the success of the ritual.

The joyful message she announces is the proof of

This is the reason why the participants express great

thanksgiving to the ancestors as ‘ will be demonstrated in the next section.

23A.M atodndo (Thanksgiving)

Matdondo is the concluding stage o f the ritual of Kizlku.

It is a special moment to

honour and thank bakiilu (the ancestors) for the important role they played during the
ritual. We have seen that at the end o f the second night of the celebration of this healing
ritual at the village Makdanga, the woman in a trance was asked questions by the
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assembly, regarding her identity and the message she could bring to the clan.

She

introduced herself, saying: “I am So and So. Ku masd mu kyeesl kweto tuna (In the
water, we are very glad).
success o f the ritual.

By this message, the participants were convinced o f the

This was a matter o f gladness among the members o f the clan,

because they recovered harmony with their ancestors.

Thanksgiving was sealed by a symbolic sharing o f food.

A chicken was thrown into

the fire to be roasted and shared among all the participants.
pieces, was distributed to everyone.

A kola nut, cut in small

Some pieces were thrown in the four directions o f

the village, as an offering to the ancestors. All o f this was accompanied by joyful songs
and dance.

The meaning of sharing during this ritual was to foster links among all the members of
the clan, in order to form one body. That is the reason why - as described previously before the healing action took place, the blood of a male goat was sprinkled on the
participants, the meat was eaten by everyone. At the end, the various expressions used
throughout the ritual were sealed bjjthe same symbolism of sharing.

The way matodndo is performed in the context of the healing ritual o f Kizlku relates to
the ancient celebrations described by Van Wing, (1959:333-344) under the title “La fete
des morts” (celebration for the dead).

Nowadays, the Mpangu speak o f “n ’kltnsl m l

ntoni” or “n *klinsl mimdclmetieres” (celebrations for the cemeteries), which consist in
the construction of beautiful tombs for the dead of the clan.

Prayers, invocations,

songs, dances, and sharing meals are the main activities during the celebration. This is
an opportunity for the members of the clan to thank their departed elders for all kinds of
gifts and assistance received with their intervention.

The food for the.sharing meal is

cooked on the spot, early in the morning, the day of celebration.

The meal itself is

taken at the cemetery, shared with the dead in the same way as explained in Kizlku.

The atmosphere of this celebration is similar to that referred to by Malidoma P. Some
(1994:51-52) describing his grandfather’s farewell. It is, at the same time an expression
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o f joy, reverence, sacredness, and thanksgiving, which makes easier the communion
with all the members o f the clan, the visible and the invisible.

In both celebrations:

“Fete des morts” (celebration for the dead) and Matodndo

(thanksgiving), a sharing meal with the ancestors can be considered as a symbolic way
o f sealing unity and communion with not only the members of the two worlds, but also
among the members of each world.

The concept of matodndo is differently expressed by Christians o f the Independent
Churches. The meaning is the same: to thank God for all blessings received. The
celebrations occur periodically during the year. They consist mainly in thanksgiving
songs, prayers, speeches, sharing a meal, and offering gifts to the Church. The
members o f the Church and friends participate. There is nothing similar in the Catholic
Church.
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NOTES
Chapter 2 : Description of a Healing Ritual Kiziku
1 Lukobi hi bakulu: (the ancestors’ basket). This is a covered basket made of the lamellae of the palm
tree. Its contents consist primarily of several sizes of bracelets. These represent ngudi tatii zi kddnda
(the three lineages of the clan), and ensure the link with the ancestral founders of the former Kodngo d i
Ntootila (the King’s Koongo) now Mbddnzd Congo, in Angola. Lukobi is regarded as the symbol of
unity and source of government in the clan. That is why the Mpangu speak of it as Luyddlu lit Ntuiika
Koongo (the government according to the customs in Mbddnzd Koongo, before the migrations of
Bakoongo). The bracelets of the deceased, Tad Mfumu (sacred chief for bakulu’s service) and Mad
Nddona (sacred lady) are among those kept in lukobi.
2 Bay day a: Plural form of the noun yddya; the meaning varies according to the context in which it is
employed. Here it covers several kinds of relationships represented by the participants at the meeting.
Everyone should be greeted with the term related to his/her kinship such as: bampdangi (brothers and
sisters); batddta (fathers); bamddma (mothers); bankweesi/banzddi (brothers and sisters-in-law);
bazitu (fathers and mothers-in-law); bakuundi (friends). In other circumstances, the term bayddya is
synonymous with bambiita (elders); bankddka (grandparents); bakiilu (the ancestors). In singular
form: yaaya can refer to an elder, a grandparent, and as an exclamation generally employed in the songs.
3Kiimpi: (madness). The interpretation of Kiimpi by the Mpangu is complex. It is at the same time:
- n ’kisi or mpoongo (sacred means for healing) which indicates the objects and the knowledge used in
healing action.
- kimbeefo (an illness) which bears the same name as n ’kisi. The spokesman referred to these two
aspects when he warned the members of the clan to be wise. Otherwise, instead of being cured by
kiimpi they could become mad themselves.
AKidiimbu\ (symbol, sign) refers to lukobi (the ancestors’ basket) which is the symbol of unity among
the members in the clan.

5 Nfiiki (a wild animal). Its skin is usually used as symbolic object worn by ngaanga, the healer, when
he performs the healing ritual.
6 Nkdka: (pangolin); also referred to as m bisi kimfumu (animal related to the position of chieftain). It

constitutes a preferential meal for the chief. In the past, only the chief was allowed to eat it. These two
animals are rare in the region of the Mpangw, catching them is considered as a special blessing from the
ancestors.
7 Yddvoni; This refers to Father Ivo Struyf, a Jesuit missionary in Belgian Congo. He arrived at the
mission of Kisaantu on 28th July 1903. He devoted himself, especially, to the formation of young
catechists. He died on 3rd March 1950 in Leverville (now Lusaanga) in Zaire (F. Cooreman, Jesuit
missionary). The fact that his name figures in this song is significant. It determines the period, that is to
say: it goes back a long time. That shows the persistence of customs, so to speak; even missionaries
could not change them.
8 An internal dispute among the leaders of the lineages divided the clan. In this case, no one within the
clan had the credibility to lead the process of reconciliation; and external intervention was needed. Tire
leaders of the lineages agreed to ask experts from another clan to lead the ritual. This explains the
presence of Tad Mfumu and his assistant.
9 The question: Keti told hileedP. (Are you sleeping?) and the statement: Mono kileedi ko (I, I do not
sleep) mean that the participants of kiziku were concerned about the ritual to be perfomied. They urged
bakulu to take it into account and come to help them.
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10 Ngiimbi Makaanda, Kyddndu k i Mdtdtdmd d i Nzeenze Baantu, Matd md Koongo: Are the names of
the ancestors in whose name Tad Ngddnga spoke.
11 Mpoongo: Can be understood here as the “sacred means” for healing, that is, objects and knowledge.
This term can be used as synonymous with “n ’kisi” when referring to its aspect as an instrument or as a
technique for healing. Given the ambiguity of the concept of the term “n ’kisi” (which indicates only
evil aspects, nowadays), my informants suggested die use of “mpoongo” or “n ’kita” to refer to die
“means” for healing.
12 Nduundu: A religious figure mentioned in the ritual of Kimpdsi which is, according to Van Wing, an
institution regarded as a remedy for the misfortunes which befall society (1959:429). Kimpdsi is a rite of
initiation of the young among the Mpangu. It was performed for the purpose of fostering the prosperity
of the clan. M other Ndi'iiutdu, as she was called, played the main role. She is a hideous woman who
was rendered sterile by the Nkita (spirits of a category of the dead).
13 Mbaka: Dwarfs. They played the role of severe guardians for the candidates at the ritual of Kimpdsi.
The association of these two beings in the rite of Kimpdsi rendered the rite a fearful experience, e.g.
transgression of the Kimpasi mles could put the subject under the control of Nduundu and Mbaka.
Although Kimpdsi does not exist any longer, the idiom “Nduundu y e M baka” is still employed in the
wording of the ritual as an esoteric language.
14 Zdbdld-zabala: Onomatopoeic word which describes the very swift way in which the spirits of the
ancestors move; they are weightless.
15 Nkiika: Name of a bird with beautiful feathers. Here, the meaning is not clear. Apparently there is a
play of words in: n ’kaanda mftika (v.3); n ’kddnda nkuka (v.4); ntadndu nkuka (v.10).
16 Kusiba: The act of pronouncing warnings accompanied by sanctions in the event of transgressions. It
is also a way of reinforcing the weight of the words and formulae employed by the healer. In the context
of the symbolic objects which serve n ykisi and nkita, this ceremony is called kukdma siki (empowering).
17 Leembi-leembi: is the name of one mpoongo (the sacred means of healing). It has the effect of
calming, soothing, as is indicated by the radical verbal [-leemb-] whose infinitive is / kuleeMnba/ or
/ kuleembika / (to impart peace, to calm). Here, it is invoked for the cause of sufferings.
18M ad N ’tdombo: A religious figure who represents any female ancestor. In this context she is asked to
come forth and help people who are suffering. This name is bome nowadays by women who have
picked nkita (sacred means for healing) from the river during the ritual of the same name: kutoombula
nkita (to pick the sacred means for healing from the bed of the river).
/
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/
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Interview with J. Malaka on 23 July 1995 at Mbaanza Nguungu. Bom on 22.11.1937 at MbaanzaNguungu. He is an Agronomist by education, and former Agent of Administration in Zairean State.
Nowadays he is a peasant and an influential member in his Catholic Parish of Sacred Heart, served by
Redemptorists. Parish leader for “Scouting”, one of the Catholic Organisations for youth.
20 This is a form for cursing: Firstly, the speaker describes the situation as it should be: “We have
inherited the forest from you. It belongs to all of us.” He/she means that, therefore, the product of the
forest should be shared by all the members of the clan. Secondly, he/she claims his/her rights ignored by
his/her relatives; the claim is accompanied by a statement of punishment invoked on behalf of the guilty
person.
21 Matdbula: An illustration reported by Van Wing (1959:237), shows that not only the sick person is
concerned about matdbula (release) but also the relatives, since they are suspected of kindoki (occult
power) by which they may be thought to be the cause of
of their sick relative. When important
members of the clan are gathered around the sick person, the leader informs them of the reason why they
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are convoked. Briefly, he/she explains the health condition of the sick person. The following ritual
takes place to convince everyone that the leader himself /herself is not ndoki (sorcerer):
He/she spits on his/her own legs and arms, saying:
I spit on my legs and arms,
So that our relative will recover strength and force,
May he/she sleep soundly.
If I am the one who has bewitched him/her,
May I eat rather my leg and my arm.
Each relative in turn is invited to kneel before the sick person, and to make proof of his/her innocence.
The ritual releases him/her from the bondage of suspicion.
22 Interview with Kiata-Boonga, A.: September 1973 at Ngeeba.
23 Kubuka: (healing action). The Mpangu make a distinction between the two verbs: kubuka (to apply
the medicine substances with a view to obtain the healing) and kubeelula (to take away a sickness). The
first refers to the means used to recover a healthy state while the second indicates the result. The
linguistic distinction occurs because the results of the actions are different. One applies physically to the
body (kubuka), and the other is a more spiritual idea (kubeelula) meaning to heal the person. In the
context of healing rituals, kubuka can be understood as the manner in which the objective - healing can be achieved.
24 Nkonga Mbdbu: or Pierre M babu represented his father’s side. During kinzoonzi, at the beginning
of the ritual, he played the role of spokesman, opposed to Antoine and his people. In so doing, he acted
as the chief of lineage. The songs 11,7 and II,S were addressed to him by Antoine who disapproved of
Pierre’s speech.
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CHAPTER 3

N’KIKU MI BANKITA
(The Bankita Rituals)

Edith Turner’s (1992:3) remark, regarding an interpretation of fieldwork material,
shows how an attitude can change according to the way anthropologists deal with the
people they are studying.

In the past, she commented, the functionalism developed by

Malinowski, for example, held that the survival, that is, practical life and its needs, was
primary, and religion served that end.

“Now”, she states, “modem anthropologists have learnt to regard the tales told by the
fieldwork subjects about spirits and powers as greatly significant.

Investigators study

the cultural forms surrounding such magical events —that is, symbols - and trace their
hermeneutic paths, how each symbol expresses various social or mental structures and
relates to certain social or psychological characteristics”^ ^

.43)>

The meaning of the healing rituals, as an expression of religious thought, is the theme of
this thesis.

The following accounts reported by persons involved in the rituals of

Bankita help in the understanding o f this phenomenon among the Mpangu.
stories relate to how Bankita are brought from the water by a chosen person.

The
In the

first story, a woman, Basdwula? reports how her relatives had this experience of
Bankita. Bankita or Nkita indicate spirits o f a particular category of the dead.

They

are represented by a series of objects called “mpoongo” within which these spirits
dwell.

3.1. Kutoombula Bankita (to bring Bankita from the water)

This episode happened in the fifties, observed Basdwula, who had played a significant
role in the ritual.

After a long period of suffering and many internal difficulties, her

family had the privilege of welcoming Nkita as a gift from the ancestors, so that the ill
members o f the family could be healed and then themselves become healers.
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“Before that time”, she said, “our family knew nothing about Bankita. It happened that
my sister Makdya became seriously ill and she remained so several years.

Sometimes

she seemed to be ‘dead’ for three or four days. Our efforts to improve her health failed.
We brought her to the hospital at Kisaantu but in vain. She was even unable to breast
feed her child.

Afterwards we observed that some o f our belongings in the house

disappeared: money, clothes, utensils.

We could not understand anything about this

situation.

My brother who lived at Kinshasa at that time, took Makdya with him. He brought her
to several hospitals, but in vain.
ways of healing.

His friends suggested he should try the traditional

He was told to contact a woman called Ida Nkeengi.

He went and

introduced his sick sister”:

-‘I come here with my sister, she has been ill for years.

I

have been to the hospitals but she has not improved.
Finally, I come to you, hoping you can help her.5
-‘Your sick sister will herself show what is wrong, not me’,
answered the woman [Nkeengi].

“Then she attached manioc leaves around my brother’s and my sick sister’s wrists. She
sang an appropriate song. Suddenly, my sick sister jumped up and started kutuuntuka
(trance).

This was the very first time a member of our family ever had a trance.

We

had not had this experience before. She became possessed by a spirit. She ran into the
healer’s room. When she came out, she brought a basket which contained stones. She
placed it in the middle of the sitting room where we were. She said:

‘Eh! Now I understand the meaning of my illness.
caused by bandoki (sorcerers).

It is not

It is because our own father

[dead in 1948] is trying to buy a gift for us because we are going
through hard times. This is the way he wants to help us so that
we may enjoy well-being and welfare.
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When you examine the

way I get ill, you realise that some days I seem like a ‘dead’
person.

This is called ngtimbi.

I will be given a mpoongo

ngmttbi (means and techniques to heal patients suffering from
the illness of the same name:

After the family

ngiimbi).

becomes the owner of this gift I will be able to heal patients.2
You know I feel pain under my feet, there are small sores there.
These were caused by an evil person. Do not worry about it. I
will be healed’.

“She went on, naming all the mpoongo provided for our family (section o f the clan):
Mbudij Mattzanza, Leembi, Wumba}

She was expected to have an experience o f

suffering first from each type of these mpoongo, then be healed by the same means.
She said again”:
‘You are wondering why, at home, your money disappears, why
the clothes you dry outside disappear too.
any more.

Do not claim them

It is I, your father, who take them.

I need them to

buy the gift I am giving to you [nkita/mpoongo],

We must

return to Kinddnga, our village in order to take possession of
our mpoongo, not here at Kinshasa' .

Then the healer Nkeengi gave her a solution of lembd-lemba leaves to drink.

She

became quiet and calm. She went back home (she lived in Kinshasa, at Yolo quartier).
She felt better. We, her relatives, did nothing to look for this mpoongo.

One night she dreamt that she was offered by the ancestors a basket containing beautiful
stones and masuunga (plaits). She kept the dream to herself. During the day she went
to wash up dishes in the Yolo stream.

When she was washing she felt her feet sinking

into the water. For the second time she saw the basket which she had dreamt o f during
the previous night. She moved from that place to protect her little boy who was playing
near the stream.

As she moved, the water disappeared, the place where she was
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working dried up. The same vision o f the basket and the experience o f the water under
her feet were repeated twice. She finished her washing up and went back home.

The following night she dreamt that she was told:

‘Have you seen the “things” we

showed you last night? They are the same which you saw at the stream. As you have
seen them, this is the way you will receive them. If your child had not been with you at
the stream, you would be missing for eight days, we would have taken you with us; on
the 9th day you would go back home with all of these “things”.’

When she told us [her relatives] this news, she said: ‘We must return now to our village
in order to take possession of these “things” since they are near, it is time to get them.
The ritual will take place at that part of the village where we lived before our father
died. It is there where my sister’s son, who bore our father’s name, was buried.

This

is the site where Kiziku will be performed’. We asked:

‘How can we deal with these rituals since we have no experience
about this area?’ ‘I know how we will proceed’, she answered.
‘My ancestors are very close to me.

' They will direct

everything.’

Then we prepared ourselves to return to our village.

Back in the village, Makdya fixed the date: we were asked to provide nine faggots o f
firewood of specific trees, only kiseka and minsdnga (two kinds of trees) were allowed.
In addition she asked us for at least two demijohns of nsddntba (palm wine), makddsu
(kola nuts), ntuumbu (a needle). We also had to clear the site o f our fonner village.

When the day came, she went herself during the day to arrange the firewood
for Kiziku which would take place during the following night.

She

prepared everything according to the instructions received from the
ancestors. We did all we were asked to do. When we were back home she
told us to organise the evening as usual, that is, to cook our meal, to eat, and
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to go to bed.
ritual.

She promised to wake us up in time during the night, for the

We did as she asked us.

p.m. she called us.

She did not sleep herself.

At about 11

I noticed that she was changed, she looked strange.

She was already inhabited by her bakulu”.

‘Let us go’, she said.

‘Wherever we go do not be afraid when

you feel a strong wind.

This is the way my ancestors, whom I

have convoked, will join us. Follow me. ’

“She led us to the chosen site.
was singing.

groupd

When we arrived we sat down on the iK ', while she

To us, the songs seemed new, but she sang in such a way as if she had

known them for years.

We sang after her for a period o f time.

Suddenly, a strong

wind blew bringing a very bad smell, everyone noticed it. Makdya reminded us:

“Do not be afraid! Do not avoid the bad smell! Do not be surprised!
We are no longer alone here. The yard is full with our ancestors from
our father’s side and those from our mother’s”.

“Then she kindled the amount of dead wood faggots she had prepared in advance,
during the day. She sang and danced around the fire. After a period o f singing, she ran
to a well called Bimfusu. She took with her some nsddmba (palm wine) and makddsu
(kola nuts).

We followed her singing and playing ngoongi (a twin-bell used as a

musical instrument).

She went into the well, dug the mud with her hands.

She

seemed to be looking for some objects in the mud. We stood up on the shore, we kept
on singing and playing ngoongi.
digging into the mud of the well.

She drank nsddmba, ate kddsu, and continued her
She found stones which she handed over to us.

brought them home, but we did not know what to do with them.

Makdya said: ‘We must fetch Nad Kimbeembi from his village
Nguunda, a

village in the Bandibu area. Yddni ufiveti koma byoo

biima (he is the one who must empower these objects), then only we
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We

will use them. Before that we must go

through

a

ritual

for

initiation: vweela’.

“After a few days we proceeded to fetch Nad Kimbeembi. When he came he examined
our stones. He introduced us then to vweela5 which took place at the village o f Kintudi
during nine days.

The authorities at vyveela changed our names: Makdya was called

from then on Mad N ’toombo m i Mpoongo since she was the woman who brought
mpoongo (sacred means for healing) from the water.
plants which are needed for healing the patients.

She was expected to know the

Her elder sister N ’kddnsa became

Mad Ndoona since she was chosen by the authorities at vweela to carry out the
responsibility of healing patients in the future.

I, myself Basdwula received the name

OL
of Mjbundd md Ngoombo (the one who is expected to interpret events).

I was also

called by the name Mad N ’laambi (the one who cooks) as I cooked the meals for the
candidates; [{kulddmba: to cook]).

The bodies and clothes of the candidates were then painted with nkiila (red kaolin).
Each morning they had symbols drawn on their foreheads, cheeks and arms with
mpeemba or lugeemba (chalk).6 All the time we had to stay in the compound.

We

were taught songs, dances and techniques for healing.

The 9th7 day was a feast day for the closure of vweela. We provided a goat to be killed,
nine demijohns of palm wine, plantains, manioc bread and chickens for the feast.

On

the eve, Kiziku was performed to ensure that the environment was ready for
empowering our mpoongo.

Nad Kimbeembi and his assistants led the ritual.

The

blood of the goat was poured out on the stones, leaves of various plants were mixed and
put into a parcel.

All of that was arranged in a basket which was given to Mad

N ’toombo m i Mpoongo, saying:
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‘Nge rnosi bakulu bdku bena ydku, baawu si bdkuyikddngd
mooko mu kuzaayd biimd bi ufweti bukila baantu, bwe ufweti
bakila byo\
(Your own ancestors will help you; they will show you what
you need for healing people, and how to get it.)

“The next morning we left the village of Kintudi, we went back to Kinddnga, our
village. M ad N ftoombo and Mad Ndodna could not go with us, because it is forbidden
to travel with mpoongo during the day. It was very late in the night when they arrived
at the village bringing it with them.

Afterwards mpoongo was taken to Kinshasa, kept by Mad Ndootta.

It was very

effective.

Among her

Many people, adults and children were cured and healed.

methods, Mad Ndodna performed vweela.

The songs and drums made so much noise

that we were accused of disturbing our neighbours. This happened during the period of
“Flemish”8 occupation (before the Independence of the country, in 1960).

Mad

Ndodna lived at Yolo, Sakdnia street, 6. The police went to her house, and asked:

P: ‘Is it true that your neighbours cannot sleep during the night
because of the noise o f your drums’?
MN: ‘That is right’.
P: ‘Do you hide people inside your house’?
MN: ‘That is right. Here they are’.
P: ‘Could you take out all these stones’?
MN: ‘No, I cannot. But you may go in and take them out’.

“The police went in, stood before YALA (a beautiful place, all cleaned up and prepared
for keeping mpoongo). After a short inspection of the objects and the people inside the
house, the police said: ‘There is nothing bad here; all o f this is good’. Then they left
us”.
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[At the end of her story, Basdwula regretted that these mpoongo are no longer in use by
her family.

Actually there were misunderstandings between Mad Ndootta, and her

children, and her nephews and nieces.

The latter attributed to her the cause o f their

misfortunes because she kept Bankita in her house.

She was forced to give up the

practice of healing. Persons who were members of a “group o f prayer” were convoked.
After they prayed upon mpoongo, they buried them.

Basdwula affirmed that the present illnesses in the family, especially the bad health o f
Mad Ndodna, were to be attributed to the Bankita which were buried.

Unfortunately,

it is not possible to re-install them because the rituals are very expensive. The family is
poor and does not have money for that].

3.2. Kuyddla Nkita (Initiation for the service o f Bankita)

[The second account reported by

A. Budyddngo9 describes the same ritual of

kutoombula Bankita (to bring Bankita from the water) in the context o f re-installation
after interrupting the practice of it. The reason was that the elders of the clan were told
by diviners to go back to the ancestral customs.

“Luvutukild kiinkulu kikdla ye

bdmbiitd zeno” (go back to your ancestors’ practice) so that the clan could enjoy well
being and welfare.

Budyddngo introduces her account in terms of Kuyaala Nkita (a

kind of training for a specific function) in the sense of being initiated, invested with the
power of Bankita. She mainly focuses on the training aspect o f the ritual.

Before telling the story, she introduced herself as Kinkolo kiM poongo (the chosen and
entrusted for the service of Bankita);

she prepared to make contact with Bankita.

While she distributed nsddmba (palm wine) and makddsu (kola nuts) she said]:

“Matodndo ye mbidi mdtoondo ku bdNsiimba ye baNzuzi ye
baN’lddndu ye baLukoombo ye baNgisila ye baKatumdakoo ye
baN’suunda ye baNduundu-Bwddka.10
Matodndo ye makddsu ku bdNsiimba ye baNzuzi.
Mono Kinkolo k i Mpoongo;
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bdtuumba ku ttseki, bdtuumba ku masd.
N si n ’kulu, muuntu n fkulu
Tukdba matodndo ye makddsu ku Bayddyd beto bdyenda ku
masd.
Lutuzibulula nzila, Bay daya, ka lutukddngild nzild ko.
Kadi binzd bisiisa Bambuta zeto:
Tubutd, tulela; tusald, tukela.
N si n ’kulu, muuntu n ’kulu,
Bikoondd ft’kulu; bifwa, bibiya”\

(Thanks, many thanks to all the Nsiimba and Nzuzi (the Twins),
to N ’laandu and Lukoombo (the first and second children bom
after the twins’birth), to Ngisila and Katumddko (the third and
fourth children after the twins), to N ’suunda and NduuttduBwddka (the child with an unusual position at birth, and the
albinos).
Mushrooms of love and kola nuts to you Nsiimba and Nzuzi (the
twins)
I am Kinkolo k i Mpoongo [that is]:
The one who has been rendered sacred by [the powers of] the
living and the dead.
Each country [has] an ancestor, each person [must have] an
ancestor.
We distribute kola nuts to our ancestors gone to the water.
Be opened to us, do not obstruct the way
It is the tradition o f our ancestors
May we have offspring and be prosperous.
Each country [has] an ancestor, each person [must have] an
ancestor.
Those who do not have an ancestor are nothing, they are
distorted).
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[After this ritual introduction Budyddngo seemed to be ready to be interviewed.

She

explained the way the ritual of Kuyddla Bankita (to be initiated through vweela, for the
service of Bankita) was organised. She said]:

“My name is A. Budyddngo. I am known as Kitikod k i Mpoongo. This is the name I
received during my initiation at vweela. This name indicates that I am the one who was
appointed by the ancestors to be invested with the power from ku nseki (world o f the
living) and ku mdsa (world of the dead).

The reason why my relatives and I were initiated for Bankita was the suffering in the
clan: women had many difficulties in giving birth to a child, several of them were
childless; madness attacked some o f our kinsmen; there were divisions and hate among
the members of our clan. We have noticed several cases of death we could not explain.
Therefore, some of our elders were suspected by other members o f the clan to be the
cause of these misfortunes.
Justice at Kimpeemba.

The former were accused by the latter &tT the Court o f

The judges examined the problem, then sent both plaintiff and

defendant to consult the diviners. The latter told our elders:

lLuvutukild kinkulu kikdlaye bdmbutd zeno’ (go back to your ancestral
practice). Your ancestors have had several important mpoongo: Kiimpi,
Ngiimbi, Mviiumbi-Mdsa, Nkita-Nfiinga. If you revere them you will feel
better. For those among you who are suffering from madness, you must go
through the healing ritual of vweela\

Back at the Court o f Justice, our elders reported the result o f their investigations.

The

judges allowed them to perform vweela according to the request of the diviners.

This

happened in the seventies.

Our uncle fetched Tad Ngddngd Mdtuutu to organise

vweela for us, for sick and healthy relatives.
palm branches.

He provided a large compound made of

We stayed three months at vweela (April-June).

During this period

tutoombuld Nkita (we brought Nkita from the water), we were initiated regarding
several mpoongo (objects and techniques for healing) such as Kiimpi and Lufwd lit
Mdsa (death in the waters) [also called Mviiinnbi-Mdsa] (dead body in the waters).
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The ritual of Kutoombula Nkita was led by Tad Ngddngd Mdtuutu and his assistants
on the day of Kdonso.n

All the participants at vweela were marked with kaolin on

their faces, cheeks and arms. We went to a river.

Tad Ngddnga distributed nsddmba

(palm wine), kddsu (kola nut) and toondo (mushroom o f love) to the ancestors, to greet
them.”

[The storyteller stressed that only the persons who had had the experience o f kufwd
nkita (to die the death of nkita) were capable of finding mpoongo in the bed o f the
river].

“In trance, they went into the river while an ancestor inhabited them.

Guided

by the spirit of their ancestors, these persons revealed secret things. When the spirit of
the ancestors left them, they fell on the ground as dead bodies.

This is what is called

“kufwa nkita” (to die the death of nkita) which usually happens at vweela.. These
persons went into the river to look for mpoongo (sacred means for healing) which they
would be given by the ancestors. When they came back they brought with them several
balls of kaolin picked up from the bed o f the river.

We took them with us to our

village, and dried them.

Then came the day for the ritual of kukoma siki di kiimpi (empowering the objects) so
that they could be effective in healing kiimpi (madness). To achieve this goal, we went
to bury an antelope’s horn at the place where a person who had been killed with a knife
was buried. The horn was placed there the night before. The following day we found
it there ready, that is to say, it already contained the necessary ingredients, one o f which
was a handful of earth taken from the tomb of this person who had been killed with a
knife.

Then we gathered the nkdwu kiimpi (all kinds o f branches and leaves) we could find in
this area.

When we returned to the place where vweela stood we dried all those leaves

for the closing ceremony.

Each day, while we waited for the closing day o f the ritual

we were instructed and initiated regarding the medicinal plants which would be used
eventually for healing patients.
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A vigil was organised on the night before the closing day: we remained in the open, and
all the leaves and branches which had been collected were burnt.

We were obliged to

warm ourselves by the fire kindled with these leaves. On the following day we went to
Tadi di mpoongo (the stone of mpoongo).
graveyard of our ancestors.

This is an enormous stone placed near the

Each person who was responsible for mpoongo (the

objects and techniques for healing such specific complaints) climbed on to the stone and
swallowed a hen’s egg.

After that there followed the ritual of kuziika n ’yalu.

This is a ceremony for burying

the barks of the tree called N ’seenga which had served as mats during the period of
vweela.

All these n ’yalu were placed in a large white cloth called Mad Mvuumbi

N ’nuuku (mother is dead, the body smells).
graveyard.

All was carried out near the ancestors’

N ’yalu (barks) were buried close to tadi mpoongo.

Mad M vuumbi

N ’nuuku (white large cloth) was buried a t. the cross roads o f the paths.

A N ’saanda

(ritual tree) sapling was planted(ja that spot. It was this way that vweela ended.

The following day, ngddnga (priest/initiator) led us across the forest to a grassy plain to
show us a variety of medicinal plants. For the last time he explained to us the methods
to be used and the reasons for choosing those plants. After that we went home”.

3 3.

The Mpangu Concept of Bankita

The two reported accounts give an idea o f two kinds o f experience.

One was a new

contact with Bankita in a family;

the second was an opportunity to resume and

reinforce relationships with Bankita.

In the two reports, the event appears chiefly as a

privilege for the clan or for a single family which needs to be helped in a special way.
It is not necessarily true that each clan in the Mpangu society is owner of Bankita, but
all the clans can make profit from them since these are regarded as being the means for
healing patients.

Life-crisis situations are selected by the ancestors to intervene in the afflictions which
befall the community.

For the first account: Makdya became seriously ill and she
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remained so for several years. The intervention of bakulu came in the hope o f healing
the sick person and of granting to the family a special knowledge of healing. In the
second story, Budyddngo referred to the similar situation o f crisis in her clan: all kinds
o f misfortunes, frequent deaths, suspicions among the members o f the clan, and
disunion.

When the elders sought an explanation for these afflictions and misfortunes,

they were informed of the judges’ verdict: “Luvutuld kinkulu ki bdmbutd zeno” (go
back to your ancestors’ tradition). It meant that no solution could be found outside the
ancestors’ intervention.

The elders certainly understood that the ancestors were

expecting to help the clan, to heal its sick members, and to grant them a special gift o f
knowledge and technique for healing.

According to the Mpangu, the concept of Bankita must be interpreted in terms of
response to a concrete case of unexplainable afflictions in the clan.

The painful

experience of illness and misfortune, as well as the failure in seeking a solution,
disposed the people to recognise the incidence of Bankita as a special intervention o f
the ancestors in helping their relatives.

In answer to the question:

“Bankita bandni?” {Bankita who are they?), three

definitions were given by informants:
1.

“Nkita, a nde: n ’kisi, kddnsi miswddma muna nsi m d ta d i{ N k ita are the

means for healing, they are hidden within the stones).
2.

“Nkita, mpild mosi kw dniye mpoongo ye n ’kisi. Mu mbaandu go gana familiya

dydku, kdni ngudi aku, go nge kibeeni, mu mpoongo lubutukila, yina mpoongo
yifw eti todmbuka “plus tard”. N ’kisi wiina wubutukila ngudi dku wufweti todmbuka
kaka gana fdm idi”. {Nkita are identical with mpoongo and it ’kisi, that is, the means for
healing.

For example, if your mother or yourself, anyone in your clan was bom under

the influence of mpoongo, it will happen that, later, this mpoongo will come [from the
water] to stay in the clan).
3.

“Nkita, n ’kisi m i bakulu, mituuka kuna Koongo. Mina boonso biloongo bi

tukwenwadnga ku dispensaire. Go muuntu tadbeela gana fdmidi, tubookedi ngaanga
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Bankita,

wiisidi

mu

kubuka

n ’kisi miina

m i Ntuukd-Koongo.

tubookilddnga nde: mpoongo”. (Nkita are n ’kisi which

M ima

mi

came from the ancestors

from Koongo; we can compare them with the medicine we used to take from the
dispensary.

When anyone in the clan is ill, we fetch ngaanga-Bdnkita; he comes to

heal us, as he uses these means originated from Koongo, for healing.These are what we
used to call: mpoongo.)

In the three descriptive-definitions, the term Bankita (or Nkita) is used as synonymous
with those of n ’kisi (in the sense o f means of healing) and mpoongo.
with the specific knowledge and technique for healing.

They all deal

That is what the informants

meant when they said: Nkita, n *kisi m i bakulu {Nkita [are] n *kisi o f the ancestors).

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the double meaning combined in the term is
the salient feature o f the concept o f Bankita/Nkita among the Mpangu, for the terms
refer at the same time to the specific objects as well as to the specific beings.
Linguistically, the term Bankita is a noun o f the nominal class 2 o f which the prefix
[ba~] indicates the plural.

Generally, the nouns contained in this class refer to human

beings and humanised objects. On the contrary, the term Nkita falls into class 9, prefix
[n-/0] (for the singular), and class 10, prefix [zi-/0] (for the plural) as an identical form.
The nouns of the classes 9 and 10 often indicate an object. The people o f Mpangu with
whom we deal are not. aware of the above observations.

They do not make any

distinction in use.

According to MacGaffey’s (1986:75) analysis, the concept o f Bankita is related to a
series o f deaths which a human being undergoes in unbroken succession before he/she
becomes nkita nsi (the guardian spirit of the land). Actually, as mentioned in Laman’s
texts, there are people who die naturally “lufwd lu Nzdambi” (God’s death), that is, the
death which comes from God.

They die after a long and successful life on the earth.

These people cannot die again.

On the contrary, there are those who die violently (of

poison, of a knife, of suicide) or those who have been known as bad persons in their life;
they are subject to successive deaths.

When they are killed the second time, they

become nkita nsi (guardian spirits of the land), (Cahier 130 cited by MacGaffey).
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Following this view we see that nkita and bisnmbi (local spirits) are confusedly put in
the same category since, according to some people, the latter constitute a specific group
of spirits among the dead because they are human beings who have died twice, first on
earth and then in the land o f the dead.
Some questions may be raised to help in understanding the meaning of several deaths:

Do the “successive deaths” mean that people who had died a
long time ago are gradually forgotten by their relatives, and thus
relationships with them became rare, even non-existent? Are
there several levels of death in the realm o f the dead?

Unfortunately I have not obtained any information which enables us to answer these
questions.

Certainly, a distinction made by Van Wing (1959:292) differentiates

bisumbi from Bankita.

The latter are said to have died by war, assassination, or

suicide. However, the Mpangn today cannot clearly define the identity or the influence
of these two groups o f spirits over human beings within the clan.

Two rituals: Kukotna siki di Kiimpi (to empower the objects used in the process o f
healing madness) and Nkawu Kiimpi (leaves and branches collected from the site where
someone had died by a knife) were mentioned by Budyoongo in the second story.
They are connected to both the specific category of the spirits o f these people who died
by violence, and to the site where they were buried.

People hold the belief that the

spirit of those killed inhabits the area where they were killed during the battles, and it
affects each object put in contact with it.

This explains why the antelope’s horn was

filled with a handful of soil taken from the tomb o f the victims of violence.

The spirit

takes possession o f the object, and transforms it into a vital and effective force.

All

kinds of leaves and branches collected from that area become important in the ritual
since they were put under the power o f the spirit.

The link between the ritual and its site enables participants to communicate with the
invisible powers.

This is the reason why Makdya, in the first story, insisted that the

ritual of Kutoombula Nkitd (to bring [out of the water] sacred means for healing) which
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she was expected to achieve, must take place at that part of the village where her father
lived before he died and where her sister’s son, who bore the father’s name, was buried.
It entailed the moving of Makdya and her relatives from Kinshasa to the village of
Kinddnga (about 140 kilometres distant).

Bearing in mind that the deceased father was the one who was looking forward to
granting his children the special gift o f Bankita, we understand why his grandson’s
tomb became important.

It was regarded as the deceased father’s dwelling.

Makdya

needed this contact with the spirit o f her father to learn how to welcome the special gift
o f Bankita to the family.

The concept of Bankita is analysed in the studies o f scholars such as Laman (1962),
Buakasa (1980 and 1988), MacGaffey (1986) following Laman. They identify Bankita
with the powerful spirits of a specific category of the dead.

To Van Wing (1959:292),

Bankita are both human and incarnated spirits. They inhabit the forests and rivers and
from there they join the humans’ villages to look for food. Their best food is composed
of fruits such as bananas, fruit of kilolo tree, mafivdlanta (guava) and mbungumbungu. These people are strong white beings.

Moreover, although there is the tendency to identify Bankita with human beings, Van
Wing stressed a link between them and n ’kisi12. For illustration he spoke about tddi d i
Nkita (stone o f Nkita) which was fetched by an expert to put with his/her n ’kisi so that
they become n Jkisi m i Nkita (the n ’kisi under the influence of Bankita spirit).

As we have seen in the three descriptive-definitions mentioned above, the terms
Nkita/Bankita and mpoongo indicate both the spirits o f a special group.of the dead and
the objects within^they dwell. It seems that the concept combines two aspects o f the
reality: one is material and visible, another is spiritual and invisible. Informants claim
that Bankita are “n ’kisi m i bdkulu,f (ancestors’ means for healing) meant that both the
material and spiritual aspects are bdkulu’s property. N ’siimbu13 precisely insisted that
Nkita or mpoongo came from Koongo14; he meant to emphasise this link between the
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Mpangu people of today and their ancestors. He referred to the period o f the Mpangu
migrations before they settled in the area they inhabit today.

Among objects brought with them from Koongo, pointed out by Van Wing, there were
those related to luyddlu lu bdkidu tnuna kaanda (the ancestors1 government o f the
clan).

These were such as lukobi lu bdkulu (the ancestors’ basket), n ’luunga

(bracelets, leg-rings), mvwaala (chiefs stick) [...].

Curiously, except lukobi, these

were the objects I saw, besides stones and kaolin, in the houses I was privileged to visit
during my fieldwork research.

The same objects are nowadays employed by ngaanga-Bdnkita (the specialist, priest of
Bankita, or healer whose healing power operates in connection with Bankita''§
intervention) when he/she deals with patients to be healed.

The concept of Bankita

goes beyond the visible aspect o f the ritual. For example, before accepting a patient for
a healing session, ngaanga-Bankita invoked his/her ancestors in front o f these objects.
Through them he could communicate with the invisible world.

It can be said of Bankita what Laman’s informant stated about n ’kisi: “If they had not
life, how could they heal and help people?”
human life (MacGaffey, 1991:35).

But this life is different from ordinary

Bankita are endowed with life that comes from the

spirits of the dead by whom they are empowered. Nowadays, the concept of Bankita is
not interpreted in the same way by the members o f Mpangu society.

To some people,

Bankita and n ’kisi fall into the same category. Actually, in some cases, similarities can
be noted between these two entities.

For example, following MacGaffey’s (1991:4-5)

description o f n ’kisi, some common features can be observed:

Visible and Invisible N ature

Nkita and n ’kisi have a body that can be seen and touched.

A bag, a bark-box, a

calabash, a pot, a snail shell, are common objects which contain n ’kisi.

Generally, the

representative objects of Nkita are: some stones (matddi), a kaolin ball (lugeemba), a
walking stick {n’kawu), an animal’s horn (mbaambi), a couple of bracelets (n ’luunga).
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Nsyoona Mangituka, P. ule Blanc ”
A Taa Mfumu Bankita , holding one o f the stones
which represent Bankita, called “Nkddkd Nkyeesa”.

Lugeemba, L.
Holding a special walking stick as symbol o f his
function as “Saangila Mpoongo" (the initiated man
entrusted with entertaining mpoongo, the sacred
medicines).

At the same time, the invisible aspect is represented through metaphorical material by
which Nkita and n ’kisi are animated and activated. This is the “unseen but real power
which comes from invisible sources, to produce a specific result”, stated by Buakasa
(1988).

Ambiguity

According to the circumstances, both it ’kisi and Nkita heal, but they also attack. In the
case of Nkita, harmful action is often seen by the members of the clan, as a premonition,
a sign used by the ancestors to convey a message to their relatives o f the visible world.
This was the way Makdya’s illness was interpreted by her relatives.

In the same way

the judges at the Court of Justice interpreted afflictions and misfortunes in Budyodngo’s
clan.

Specific Action

Each n ’kisi has its particular area where its power is operative, “some are for kubuka
(healing procedures), some for ngoombo or mpyaata (divination), some for protecting
and attacking”.

The specific nature of Bankita action is expressed by a variety of

techniques provided for each mpoongo (means and techniques for healing action) such
as Kiimpi, Ngiimbi, Manzanza. Each refers to the specific illness, its diagnosis and the
procedures for healing actions. Appropriate skills and knowledge are required for each
area.

This is one reason why initiation is required to become a healer.

The candidate

spends time at vweela (hut for healing and initiation), or beside an expert to be trained.

However, although similarities exist, it seems important to note that .informants and
healers all insist on a distinction to be made between Bankita/Nkita and n ’kisi.

The

reason is that, nowadays, the negative aspect of the latter is held by most in the
society.15

The positive meaning, that is, the healing action, has been completely

replaced by the fear of destruction.

People feel uncomfortable when using the term

n ’kisi to indicate healers whose action is connected with Bankita’s power, because they
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do not like to be taken as a ttgaanga-n’kisi (sorcerer) whose influence seems to be
always harmfiil.

The main difference between n 1kisi and Bankita/Nkita is that the former can be created
by whoever wishes, and they can be sold16 while the latter can never be manufactured or
sold by human beings as instructed by the ancestors.

My informants convincingly

stated that only bakulu (ancestors) are responsible for the way in which Bankita are
given to the clans in need of them.

To conclude this analysis of the concept o f Bankita, it can be assumed that
Bankita/Nkita or Mpoongo constitute primarily the means inherited from bakulu
(ancestors) for kutomd ku kddnda (well being and welfare o f the clan).

Bankita are

mainly reserved for sustaining life in a special way in the clan, for they enable bakulu to
be close to human beings, and to take care of them.

Bankita constitute a means by

which invisible and visible worlds come together when healing rituals take place.

The following description of a healing ritual can be taken as an illustration of the
concept of Bankita in the Mpangu society.

The ritual was performed by Pierre

Nsyoona, according to his status as Tad Mfumu Bankita (an invested chief with
Bankita’s power), in order to liberate Makyeesi, a 17 year old girl who was suffering
for two years from Nyoka-N’kdm i, an illness which affects female fertility.
patient feels great pain in the bottom of her abdomen and in the back.

The

She is believed

to be unable to have children, since a “snake” is sucking her blood.

3.4. Nvdkd-N’kdwu

of
(The ritual took place on 10 April 1995 in the villagQ^Ngeeba, when a young girl
Makyeesi, also called “Mamy”, accompanied by her mother, visited Tad Mfumu
Bankita in order to have a healing session. This ritual can be divided into two phases:

Kusuunsula mbeefo (to introduce the sick person [to the healer] and
Kubuka (healing procedures).
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3 . 4 . 1. Kiisumisiila mbeefo

Generally this stage aims at creating a personal relationship between the sick person,
his/her relatives, and the healer.

The relatives introduce their patient to the healer, and

ask him/her “kubiika” (to proceed with healing) the patient in order to free him/her
from all kinds of bondage.

Through the ritual o f kusuunsula mbeefo the relatives o f

the sick person allow the healer to feel free regarding the way he/she is used in the
healing action. The healer also proceeds to introduce the patient to his/her own bakulu
(ancestors) before taking any engagement for the healing action.

He/she talks to them

through Bankita which are kept in a special place called YALA, in the house.

The

healer speaks to bakulu (ancestors) to ask both permission and the appropriate methods
for the healing action.
guidance.

This is a way for the healer to seek bakulu *s intervention and

After introducing the patient, the healing action can take place. In the case

o f Makyeesi, this stage of kusuunsula mbeefo had been done a week before when she
was introduced for the first time. At the present seance, the healer “checked-up” the
state of her health after the previous healing session.

About 10 a.m. Makyeesi and her mother entered Bankita?s house where Tad Mfumu
Bankita was waiting for them.

After greetings, the mother, kneeling on one knee

before Tad Mfumu Bankita, said]:

“Here we come again.” [Then looking at Makyeesi]:
“Here is your patient, you can continue your work.”

[Makyeesi sat down on a little stool against the wall between her mother and me, facing
Tad Mfumu Bankita who was sitting in his lounge-chair. All of us faced “ya la ” (the
comer where Bankita were kept in the house). Before starting the healing session, Tad
Mfumu explained to me what Nyoka-N’kdwu is and how it works]:

“This girl is a victim o f Nyokd-N’kdwu which causes her great
pain in her body. Nyoka-N*kdwu is a two-headed snake,
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Makyeesi had taken a number of tablets and various remedies
made from plants. In vain had her mother spent an amount of
money to pay for these medications, but since she has been
introduced to me, this snake must die.

I asked her to keep

coming here for treatment until she is healed, that is, until the
snake dies.

Otherwise she will be childless, since the snake

continues to suck the blood which feeds the foetus.
Makyeesi suffers:

See how

during her menstrual period she has

abdominal pains, she cannot eat or drink even water without
feeling pain.

This pain is caused by the snake sucking

Makyeesi's blood.

This is the way Nyoka-N’kdm i works.

The length of period for cure depends on the success of the
solutions I am giving her to take in order to kill the snake.
soon as it dies, the healing action is over.

As

There, the special

relationship between her and me ceases.”

[Then Makyeesi explained to me how she suffered]:

“I feel great pain in the bottom of the abdomen kutatika ngolo (to bite, to hurt strongly).
Even now I am here, it bites into the back.

This happens a few days before the

beginning of my period, and continues during the period.
eating or drinking.

I do not feel any interest in

When the period is over the pain terminates too.

I have been

suffering like this since I was 15 years old, now I am 17. The healing action here began
a week ago. I hope Tad Mfumu will heal me.”
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3.4.2. Kubuka (Healing procedures)

[Then came the time for kubiika Makyeesi,

During this phase the healer used his

knowledge and skills for healing. Two methods were applied: Kudyaatila (to walk on
the sick body in terms o f massage), and Kunwiika (to give solution to be taken)].

a. Kudyaatila:

[First, the healer offered nsddmba and kadsu to his Bankita.

Tad Mfumu invited

Makyeesi to sit down on the floor, she stretched out her legs, Tad Mfumu stood on
them and started kudyaatila while he said]:

“Look! Regarding the snake:
Anyone who put it in the body of this girl,
Be it from kitddta (patrilineage), from kimddma (matrilineage,
clan), from a friend, or from an enemy ...

17

Truly, you, snake, I summon you to come out [of this body],
Leave this girl alone.
[My wish is] that this girl will be able to give birth, to rear, to
pierce a lion, to pierce a leopard (that is, may she be strong)
[Be like] the lianas o f the plant o f beans

18

It is not good that this young woman should endure the 12
sufferings19
She is too young to suffer so
May everything go successfully
I, I am doing kudyaatila
I do it from ku nseki (the land o f the living)
I do it from ku nidsa (the land of the dead)
May she sleep soundly until the next morning.
You Bankddka (ancestors), could you help this girl?
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We do not know where this snake comes from.
If it came from Mfumu Nzdambi (Lord God) we accept the fact
But if it came from bandoki (sorcerers)
We ask you Tddtd Nzdambi (Father God) to cast it out by your
power, since the girl has suffered for a long time”.

[Makyeesi lay down on the floor.

Tad Mfumu put his feet on her shoulders, on her

back, her head and her abdomen. He continued]:

“I am doing kudyaatila according to your will
You, [.Bankddka] (the ancestors) told me:
‘Dyatd nituyaakuhT (Walk on all the body) so that it becomes
light,
Walk on the abdomen, so that the snake will go out.
May she sleep soundly until the next morning!
Each country [has] an ancestor,
Each person [has] an ancestor!
I, I was invested with power by [my] Bankddka (ancestors), not
by myself
He, the Lord God, has chosen me for this work”.

[Three times Tad Mfumu blew on his joined hands, then opened them and said each
time]:

“Swdd!”20

[Holding Makyeesi by the hands he helped her to stand up.

s^ eici^
He asked her to ' r v out

her arms, then legs three times]:

“Telama! (Stand up)
Tukula maalii ye mooko nkuumbu tatu! (Stretch out your legs
and arms, three times)
Kipuyaa! ... Ki'tuukaf (3 times)21
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Ndd voonda! "(Go back to your seat)

[Makyeesi sat down again on her little stool waiting for the second phase of cure:
kunwiika biima (to drink medicines)].

b. Kunwiika

[The solution was already prepared in kodi (a shell of a snail), Tad Mfumu showed it to
Makyeesi and said]:

“This kodi is inherited from bambuta (elders/ancestors).
It belonged to Nkaakd Nkyeesa22, the foundress of the clan.
She left it and said: ‘This kodi is for providing births. It is kodi
di mboongo muuntu (the shell for progeny)’.

May this girl,

since she has drunk it, give birth to girls, and give birth to boys.

Truly, truly

now this young girl is drinking from the kodi ...

Anyone who put this snake in her, be he/she from kitddta
(patrilineage),

from

kimadma

(matrilineage),

kinkadka

(grandparents’ lineage), an enemy, whoever ...

[Behold], thanks to this kodi the progeny will be born from this
young girl when she gets married.

This kodi will chase out the

snake which causes her trouble.
May this girl sleep soundly until the next morning!”

[He hands kodi to Makyeesi and asks her to drink from it three times]:

Nwa nkuumbu tdtu! (Drink three times!)

[She drank the first time.

Tad Mfumu continued his incantations while she was

drinking for the second time]:
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“May she sleep soundly until the next morning!
Each country [has] an ancestor,
Each person [has] an ancestor.
To provoke [someone] is punishable, [to use] a knife is
punishable.
One should not gaze at albino
Mfwddnga z i Nkita
Ndiiiindu ye Mbaka
Drink from kodi, drink honourably.
Nwa! (Drink!) [3rd time]
May she sleep soundly until next morning!
Nsddnsi liiketi-keengi23
On one side of the market things are sold
On one side of the market things are not sold
Mavwedi-vwedi
[What we want is] human progeny”.

[Makyeesi returns kodi to Tad M fumu. He pours the solution on her head; gives back
kodi to Makyeesi and asks her to continue pouring the solution on her head while he
says]:

“Leembi di mpati, leembi d i ngdanga24
Each country [has] an ancestor,
Each person [has] an ancestor.
To provoke [someone] is punishable, [to use] a knife is
punishable
Leembi-leembi
Tun ’leembedi mpati, tun ’leembedi ngaanga
May she sleep soundly until the next morning
Mavwedi-vwedi
May everything end successfully
Swda!
K ip u y a a l... Kituukal (three times)
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That is all!”

[Throughout the healing ritual of Nyokd-N’kdwu, especially in the second phase,
kubuka (procedures for healing), the healer was guided by his bakulu; he showed in his
attitude that they were with him conducting the ritual. From the beginning to the end of
the ritual, there was communication between Taa Mfumu and his bakulu. He spoke to
them, he invited them to work with him, to heal the young girl.

Throughout the

session, Taa Mfumu showed he was carrying out bakulu's will. He obeyed them as he
followed their instructions not only for the healing of Makyeesi but also for serving the
people in general.

The role of Bankita in this ritual was to ensure bakulu's presence, and to make
communication easier between them and Taa Mfumu since they work together.

The

experience of (or the belief in) the presence of bakulu on the spot of the ritual is
essential to the patient, his/her relatives and the healer.

This is the key to ritual

efficacy, because everyone is guided by the same cultural principle that bakulu are those
who take care of individual and common well being and welfare in the society.
principle influences also the concept of the Twins whose ritual is described below.
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This

NOTES
C hapter 3 : N ’kiku mi Bankita
(The Bankita Rituals)
1B asam da: She is Makdya's sister and participant at the ritual of Kutoombula Bankita with her.
was interviewed on 25 March 1995 at Nkddndu.

She

1 This is the usual way of becoming a healer under the power of Bankita: the sick person becomes the
future healer. Each Tad Mfumu or M ad Ndoond Bankita (a Chief or a Lady endowed with Bankita' s

power) interviewed about how they became so explained that he/she or a relative had been seriously ill
for a long time. In vain had the members of the sick person’s family sought healing. As soon as they
discovered Ba^cuhT s influence, they performed the rituals of Bankita. After being healed,
the
sick person went through an initiation in order to become a healer.
3 Mbudi, Manzanza, Leembi, Wumba: These are the names of some mpoongo (means for healing) to be
used by the healer when treating patients who suffer from illnesses of the same name.
4 Nad Kimbeembi: This man was known as an expert regarding the work with Bankita. He was the one
in charge of identifying mpoongo as well as for kukoma siki (empowering them).
5 Vweeta: This term indicates both the ritual and the site where it takes place. This is a sacred enclosure
often made of palm tree branches, outside the village. In the cities, the ritual can take place in a house
instead of the enclosure. Only the participants are allowed to enter that area when the ritual is going on.
The chief aim of this ritual is to heal the patient, and to prepare him/her for a special function in the
community, such as a healer.
6 Mpeemba or lugeemba (white clay): is a symbol of innocence. Figures are painted with it on the
bodies of the participants at Vweela to emphasise that they are, or must be, free from any evil influences.
Mpeemba protects them from the influence of evil spirits. The fact that the bodies of the participants are
painted with mpeemba connects them to Mpeemba , the land of the dead.
This makes the
communication between the two worlds easier. Related to luyddlu Id Ntddkd Koongo (the government
in the clan according to the traditional model brought from Koongo di Ntodtiila ~ the King’s Koongo which is the birth site of Bakoongo), mpeemba is regarded as a special symbol used by bakulu for
nominating a new candidate to the function of chief. This was confirmed by several Tad Mfumu bakulu
I interviewed namely, that when a man or a young boy repeatE^/Jinds mpeemba on his body when he
wakes up in the morning, it is interpreted as the call from bakdlu for him to carry out special functions in
kaanda (the clan).
7 Numbers 9, 12, are related to 3 which is regarded as ritual number in matters of Bankita. Each
important action or gesture must be produced three times. An idiomatic expression: “Kitdtu k i Nkita ”
(lit: three [times] for Bankita) can indicate one of these three numbers.
8 “Flemish”: A popular expression still in use today when Bakoongo speak about Belgian colonists.
9 Budyddngo: A Ndoond Bankita and mother of
at Nseke.

Twins, interviewed on 21, 26 May and 2 June 1995

10 Nsiimba, Nzuzi, N ’laandu, Lukoombo, Ngisila, Kabatumddko, Nsuunda and Nduundu-Bwadka:
According to the Mpangu belief, these are different groups of spirits who are related to bakdlu and
Bankita. Each group is named intentionally to ensure that no one is forgotten.
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11 Kodnso: One of the four days which compose the traditional week of Bakoongo. These are: Nsdna,
Koonso, Nkeengi, Nkddndu . Each day, except Nkddndu is chosen for the ritual of Kuyadla (installation
of the new Taa Mfumu bakulu ), to rule and take care of kaanda (clan). The members of each kaanda
keep this in mind when the day comes. No one is allowed to accomplish important works in the field
such as clearing, ploughing, sowing. Otherwise, bakulu are offended. Tad Mfumu and Mad Ndoona
stay at home. This is a special day for them to communicate with Bakulu ; they intercede for kaanda.
The traditional week is among the values which are strongly held and alive in the Mpangu society. In
the Catholic diocese of Kisaantu, the traditional week is kept side by side with the international week
(Mon.-Sun.) in the publication of the calendar, each year.
12 N ’kisi; Although nothing has been said here about the double aspects of n ’kisi, Van Wing’s
interpretation echoes the interpretation of the Mpangu regarding mpoongo. He wrote: “II [N ’kisi]
signifie directement Tobjet artificiel dans lequel ‘est’ un esprit “domine par un homme”, (1959:383). (It
is directly an artificial object in which dwells a spirit which is dominated by a human being). We say of
mpoongo that they are sacred objects within the spirits of a special group of the dead dwell. Through the
ritual of kukdma siki (to empower), these objects are controlled by the spirits of bakulu , and work under
their power for kutdmd ku kaanda (the well being and welfare of the clan).
13 N ’sumbu: He is a Tad Mfumu bakulu of his clan. Interviewed on 8 March 1995 at Mpese.
14 Koongo: It refers to Koongo diN todtila in Angola. See note number 6.
15 According to both the Catholic missionaries and the rulers of the country in colonial times, n ’kisi were
identified with evil, they were fought and destroyed by the same authorities. Therefore, a ngaangan ’kisi was seen as a symbol of evil, an enemy.
16 During the period of my fieldwork research, I met only one healer, I. Mpyodso who said he had bought
his knowledge and techniques for healing illnesses related to female fertility, N yokd-N’kdwu, Ngiimbi,
Kiimpi. The seller, Mungambddmi, belonged to a
sub-group ethnic Bamfunuka of the Teke
(neighbours to Bakoongo ),
17 This is an example of Mpangu incantation. Its style is characterised by incomplete phrases which
leave the idea in the air. The speaker is certain that the unsaid part of the phrase is known by his/her
audience.
18 A wish for fertility: “Kald n ’singa m in kasa”. It is a proverb used as an idiomatic expression which
illustrates an analogy between a person and the lianas of die plant nkasa (beans). The lianas must be
themselves entangled in order to produce beans, and so should Makyeesi be when she gets married.
19 “Mpdsi 1 2 ” said: “M p d sikiiiim iye zoole” (twelve sufferings): An expression to indicate a great deal
of suffering. Ex. M pdsi 12 barnona : they have been suffering intensely.
20 Swddl: I could not get the meaning of this word. The healer utters it accompanied by hand gestures to
ensure that the illness or misfortunes leave the body of the patient; they are sent away.
21 Appropriate formulae said in dialogue between the healer and the patient or the audience, to send
misfortunes and evil influence far away.
22 Nkdakd Nkyeesa: She is one of Tad Mfumu's ancestors, the foundress of his clan.
23 Several of these idiomatic expressions belong to an esoteric language reserved for specific areas of
rituals. I could not obtain the meaning of these expressions.
24 The meaning of these expressions is not clear.
Nevertheless, the expressions refer to the way
M akyeesi was treated by Tdd Mfumu to liberate her from Nyokd-N’kdwu. He, Tad Mfumu, is regarded
at the same time as mpati (honourability, chief endowed with power) and ngaanga (initiated healer). All
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he did during the healing action was influenced by these two aspects of his status. The meaning could
then be that the ritual had been completed, nothing was omitted and therefore, there could be no doubt
that M akyeesi had been healed.
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CHAPTER 4

THE H EALING RITUAL.- KUBOONDA
(Strengthening)

Kuboonda is one of the healing rituals related to banstimba (twins) in Mpangu society.
A reflection on the theme of the twins, their identity, their origin, and the specific role
they play in the society, is helpful to penetrate Mpangu thinking in this particular
matter.

The twins exist in each society in the world.

However, the interpretation of

the phenomenon is a matter o f cultural principles and belief.

In Mpangu society, bansnmba (the twins) are baana ban *loongo (children with whom
special prohibitions are associated). This concept is repeatedly confirmed by the people
on various occasions related to the twins.

An appropriate repertoire of songs o f praise

for the twins, “n fkuitngd m i bdnsiimba” shows that they are special children. The
reasons for regarding them as special children are not completely clear.

The phenomenon of bansiunba (the twins) should be studied in relationship to the
concept of bakulu and the world of the dead. Seen from this angle, MacGaffey (1986)
interpreted the phenomenon of banstimba in terms o f reincarnations which allowed the
dead to be recycled through this world in consonance with the concept of a reciprocating
universe which is represented in Koongo cosmology. Banstimba, as well as certain of
their siblings, and other “special” children (albinos, and those who are abnormal from
birth), constitute the category of baana ban *loongo (children with prohibitions). In his
analysis of the spiritual hierarchy o f Bakoongo cosmology, MacGaffey classified
banstimba under the power of a superior spirit called Funza or Bunzi (Laman, 1962).
This spirit is regarded by some groups o f Bakoongo as the first creator of all charms.
All twisted, stunted, or abnormal objects are attributed to this spirit.

In this context,

banstimba are regarded as baana bdn’kisi in the synonymic sense of baana
ban loongo.

That is, the children linked to a variety of mysterious interventions from

the world of the dead. According to the Koongo-Mpangu belief, banstimba (the twins)
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are a special gift from bakulu, the ancestors.

This is a major concept which defines

these children as baana ban’loongo, the children with prohibitions.

4.1. Perform ance of the Ritual Kuboonda

The following description of healing rituals illustrates the fact that bansnmba

are

“special” children, therefore, they are endowed with special power which enable them to
heal other people.

In the ritual examined here, they were asked to heal their own

mother.

The term kuboonda [ku~bo;nd-a] means at the same time: to implore and to heal by
means o f massage, in order to strengthen the body.

The two meanings merge when

during the healing ritual, invocations (through songs and calls) accompany the healing
action (massage, use o f plants or solutions made of leaves or roots o f certain plants).

The healing ritual kuboonda described below deals with two kinds o f afflictions which
needed to be healed.

It was primarily performed on behalf of a young mother of twins

whose knees were swollen.

She could not explain the cause o f her pain.

Secondly,

another woman, also mother of baby twins took the opportunity o f participating in the
ritual in the hope of improving the condition o f her babies.

The ritual took place on 26 May 1995 at Nseki, a quartier o f the agglomeration of
Leemfu, 30 kilometres to the south o f Kisaantu.

The maternal grandmother o f the

twins and A. Budyoongo1 as senior expert, made the decision to perform the ritual.
The way the ritual itself was performed combined two major parts:
bansiimba (to praise the twins), and Kuboonda (to strengthen).
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Kukeembisa

4.1.1. Kukeembisa Bansiimba:

This part was provided for the praise to the twins and their mother. For this purpose the
participants sang an important number o f songs, one after another.

Early in the evening, several mothers of twins gathered in the open space before the
house where the baby twins and their mother were living.

A group o f teenagers and

children joined them. Without any introduction, the grandmother (herself a mother of
twins) stood before the baby twins and their mother, and started clapping and singing
the songs o f praise for bansiimba.

She was followed by the participants.

The twins’

mother sat on the mat placed on the floor in the middle o f the circle made by the
participants; she held her babies on her lap.

According to informants, these songs constitute a separate group o f songs known as
n ’kuiuiga m i bansiimba (songs for

twins).

They are sung at different events

related to the twins’ life: mbutuka (birth), kuboonda (to strengthen) when they are
weak or ill, yeemba (mourning) when they die.

On each o f these occasions, the

constant principle is kukeembisa (to praise) in order to make them happy.

The

Mpangu believe that this is a reason why a certain atmosphere o f joy must characterise
the celebrations. The words of the songs as well as the way they are sung are expected
to produce joy. The song Mbote-mbote (greeting: hello! hello!) is always sung at the
beginning to introduce the ritual while the song Ntolokele kinkoombo (I bow down as a
goat [does] is used for its conclusion).

The texts o f the songs below are a transcription of the songs o f praise for bansiimba
(

twins) as they were sung during the healing ritual Kuboonda on the 26 May 1995 at

Nseke. At my own initiative, each song is provided with a title, to facilitate references.
The title is generally made o f the first phrase, word, or name sung, or which is repeated
by the chorus.

Each song as well as each strophe/line is given a number. The text in

Kikoongo language, printed in boldfaced characters, is followed by the translation into
English. In some cases, only the English translation o f the song-text is provided.
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The young mother o f the twins holding a leaf o f

l^mbd-lemba between her lips during the ritual
Kubodnda. (26 May at Nseki)

Song IV ,1:

Solo: 1

Mbote, mbote

Chorus: Mbote

Mbote, mbote, mbote!

2

Mbote ydd Nsiimba, mbote!

M botel

3

Mbote yddNzuzi, mbotel

Mbotel

4

Mbote ydd N ’lddndu, mbotel

Mbote!

5

Mbote beto knlu, mbote!

Mbotel

6

Boo baana ban ’siku

Mbote!

1

Mbote maama na mapdsal

Mbotel

8

Mbote Nsiimba ye Nzuzil

Mbote!

W eediel

Solo: 1

E el

Hello, hello, hello!

Chorus: Hello!

2

Hello, ydd Nsiimba, hello!

Hello!

3

Hello,yddN zuzi, hello!

Hello!

4

Hello, ydd N ’lddndu, hello!

Hello!

5

Hello, all of us, hello!

Hello!

6

These children [are] children with prohibitions

Hello!

7

Hello, mother of the twins!

Hello!

8

Hello, Nsiimba and Nzuzil

Hello!

[The song] is over!

Eh eh! (Yes)

Song IV,2: Nyengi, nyengi

Solo: 1

Chorus: Nyenginina!

Nyengi, nyengi, nyengi!

2

A kubiita ye kulela!

NyengininaI

3

A bageeni bddnd beto!

NyengininaI

4

Nsiimba ye Nzuzil

Nyenginina!

5

A bddnd bd mapdsal

NyengininaI
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6

Kubuta ye kulelaI

NyengininaI

7

Bageeni bddbdodil

Nyenginina!

Weedi el

Eel

Solo: 1

Chorus NyengininaI

Nyengi, nyengi, nyengiI

2

Ah! [this is the joy of] giving birth and rearing!

Nyenginina!

3

Ah! We are given our children!

Nyengininal

4

Nsiimba and Nzuzil

Nyengininal

5

Ah! [They are] twins!

Nyengininal

6

[This is the joy of] giving birth and rearing!

Nyengininal

7

We are given two children!

Nyengininal

W eediel

E e!

SongIV,3: Kayaanga (Be benefactor/benefactress)

[This song is sung to the parents o f the twins, especially to the mother, about her
behaviour.

She is told what she is expected to do in order to satisfy her twins, and

make them happy]:

Solo: 1

Kayaanga,
E e kutula mbuunsu, kukddngi ko e
Chorus Kayaanga, yddya e
Kayaanga ku bddnd beeto

2

E ngiidi baana, rnunu kayaanga
Ydd yiimd geeni baana, kala ye kyeesi e

3

Bddnd boodi e, kayaanga
E e rnunu izoldd ngudi baana e

4

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Ba yaa Nsiimba e, kayaanga
E se di baana
(Chorus)

Ikubukimina, ubuta dyddka e
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5

Ngudi baana e, kayaanga
Ydaya e,
(Chorus)

Lumweesa ntoonda ku bd bdsiidi e
6

Bddbdodi e, kayaanga, ydaya e
Chorus)

Kayaanga ku ngudi baana e
7

Ngudi baana e, rnunu kayaanga
Nkaaka banstimba
(Chorus)

Kutula mbuunsu, kukddngi ko e

Weedi el

Solo: 1

E el

Be benefactress one
[Try to] have always an amiable expression, not a sullen one
Chorus: Bebenefactressjway**
Be benefactress with our children

2

Oh, mother of the twins, be benefactress
Be joyful when you make a gift to them

3

[They are] two children, be benefactress
Oh, I love the mother of the twins

4

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Oh, twins! Be benefactors
Father of the twins, I let you see my buttocks
So that you may beget again [the twins]

5

(Chorus)

Mother of the twins, be benefactress
Oh, yaaya! You must thank those who remain [alive] (*) (Chorus)

6

Two children!
Be benefactress, yaaya
To the mother of the twins

7

(Chorus)

Mother of the twins, be benefactress
Grandmother of the twins,
[Try to] have always an amiable expression,
not a sullen one

(Chorus)
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Eh eh I

Weedi e/

[(*) The desire to thank one of the twins is expressed and sung in case o f the death o f a
twin.

The relatives and friends must not be too affected if one o f them dies.

contrary, much attention must be given to the one who remains alive.
thank him/her for that.

On the

They should

Any neglect can cause the death o f the second twin.

In the

present case of kuboonda that is not applied. The line is sung as any other, it is part of
the song].

Song IV,4: Tuumbd bdtuumba

Solo: 1

Tuiimbd bdtuumba ku masa e
Tiiiimbd bdtuumba kuna masa e
Chorus\Tuumbd bdtuumba e e
E ydaya, Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e

2

Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e, tuiimbd bdtuumba
Makala makyedika, makala ma luviuiu e

3

Baana beto ydaya e, tiiumbd bdtuumba
Ngwa, kweeketdlaldd ko, maama na mapdsa

4

(Chorus)

Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e, tuumbd bdtuumba
Kukddi kit nkeendd ko taata na mapasa

7

(Chorus)

Ngola kuna ntdsa e, tuumbd bdtuumba
Ydaya e, ydaya Nsiimba ye Nzuzi

8

(Chorus)

A baana bdmo ydaya e, e e e
E ydd Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e

6

(Chorus)

A baana ban fstku e, tuiimbd bdtuumba
Kukddi ku nkeeitdd ko, maama na ntapasa

5

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e, tuumbd bdtuumba ku masa e
Tiuimbd bdtuumba kuna masa el

(Chorus)

Weedi el

Eh eh!
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Solo: 1

They have been consecrated in the water
They have been consecrated in the water
Chorus: They are consecrated
Nsiimba and Nzuzi
Nsiimba and Nzuzi are consecrated
Whether true or not

(Chorus)

Our children yddya, are consecrated
Do not be difficult, mother o f the twins

(Chorus)

Children with prohibitions, they are consecrated
Do not be sad, mother o f the twins

(Chorus)

Ah! My children, yddyal
Eh! Ydd Nsiimba and Nzuzi

(Chorus)

Nsiimba and Nzuzi are consecrated
Do not be sad, father of the twins

(Chorus)

The catfish is consecrated, in the water
Yddya, yddya Nsiimba and Nzuzi

(Chorus)

Nsiimba and Nzuzi are consecrated,
In the water, they are consecrated.

(Chorus)

[The song] is over!

Yes!

Song IV,5: Maloonga moodi-moodi

Solo: 1

Maloonga moodi-moodi, eyddya
Chorus: (Repetition of 1)

E baana ban ’loongo!
2

Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
(Chorus)

E bu tubutidi baawu
3

Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
(Chorus)

A buna ntbakidi baawu
4

Maloonga moodi-moodi,e yddya
(Chorus)

E yddya, keentba si tukeemba
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Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
(Chorus)

A ydd, sakana si tusakana
Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
A d, buna mbweeni baawu

(Chorus)

Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
A yddya, kuna rnasa rna beeto

(Chorus)

Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
E buna butidi baawu

(Chorus)

Maloonga moodi-moodi, e yddya
(Chorus)

A yddya, ma tuzolaa beeto

Weedi el

Solo: 1

Eh eh!

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
[These] are children with prohibitions

Chorus: (Repeated 1)

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
Eh! We have given birth to them [twins]

(Chorus)

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
(Chorus)

Ah! I was given them
The dishes must be set out two'by two, yddya

(Chorus)

Eh, yddya! We rejoice
The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
Ah! We are playing [we dance]

(Chorus)

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
Ah! When I saw them [the twins]

(Chorus)

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
(Chorus)

Ah, yddyal In our water
8

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
As you have given birth to them [twins]

(Chorus)

The dishes must be set out two by two, yddya
All, yddyal That is what we like
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(Chorus)

Song IV,6: Ku Mayeenga (In the deeps)

Solo: 1

Ku mayeenga e
Yeka tunienginina maarna na map asa e
Chorus K u mayeenga, e yddya
Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e

2

Ku mayeenga e
Yeka tukembidila taata na mapdsa e

Solo: 1

(Chorus)

In the deeps
Let us welcome and praise the mother o f the twins
Chorus: In the deeps, eh yddya
Nsiimba and Nzuzi

2:

In the deeps,
Let us praise the father o f the twins

(Chorus)

Song IV,7: Baana beeto ban ’loongo
(Our children are children with prohibitions)

Solo: 1

Baana beeto ban’loongo, e yddya!
Chorus: Mbila ku mayeenga!

2

Baana beeto bddboodi, e mddma!

(Chorus)

3

Sukula Nsiimba, sukula Nzuzi, mu kyeese

(Chorus)

4

Diika Nsiimba, diika Nzuzi, mu kyeese

(Chorus)

5

Baana beeto ban’loongo, e mddma

(Chorus)

6

Kabila Nsiimba, kabila Nzuzi, mu kyeese

(Chorus)

7

Nata Nsiimba, nata Nzuzi, mu kyeese

(Chorus)

8

Viika Nsiimba, viika Nzuzi, mu kyeese

(Chorus)

W eediel

Eh eh!
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Solo: 1

Our children are children with prohibitions
Chorus: The call from the deeps!

2

Our children are two, oh mother!

3

You must bath,Nsumba

(Chorus)

A

you must bath Nzuzi, joyfully
A
You must feed Nsiimba, you must feed

(Chorus)

Nzuzi, joyfully

(Chorus)

Our children are children with prohibitions

(Chorus)

You must make a gift to Nsiimba
(Chorus)

you must make a gift to Nzuzi, joyfully
You must hold Nsiimba, you must hold

(Chorus)

Nzuzi, joyftilly
You must dress Nsiimba, you must dress

(Chorus)

Nzuzi, joyfully

Song IV,8: Waya, Waya (Be generous!)

Chorus: Waya, waya!
Solo: 1

E buna iwdyd iwdya e
(Chorus)

E ngwa bddnd boole!
2

E e ngudi baana e
(Chorus)

Bddnd boodi
3

A bund iwdyd e
(Chorus)

E ngwa ngudi bdnsiimba
4

E biind tiiwdyd tuwdya
(Chorus)

E ngwa bddnd booleI
5

A yuna y i ydd Nsiimba
(Chorus)

Ye yddya Nzuzi
6

E baa yibddwu bobo e
(Chorus)

E ngwa batuzolddnga
1

E widi yibddwu bobo
(Chorus)

E ngyva batusosadnga
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E yibddwu bobo
E ngwa ngudi bdnsiimba

(Chorus)

Baana beeto ban *loongo

Solo: 1

Bdkedi ku Nzddmbi

(Chorus)

Weedi e !

Eh eh !

Chorus: Be generous!

to

I am trying^be generous
Here [are] two children

2

(Chorus)

Oh, mother of the twins
There are two children

3

(Chorus)

I am trying to be generous
Oh, mother of the twins

4

(Chorus)

We are trying to be generous
Oh, mother! There are two children

5

(Chorus)

Here [is] Nsiimba
(Chorus)

and ydd Nzuzi
6

Here they are
The children we love

7

(Chorus)

Here they are
The children we are seeking

8

(Chorus)

Here they are
Oh, mother of the twins

9

(Chorus)

Our children with prohibitions
(Chorus)

A gift from God.

At a given moment, a woman, (mother o f twins) — we call her Zoomba - seemed
disturbed by something.

She sang faster than the other singers.

the baby twins, gazing at them while dancing.

She jumped before

She was followed by two little girls of

about ten and six years^^35* They followed Zoomba with their eyes closed. The three
of them turned around the baby twins and their mother.
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These actions indicated to the

Zoomba inhabited by the spirit o f the Twins speaks in
their name to assure their mother that she will be
healed.
The two little girls (with their eyes closed) are also
“inhabited’' by the spirit o f the Twins. (26 May 1995
at Nseki).

assembly that these three persons had been inhabited by the spirits o f the baby twins;
the inhabited persons were their mediums. Zoomba conducted the ritual into its second
phase.

4.1.2. Kuboonda

This episode marked the beginning of the ritual kuboonda since the spirits of the twins
seemed to be “present” in the assembly.

Another mother o f twins, A Budyoongo

(senior expert in bankita and bansiimba rituals) acted according to her status as
Kinkolo ki Mpoongo (see the chapter on bankita) to introduce the ritual.
addressed the twins and said:

Kinkolo;

“Beeto ka batuldkdd ko
Beeto ka tukweendddngd ku n *kisi ko
Ka tukweendddngd ku zimpuungu ko
Beeto ka tukweendddngd kit biteki ko
N ’siku tuna ye myddwu.
A bu beno ba

ydd Nsiimba ye ydd Nzuzi

Buu maama kuulu bu kutolokele,
Mu nki kdlengila?
A mu nkikdtekUd masa ma beeno?
A bwe kdluyemikina?
Tuzolele lubuka maama yu ubeenu,
Mbasi katelama. Nditundu ...

We, we cannot be bewitched
We, we cannot have recourse to n ’kisi
We, we cannot have recourse to zimpuungu3
We, we cannot have recourse to the statuettesof witches
You, Nsiimba and Nzuzi
Look at your mother’s leg, it is broken4
How can she walk?
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She

How can she fetch water for you?
How can she breast-feed you?
Our wish is that you will cure our own mother,
So that tomorrow she can stand up. Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka

[She sprinkled palm wine, kola nut, luzibu and toondo (mushroom o f love) in the four
directions of the yard, on the baby twins and on the participants]:

Kinkolo:

Here are matoondo5 (mushrooms o f love) for Nsiimba and N zu ^ zi.

We

offer them on behalf of your mother who cannot walk.

[Zoomba, the woman inhabited by the spirits of the twins began singing in a callresponse style with the assembly]:

Song IV,9: Nza Iwiisa baana (Come children [- twins])

Solo: 1

Oh! Come children
Here are [your] kola nuts
Chorus: Eh, eh, Qh Nduundu eh!

2

Oh! I insist, come children
Here are kola nuts we love

3

(Chorus)

I insist, oh, come children
Here are kola nuts

4

(Chorus)

Oh! I insist, come children
Here is luzibu6 we love

5

(Chorus)

I insist, come children
Here are [your] kola nuts

6

(Chorus)

Oh! come children
Here is some palm wine

7

(Chorus)

Oh! I insist, come children
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Luzibu is what they love
8

(Chorus)

I insist, come children, come
Kola nut is what they love

9

(Chorus)

Oh mother! Come children
Here is mushroom of love

(Chorus)

[While she sang, she jumped and danced without any regular rhythm.

This was

interpreted as being led by an invisible power. People in the assembly moved to make
space for her. When she felt breathless Kinkolo took over to lead the singing]:

10

11

Anyone who has not died the death of nkita7
g
Cannot touch our Nduiindu
If you have not died the death of nkita
Do not touch our Nduiindu

12

(Chorus)

Oh! Nduundu yddya
This is what we are pleased with

13

(Chorus)

I insist, come children
(Chorus)

Here is some palm wine ■
15

Oh! Two children
(Chorus)

They love some palm wine
16

(Chorus)

Oh! Two children
We are pleased with them

14

(Chorus)

Come children
(Chorus)

Here is some palm wine

[The singing and jumping

^ w^ | e Zoomba sprinkled the babies and the

assembly with palm wine.

The twins’ mother was asked to lie on the mat (the babies

were held by other women).

Zoomba started kudyaatila (to massage with her feet).

She poured out palm wine and lemba-lemba juice on the swollen knees and legs.
massaged them one after the other, with her feet.

She

Then she asked the patient to lie on

her stomach, so that the medium could dyaatila on her back, her shoulders, and the back
of her knees, in the same manner as it was done to Makyeesi during the ritual Nyokd-
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Zoomba performing kudyatila (massage with feet) to
heal the young mother o f the Twins.

Nseki)

(26 May 1995 at

N ’kdwu.

While the medium proceeded with kudyaatila, Kinkolo ki Mpoongo

conducted the song]:

17

Oh! Mother Nduiindu
(Chorus)

Here are the kola nuts
18

Oh! We the Nduundu
this is what we are pleased with

19

(Chorus)

Oh! Mother Nduundu
Here is the mushroom of love

20

(Chorus)

You, if you did not die of nkita death
Do not touch our children

21

(Chorus)

You, if you did not die of nkita death
Do not touch our Nduundu

22

(Chorus)

Oh! Nduundu, oh! mother
That is what he/she is pleased with

23

(Chorus)

Oh! Red Nduundu
That is what he/she is pleased with

24

(Chorus)

We the Nduundu
That is what we are pleased with

25

(Chorus)

Oh! Red Nduundu
(Chorus)

Here is the mushroom of love

[From now, several songs succeeded without interruption]:

Song IV, 10: N fkeenda Nsoni (A story of shame)

[This song is performed to show the contradiction of the situation: the fact o f having
given birth to bansiimba (the twins) should be a joyful event especially for their mother.
On the contrary, in this case, the mother is suffering.
song describes the way the twins’ mother suffers]:
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This is a story of shame.

The

Solo: 1

I [try to] sleep, how can I sleep!
Chorus: A story of shame: the mother o f twins
cannot sleep,She groans endlessly

2

Oh! Twins’ mother
The twins’ mother cannot sleep

3

Oh! Mother N ’toombo
Mother N ’toombo, how can I sleep!

4

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Oh, mother! I groan endlessly
How can I sleep
The nkita from the water does not sleep

5

I, when I [try to] sleep
(Chorus)

I do not sleep
6

(Chorus)

Oh, mother! She groans endlessly
The mother of twins
The mother of twins, how can she sleep!

7

(Chorus)

Oh, mother! She groans endlessly
The mother of twins
The mother of twins, how can she sleep

8

I [try to] sleep, I [try to] sleep
(Chorus)

How can I sleep!
9

The twins’ mother
The twins’ mother cannot sleep

10

(Chorus)

Ydd Nsiimba,
(Chorus)

Ydd Nsiimba eats ...

12

(Chorus)

Ydd Nsiimba,
Ydd Nsiimba has eaten ...

11

(Chorus)

Ydd Nsiimba,
When he/she sleeps or sits down ...
Ydd Nsiimba,
(Chorus)

Ydd Nsiimba has eaten ...
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[The assembly continued singing, when suddenly it was interrupted by a dialogue
between Zoomba, the medium, and the assembly]:

Zoomba:

I did this. Nduundu ... [She imitated a special manner o f walking]

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

This is the way I was walking [laughed]

Kinkolo:

Are you [the twins] or not?

Zoomba:

Whether us or not, it does not matter. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[clapped] We will let you know later. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Let us pray. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[started singing, the assembly joined her]:

Song IV,11: Lukwiika mwiinda (Light your lamp)
[All the assembly sang together]

Light your lamp
May they light their lamps
These children do not like darkness, bayadya, ah, ah
Our children
[Are] the children with prohibitions
Our children, you must be the children with prohibitions
These children do not like darkness, bayadya, ah, ah
Light your lamp
Light your lamp
These children do not like darkness, bayadya, ah, ah
Nsiimba and Nzuzi
You must be children with prohibitions
These children do not like darkness, bayadya, ah, ah.
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[The people uttered joy fill cries to express gladness, and to praise the twins].
Give me some lemba-lemba. Look at Nduundu ...

Zoomba:

Assembly: YeMbaka

[She received a piece of lemba-lemba leaf.

She held it between her lips so she could

not sing properly with the assembly; she only murmured the tune. Then she said]:

She [the twins’ mother] will be healed. Nduundu ...

Zoomba:

Assembly: YeMbaka
Perhaps she got an infection. Nduundu ...

Zoomba:

Assembly: YeMbaka
She will be healed. Look at Nduundu ...

Zoomba:

Assembly: YeMbaka
This can be a lie!
We, we never tell lies. Look at Nduundu ...

Zoomba:

Assembly: YeMbaka
Do you think this is bandokVs intervention? N duundu...

Zoomba:

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
No, it is not bandokVs intervention.

Zoomba:

She will be healed.

Look at

Nduundu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka

[She kept dancing around the twins’ mother, and introduced the following song which
she performed with all the assembly]:

Song IV, 12: Toonda Yeezu (Love Jesus)

1

Love, love, love Jesus
Love God, o my soul
If you do not do it
Who else can fully praise [God] the Father?

2

Love, love, love Jesus
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Chorus: O ydd Yeezu
Love God, o my soul
Chorus: O my soul!
If you do not do it
Who else can fully praise [God] the Father?
3

Follow your fathers
Reflect on it, my soul
If you do not do it
Who else can fully praise [God] the Father?

[Before starting song IV, 11, Zoomba invited the assembly to pray: " Tusaamba” (let us
pray).

The song has been sung following the same theme of prayer.

The song itself

belongs to the local Christian Churches repertoire, especially Dibuundu di Mpeeve a
N ’loongo (the Church of the Holy Spirit), but the author of many songs in the society is
unknown. The prayer can be interpreted as an invocation in order to ask for assistance
o f the invisible powers, as we have seen in section 3.4.2. before Tad Mfumu applied
medicines to Makyeesi.

Although these two songs Lakwiika mwiinda (Light your

lamp) and Toonda Yeezu (Love Jesus) do not originate from the repertoire of songs of
praise for the twins, they are part o f the ritual. They were introduced without breaking
the general flow o f the ritual. For the participants this is a form of expression only.

Flexibility and openness to change in African rituals have been pointed out by du Toit,
B.(1985) as an important characteristic o f indigenous therapeutic practice. To him, this
is related to the mode of transmission, which is oral. The ritual, as well as many o f its
songs are not written.

Everyone learns by listening during the performances.

In

certain more recent cases, the songs can be written, but the mode of performance
remains flexible; each participant feels free to introduce a new theme or a variation of
tune. This ensures the vitality o f the rituals.]
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Song IV, 13: Baana ban ’loongo (Children with prohibitions)
(Variant o f Song IV,7)

Solo: 1

Oh yddyal
To you, mother of the twins
Chorus: [These are] children with prohibitions
Nsiimba and Nzuzi

2

Oh yddya!
To the mother of twins

3

(Chorus)

My two children
Let us welcome and praise
The mother of the twins

4

(Chorus)

My two children
Do not accept division
[They are] children with prohibitions

5

Oh! My two children
Oh yddya! To you, mother o f the twins

6

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Oh! My two children
there is no division [between them]
Oh! Mother of the twins

7

(Chorus)

Oh! Two children
Oh yaayal To you, mother o f the twins

(Chorus)

[Without break she went on singing the following song]:

Song IV,14: Nyengi, nyengi (Variant o f song IV,2)

[This song is an expression of welcome and praise for the twins and their mother.
accompanied by an appropriate dance o f the same name.

It is

The woman-medium

introduced it, followed by all the participants, whether standing or sitting on the mat
placed on the floor. The dance is performed from the waist down, in a circular action].
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Solo: 1

Ah, nyengi', nyengi, yddya!
Chorus: Nyenginina

2

Let us welcome and praise our children

(Chorus)

3

Let us strengthen our children

(Chorus)

4

Let us strengthen our mother o f twins

(Chorus)

5

Ah, yddya! Our children

(Chorus)

6

Nyengi, nyengi, yddya!

(Chorus)

7

Ah, yddya! Our children, yddya!

(Chorus)

8

Nyengi, nyengi, yddya!

(Chorus)

[The leader introduced other songs without interruption]:

Song IV,15: Kweketdldldd ko (Do not be difficult)

Solo: 1

Do not be difficult
Eh, do not be difficult, mother o f the twins
Chorus 1:Do not be difficult
Eh, do not be difficult, o mother o f the twins

2

Oh, mother of the twins, do not be difficult
Eh, do not be difficult with our children

3

Oh, mother of the twins, oh, mother

of the twins

Do not be difficult, mother o f the twins
4

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Grandmother of the twins
Always have an amiable expression, not a sullen one
Chorus 2: Make gifts, yddya
Make giftsto our children

5

We know you, mother of the twins
Always have an amiable expression, not a sullen one

6

Mother of the twins,
Do not be sad, o mother o f the twins
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(Chorus 2)

Chorus 3:Do not be sad, mother o f the twins
Do not be sad, mother o f the twins
7

Mother of the twins, do not be difficult
Oh, be happy with the two children

8

Oh, children ...
Oh, mother of the twins

9

(Chorus 2)

(Chorus 2)

Make gifts, mother of the twins
Be happy with our children

(Chorus 2)

[Dialogue between Zoomba, the medium and the assembly]:

Zoomba:

Keep singing! Look at Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We are proceeding to cure the twins’ mother. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
[She sang for the second time the song Nyengi, nyengi, (IV, 14).]
Zoomba:

Tukulukidi. Look at N duundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[Looking at the twins’ grandmother, who is also mother o f the twins, she
said]:
You, mother of the twins, since you came here, you did not greet us.

We

did not hear you saying: “mbdie, mbote, mbote (greetings). That is not the
way we do it. Nduundu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Grandmother: I greeted you, bayadya/ Didn’t I?
I greeted all of you, bayadya!
Zoomba:

To you mother Kinkolo. Look at Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka

[For the second time Zoomba sang the song IV,8: Waya-Waya (Be generous), with
some additions]:
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Solo: 10

Since I gave birth to the two [children],
I will not give birth any more
Chorus: Be generous, be generous

11

Since I gave birth to the two [children]
I will not travel [= I stay at home]

Zoomba:

(Chorus)

Weedi e I (It [the song] is over)

Assembly: Eh eh! (Yes)

Song IV,16: Lusaamba n ’kulu eno (Evoke your own ancestor)

Solo: 1

Oh, mother! Evoke your ancestor
Do not evoke the children’s ancestor
Chorus:Evoke your ancestor
Do not evoke your neighbour’s ancestor

2

Evoke the twins’ ancestor
Do not evoke your neighbour’s ancestor

3

You, the twins, evoke your ancestor
Do not evoke your neighbour’s ancestor

4

(Chorus)

■

Oh, mother! You, twins, evoke your ancestors
Do not speak to other people’s ancestors

5

(Chorus)

Nsumba and Nzuzi, evoke your ancestor
Do not evoke your neighbour’s ancestor

8

(Chorus)

Oh, Nsiimba and Nzuzi, evoke your ancestors
Do not evoke other people’s ancestors.

7

(Chorus)

Evoke your ancestors
Do not evoke other people’s ancestors

6

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

Evoke your ancestors
Do not speak to your neighbour’s ancestors

(Chorus)

[Zoomba produced a sound similar to that made by goats: hum-hum-hum, then said]:
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Zoomba:

Tukulukidi. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

It is us. N duundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We are Nstimba and Nzuzi. We came on visit to our mother. Nduiindu .

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[Produced the same sound as at the first time, and sang]:

Song IV, 17: Luyuuleti (Ask questions)

Solo: 1

Ask where is he/she from

Chorus: A yddyal

2

Ask me where I am from

(Chorus)

3

You, ydd Nsiimba, where are you from?

(Chorus)

4

He/she is not dead yet, put again to death

(Chorus)

5

You, Bankita, keep him/her in your mind

(Chorus)

6

Oh, Nkita N ?ziinga, release them

(Chorus)

7

Hum, hum, hum, hum

(Chorus)

8

Nkita and Nsiimba, where are you from?

(Chorus)

9

We, the twins, where are we from?

(Chorus)

10

We live at bisiinsa

(Chorus)

11

We sleep in mayeenga (the deeps)

(Chorus)

12

Anyone who has not died the nkita*s death,
Put him/her again to death

(Chorus)

13

Hum, hum, hum

(Chorus)

14

Oh, Nkita N ’ziinga, release him/her

(Chorus)

15

He/she is not dead yet,
Put him/her to death again

16

(Chorus)

He/she is not dead of nkita’s death,
It is a lie

(Chorus)

17

It is day, it is night

(Chorus)

18

He/she is not dead of nkita’s death,
He/she is joking

(Chorus)
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19

Kitdtii k i nkita (the number “three”)
required by nkita must be played

(Chorus)

Song IV, 18: Baana ban ’loongo (Variant of song IV,13)

Chorus: [They are] children with prohibitions
Nsiimba and Nzuzi
Solo: 1

Oh, two children
I do not accept any division: they are twins

2

I bring a gift to Nsiimbaf
(Chorus)

I bring a gift to Nzuzi

Zoomba:

(Chorus)

Keep singing. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

You, mother of the twins, leave this place. Nduundu

Assembly: YeMbaka

[The young mother of the twins left her place, and joined the assembly. Another mother
of twins replaced her on the mat, holding her babies on her lap.

These children were

judged to be slow in walking.

The responsibility jV his brother’s bad health was

attributed to his twin, Nsiimba.

Their mother brought them into this healing ritual

hoping that they would be cured by their own spirits, so that they could soon start
toddling],

Zoomba:

Tukulukidi. Look at N duundu..,

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Zoomba:

I will give you this song. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
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The second pair o f Baby-Twins. One o f them (on the
right) is accused o f being the cause o f his twinbrother’s poor health. (26 May 1995 at Nst!ki).

Song IV, 19: Ku mayenga (In the deeps)
[Variant of song IV, 6]

Solo: 1

Eh! these children are difficult [to rear]
Chorus 1: In the deeps, eh yddya
These children are difficult. In the deeps
Eh! These children are difficult

(Chorus)

In the deeps, yddya

Zoomba:

These children are difficult

(Chorus)

These children are jealous

(Chorus)

Oh, mother, observe: they are twins

(Chorus)

Nsiimba and Nzuzi

(Chorus)

Tukulukidi. Look at Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

This song is theirs, they inspired it [to me]. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka

[She continued singing]:

(Chorus)

We, children, we are difficult
They came from the deeps

(Chorus)

These children are difficult
In the deeps, eh yddya
Give me my money

Chorus 2: In the deeps, eh yddya
Give us our money back
10

In the deeps, yddya
(Chorus 2)

Give me my money back
11

In the deeps, ye, ye, ye
(Chorus 2)

Give me our kiita
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12

In the deeps, ye, ye, ye
Give me back my money

13

(Chorus 2)

In the deeps, yddya
Give me back our money
Chorus 3: In the deeps, eh yddya
The Borrower is not here

14

In the deeps, yddya
Pay back our makuta
Chorus 4: In the deeps, yddya
The one who must pay them is not here
In the deeps, yddya
You will pay them yourselves

15

They came from the deeps
They came two by two

16

(Chorus 1)

From the deeps, yddya
We came two by two

Sim tVift c(yntu^\mL

[The l . : . - ' ■ ’■ '

(Chorus 1)

repeating the line: Luvutula mboongo zeto (Give our money

back). Then Zoomba stared at the baby Nsumba\:

17

In the deeps, yddya
This child is difficult

18

(Chorus 1)

In the deeps, yddya
This Nsiimba is difficult
Chorus 5: In the deeps, yddya
Ydd Nsiimba is strong

19

In the deeps, yddya
This Nsiimba is ndoki
Chorus 6: In the deeps, yddya
This Nsiimba is ndoki
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[Roughly Zoomba teased the twin Nsiimba.

The baby was afraid and cried loudly.

She continued to poke the baby while the assembly kept singing.

The medium

sprinkled palm wine and lemba-lemba juice on the two baby twins.

She blew on

Nsiimba and said]:

Zoomba:

Weedi el

Assembly: Eh eh!
Zoomba:

[sang]: E nza hviisa baana (Come children) [Song IV,9]

[Meanwhile, she proceeded to perform kudyaatila (to massage with her foot) the baby
Nsiimba in terms of kuboonda (to cure and strengthen) the baby.

When she stopped

singing, she said]:

Zoomba:

Weedi el ([The song] is over)

Assembly: Eh eh I (Yes)
Zoomba:

All problems come from him [she pointed out Nsiimba], Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

I, Nzuzi wish to walk. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We feel dragged down. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

He, [Nsiimba] does not agree.

He is holding me till we can walk together.

Nduundu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Actually, we have already walked.

Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[He says to me]: “K weendiko” (do not go). Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

“Kiinga munti ” (wait for me). Look at Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

[Sang]: Luvutula mboongo zeto (Give our money back).

Chorus:

In the deeps, yddya
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Give us back our money
Zoomba:

On the way, on coming home ... Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mb aka
Someone: That money has already been paid. N duiindu...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Someone: Which money must be paid again? Nduiindu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Another:

Maybe the amount was not enough. Look at Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

I told you, thirty four makiita9

Someone: I already paid it
Zoomba:

[sang some verses of the song IV, 17]:

Solo: 20

We sleep at bisiinsa

Chorus: A yaaya

21

Oh! Nkitd N ’ziinga release the children

(Chorus)

22

Eh, it is day, it is night

(Chorus)

Zoomba:

To you, mother of the twins. Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We agree with your concern. We thank you. Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

You questioned us.

You said: We must know why these children are so

often ill. Nduiindu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Why can’t they walk. Look at Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Here is our answer. Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

These are children with prohibitions. Ndiuindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We examined [the situation]. Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
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Zoomba:

We looked closely; this is what we saw. N diiundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Eh, eh!

[She turned the baby in different positions].

It is he, who causes

problems. Ndiiundu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Nothing else. N duiindu...

Assembly: YeM baka
Zoomba: [sang]:
E ngwa maa maambu kwe maleeleengi e?

Chorus: A yddya!

K uydd Nsiimba ku maleeleengi e

(Chorus)

E ngwa ydd Nsiimbd una maambu el

(Chorus)

Oh, mother! Where the problems are?
The problems lie in [the baby] Nsiimba
The problems lie in [the baby] Nsiimba

Zoomba:

Tukulukidi. N diiundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

He [Nsiimba] wishes the two children to start walking at the same time.
Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

Nzuzi says: “No, I would like to walk”.
Nsumba says: “We must wait for each other”. Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

During the night, he [Nsiimba] drags me down. Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

There is nothing wrong. N diiundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Someone: Who borrowed the money?
Zoomba:

Good question, mother of the twins. Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

This happened on: the way when they came. Nduiindu ...
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Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We came, we came, we came.

Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We arrived at Mpddmbii Nkama (hundred crossroads). N duundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

It was there we met: he was coming from this side; I was coming from that
side. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

The two of us met and entered into our mother’s womb. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

He had no money for the ticket. Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Zoomba:

Hum, hum, Nsumba had his money for the ticket;

Nzuzi had not.

Nduiindu ...
Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

That is why he [Nsiimba] blames him [Nzuzi]. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

That is why they [Nsiimba and Nzuzi] inspired

: this song: “Luvutula

mbooitgo zeto” (Give our money back).
Someone: We agree to pay that money, provided they stand up and walk. As soon as
they stand up we will pay their money.

May they walk from now on!

According to our currency, we will give 1,000 Zaire at least.

As soon as

they stand up, we will hand in the money.
Zoomba:

Ah ah, we will walk. Ndiiundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

These are their n ’kisi of the clan; they have always existed. . Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Someone: May these n ’kisi be used while you are curing.
Zoomba:

[Sang]: Evoke your ancestor
Do not evoke other people’s ancestor [Song IV, 16]
Mother Kinkolo, do you agree with me? Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
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[Till now, the ten year old girl who was also inhabited by the twins’ spirits had not said
anything. Zoomba spoke to her]:

Zoomba:

You, yad Nzuzi, since coming here you have not said anything. Why don’t
you speak? Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Zoomba:

Why did you come if you do not intend to speak?

I, I spoke for too long

Nduundu ...
Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Zoomba:

It is almost time to leave. Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Girl:

Eh, eh, yad Nsiimba, do not do that.

We came together, we will leave

together too.

Someone: Raise your voice, please!

Many of us wish to learn something from you.

We are happy to hear your words.

Although we are not in good state of

health ourselves, we came here for the sake of these two children.
Nduiindu ...
Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Girl:

Surely, I will cure you [she laughed]. Do you think I am unhappy? No, I
am not. This is the way we behave when we come together. Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Girl:

I am listening to you. Nduundu ...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Girl:

[Whistled]

Zoomba:

Hum, hum!

Have you finished?

Can we leave now?

Look at Nduiindu

Assembly: YeMbaka
Girl:

Wait for a moment. We have not healed [our] mothers yet. They are still
waiting here. Do not leave.

Zoomba:

[Getting nervous] It is too late. Look at Nduiindu ...
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Assembly: YeM baka
Girl:

Yes, we will leave soon.

Wait, because we must cure [our] other mothers.

Do not leave Nsumba. I see someone [special]. He may be a Ta&Mfumu.
[There was a child who was one or two years old with an enormous and
disproportioned head].

We must dyaatila him.

Stay, Nsiimba, do not

leave. Be careful.

[Two of them proceeded to cure all the mothers of the twins present at the ritual.
turn, each sat on the mat, she indicated parts of the body where she felt pain.

In

The two

mediums poured out some palm wine and lemba-lemba juice, and massaged with her
hands. During this section of ritual, songs were sung by a group of teenage girls]:

Song IV,20: Mbadi Maa NHoombo

1

Oh, mother NHoombo
Come and see me, [so that] I can sleep, yddya

2.

If I die on the crossroads
The running water o f the rain will give me a burial, yaaya

3

Oh, the child [daughter] of
Mother Biyeld b i mpoongo, yddya

4

The day you bring out mpoongo
Come and see me, [so that] I can sleep, yddya

5

Mother NHodmbodi Mpoongo
Come and cure me, [so that] I can sleep, yddya

Song IV,21: Maa NHoombo kaleekdd ko
(Mother NHoombo does not sleep)
[Variant of Song IV, 10)

Solo 1:

Mother NHoombo does not sleep
She cries endlessly
Chorus 1: Mother NHoombo does not sleep
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2:

She cries endlessly, oh mother
Mother N ’toombo has eaten
What is produced by other people
Chorus 2: Oh, mother NHoombo,
Mother N ’toombo has eaten
What is produced by other people

3:

We say:
Mother N ’toombo cries endlessly

(Chorus 1)

Song IV,22: Kimbeembi10

Solo 1:

Kimbeembi went to have a bath
Do not take me for a young person [without experience]
Chorus: Kimbeembi, yddya
E, yaaya, keep the prohibitions

2:

There are two bimbeembi
Do not ask me questions

3

(Chorus)

Eh, Kimbeembi is a bird of bad augur
Eh, mother, you have heard the problems

4

I have had a spokesperson who used to speak on my behalf
You have heard these problems

5

(Chorus)

There are two bimbeembi
You have heard the problems

6

(Chorus)

(Chorus)

The wisdom of the healer [must be known] at the beginning
Do not lie on my behalf

(Chorus)

Song IV,23: E Nkitd Waamba

Solo 1:

Eh nkita, nkitd, Waamba
Chorus:0 ngaanga, appease [it]!

2:

Nkita, to me [this is] nkitd Waamba

(Chorus)

3

Our children, come up [from the water], come to us

(Chorus)
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4

[For] these children, it is cold in the water

(Chorus)

5

Oh, mother, to me [this is] nkitd Waamba

(Chorus)

6

Oh, mother, to me [this is] nkitd N ’ziinga

(Chorus)

Song IV,24: Baana beeto ban ’loongo

Solo 1:

Our children [are] children with prohibitions, bayaaya
Our children [are] children with prohibitions
Chorus: May our heaven shake (Shake)
Enlighten our hearts (Our hearts)

2:

Our children [are] children with prohibitions, bayaaya
You must be children with prohibitions

Zoomba:

(Chorus)

Weedie!

Assembly: Eh eh!
Zoomba:

We came from far away!

Song IV,25: Maa N ’toombo tombokedi

Solo 1:

Oh, mother, mother N ’toombo came up •
She has heard a nice voice
Oh, mother, where we came from
Chorus: E yddya!

[There is] endless groaning
2:

Oh, mother, this n ’kisi came out
It has heard a nice voice
Oh, yddya where we came from
[There is] endless groaning

(Chorus)

Oh, mother Myeesi always shines

(Chorus)
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Song IV, 26: Mbuundu kuna mdsa

Father ngaanga, oh father
[My] heart is longing for the water, bayaaya
The sorcerers dance through the young leaves o f the palm tree

[Zoomba wanted to end the ritual, but she had to wait for her colleague, the medium,
whom she called Nzuzi]:
Zoomba:

Mother Kinkolo, look at Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

She came late. N duundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

It is time to leave this place. Look at Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Kinkolo:

Do not act nervously. It is time to leave the place.

Girl:

Could you sing a couple of songs for me?

Someone: We have a visitor here with us; she has to leave now because she has far to
goZoomba:

[Started singing]:

Song IV,27: Makaanda tukweeleembi11

Solo 1:

We are trying to appease the clans, yaaya
Oh, leembi-leembi

2:

Chorus: (Repeated 1)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Oh mother N ’toombodi Mpoongo
(Chorus)

Leembi-leembi
3

We are trying to appease the clans,
Be happy with the two children

4

(Chorus)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Father ngaanga
Ah, leembi-leembi

(Chorus)
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5

We are trying to appease the clans,
Be peaceful
Eh, leembi-leembi

6

(Chorus)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Mother N ’toombodi mpoongo
Nkita Leembi

7

(Chorus)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Mother Ndiiundu
Nkitd Waamba

8

(Chorus)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Be joyful with leembi-leembi

9

(Chorus)

We are trying to appease the clans,
Be joyful with ngaanga Leembi

(Chorus)

[One verse added to the song IV,23: Nkitd Waamba was sung]:

Oh, mother N ’tdombodi Mpoongo
Come and see me.
Girl:

N duundu...

Assembly: Ye Mbaka
Girl:

That is all. N diiundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Girl:

I came for the praise o f ydd Nsiimba and ydd Nzuzi
We came from very far away. Nduundu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Girl:

Thank you. N duundu...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Kinkolo:

We ask you, yaa Nsiimba and yaa Nzuzi, is it time to leave? Nduundu

Assembly: YeMbaka
Zoomba:

We are ready to leave. Look to Nduiindu ...

Assembly: YeMbaka
Thank you!
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Zoomba:

[She sang the following song]:

Song IV,28: Ntolokele kinkoombo (I bow down as goats do)

Solo 1:

I bow down as goats do, yddya
Oh, ydd Nsiimba and Nzuzi
Chorus: Oh, yddya, I bow down as goats do
Oh ydd Nsiimba and Nzuzi

2:

Oh, yaaya, I bow down as goats do, yddya
I strengthen our children

(Chorus)

[The same verses were repeated several times while everybody knelt and, following the
rhythm o f the song, the participants touched the ground with their elbows, knocking
three times on the ground with each elbow in turn.

This song as well as the gesture,

constitute a symbolic expression o f begging forgiveness of the twins. The members of
the family of the twins and friends do this to ensure that the two children are happy
despite mistakes made unconsciously during the ritual or at any other time during the
lives of the twins, before birth or after.
which lasted about four hours.
go home; the ritual was over.

This song concluded the ritual Kuboonda

From then on everyone was free to leave the yard and
The persons who had served as mediums remained

silent. They went home without saying anything].

The celebration of the ritual Kuboonda liberated the young mother o f the twins, and
their relatives from the anxiety caused by fear that bakulu might be unhappy. The fact
that the mother of the twins knees had suddenly swelled was interpreted as a warning
from the ancestors.

That is what Zoomba, the medium, tried to find, out before she

proceeded to cure by applying kudyaatila (massage with her feet).

Obviously, the kind of healing sought affects both the physical and the social aspects of
life.

Actually, two days after the healing ritual Kuboonda, the young mother of the

twins recovered full use of her legs; she could walk properly. When all the family was
satisfied by the rituals performed for the sake of the baby twins, and for her, according
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to her new status of mother o f twins, she joined her husband in Brazzaville, after staying
about five months in her village.

In the following sections, I would like to comment on the elements which link the twins
with the healing ritual in order to define their role.

To do so, I will first analyse the

concept o f the twins in the Mpangu society.

4.2. The Role of the Twins in the Healing Rituals

Throughout the healing ritual kuboonda the expression baana ban loongo (children
with prohibitions) occurred repeatedly in the songs which accompanied it (Songs IV,3;
IV,5,IV, 11 and IV, 17).

This repetition was also a warning addressed to the parents

(especially the mother), relatives and friends o f the twins, for the birth o f the twins does
not only affect their own nuclear family. It is more of a social event than a private one.

It is commonly believed by the Mpangu that the twins’ healthy growth in childhood and
subsequent successful development depend upon how carefully the parents and relatives
observe all the taboos concerning them.

Everyone is expected to conform to these

social rules, and the society relies on the blessing from the ancestors to whom the twins
belong.

The belief in the special origin of the twins sustains people in accomplishing

their duties towards these “mysterious” children.

The appropriate songs of praise for the twins, and those which accompany the ritual
carried out for their sake, remind everyone of his/her obligations towards these children
and their siblings.

4.2.1.

An Ambiguous Phenomenon

It is generally implied that the statement “baana ban’loongo” hints at the idea that it
will be difficult to rear these children.

This idea was clearly expressed in song IV, 12:

boo baana mpasi bena (these children are difficult [to rear]).

The difficulties can be

considered from three angles: religious, social and material levels.
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1.

Religious Aspect:

My reflection on the religious aspect of the phenomenon o f the twins refers to that
reported by V. Turner,(1991) considering the paradoxes of the twinship in Ndembu
ritual.

Twinship, according to Turner, was regarded by the Ndembu simultaneously as

a blessing and a misfortune for the society.

The bearing of twins constituted for these

people a paradox, that is, a thing that conflicted with preconceived notions of what was
reasonable or possible.
different levels:

Turner analysed this concept in terms o f absurdities on

physiological, cultural and economic.

Culturally, the twins were

symbolically represented in the ritual as a burden upon the community.

By contrast, the Mpangu welcome the twins as a gift from the invisible world of the
ancestors.

However, no one among my informants could explain clearly how this gift

is given to the members o f the clan. In many cases, it is the twins themselves who have
to tell their own story to the parents and relatives. I have not witnessed any case o f the
twins telling their own story, but the parents did it on the twins behalf.

This happens

especially in the context of a ritual, as we have seen in the ritual kuboonda.

Zoomba,

the medium, explained the way the two babies became twins, she said:

We came, we came, we came. We arrived at Mpddmbu Nkama
(hundred crossroads).

It was there we met: he was coming

from this side; I was coming from that side. The two of us met
and entered into our mother’s womb.

Song [IV, 17] was sung in the same line o f thought in order to tell the assembly where
the twins came from. The dispute about the money borrowed by one twin (Song IV,19:
verses 9-14) helps also to describe the peculiar identity of the twins as being children
who have a double life synchronically (one before and another after their birth), and
diachronically (actually they look like babies [in the visible world], but they are adults
in the other world). Zoomba said: “Actually, we have already walked”.
This alien behaviour leads the Mpangu to regard them as “special” children.

This

singularity can be linked with their origin and their names. For example: attempting to
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define the origin o f the twins, the Mpangu use vague terms to indicate the place where
the twins come from:

Ku mdsa (from the water) [Song IV,23]: this term refers to the land o f the dead where
life continues. It is a land of gladness and comfort (Laman,1962).
Ku mayeenga (from the deeps) [Songs IV, 17 and IV, 19]: these are feared places where
certain spirits of the dead dwell.

They constitute special categories o f spirits:

bissnmbi, nkita.
Ku bisiinsa (?) [Songs IV, 17 and IV, 19),

The first two terms are also used when people speak of the dwelling o f bakulu and
children linked with the twins (albinos, abnormal children from birth).

Regarding the

names, the twins are the only children who have their own name at birth; they do not
receive it as normal children do. This is further evidence o f the common belief that the
twins, in Mpangu society, are “mysterious” children.

For the Mpangu, the phenomenon of the twins is a fact.
do not need explanation.

They take it for granted, they

The questions about their meaning, their influence, their

power come from outside the community.

To answer these questions, people refer to

the evidence of the fact rather than to the precise concept of the twins.

The above considerations show why the Mpangu believe that these “special” and
“mysterious” children are endowed with special power stemming from the invisible
world.

This can be an acceptable explanation of the reason why the baby twins were

asked to heal their own mother whose knees were swollen, and to strengthen other
mothers of twins.

It is likely, that it was expected o f the second set o f baby twins that

their own spirits would heal and liberate them from any cause o f weakness in order that
they could walk as soon as possible.

To understand the religious aspect of the role played by the twins during the ritual
Kuboonda it is important to remember the definition that best describes the concept of
religion among the Mpangu, that is, communication with the invisible powerful beings
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which affect life. We have seen that, in some way, the twins are part of these invisible
powers, because they are believed to be closely connected to bakulu (ancestors).

As

mentioned above, this was especially the reason why they were asked to heal their own
mother, and to strengthen other mothers of twins.

In the same way, during the ritual

Kiziku, bakulu were asked to heal patients, to bless the assembly [and hence, the clan]
through the role played by Tad Mfiimu,

Words, gestures, actions and specific

messages uttered by the medium were interpreted as coming from bakulu, during the
ritual Kiziku, and from the spirits o f bansiimba (the twins), during the ritual Kuboonda.

The "presence” or participation o f the spirits of the twins in the ritual was the most
important goal which was to be achieved by the participants, in order to make the
performance of the ritual a religious reality.

This participation moved the ritual from

merely a human action in the visible world - such as kukeembisa bansiimba (praising
the twins), to an expression of communication with the invisible beings which is
regarded by the Mpangu as religious expression o f their beliefs.

We have seen that thanks to the peculiar identity of the twins, that is, to the fact that
they are children who enjoy at the same time synchronical and diachronical life, the
twins are believed to be endowed with power from the invisible world while at the same
time they live as members of the visible society. This combination of identities renders
it difficult to make a clear distinction between what can be purely religious from the
social aspects.

In fact, the religious is often hidden behind the social actions and

attitudes. Songs IV,5 and IV,7 for example, emphasise parents1 and relatives’ attitudes
regarding the twins: an equal relation, an equal love expressed for each child.

It is true that a series of taboos and of prohibitions, prescribed attitudes and actions
constitute a religious burden.

They are primarily connected with the social behaviour

of the parents and relatives of the twins as expressed in song IV,3.

Generosity and

joyful amiability, to name but a few qualities, improve relationships among the
members o f the community in the society at large, and hence ensure harmony. In song
IV,7 the emphasis is especially placed on the harmony between the twins and their
relative^ clearly expressed in song IV, 13 v.4 “these children do not accept division”.
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These examples show, once again, that the Mpangu concept of religion is not separated
from daily life;

religion is a lived experience.

Furthermore, when discussing the

phenomenon of the twins among the Mpangu, people speak of the social rather than of
the religious aspect which is taken for granted.

2.

Social Aspect:

On the social level, it is important to remember that the concept o f the twins in the
Mpangu society can be primarily thought of in terms o f a favour.

It is the opposite of

Turner’s equation that 2=1, which was judged by the Ndembu as mysterious and absurd.
His analysis led to the statement that the birth of the twins was a source o f classificatory
embarrassment, since the two children are mystically identical.

There is only one slot

for them to occupy in the social structure. . Turner extended the case to many other
societies facing this kind o f problem.

They tried to resolve the dilemma by negative

solutions, in the sense that either they destroyed the personality of the twins by
changing their social status or put them to death (Turner,1991).

Conversely, in the case of the Mpangu society, the equation is read as 1=2.

That is,

one delivery provides two children for the clan. We must bear in mind that the clan is
the basic principle of the social structure o f the Mpangu.
and highly valued.

Fertility is a major concern

Each child bom is welcomed by the society as a guarantee of the

survival of the clan. The twins ensure twice this guarantee for the clan, for its existence
depends on the great number of new members.
social security.

Therefore, the twins are a form of

Further, fertility constitutes an important criterion which determines

the social position of a woman.

This is one reason why the mother of the twins is

highly praised in the same way as her children (Song IV,5). The fact that she has given
birth to the twins changes her social status; she ascends to a special rank. She becomes
an object of common concern as expressed in song IV, 10.
Kutomd ku mdkddnda (well being and welfare of the clans) guarantees the prosperity of
the entire society.

Song IV,20 refers to this concern.

Interpreted from this angle, the

equation 1=2 means a double strength for the clan, an enrichment and a blessing instead
o f a burden and misfortune.

The twins themselves are this force not only when their
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spirits work during the healing ritual, but also when they play the two roles at once,
because they are two.
To refer once again to V. Turner, he emphasises the paradoxes of the twinship in terms
of opposition between the physical as opposed to structure, and mystic opposed to
empiric. That is, the physical double is in conflict with the structural single, and the
mystical one, (the identicalness of the twins, as one personality) is opposed to the
empirical two (two distinct children).

The Mpangu, on the contrary, see the

phenomenon of the twins in terms o f quantity, that is, 2 is better than 1. They confirm
this belief by a proverb such as “Boodi mbuta; bukaka n ’soongo” (to be two is better
than being alone which is an illness).

However, an embarrassment remains in the form of a latent fear that exists among many
parents o f twins.

As we know, the birth o f the twins introduces a set of prohibitions

into the ordinary life of the parents, relatives and friends. They have the duty to follow
the expected model of life for the sake of the twins.

In various circumstances, songs

are used to remind those it may concern about the expected attitude to be adopted. For
example: songs IV, 13 and IV, 18 remind the hearers that the affection shown to the
twins must be the same for each, they must' not have favourites:

“Boo baana ka

bdzdldd kitadntu kol (these children do not accept divisions) while songs IV,5 and IV,7
give details of the manner in which they have to be treated: “Kabila Nsiimba, kabila
Nzuzi mu kyeese” (make a gift to Nsumba, make a gift to Nzuzi, joyfully).

The

parents, especially the mother of the twins, are given numerous counsels and warnings
about their duties and the behaviour towards everyone in the society.

In critical circumstances such as an illness, embarrassment and anxiety reach their
climax since the parents and relatives cannot be sure to what extent they have fulfilled
or not all the details of their obligations.
omission.

In many cases they feel guilty of some

Thus they are disturbed by fear from which they then look for liberation.

The recourse to the ritual seems in some way an attempt to re-adjust the situation for
their own sake.

Behind the gladness which characterises the rituals for the twins, a

hidden fear lurks and affects the relatives. This fear can be caused, in some way, by the
material conditions of life in the society.
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3.

Material Aspect:

Expressions: “bddnd boodi” (two children) or “bddboodi bdyisa" (they came two by
two) as sung in songs IV,2 v.7;
frequently during the ritual.

IV,8 w .1-2;

and 11,19 w . 15,16, were repeated

They indicate only a joyful admiration for the event, that

is, two children at once, but also hint at a lack of material means for keeping them
healthy and comfortable. The same anxiety as that shown on the social level affects the
parents and friends, regarding the means for feeding the baby twins as well as their
mother. The songs Kayaanga IV,3 (be a benefactor/benefactress) and Waya, way a IV, 8
(be generous) speak volumes.

Relatives and friends are clearly urged to help the

mother of the twins by bringing gifts to the children.
sufficient supply of food for all the family.

In this way they ensure a

We have to remember that, in Mpangu

society, women have the duty of providing daily food for the family. After giving birth
to the twins, the mother stays at home for several months, says the song IV,8 v. 11. She
and her children must be taken care of by the community. Song IV,21 v.2 stresses this
thought that they are fed by what is produced by other people.

Once again, custom guides individual behaviour in such a way that it is unacceptable to
make the first visit to the baby twins without bringing some gift for them.

The two

levels, social and material merge together by the fact that, where there is a great number
of members of the clan (in good relationship), there will be great material help for the
twins and their mother.

Great poverty characterises the Mpangu society today. No one can afford to rear twins
without help from relatives and friends. Moreover, alimentary taboos related to female
fertility or to the twins themselves restrict the possibility of variation of food.

The

joyful expression of the songs which accompany the ritual does not deny the dreadful
problems related to the material aspect of life in the society. Nevertheless, the existence
of this fear does not lessen the joy expressed during the twins’ rituals; it is part of them.
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4.2.2. Specific Roles of the Twins and their Rituals in the Society

To maintain the contact between the two worlds —the visible, and the invisible —is one
o f the major concerns of the clan, in the Mpangu society. Rather, it could be said that
this is the basic principle o f life, since human life is conceived as being a progression in
space and time from the other world, through this world, and back again
(MacGaffey,1986).

The phenomenon o f the twins is the illustration par excellence of

this reality. Reflecting on their origin, we have learnt how closely linked they are with
bakulu.

Bansiimba themselves are the bridge between the two worlds.

They share

life with inhabitants of the invisible world as well as with those in the visible world.

The healing rituals such as Kuboonda and others are means o f manipulating
relationships between this world and the other.

The specific roles played by the twins

are to be defined according to these relations.

Considering the twins as “special” and

“mysterious” children reinforces the belief in the existence o f bakulu and their
intervention for the well being and welfare o f the clan.

People believe that having the

twins in the family shortens the distance between the two worlds, for they constitute a
bridge, as we have seen above.

Moreover, they play their specific roles as bakulu do

for the benefit of the clan.

In the context o f the healing ritual, bansiimba themselves are regarded as mpoongo, that
is, the means, the agents for curing and healing.

They have power to do it.

This

happened in the two healing rituals kiziku (at Makddnga) and kuboonda (at Nseke).
The main aim in the two cases was to improve the condition o f life.

To do so, they

needed a healing action in order to liberate them from ailments and misfortunes.

They

could obtain this only through an appropriate mpoongo, the means for healing.

They

invoked bakulu to bring up this mpoongo, so that they could apply it, and obtain the
healing. Songs IV,20 and IV,27 were sung in the two rituals. The first indicated what
the participants needed, that is, the intervention o f bakulu in bringing the mpoongo
needed.

The second song told us a reason why they needed it (to improve life in the

clan).
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An interesting detail was that during the healing ritual kuboonda, from the beginning
the twins themselves were regarded as the agents who had to secure the healing that the
people were looking for. For that reason, the spirits o f the twins were invoked through
the song IV,9: Nza Iwiisa baana (come children).

Endowed with the special capacity

o f a double life, they could be healers and patients at the same time.

The two sets o f

twins played these roles; the first were asked to heal their own mother, the second were
expected to be healed by their own spirits.

Another role o f the twins is related to the social life.

It is a kind of exaltation o f such

major virtues as gladness, amiability, generosity, love and so forth. The Mpangu look
at them as being important and a value to be held and preserved among the members of
the society.

The event of the twins offers an opportunity to praise and teach these

virtues through the songs dedicated to them.

Since the twins are there it is possible to

urge people to practice such virtues.

In conclusion, let us say that in spite of a latent fear about the twins, for the reasons
explained above, the event and advent of bansiimba are appreciated by the Mpangu.
The positive aspect, that is, the gift and blessing from baktilu, is more important than
any reason for anxiety.

The twins are believed to have the power to bring peace and

harmony into the community they belong to.

This is one of the special messages

conveyed through the songs which accompanied the healing ritual kuboonda, In song

rV,ll, for example, the term toombe or ntpiimpa (darkness) refers to behaviour and
actions which can destroy peace in the family while it is clearly expressed in the song
IV, 13 that “these children do not accept division”.

Consequently, where there are disputes and divisions, the ritual must be performed to
improve the situation. Obviously, it could be said that, on various occasions, rituals are
carried out primarily as a response to the needs for re-adjustment in disturbed situations,
or for the re-establishment of broken relationships with inhabitants o f the invisible
world. These are the purposes of the ritual Kuboonda.
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From this angle, the ritual kuboonda, as interpreted above, was a good occasion to
achieve this goal.

It was true that the knees o f the young mother o f the twins had

become swollen.

That the solution to this affliction was sought through the ritual

kuboonda is evidence that those concerned thought its cause came from the other world.
The relatives were certain that their relationships with the invisible world needed to be
examined and rectified.

On this occasion., bansiimba (the twins) were the agents for

this re-adjustment.
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NOTES
Chapter 4 : The Healing Ritual Kuboonda
1Budyoongo: See note 9 in the section of Bankita's Rituals.
" In other words, this statement can be read as “we do not have recourse to the man-made and empowered
objects, in order to discover the causes of afflictions, or to seek healing through them”. Budyoongo used
the term n ’kisi taking into account its ambiguity; referring to both its positive and negative effects.
In Budkasa’s terms (1980), it ’kisi are instruments used by ngaanga for healing or for protection. Those
aimed at personal protection are employed by particular individuals; those dedicated for collective
protection (a clan, for example) are administered by the chiefs of lineages. In this context, commented
Van Wing, n ’kisi itself is taken as an instrument of communication with bisiimbi (local spirits) who
animate and empower it. It becomes then a magic instrument used by an expert, for protection or for
destruction (Van Wing, 1959).
By her remark, Budyoongo tried to get rid of the confusion which characterises die concept of n ’kisi
among the Mpangu. She aimed at distinguishing the source of her power and that of the twins from the
power and practice of the marginalised n ’kisi caused by Christian attacks on it as evil during the long
periods of colonisation and evangelisation. Budyoongo's remark could also be affected by my presence,
as a Catholic religious, at die site of the ritual. She tried to make sure that nothing was wrong in her
behaviour and actions.
By using the term “charms” as synonymous with n ’kisi, MacGaffey (1986) stressed the aspect of
protection rather than die description of n ’kisi power as a whole. My interpretation of the term “charms”
refers to what the Mpangu call nsilukii z i nitu (supports for protection of the body). These are objects
worn on the body to keep away evil, or to bring good luck. Certainly, as instruments for protection, they
also have power for attacking enemies but they do not heal illnesses. Nevertheless, tiiey are not regarded
as n ’kisi. In the context of material prosperity, the Mpangu speak of “mbaambu” which brings success
in all undertakings.
The distinction made by MacGaffey between " n ’kisi” (portable objects) and “n ’kisi nsi” (local spirits)
does not apply to the Mpangu idea of n ’kisi. For them, n ’kisi are man-made objects acting under the
power of a spirit (Van Wing, ibid). Bittremieux’s (1936) interpretation of n ’kisi nsi refers to what the
Mpangu acknowledge as the power which influences all social and domestic life, tiiat is, lukdbi.
To conclude this reflection on n ’kisi, MacGaffey pointed out one of the sources of ambiguity, that is, the
destruction of the political system by the introduction of colonially designated “chiefs” which corrupted
the memory of what chieftainship had been. Therefore, the distinction between cults related to personal
protection, and those serving the collective interest became obscure, and finally, disappeared at the turn
of the century. Since the local cults associated with chieftainship disappeared , the meaning of n ’kisi
was modified under pressure of missionary inquiiy and teaching.
Missionaries noted mainly the
negative aspect of n ’kisi. That was one of the reasons why n ’kisi were disapprovedjfind destroyed by the
missionaries and rulers of the country. In the present society today, this confusion remains. That is a
reason why some informants preferred the term mpoongo to indicate sacred objects for healing, rather
than the term n ’kisi.
3 Zimpuungu: Plural form of mpuuitgu which indicates a powerful sort of n ’kisi.
Buakasa, mpmingu is the chief of all the n ’kisi in Koongo thought.

According to

4 There was no “broken leg”. This expression meant that the young mother of the twins was unable to
use her leg; she was obliged to stay at home as if she had a broken leg.
5 Matddndo: This term refers both to the “mushroom of love” and Thanksgiving. When referring to the
“mushroom of love” the singular form /tddndo/ as well as the plural form /m atdondo/ can be used, while
to indicate Thanksgiving, only the plural form is used. The concept of thanksgiving, here, is rather “to
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express feelings of love” than to give thanks. In this way, toondo (mushroom of love), nsddmba (palm
wine), and luzibu (a nut similar to the kola nut) constitute the prescribed symbolical objects for
expression of love during the rituals connected to bakulu (ancestors) and bansiimba (the twins).
There is a play on the words: Akuzibula/ means to open [the door, the way], to allow
something to happen easily, as expressed by Budyoongo in section 3.2. before answering questions for an
interview; she asked her ancestors: “Lutuzibulula ttzila, ka lutukddnginzild k o ” (Be open to us, do not
obstruct the way). The nut luzibu was offered in order to please the ancestors and the twins, so that they
guaranteed the success of the ritual.
6 Luzibu:

7 Death of Nkita: This verse refers to the initiation ritual of Vweela described in the previous chapter.
At a given moment the candidates must go through an experience of kuftva nkitd (to die the death of
nkita), that is, to become a new person. To do so, the candidates are asked to lie down on the floor, with
their eyes closed, and to stop breathing until the initiator takes them by the hand and raises them. After
this “death” they receive a new name according to the specific function each is expected to have in the
society.
8 Nduiindu: (See chapter 2, note 12). Here the term refers to the twins because of their relationship with
abnormal beings such as albinos or nduundu.
9 Makiita: The changes in the currency unit of Zairean money in the seventies. Ten makuta made one
unit of Zairean money which at that time equalled one American dollar. Continual devaluation of money
in the eighties stopped the use of makuta. Nowadays, “New Zaire” (NZ) is the currency unit in use in
the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Thirty four makuta mentioned in the ritual Kuboonda is a
symbolical amount of money; it does not have commercial value.
10 Kimbeembi:
The name of a type of small bird. It has the ability of stopping in the air while it
“dances” with its wings. People who tuuntuka (enter into a trance) during the ritual of vweela shake
their bodies as kimbeembi does with its wings.
The song recalls this analogy.
Here the “two”
bimbeembi refer to bansiimba, the twins.
11 M akaanda tukweeleembi (we are trying to appease the clans): The frequent repetition of this
statement in the song emphasises the ritual action on tire clans. The Mpangu believe that those clans
affected by illnesses and misfortunes are under the influence of a broken harmony with the invisible
beings. Healing rituals serve therefore to drive out this influence. In a way, the ritual Kuboonda was
performed according to this aim, to strengthen and improve health.
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CHAPTER 5

E.C.U.S.E. or DIBUUNDUDIM PEEVE YA N ’LOONGO
(The Church o f the Holy Spirit)

“E.C.U.S.E.” is an abbreviation of a French name:

“Eglises Chretiennes Union du

Saint Esprit” (Christian Churches United in the Holy Spirit) which refers to the
religious community known as Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya N ’loongo (the Church o f the
Holy Spirit).

It is one among several branches o f Kirnbangtiism 1, grouping a number

o f churches all calling themselves Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya N ’loongo (or Dibuundu di
Mpeeve a N ’loongo).

The E. C. U.S.E. section I had the privilege o f visiting is a parish o f the same association,
located at Nkddndu since 1968.

My visits took place in May 1995, when I was

welcomed by the Pastor Ngwayila Ndongalasiya who has been in charge of the parish
since 1990.

Before answering my questions, the Pastor stressed convincingly that

health was the major concern of Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya N ’loongo. He said:

“Health is the most important thing for us. One reason is that without good
health no one can do any work, not even pray. Each believer can only go to
. church to pray, and by his/her work can earn enough to contribute to the
church if he/she has good health. There are two kinds o f health: physical
and spiritual.

These two aspects are very important since they allow a

person, or not, to accomplish easily his/her duties as a Christian. That is the
reason why in our church the health of the faithful comes first.”

He illustrated his interpretation o f the importance o f health recalling the example of
Jesus:

“The mission of Jesus, when he came on earth, was to lead the people in
such a way that they could have eternal life.
was one of his major concerns.

But the health of the people

This explains why Jesus prayed for the
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sick, he cast out evil spirits, healed the lepers and the paralytics, and fed
those who were starving on the mountain.

These examples help the

members of the church to value health in their own lives, and to do their best
to improve it all the time.

Bisyeelo are the leaders of the ritual of intercession for the sick.

They are

endowed with special gifts such as kusaambila (to intercede for others),
kunyaakisa (to heal), and kukula mpeeve zimbi (exorcism). These persons
are also regarded as agents of reconciliation since they help afflicted persons
as they try to re-establish harmony in their lives.

For this reason these

agents are also called balawaawdnu (persons seeking to establish good
relationships).

Before praying for the sick, bisyeelo seek to identify the kind o f illness and
its causes since there are illnesses which can be cured with tablets taken
from the hospital, whereas for other kinds of illnesses a reconciliation with
relatives is necessary.

This happens in the case o f anyone who dishonours

his/her parents or some other important relative, in which case they must
first seek reconciliation, must ask forgiveness o f them, so that they may
recover physical health after availing themselves o f the other means. Other
types of illness depend especially on prayer.

That is, the patient is prayed

for by members o f the committee as many times as it is necessary.

This is

the case of patients possessed by evil spirits. In order to identify the illness,
bisyeelo and other members of the committee pray to God, asking for
knowledge to identify the illness, as well as the way to treat it."

5.1. Beginning of the Parish E.C.U.S.E, at Nkddndu

[Briefly, Pastor Ngwayila explained how the Parish E.C.U.S.E. started at Nkaandu in
1968, under Mandyangu Nsyaala, the first Pastor^
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“This was the time when the Catholic Church, which was the first to be established,
would not allow other churches to express their faith publicly here in Nkadndu.
According to our belief we know that, a long time ago, before the advent o f our father
Kimbdngu, the Holy Spirit had come on earth.

Our forefathers used to pray, and the

Holy Spirit came upon them; but they did not understand what was going on.

What

happened was that, hidden in the bush, they prayed and sang, and the Holy Spirit came
upon them, and they spoke in tongues. But they did not realise that it was due to the
presence of the Spirit in their midst.

Mpeeve ya N ’loongo was not known yet as a

Church; it was not accepted.

When the Holy Spirit came upon , Simon Kimbangu our father, he too was persecuted;
he was jailed; he was sent far away where he died. But before his death he prophesied
that ‘In the future, the Holy Spirit will no longer be arrested. He will come upon all the
people’. This is what the Prophet Joel spoke about, as reported by Peter in the Acts o f
the Apostles:

‘This is what I will do in the last days, God says: I will pour out
my Spirit on everyone. Your sons and daughters will proclaim
my message; your young men will see visions, and your old
men will have dreams. Yes, even on my servants, both men and
women, I will pour out my Spirit on those days, and they will
proclaim my message.’ (Acts 2:17-18).
The same Spirit came upon our forefathers while they prayed in secret. They were told
by the Holy Spirit: ‘Do not be afraid.

I, Almighty God, wish the Holy Spirit to be

witnessed by the Black People. You, Black People, must go further in your life, so that
the world may know that the Spirit who came, in the past, upon the White People, has
come now upon the Black People in the same way as He did at Cornelius’ house, as
reported in the Acts [of the Apostles], Chapter 10.

Having this in mind, our forefathers persevered in prayer.

They received patients.

After interceding, they placed their hands on them, and the patients were healed. Many
people joined the group since they were attracted by the good news o f healing.

From

then on they looked for a place where they could gather for prayer and healing.
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Although their teaching was not authoritative, the Catholic Church no longer stopped
them. They could practice publicly for the sake of healing. This is the way the present
site of Nkdandu was bought, and the church was built.

Our evangelisation is based on prayer and especially the prayer o f intercession. People
who come to us go back and witness to what they have seen, what they have received.
Then others come. Slowly, we organised ourselves, as we shall see.”

5.2.

Tim etable of the Parish E.C.U.S.EJ Nkdandu

(Sunday is a special day for thanksgiving.

The Sunday Worship is divided into three

parts: Mpedozo (ritual for the purification of the leaders); Matoondo (thanksgiving),
and Lunyaakusu (intercession for the patients).

The first part starts at 10.00 a.m. followed by the second without any interruption, to
end at 11.30 or 12.00 in the church. After a short break outside, everyone re-enters the
church for Lunyaakusu which consists of the prayers o f intercession for the patients. It
begins at 1.00 p.m.

Commenting on this part of Sunday Worship, the Pastor referred to a question the
people were asked by Jesus: “What does our Law allow us to do on the Sabbath? To
help or to harm? To save a man’s life or to destroy it?” (Mk.3:4).
given by Jesus himself as he healed the paralysed hand.

The answer was

Then using a parable, Jesus

taught them that it is better to save than to lose]* “To implement this teaching, prayers
for the sick are provided after Matoondo (thanksgiving)”.

“On Wednesday, a session commonly called m in’samu (messages o f revelation) takes
place in the afternoon (13.00-15.00), that is, for the committee to consult God about
sickness and other afflictions of the patients. This consultation aims at discovering the
way to treat them, if this is required. During the night, there is a session o f prayers for
deliverance from evil spirits, and for those whose illness has lasted for a long time.
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On Friday afternoon (15.00), there is a short prayer for thanksgiving and for the sick. It
is then, after the consultation on Wednesday, that some patients are told they need the
committee to pray especially for them during three or nine consecutive days.

At

midnight, a second session of prayer for deliverance is arranged for these people. An
appropriate teaching is provided for people who come seeking healing in the evening or
during the night.

Communion of mind and heart between the patient and the group

which prays for him/her is an important condition for healing.

The patient needs to

know that he/she must trust in God, in Jesus Christ, that it is the Spirit o f God who
accomplishes the healing.

Without teaching, a patient cannot reach the spiritual level

o f the praying group; and a friction may occur. This brief teaching helps to open one’s
heart to Jesus as the healer.

Through the teaching the patient also learns that other

persons, in the past, were , also in the same condition of possession.

They were-

completely liberated from the evil influence because they trusted in God’s power.
Finally, through such a teaching the patients do learn what to do and how to do it.”

[Throughout the ritual the spiritual interests o f the participants are taken into account as
we will see in the account of the Sunday Worship described n ex|.

5.3. Sunday W orship

Jjhe Sunday Worship starts by a short ritual o f purification: mpedozo.

According to

the concept of ministry in Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya N ’loongo it is unacceptable that a
leader should fulfil his/her religious duties without being purified beforehancj.

5.3.1. Mpedozo

[The main objective of this ritual is to ask for purification from one’s weaknesses and
sins in order to be ready to lead others in prayer and to praise the Lord God.

It is

expected also that through prayer during the ritual, one may receive a special inspiration
from the Spirit. The ritual itself consists of three songs and free prayer}
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A group of about 12 persons (men and women) gathered in a room called Nzo y i
Mdvaanga (lit: the house for realisations). After a short moment of silence, the Pastor
introduced the ritual in dialogue with his assembly. He said:

Pastor:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Pastor:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Pastor:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Pastor:

We thank our God

Assembly: [Clapping hands 9 times asfollows: 3-3-3]2
[Then the Pastor introduced the first song]:

Song V,1: Tuvwaata Mpeeve
(Let us clothe ourselves with the Spirit)

Solo: 1

Let us clothe ourselves with the Spirit for this battle
We are ..,
Chorus: You are soldiers of Jesus Christ
By this Spirit everything is purified
Do not be afraid

2

Let us clothe ...
Chorus:Let us clothe ourselves with the Spirit for the
battle

3

Let us jo in ...
Chorus: Let us join Lord Jesus, the Saviour
The Valiant Warrior
Give your hearts to him
Do not be afraid

4

Let us be ...
Chorus: Let us be like a wise man
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Who built his house on the rock
5

O! The rain yddya
Chorus: The strong rain will come
But it [house] will not collapse

6.

Let us join...
Chorus: Let us join the works of Jesus, the Saviour
He is the Valiant Warrior
Give your hearts to him
Do not be afraid

[Without interruption, the Pastor introduced the second song]

Song V,2: O Mameemel (O the sheep)!

Solo: 1

O the sheep ...
Chorus: The sheep you have left are weeping
Because o f the suffering in this world

2

Come, O S p irit...
Chorus: Come, O Spirit. Please, come O Spirit
What a pity!
Come, 0 Spirit o f the Saviour

3

O the Pastors ...
Chorus: The Pastors you have left are complaining
What a pity!
Because o f the suffering in this world

4

O these people ...
Chorus:These people are complaining
What a pity!
Because of the suffering from this world

5

O come, Father ...
Chorus: Come, Father. Please come, Father
What a pity!
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Come father to save the world
6

O Ydd Goonda ...3
Chorus: Yaa Goonda whom you have left is complaining
O f the suffering in this world

7

O Ydd G oonda...
Chorus: Ydd Goonda whom you have left is weeping
Because o f the suffering. Please!

8

Come, S p irit...
Chorus: Come, Spirit, 0 come, Spirit
What a pity!
Come, Spirit to save the world

9

Come, S p irit...
Chorus: Come, Spirit, come please, come Spirit
To save the world

10

This S p irit...
Chorus:This Holy Spirit is neglected
Because of the suffering in this world

11

Please, 0 S p irit...
Chorus:This Holy Spirit is being laughed at
Because of the suffering in the world, O please!

12

Come, Father ...
Chorus: Come, Father. We feel sorrow. Come, Father
Father, Father, come to save the world.

Song V,3: E beeto nkeenda (We feel sorrow)

Solo: 1

We feel sorrow ...
Chorus: We feel great sorrow, [we], Black People
because [our] prophets were sent far away

2

Sorrow, sorrow ...
Chorus: We feel great sorrow, [we], Black People
Because [our] prophets were sent far away
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3

They have gone ...
Chorus:They have gone far away
What a pity! Many prophets were sent far away

4

They have gone ...
Chorus: They have gone far away
What a pity! Many prophets died far away

5

They came back ...
Chorus: They came back to the valleys o f Judea
Only few number came back

6

O father Kimbdngu, father, listen
What a pity!
Chorus: O father Kimbdngu, father, listen
O father, listen to [your] children’s voices

7

Father Kimbdngu, father, what a pity!
Chorus: O father, listen to [your] children’s voices
The world is full of the tears of the Black People
Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

8

O father Kimbdngu, you are prophet
Chorus:Father Kimbdngu, you are prophet, prophet
Listen to [your] children’s voices

9

Father Kimbdngu,
Chorus:Prophet, prophet, listen to [your] children’s voices
The world is full o f the tears o f the Black
Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

10

What a pity for the Black People!
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

11

The weeping of the Black People
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world
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Look at, see the suffering
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

13

Ydd Goonda is dressed with sackcloth
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

14

Ydd Goonda is covered with ashes
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

15

Please, O prophet, O Black prophet
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

16

O father Kimbdngu, you are prophet
Chorus:Father Kimbdngu, father. What a pity!
O prophet, listen to [your] children’s voices
What a pity!
O prophet, listen to [your] children’s voices
The world is full of the tears of the Black People
Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

17

Weeping of the Black People ...
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

18

O friends ...
Chorus:Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

19

Look at, see the suffering
Chorus: Wipe away [their] tears
Stand up, speak before this world

Pastor:

Let us pray
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[Freely, each participant prayed out loud to God. After a couple of minutes, the Pastor
concluded saying]:

Pastor:

Mooyol^

Assembly: E mooyo, e mooyo wundyeeto
Pastor:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Pastor:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Pastor:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Pastor:

Thank you. If someone has received any inspiration during the prayer, you
may share it.

[There was no inspiration, that is, no one received^special message from the Holy Spirit
in order to share it with others.

Then it was time for the second part o f the Sunday

Worship.

The bells rang for the second time to gather all who were waiting in the

courtyard.

Ranged in two lines, they were ready for the solemn entrance into the

church].

5.3.2. Matoondo (Thanksgiving)

This part of Sunday Worship deals especially with expressing thanks to God for his
blessings and protection received during the week, of which Sunday is the seventh and
last day.

Matoondo is composed of:

N*kuungd m i lusika (songs o f praise);

Lusddmbu (prayers): these are formally conducted by chosen persons on behalf o f the
community;

Ngimbulu (performance of songs by several choirs);

banzednza (welcoming visitors);

Ntaambula

Lusddmbu lu N ’viiungi (prayer by the Pastor);

N ’sdmti miDibuundu (Church news).

[A leader chosen in advance by the Pastor introduced this section, when everyone was
settled in the church]:
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Leader:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Leader:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Leader:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Leader:

We give thanks for our entrance, in the name of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit. Let us give thanks:

Assembly: [Clapping 9 times as follows: 3-3-3]
Leader:

Let us recollect ourselves for two minutes in order to entrust all our
concerns to God, our Father, the Almighty.

[After a short period of silence, he continued]:

Leader:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Leader:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Leader:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!

A.

N ’kiiungd m i lustku{Songs of praise)
Song V,4: Zimpasi ziingi vava nzci
(Too much suffering in this world)

Solo: 1

Too much suffering, O sufferings
Chorus:Much suffering here in this world
We have to bear

2

Temptations ...
Chorus:Temptations cause the loss of human beings
Come, O Spirit, to help us
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3

O S p irit...
Chorus: O Spirit, please come, please come
Come to help us

4

Many struggles ...
Chorus: Many struggles here in this world
We have to endure

5

Let us persevere ...
Chorus: Let us persevere in prayer
And asking for the means to struggle

6

O Spirit ...
Chorus: O Spirit, please come

Song V,5: Toonda N ’tinu a Dizulu
(Love the Heavenly King)

[With few modifications, this song was sung during the Twins’ Rituals (Song IV,4). In
addition]:

1

May our fathers

‘

May the joyful spirits
May the People of God in this world
Praise [Him] endlessly
Chorus:

Love, love, love Jesus
Love God, O my soul
If you do not do it
Who else can fully praise
[God] the Father?

2

Let us remember our fathers
And follow Jesus
If you do not do it
Who else can fully praise [God] the Father?
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(Chorus)

B.

Lusddmbu

[Three prayers conducted each by a person appointed by the leader: two women and a
man]:

Song V,6: Lusaamba Nzaambi (Pray to God)
[by Mother Kyooni: Catechist]

Solo: 1

Pray to God who has liberated you from slavery
Chorus: Pray to God who has liberated you from slavery

2

Father Goonda spoke to the saints
Chorus: Pray to God who has liberated you from slavery

3

May you come back ...
Chorus:May you come back to pray to the true God
Come back to pray to the true God
To whom your fathers used to pray
He is the One who liberated you from slavery
O God, you hold the secret of the world

4

Father Goonda has spoken to all the churches
Chorus:Pray to God who has liberated you from slavery

5

Father Goonda had proclaimed to the churches
Chorus:Pray to God who has liberated you from slavery

6

May you come back .,.
Chorus: Come back to pray to the true God
Come back to pray to the true God
To whom your fathers used to pray
He is the One who liberated you from slavery
O God, you hold the secret of the world

Mother Kyooni: Let us pray:

“We thank you indeed, Father, God Almighty, Creator o f heaven and earth, and all
things under the sky. Father, you have fashioned human beings in your likeness. You
put them in the world. Father, here we are, those you have called from clan & clan,
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lineage by lineage. You have gathered us to give you thanks, Heavenly God. We are
yours, Father, you let us enter into your holiness. Come upon us, so that we become
holy.
We thank you for your protection during 6 days, today is the 7th. Father, we are not
here to sell and buy, nor.'... to eat and drink, but to give you thanks. Father, listen to
the cry of everyone, listen to the supplications of everyone as we talk to you about our
suffering and our concerns.
First, forgive us our sins committed all this week. We carry them like weights; we
are soaked in them as in water. God, we come to you kneeling, prostrating ourselves.
God o f pity, forgive us as you did
our predecessors. Give your Spirit to each
member [of the assembly] and to each leader; may they be guided in your name.
Those who have to teach, give them your words. The lips are theirs, come down
upon them, so that they may utter joyful words and blessings. We are here like
people with empty plates, nothing on them for the nourishment o f our spiritual life.
Father, we came seeking spiritual food. May it remind us of eternal life.
God Almighty, we ask you that the Church o f Mpeeve ya N ’loongo may become strong
and firm in this city. With the Spirit we will triumph [in the battle]. The Spirit enables
us to conduct your work, O God Almighty. We ask you for the Spirit of the truth to
come upon us in this city of the Lord; we ask you that the Spirit o f love may grow in
this city. We do not ask for material things, we ask for your will, we are yours, O God
Almighty.
May our entrance [into the church] and our coming out be in your hands. Wrap us one
by one with your holy power.
We would like to ask you for our needs, but you, God Almighty, know the needs of
everyone within our hearts. It is in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and o f the
Holy Spirit that we ask always for what we need. Mooyo ...”
Assembly: E mooyo, e mooyo wtind yeeto.
[Mother Kyooni returned to her seat. Evarisi Mayddmba (deacon) replaced her in the
front of the assembly. He sang]:

Song V,7: Va kikele (In the p a s t...)

Solo: 1

In the p a st...
Chorus: In the past we were nothing
But since Kimbdngu answered God’s call
1S6

i

He called us to come out^the darkness
Now God gave us the Spirit
2

P u t...
Chorus:Put your thoughts in the Lord
Be Pastors of God’s clan
So that when the Supreme Pastor appears
You may be invited to celebrate

3

Make ...
Chorus: Make good use o f [the words] you have
already heard
You heard that fearful tilings will come
You know that fearsome people are
numerous
For this is the final time

4

P u t...
Chorus:Put your thoughts in the Lord
Be Pastors o f God’s clan
So that when the Supreme Pastor appears'
You may be invited to celebrate

Evarist:

Let us pray:

“O Yahweh, God of our father, Creator of heaven and earth, and giver o f life to all
things.
You are God to whom our fathers prayed.
You are God to whom our
grandparents prayed. You are the same God to whom [our] father Simon Kimbdngu,
the prophet of Black People, prayed. According to his oath, [our] father Goonda was
chosen; he is the liberator of Black People.
God Almighty, we give you thousands of thanks; we are your creatures under heaven.
During the night we were like the dead. During all the week, O God, you have looked
after us. Today is the day for prayer, for rest, for remembering to seek and praise your
name, to worship and to thank you. May your Spirit guide us, and enlighten us, so that
we can surely praise your name.
Yahweh, here we are in three groups: the first, those whose spirit has returned to you.
Give them eternal rest <£n the bosom of founders of clans and languages. The second,
those who are sick in their houses. We implore you Yahweh, on their behalf, heal them
by your Spirit. A Doctor will heal them physically; you Yahweh, put your hand on
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them in blessing. Remember also those who are in prison through their own fault, and
those who are innocent. Have mercy on them.
We are the third group, we who come here to thank you. Look at the great and small
Churches; all are concerned with praising your name. It is great to honour and worship
you, O God, King of Sabba^th. During all the week you took care o f us. Everything is
guided by your merciful goodness. You fulfil your promise to the world. But the
world does not understand. M peeveya N ’loongo is not welcomed in the world because
no one knows where He comes from. On the other hand, we believe that He came from
you, our Father in the heaven. You did so to accomplish your promise to Black People.
May your promise become a reality for us. You came to us to give us eternal life.
Yes, this eternal life expected by Jesus Christ to be sent to this world, in order to receive
your strength and power.
God our Father, we call you, please guide us during our life. We offer you our city;
may we build it in love. Bless us and guide us in your mercy. Look at our forefathers;
they trusted in you; listen to them. Yahweh, our Father, you heard the first prayer to
which we add ours; guide the next one. May your name be worshipped always. In the
Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit. Mooyo ...”
Assembly: E mooyo, e mooyo wi'md yeeto

[It was Mother Mandyaangu’s turn to lead the assembly in prayer.

She started with a

song]:

Song V,8: E Mfumu Yuzu (O Lord Jesus)

Solo: 1

O Lord Jesus
Chorus : Lord Jesus is the lighted lamp
Which has no end

2

O, how we thank you ...
Chorus: How many thanks to God [our] Father

3

O, Holy S p irit...
Chorus: The Holy Spirit is the lighted lamp
Which has no end

4

O Elias, the prophet...
Chorus: The prophet Elias is the lighted lamp
Which has no end

5

O father Kimbdngu ...
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Chorus: Father Kimbdngu is the lighted lamp
Which has no end
6

O father Goonda ...
Chorus: Father Goonda is the lighted lamp
Which has no end

Mandyaangu: “Let us pray with the Psalm 100 of David:
Asembly:

All the nations!
Make haste to accl^mo the Lord
Let us serve the Lord gjclly
Come into his presence with joyful cries
Know that He, the Lord is God
He created us; we did not create ourselves
Let us be his people and his sheep in his clan
Walk through his porticos giving thanks
Enter his courts praising him
Give thanks to him, bless his name
Yes, the Lord is good
His mercy is everlasting
His faithfulness appears in various ways.
Mooyo, e mooyo, e mooyo wundyeeto”.

Leader:

We give thanks

Assembly: (Clapping: 3-3-3)

Song V,9: A zali koyd (He is coming)

[This song was introduced by the choir by way of conclusion to the stage o f lusddmbu
(prayers). The song was sung in both languages, Lingdla and Kikdongo].

Chorus 1: He is coming the Son of God
He is coming, He is on his way
Solo: 1

The Son o f God has not arrived yet
You are already tired
He is coming, He is on his way

2

O, mothers, pray
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(Chorus 1)

To the Son of God
Chorus 2: [Dressed in] white clothes
Palm branches in their hands
3

O the white clothes
Palm branches in their hands

Leader:

(Chorus 2)

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Leader:

We give thanks for this song for support, in the name o f the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit. Let us give thanks.

Assembly: [Clapping: 3-3-3]

C.

Ngimbulu (Performance of Songs)

Leader:

It is time now for the song performance by the choirs present here. We ask
the boys’ choir “Toumesol” (Sunflower) to sing for us some songs inspired
by God. In the name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit.

Leader:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Leader:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!

[Several songs were sung by each o f two choirs. Spirituality is not the only theme of
these songs.

Some referred to the socio-political context in which the Church of

M peeveya N ’loongo began. Song V,10 described the relationships between White and
Black People at that time, and God’s intervention].

Song V,10: Mindele ya Nzddmbi nd ya Luyddlu
(White Missionaries and Rulers [of the country])

[This song was sung by all the congregation as a story]:
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When the White missionaries and the rulers came to our country
They realised that our forefathers already worshipped
Nzddmbi Mpuungu (God Almighty)
They called him: Deeso
He is a powerful God
He worked miracles.
But the White People forbade our grandparents to pray to their God
They frightened them.
But now
The Spirit has come down on this earth upon father Simon Kimbdngu.
He helped us to get our independence
By the power of the Holy Spirit
Unfortunately, we ignored this Spirit
But when there is too much suffering on this earth
Then we pray to ask the Spirit:
‘Come and help us since we cannot do anything by ourselves
Even with the help o f foreign residents’.
Only the Spirit can help us in the numerous circumstances of our life:
During the period of lootings
During the National Conference
When the authorities try to establish a National Budget
And when they seek to provide the country with weapons
God’s power appeared in Simon Kimbdngu and our father Goonda.
Unfortunately, we neglected them
That is why we ask God to give us the Holy Spirit to create in us a new heart
Foreign residents can help us
But only the Spirit can change our hearts.
Anyone who ignores the Spirit cannot find refuge
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Song V ,ll: E nstyo (This Country)

Solo: 1

This country, our country
Chorus: Is the paradise o f God the Father

2

God has already chosen it
Chorus: Since the beginning of the world

3

This country, our country
Chorus: Is the paradise o f God the Father

4

God has already chosen it
Chorus: Since the beginning of the world
He has revealed himself as human
To the Black People
According to his revelations

5

A fong time ago, He has chosen you
In Koongo dyd Ntoottla
Chorus:The Foundress was Kimpd-ki-Vtta
The prophet of God prophesied as follows:
‘God will reveal [himself] to the Black People’
He will be called by an amazing name
The White People were jealous
Because God could think about the Black People
They jailed the prophet of God
In the prison at Madimba
[You know] our Koongo is divided in
three Koongo:

6

The Koongo of the beginning:
Chorus:Koongo-A ngola

7

The middle Koongo :
Chorus: Koottgo-Kinshasa

8

The last Koongo
Chorus: Koongo-Brazza

9

The First Koongo :
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Chorus: Koongo-Angola
10

The Second Koongo
Chorus: Koongo-Kinshasa

11

The Third Koongo:
Chorus: Koongo-Brazza

It is in the middle Koongo$ where leadership and priesthood appeared.
This happened when the country was ruled by mindele (white people)
Our forefathers were harassed as slaves
God called the prophet Kimbdngu
To speak before the Black People
The White People again were j ealous
They jailed Kimbdngu again
In the prison Kimbdngu said:
‘Do not be afflicted
From Madimba will come a redeemer’
To his fellow prisoners [he said]:
‘When you go back to your country Koongo
You will see a little child’
12

Who is this one?
Chorus: He is [our] father Goonda

13

His reputation ...
Chorus: His reputation spread
But the people did not understand

14

Could you remember:
There was a log-drum at Kipdko
Chorus: This log-drum played a [special] strophe^
(= conveyed a special message)

15

Log drum ...
Chorus: This log drum played a [special] strophe

16

Yadya, the meaning of the strophe was, yddya:
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Chorus: ‘Jesus enters Kipdko land’
17

Who is this one?
Chorus: He is [our] father Goonda

18

His h o p e ...
Chorus: His hope spread
But the people did not understand

19

Who is this one?
Chorus: He is [our] father Goonda

20

His reputation
Chorus: His reputation spread
But the people did not understand

Leader:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Leader:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Leader:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Leader:

We give thanks for these songs. In the name of the Father, and o f the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit. Let us give thanks:

Assembly: [Clapping: 3-3-3]
[The second choir, composed of young girls, followed]

Song V,12: Luyangalala (Rejoice)

Solo: 1

Rejoice, rejoice
When the Son of God raises his hands
[Followed by] his assistants, rejoice o o!

2

Chorus:

[Repeated 1]

O mothers, rejoice, rejoice
Mothers rejoice, children, rejoice
When father Goonda raises his hands
[Followed by] his assistants, rejoice, o o!
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(Chorus)

3

O mothers, rejoice, rejoice
Fathers, rejoice, rejoice
When the Son of God raises his hands
[Followed by] his servants, rejoice o o!

(Chorus)

[Without any transition, the young girl singing the ‘solo’ went on from one song to
another].

Song V,13: Kotele mu nkeembo
(He/she enters into glory)

Solo:

O listen, listen, listen, listen, listen
What a marvel!
He/she enters into glory, o mother!

Chorus: [Repeated]

[The same verses were repeated several times]

Song V,14: Lubongd biseesa (Get [your] brooms)

Solo:

Get [your] brooms to sweep your hearts
The Son o f God is coming to us

Leader:

Chorus: [Repeated]

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Leader:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Leader:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!
Leader:

We give thanks for these songs, in the name of the Father, and o f the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit. Let us give thanks:

Assembly: [Clapping 3-3-3)
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D.

Ntaambula haitzeenza (Welcoming Visitors)

Leader:

This is the point when we welcome our visitors.
written announcement from visitors.

We have received no

Those [in the assembly] who are here

for the first time, please stand up, so that we may welcome them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and o f the Holy Spirit.

[Informal visitors and new members stood up; they were greeted by the congregation
(clapping). Everyone was asked to pray freely for them.

Some prayed out loud while

others sang].

E.

Lusddmbu lu N ’vuungi (Pastor’s Prayer)

Pastor:
“O Yahweh, Almighty God o f our fathers. We give you thousands o f thanks. We come
to seek your Good News which builds your Chinch and confirms yodr works.
Father, look at the sadness and suffering o f the Black People, For years there has been
no understanding in our country, no protector. Our own country seems like a foreign
land: we must buy the water and the wood we need. Our children are sold.
Almighty God, listen to the cry of our forefathers in the past. Since that time until now
, o fferin g . O God, look on the Black People; there is no rest for them. Day and
night we cry to you and ask: “Father, when will you answer us? When will you pay
attention to us? And when will you give us rest and a blessing?
You have sent us father Goonda, the redeemer of the Black People. He is dressed in
sackcloth, covered with ashes like water; he renounced everything in this world. He
cries and complains on behalf of the Black People in Bakooitgo’s land. O God, when
will you answer us?
Our cheeks are covered with tears; no one can wipe them away; nobody can help us;
nobody can protect us, nobody can sustain us. When we gather in your name for your
glory, we remember also our sad situation.
Listen to our cry and supplications.
Yahweh God, do not forget us.
Confirm us in your Good News for which you sent us father Kimbdngu, the prophet.
He and our fathers and grandparents were arrested, sent far away, and dispersed. God,
our Father, you are the true God; you see and hear. You, “Alpha” and “Omega”.
What are you waiting for? Why don’t you listen to us and improve our life? We are
waiting for your response according to your merciful compassion, and the will o f Holy
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Trinity: the Father, Jesus, your Son, and the Spirit you send us always as our helper.
Mooyo ...
Assembly: E mooyo, e mooyo wundyeetol
Pastor:

Peace on earth!

Assembly: Peace in heaven!
Pastor:

Peace in heaven!

Assembly: Peace on earth!
Pastor:

Peace!

Assembly: Peace!

F.

N ’sdmu miDibuundu (Church News)

Pastor:

We have reached now the stage o f listening to the news of the Church.
CLiSO

[Leaders of groups reported how their groups were working; the^offered

. financial

contribution to the Church].

From the beginning of the ritual, a young woman had stayed sitting in the courtyard,
outside the church, praying and singing out loud.

She entered the church, sat down on

the floor, and asked the choir to sing for her Toonda N ’tinu a Diziilu (Love the
Heavenly King) [Song V,5).
she had received.

After the singing she was expected to share any message

She answered that she had nothing special to tell;

everyone to try to understand the way she behaved that morning.

but invited

Saying this, she left

the church.

The Pastor interpreted the fact as one o f the characteristics o f Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya
N ’loongo (Church of the Holy Spirit). By various ways the Spirit guides its members.
Freely, God speaks to anyone for the benefit of the community.

The specific role

played by the young woman on that morning was to warn the people to enter the parish
site through the main gate, [They used to enter through the fence and had destroyed it].
The meaning is that everything done for the glory of God must be done in order since
disorder does not honour God.
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Here ended this part of the Sunday Worship.

The song Kotele mu nkeembo (He/she

enters into glory) [Song V,13] was sung as a recessional song.

The people went into

the courtyard to await the third and last part: Lunyaakusu (healing)].

5.3.3. Lunyaakusu (Healing)

[At about 1.00 in the afternoon, believers re-entered the church. The Pastor introduced
the ritual and, accompanied by the assembly, he sang the song Toonda Yeezu (Love
Jesus), (Song V,5), followed by this prayer]:

Pastor:

“I stand up firmly”

Assembly: “Like the cross stands firmly
To welcome the winner, God’s winner
Not the winner o f this world
The world cannot condemn me
Because I am God’s winner
I give thanks to God
Who granted us spiritual life”
Pastor:
M ooyo...
Assembly: E mooyo, e mooyo wund yeeto

Song V,15: Bu ngrvudi kidilu (I heard your cry)

Solo: 1

I heard your cry
As you cry in this world
Chorus: Father Goonda, your tears
I will wipe them away

2

Enemies of this world surrounded me
Chorus: In you, Yahweh’s power will be manifested
O heaven
Chorus: The heaven, I gave it to you
The earth, I gave it to you
May the heavenly spirits
And also human beings on this earth
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Sing glory to you
If heaven and human beings do not speak
Chorus: The earth will speak
And give evidence in your favour
5

For you are alone among human beings, O father
Chorus: You are honoured today
In heaven and on earth

6

O heaven,...
Chorus: The heaven, I gave it to you
The earth, I gave it to you
May the heavenly spirits
And also human beings on this earth
Sing glory to you

7

Look at the heaven
Chorus: The heaven is singing
The earth answers: glory
O glory!
And the spirits sing: glory
What a joy!
Glory, glory, alleluia!

Pastor:

We give thanks

Assembly: [Clapping and beating drums 3-3-3]
Pastor:

Let us give thanks again

Assembly: [Clapping and beating drums 3-3-3]
Pastor:

Let us give thanks

Assembly: [Clapping and beating drums 3-3-3]
Pastor:

Let us conclude

Assembly: [Clapping and beating drums 3-3-3]
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Song V,16: Tutoondele (We give thanks)

Solo: 1

We give thanks
Chorus: We thank you Father o f heaven and earth
You loved us

2

You sent down ...
Chorus: You sent down the Holy Spirit in Zaire
You love us

3

We give thanks ...
Chorus: We thank you Father o f heaven and earth
You loved us

4

You brought o u t...
Chorus: You brought the People o f Israel out o f Egypt

Pastor:

As we have said at the beginning, we acknowledge the importance o f health
in our life.

This is why after giving thanks to the Lord, according to our

Sunday Worship, we pray for those who are sick. We are lucky to come to
church and receive the word of God.

Those who are sick cannot do that.

Therefore, at this stage of ritual we invoke God to give them health.
choir introduced the following song]:

Song V,17: Do Mpeeve (Please, O Spirit)

[While the choir sang, the members of the assembly prayed freely out loud].
Chorus: Please, come O Spirit, come
Come to help us
Solo: 1

We shed too many tears
(Chorus)

Come to help us
2

Please, O please, come, O Spirit, Please, come
(Chorus)

Come to help us
3

O all of you ...
Chorus: All of you Black People
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[The

Continue to pray
4

We persevere ...
Chorus: We persevere in prayer
Until the last day

5

O please, O S pirit,..
Chorus: Come, please, come
O come to help us

6

When the temptations ...
Chorus: Are numerous
O come to help us

Song V,18: A bu tiildtdma ita loomba
(If we keep asking ...)

Solo: 1

If we keep asking, we will receive
S p irit...
Chorus: O Spirit, come

2

If we ask truly, we will receive
S p irit...
Chorus: O Spirit, come

3

O Holy Spirit, come near us
Chorus: O Spirit come, O Yahweh
O Spirit come into this world
All the peoples are expecting you
O Spirit, come

[Songs and invocations went together.

Some members o f the assembly mixed French,

Lingala, and Kikoongo language terms in their petitions.
understandable.

These were often not

Freely, the sick went to the front o f the church, knelt before one of

about 12 bisyeelo (leaders and healers).
kisyeelo (singular of bisyeelo).

Briefly, the sick explained their pain to one

The latter laid his/her hands on the head o f the sick,

prayed for them and gave them water to drink.
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Some water was poured out on the

head, and other afflicted parts o f the body.

In their prayer, bisyeelo addressed Tddta

Nzddmbi (God the Father), tddta (father) Goonda. Many children went to receive water
to drink, and to be washed in; they said nothing to the bisyeelo].

5 3 A .N ’samu (Revelations)

Besides the power of healing, some o f the bisyeelo have the gift o f revelation; thus they
are called n ’bikudi (revealers). Patients asked them questions about the source o f their
pain, and about the way in which they could improve their health.

A sample o f cases

will give us an idea about the types of revelation people received. The way this part o f
ritual was practised shows how the people interpreted the Spirit’s action.

After the

prayer of intercession for the sick, only n ’bikudi continued welcoming patients, the
others returned to their places in the assembly.

The young woman inhabited by the

Spirit that morning was the main n ’bikudi o f the day. She acted as a medium.

1st Case: N ’f u (spirit o f a dead person)^.
A young girl of about 16 years^ r tw a s introduced by her mother to the medium, in
order to know why her daughter was so often ill:

Mother:

I would like to know why my daughter is so often ill. '

Medium: Your daughter has been given in marriage ku mas a (in the water, the world
of the dead), by her batddta (the members o f the father’s lineage). They did
so, because they are jealous o f you.
Mother:

That is true, Father^. [She approved by clapping].

Medium:

That is why she is always ill.

Mother:

That is right, God.

[She clapped in approval for each revelation made by

the medium].
Medium: Even her own father agreed with the members o f his lineage. As you know,
I do not have recourse to any n ’kisi, I do not have mpuungu. There is only
the Spirit, the one received by our fathers.

You must introduce this girl to

God, our Father; he will save her from the influence o f the dead kuna rndsa
(in the world of the dead). Do you understand?
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Mother:

That is correct, father.

Medium: She is also to be blamed for her behaviour: she forgets what is spiritual, and
prefers what is fleshly.

It happens sometimes that you do not understand

her. Do not look elsewhere for the solution to this problem, ask no one else
but her fathers^.
stomach.

Look, this is the way she suffers: she feels pain in her

This is caused by her dead husband who tries to have sexual

intercourse with her.

He fails, then he beats her during the night.

Therefore, she feels pain everywhere in the stomach and in the back.

You

have to ask firmly her batddta (fathers) in order to recover her good state of
health. That is all.
Pastor:

The father is nzddmbi (lit: a god; supreme authority over his children).
How can the clan tell him what to do for his daughter?

Medium:

This is not the first time they seek to understand this problem. Everywhere
they have been, the father and his kinsmen were accused.
he must meet the Spirit.
feels guilty.

The thing is that

Unfortunately, the father refuses that because he

The clan has the right to force him to take this girl with him

until she gets better.

He will be reminded that it is important to have a

healthy daughter, so that she might help both sides o f her family.

[Looking at the mother and her relatives, she said]:
“You must pray very much, otherwise the father might cause trouble”.

[She patted the stomach o f the sick girl, poured out water on it, and
massaged it while she pronounced incomprehensible words such as]:
“Eso permeable clair tu senser
Esto sis ifo risposis
Iresto permeable clair, iresponseriable”
Pastor [approved]:

“This is a case of marriage in darkness”.

2nd Case: Fiina (Bad Luck)

[The second case concerned a woman who was seeking the well-being and welfare of
her children. She introduced one of her daughters; she was sick and had bad luck. As
an answer to the situation described by the woman, the medium sang:

Nkeendd

tumonadnga (We feel sorrow); (Song V,3). She went on using proverbs]:

Medium:

“Dyooko disiisa ban ’kwd weela,
Koonso muuntUj bongd, dyd kwdkn”.
(A cassasva carrot which is left behind by hunters,
Anyone is free to get and eat it) 10.
“Kyuuld kd mbisi kiidyd ko, mpasi n ’soki tun ’kota
(A toad is not meat to be eaten, we wish only to do harm) 11

Mother:

What a miserable creature I am!

Medium:

The father is dead.

When he was alive he. was very strong protecting his

children. That is one reason why he died soon.
Mother:

That is true.

Medium: Since their father’s death, these children are totally bereft o f protection;
anyone [of bandoki] can do what he/she wishes to do with them. The result
is that they suffer from various illnesses.
Mother:

That is really true, God.

Medium:

Some [;ndoki] speak to them in dreams. Finally, peace and joy disappeared
from their lives.

We can give you some information about all o f this; but

God is the only one who saves human beings. He who created heaven and
earth.

If we do not trust in God, our effort is in vain, we cannot save

ourselves. This girl could have died long ago ...
Mother:

[Clapping]. That is correct.

Medium: Without trust, she might have died during her recent period of suffering.
But God has protected her until now, so that he puts his enemies to shame.
In the family of her departed father things are not well. Among you too, in
your clan, there are divisions.

So, nobody is willing to intercede for these

children.
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Mother:

That is true, God; that is true, Father.

Medium:

No one speaks on behalf o f this girl, she is left alone. What a pity!

Mother:

That is exact, God.

Medium:

What you have to do is [she sang]:

Song V,19: Luvaana n ’tima myeeno kwa yddni
(Give your hearts to him [God] - see: Song V ,l)

Solo: 1

Give your hearts to Him
Chorus: Do not be afraid

2

You must be
Chorus: You must be like a wise man
Who built his house on the rock

3

O, the rain yddya
Chorus: And the strong wind came
But it [house] did not fall

Medium:

I have not much to tell you.
He will save you.

Keep on praying to the God of your fathers.

Certainly, without trust in God, by now, this girl would

have followed her father beneath the earth. She is not the only one to suffer
so; her relatives suffer too.

They look like people left behind on the

hilltop 12. Go and join the assembly for prayer.

3 rd Case: Kuyaadika (Investiture)

[A young girl called N ’kuunga had been chosen by bakulu to become Ndoond
N ’liiunga (Invested Lady for the service of bakulu in the clan).
arm-rings and leg-rings as insignia o f her future function.
pleased with them, and threw them away.

She had been offered
However she was not

From then she was tormented by horrible

dreams which reinforced the insistence o f bakulu’s call. Her mother introduced her to
it ’bikudi in order to know what to do for her liberation].
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Medium:

These things will bring neither joy nor welfare.
they exist [in your clan].

This is not the first time

In the past, someone was in charge o f them.

They will cause tensions among the members of the clan.
Why do you ask such a service from a young girl? Are you foolish?

It is

better for her to be replaced by someone who belongs to another lineage;
not hers.
Gather and make arrangements to organise yourselves. Change the lineage,
otherwise all the members will die because the members o f the other lineage
will come and attack them in invisible ways of kindoki (sorcery).
These things are Kinkulu kyeno (your tradition)^
Mother:

I would like to ask your advice, 0 God:
diviners, they were told to go to the

v illa g e

When my kinsmen consulted
to organise a meeting with all

the parents in order to find someone who can intercede for these children. I
would like to know whether this could be organised in a joyful atmosphere.
Medium:

That is what I am telling you.

Gather and choose another person to entrust

this service of Bakulu, not this girl; she is too young, she will fail.

You,

mother, be careful; you must have the wisdom of this world which will tell
you how to conduct things.
Mother:

You, mother Koomba [another n ’bikudi and N ’kuunga*&paternal aunt], do
you agree with these things going back into the family?

Koomba:

This is not my wish.

Someone: She is the fa th e r ^ .
Mother:

Yes, she is the father.

Therefore, she must remember she is “n ’kedi

Kyoongi wujwetl leeka mu mweelo” (the shotgun o f the protector must stay
at the door).

In other words, she must be the protector of her children.

Thus, she and her lineage must refuse these things, otherwise ...

Besides

God’s power, this young girl could not be alive till now. B u t...
Medium:

[Interrupted the dialogue between the two women.

She looked for the

young girl who was hiding among the members of the assembly].
You must pray. Where is N ’kuunga? Come near.
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Mother:

[Speaking to her daughter]: Go forward, sit down on the floor and keep
your legs straight.

[The choir introduced the following song while the medium laid her hand on
N ’kuunga’s shoulder, and continued her revelations].

Song V,20: Mu Luleendo (With [his] power ...)

With [his] power, with [his] power
With [his] power, the Father comes

Medium: Father, guide me.
There is nothing else I can see here, mothers, but suffering.

You are

seeking to know how to overcome this suffering, and how you can liberate
the young girl from the bonds with which she is tied. This is what I see.
Pastor:

What they are looking for is to know which treatment is suitable for her.

[The kind of revelation the people sought was not limited to physical illnesses. In some
cases, relationships among relatives constituted a great concern, such as the continual
tension between the children and their father who was against them. ■ The medium
encouraged them to love their father and to multiply proofs of their love forhim, so that
he might change his behaviour towards the children. The next case deals also with the
same concern of relationships among colleagues.]

4th Case: N ’j w iilu (Misfortune)

[Mother Bateesa was one o f bisyeelo (leaders and intercessor for healing) of the Parish.
In her everyday life, she practises a small trade to sustain her family.
the market.

She sells food in

For several weeks, she has felt that she was a victim o f misfortune: her

goods were not being sold as usual; tension characterised her relationships with her
companions in the market; she had dreams o f bad luck.
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After the individual prayer o f intercession for the sick, she introduced her case to the
medium. She asked the Spirit to .

; her.

Instead o f a direct answer, the

medium sang the phrase: “Wiisa, e Tddta, wakula Sdtana” (Come, O Father, to chase
Satan)].

Medium: Have you heard, mother Bateesa what was said in the song? We are telling
you that relationships are not good among you in the market. Some people
wish others would fail in their trade while they make profit.

This is why

you have failed in your trade. Evil spirits are working in this way: you sell
in the market as any human being does, but, during the night, other beings
sell too. Your counters are transformed into dancing places.
Bateesa:

That is true.

Medium: [Addressing the assembly]. Because of this dance o f the invisible beings in
her place, when she returns to the market, the next day, to sell, her goods are
not sold. Instead of making profit, she runs into deficit.
You will improve in your trade, mother Bateesa. Do not be surprised about
this; do not consult human beings for a solution.

Remember that God

never deceives. Do you understand?
Bateesa:

I do.

Medium: You will earn a little amount o f money, God our Father will bless it.

He

will send his servants to do according to the rules o f the Church o f Mpeeve
ya N ’loongo, in order to stop Satan. Do you understand?
Bateesa:

I do Lord. That is really true.

[When everyone who asked for a revelation had been served, the medium addressed the
Pastor about a general report concerning all the members of the parish.

He was told

what to do for some cases of illness. At the end, the medium said]:
Medium:

Stay itY . peace, I am flying. I thank all of you.

[Greeted the assembly with kiifi (a formal clapping among honoured
persons). The assembly responded in the same way, and with the beating of
drums. The medium left the church. Accompanied by a recessional song:
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Toonda N ’tinu a Dizulu (Love the Heavenly King - Song V,5), the
assembly left the church and dispersed],

5.4,

Healing the Whole Person

The ritual sections: Mpedozo, Matoondo and Lunyddkusu are described here as parts
o f the Sunday Worship ritual which takes place in Dibuundu di Mpeeve a N ’loongo
(The Church of the Holy Spirit). These are the three stages in the process o f the ritual.
For the participants, these are three forms for expressing their beliefs and expectations.
In fact, many of them attend the ritual in order to find a solution to a specific need, as it
is described in the ritual section of Lunyddkusu.

The songs and prayers said during the ritual section Mpedozo underlined faith in the
power of the Holy Spirit who empowers Christians to triumph over all kinds o f
temptations during their lives (Song V ,l). . This faith was expressed, according to the
prophet Kimbdngu's teaching, followed by Father Goonda who is walking along the
same path.

The two religious figures were also invoked by the members as their

principal ancestors, although Father Goonda is still alive.

Thus, believers prayed to

God as well as to their ancestors who are part o f their culture. 16

In order to understand this attitude, it would be helpful to refer to the concept of
muuntu (a human being) according to the Mpangu cosmology.

Briefly, we can say

here that when we define this concept in the Mpangu society we must take inTo account
the relationships between all the visible and invisible forces o f which the society is
composed.

In the same way, intercessions and prayers said for the sick are related to

the needs in the two areas o f life: the visible and the invisible. This is the condition for
attaining healing for the whole person.

5 .4.1. M ajor Aspects of Healing

Reflecting on the traditional healers in Zulu society, du Toit. (1985:83) observed that
people do not compartmentalise physical treatment as contrasted with psychiatric
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treatment.

The treatment of body and mind go hand in hand.

His observation can be

applied to many cases of healing action in Africa in general, and to the Mpangu
especially.

When the patients were given water to drink and to wash in while bisyeelo

prayed over them during the ritual Lunyddkusu, it was meant to heal all kinds o f
ailments and misfortunes.

The concept of healing has different implications, depending on the belief o f the people,
and of the patient, especially in the existential forces, the nature o f disease, and disease
causation.

To be efficacious, the treatment must affect both the cause and the disease

itself (ibid.: 162).

Frequently, continued the author, treatment involves rituals to

strengthen and protect an- individual.

The Sunday Worship as it is organised by the E. C. U.S.E. parish can be interpreted, in a
way, as a ritual aimed at healing, strengthening and protecting individuals and the
community. The Song-text V,1 can be read as an expression o f people’s need of being
strengthened by the Holy Spirit, so that they might become strong, for now they see
themselves as the sheep struggling with all kinds of sufferings (Song-text V,2).

Strengthening and protecting the individual and the community were among the
objectives pursued by the rituals Kiziku and Kuboonda.

In the same order o f thought,

it can be said that the rituals related to Bankita aimed at a similar result for the clans.
In the Sunday Worship ritual, the participants saw themselves as a community of
sufferers (Song, V,2) who needed to be helped by the Holy Spirit.

5.4.2. Spiritual healing of the Individual

We know the reason why mpedozo, a ritual for purification o f bisyeelo (leaders), takes
place before the general assembly of the members.

Self purification before an

important action is common among Christian worshipping congregations, Catholic or
non-Catholic.

It is interesting to draw a parallel here between mpedozo (ritual for the

purification of leaders) as a preparation for worship, and the stage of kinzoonzi as a
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preparation for Kiziku. The actions, in both stages aimed at creating a suitable context
which ensures the ritual efficacy.

Thanks to the ritual for purification, the participants feel prepared to take part in the
worshipping ritual, since weaknesses and sins make it difficult to communicate with
God.

This action leads the individual to a personal healing regarding his/her relation

with God. The ritual strengthens anyone involved, it enables them to accomplish their
duties.

5.4.3.

Healthy for Praise

Lusiku (Songs o f praise) and lusddntbu (prayers) were focused on Matoondo
(thanksgiving) which was the milestone o f the Simday Worship ritual.

The themes for

invocation dealt with various aspects o f the needs o f everyday life.

The assembly

thanked God for the gift of life, for blessings and protection received during the week.
In response, the people sought forgiveness, they expressed love and fidelity to God the
Father and to his Son Jesus (Songs V,5 and V,6).

In so doing, they walked in their

forefathers’ footsteps.

However, life is accompanied by all kinds of difficulties:

suffering, struggles and

temptations which can only be overcome with the help o f the Holy Spirit (Song V,4).
Similarly, the members o f the clan, after experiencing suffering within the community,
called on their ancestors for help and guidance.
Kuboonda.

This led to the rituals Kiziku and

In the ritual of Sunday Worship, the emphasis was placed on the Holy

Spirit because He had been chosen as the patron of the Church. However, the reference
to the ancestors such as Kimbdngu and the forefathers, reinforced the fact that the
believers saw themselves as a community, the suffering Black community (Songs V,4;
V,15; V,17).

The advent o f Kimbangu as the prophet was regarded as a new birth (Song V,7) for this
people.

Like other prophets of the Old Testament, he carries on the light of the Word

o f God.

Father Goonda, in turn, as a leader, plays the same role (Song V,8). Finally,
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belief in the future coming of Jesus on earth keeps believers awake.

This is an

invitation and a counsel to persevere in faith and to do good deeds (Song V,9).

The following stage, Ngimbulu (a song performance), introduced a kind o f historicgeographical reflection on the Koongo land, and on Kimbdngu's tragedy (Songs V,10
and V ,ll)
people).
him.

Once again, he was introduced as the prophet for Bandoombe (Black
His mission was interrupted by Bamindele (White people) who were against

He was jailed and sent far away; he died in prison.

By God’s intervention,

Father Goonda was designated to carry on the mission down to our days.

All this section shows the different expressions of praise and thanksgiving used by
Dibuundu di Mpeeve ya N ’loongo.

In order, to ensure a full participation in the ritual

for praising the Lord, the members should have good health which enables them to be
part o f it. This was what the Pastor meant when he spoke o f health for the members of
the Church. Lack of health, as a disability, he said, could well prevent the faithful from
being active participants in the Sunday Worship of Praise and Thanksgiving for all their
b lessin g s. 17

Therefore, it is a duty for the members to pray to God for the sick, in

terms o f asking for strength and health, so that they can join the community for praise.
The ritual lunyddkusu responded to this need.

5.4.4. Social Healing

During the ritual performance, several cases involved a patient or an unfortunate
individual, however, the event was lived as a communal concern.

It affected the small

society, either the nucleus family, the lineage, or the clan. The society and its culture
play a determinant role regarding illness and healing because of a series of varying
boundaries which tie a person to his/her social and cultural environment.

As we have seen, according to the concept o f interrelation which characterises Mpangu
thought, a person is regarded as essentially and inextricably linked with other beings,
human and non human, visible and invisible.

Therefore, certain causes of illness and

the healing action are often regarded as a result of this interaction.
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The four cases

submitted to the medium: (n’f u, funa, kuyaadika, n ’jwiilu) illustrated the existence of
the reciprocating relationships among the members o f the clan to which patients
belonged.

None of these four cases which were presented in the lunyddkusu (healing) ritual was
considered by Bakoongo-Mpangu as “illness for hospital”: ^

N ’f u : Illustrated a case provoked by a spirit o f the dead, the cause of various illnesses
for that girl.

The second case, Funa (bad luck), related also to the invisible powers

hidden among the patient’s kinship while the third case, Kuyaadika (investiture)
provoked tension between N ’kiiunga's clan and their bakulu, as well as between her
patrilineage and her matrilineage, the clan. We can see that the patient was not the only
one concerned, her illness involved other kinships.

The fourth case, N fm i'lu (misfortune) went beyond kinship relationships, beyond the
clan.

The invisible beings who - according to the medium’s message - danced on

mother Bateesa's counter did not belong to her clan.
food-seller companions in the market.

The suspected persons were her

She had “seen” them in her dreams.

The

medium interpreted the case as Satan’s action.

It is important to note that both the clans o f the four women, as well as themselves, were
regarded as “ill” or unfortunate, since they were under the power o f evil spirits (1st, 2nd
cases), or they lived in conflict with their bakulu (3rd case).

The fourth case showed

that even the market was ill, that is, the relationships among its people were bad; even
its space was affected.

In all these cases, the attempt to heal sought to redress the situation and to protect the
entire community which was in risk of becoming the victim o f the influence o f evil
spirits.

For a solution to each case, the medium invited patients and other persons to

pray and to persevere in prayer.

In so doing, the person had to intercede for his/her

own healing. They joined the community in prayer. I see this as the way in which the
members o f E,C.U.S,E, illustrated their ministry which was to intercede for the sick,
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and not to heal; for God is the one who heals illnesses.

This was a proof o f their

fidelity to the prophet Kimbdngu’s teaching, which forbade the use of any symbolic
object in order to obtain

healing. The ideal was to imitate Jesus’ example who healed

people by God’s power.

Song V,20: Mu luleendo ... (With [his] power ...) reinforced this attitude towards the
healing ministry.

The objective was to “heal”, that was primarily the aim, to improve

the relationships among the members within the families, the clan, and wherever people
lived and worked.

And then, to be liberated from any physical disorder. Besides the

insistence on prayer, the medium suggested specific actions related to the clan.

She

said:

“Gather and make arrangements to organise yourselves ... Gather and
choose another person whom to entrust this service of bakulu ... You must
have the wisdom of this world which will tell you how to conduct things”,
(3rd case).

The medium was certain that the solution could be found only through “gathering”,
kinzoonzi, since the problem involved the beings of the visible world and those o f the
invisible one.

She was afraid of the worst which could happen if bakulu were angry

with the clan, the young girl could die.

In the same order of thought, Antoine warned

Pierre’s people during the ritual Kiziku: “In order to protect you, as well as ourselves,
ngaanga (healer) suggests that we proceed slowly and wisely.

We must involve the

members o f mbdansa (city), [land o f the living] as well as those o f n ’dimtba (valley),
[land o f the dead]”.

Fear of anger on the part of bakulu characterised the interventions made by the medium.
She, herself needed to be assisted in her duties.

She asked God for guidance: “Father,

guide me”.

In the fourth case: N ’f wulu (misfortune), the emphasis was made on the existence of
the two worlds and their inhabitants.

With certainty, the medium explained to mother
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Bateesa: “You sell in the market as any human being does, but during the night, other
beings sell too.

Your counters are transformed into dancing places”.

This statement

refers to the belief in an inverted social organisation which characterises the KoongoMpangu cosmology: daytime is regarded at the same time as “a day” for the citizens o f
the visible world, and as “a night” for those o f the invisible world.

The relations

between the two categories of inhabitants are relations o f time, space, and cause,
stressed MacGaffey,(1986:43). It was obvious that the invisible “dancers” to whom the
medium referred represented groups o f spirits, simply called mpeeve zimbi (evil spirits)
or matebo (ghosts) described in the introductory chapter.

Lunyddkusu, as part of the ritual, played an important role which affected the ritual as a
whole. It combined several aspects of ritual actions such as kinzoonzi, revelations, and
healing process. Similar procedures sustained the four cases described in this section of
the thesis.

All of them began with an inquiry: relatives or the patients themselves

introduced the case in order to find out the reason why they were in that condition.
Through the dialogue with the medium, the answer was “found” or at least suggested.
Then came healing actions: laying on of hands, drinking water, pouring out the water
on the body, praying over the patients ...

These were the main attitudes/actions

throughout the Sunday Worship ritual, as well as the four healing rituals described in
this thesis.

In the two last chapters I will examine this aspect which reveals the

common structure o f Mpangu healing rituals.

To conclude this section, it could be said that, at first glance, it seems that the physical
aspect of healing is less important for the members of DMN, for they attach a peculiar
cause to each illness.

They are more interested in “healing” the cause rather than the

illness itself in its physical manifestations.

However, healing actions, affect different

kinds o f personal or communal problems caused by various links by which each person
is related to his/her visible and the invisible environments.

In so doing, the Church

tries to liberate individuals and the community from all kinds of pressures, so that they
may enjoy a harmonious life. The belief that illnesses can be healed by the power o f the
Holy Spirit is very strong among the believers o f DMN.

Some go to extreme limits

when they refuse any medicine, except when the medium had counselled them to take it.
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Healing the whole person is the expectation o f all the members of all the denominations
which constitute the Mpangu society. Individual healing can be considered as a way
o f ensuring the health o f the entire society.
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‘n o t e s
Chapter 5 : E.C.U.S.E. (The Church of the Holv Spirits
1 Kimbanguism: A religious movement founded by the prophet Simon Kimbdngu, in April 1921 in the
region of Lower Congo (Janzen & MacGaffey, 1974:126). Simon Kimbdngu was chosen by God to
save the Blacks from their sins (MacGaffey, 1986:114). According to informants, one of the objectives
of Kimbangu’s mission was to bring the Bakoongo to pray to God according to their traditional customs.
He was jailed the same year by the colonial authorities, was sent far away [about 2,000 km] to
Elisabethville [now Lubumbashi], where he died in prison on 12 October 1951, (MacGaffey, 1983:41;
Janzen & MacGaffey, 1974:126). The Church is formally known as: “The Church of Jesus Christ on
Earth through the Prophet Simon Kimbangu” (EJCSK ), and obtained legal recognition of the Zairean
Government in the 1970’s. Nowadays, the Church has spread beyond the borders of the Democratic
Republic of Congo, in Africa and Europe (Janzen, 1974:122-23). In his studies, MacGaffey (1983:215)
refers to these branches by the acronym DM N which is an abbreviation of the Kikoongo name:
Dibuundu did Mpeeve ya/a N ’loong (Church of the Holy Spirit).
2 Clapping in threes: Symbolically refers to the Holy Trinity (God in three Persons). By clapping in this
way, people acknowledge and revere the Holy Trinity to whom they entrust each activity undertaken
during the ritual for worship. For example, after the entrance imto the church, the leader invited the
assembly to thank the Holy Trinity; he said: “We give thanks for our entrance, in the name of the
Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit”. Actions in threes occurred in other contexts of healing
rituals related to bakulu and bankita, e.g.
- the formal greetings of makufi consisted of clapping three times [see the section: kinzoonzi ]. For
several times, Tad Ngddnga asked three kola nuts [section: Mbdoka].
- during the ritual Nyokd-N’kawu, medicine had to be taken three times, and the ritual idiom t(Kipu yaa
... Kitiiuka” was said three times
- Song IV, 10 v. 19 referred to this number: “Kitdtii kiN kita” (the number three required by Nkita).
- During the research in the field, I was asked by Budydongo to pay kitdtii k i nkita before she could
provide information regarding Bankita and Bansiimba and afterwards. She meant, an amount of money
fixed according to the multiples of three [3-9-12-15 ...].
3 Tddtd Goonda; He is the present leader of the Section of “Dibuundu di Mpeeve a N ’loottgo” (DMN)
(the Church of the Holy Spirit) among the Mpangu , According to my informants, this man is the
successor nominated by the prophet Kimbdngu himself in a vision, before he died in prison. A conflict
for succession resulted then, and provoked the creation of other Churches under Kimbdngu's guidance.
Song V,11 below recalls this “vision” as it says:
“In prison Kimbdngu said:
‘Do not be afflicted
From Madimba will come a redeemer [...]
When you go back to your country Koongo
You will see a little child’...”
In verse 12 and the chorus which follows, the song explicitly introduces Goonda as the one who was
chosen. It says:
“Who is this one?
He is our Tddtd Goonda ”,
4 Mdoyo: This is a kind of idiom which is used at the conclusion of the prayers. The meaning in this
context is “life”. It refers to the Holy Spirit in terms of acknowledgement that the Spirit received from
God inhabits the believers. They repeat: the Spirit’s life remains with us, in us. It has been said in
chapter 1 that life is at the core of Mpangu thought. The teaching of DMN stressed that the forefathers
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were given God’s Spirit, explained the pastor in section 5.1. The Spirit transformed them, as expressed
inSongV ,7: Vakikele ;
“In the past we were nothing
But since Kimbdngu answered God’s call
He called us to come out of darkness
Now God gave us the Spirit.”
The members of the Church believe that the Spirit is giver of life (luziingu ). He maintains it, sustains it
when he heals illnesses and liberates people from all kinds of boundaries. This is a reason why the Spirit
is associated with life and health.
5 Middle Koongo: This reference indicates the historical and geographical location of the Bakoongo
ethnic group. We have seen in chapter 1 that at the International Conference in Berlin, in 1885, the
Europeans drew the colonial boundaries in Africa. It resulted in the Koongo ethnic group being divided
into three groups which now represent three nations: Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo (cap:
Kinshasa), and the Republic of Congo (cap: Brazzaville ).
In Song V ,ll the three nations are
respectively referred as “Koongo of the beginning” (v.6) or “the first Koongo ” (v.9), to indicate Angola.
“The middle Koongo (v.7) or the second Koongo ” (v.10) refer to the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Finally, “the iast Koongo" (v.8) or “the third Koongo ” (v.l 1) indicate the Republic of Congo.
6 Strophe: The term “strophe” kitoolo is used when a person sings. It is the part of the song which
conveys the message, as the proverb says: "Nkuungd ka wad ko, kadnsi kitoolo” (It is not the song that
is important, but the strophe). Here the sound produced by the beats of the log-drum is considered as a
human voice which conveys messages.
7 N ’f u : The name of an illness which can be described as the presence of the spirit of a dead person in a
living person. In some cases, the existence of such a spirit can be seen or not by other people in the
society. This cohabitation always results in misfortune which can take the form of bad luck, illness, even
death...
8 “F ath er”, “God”, “L ord” : These are the terms used by the patients/clients when they address the
medium. This is the best example which shows how deeply people believed that they were speaking to
the Spirit of God himself, no matter who the medium was (a man or a woman). They were certain that
they addressed the Spirit, the One they were given by God the Father. This was the way the participants
spoke to the mediums during the performance of other rituals described in this thesis. The role of the
medium is taken seriously as a reality different from a fairy show in the play.
9 Fathers: This term refers to all die members of the father’s lineage. Sociologically speaking, a child
has more than one father, more than one mother, in the Mpangu society, as explained in chapter 1.
10 The two proverbs were given as an answer in order to explain the cause of the bad luck. The medium
used an analogy to describe the situation in which that woman and her children lived. The first proverb
meant that there was no protector for these children. They were left to themselves. Therefore, anyone
could do what diey wished to them.
11 The second proverb tried to explain the possible reason why evil persons do harm to these children. It
was for die pleasure of doing harm, since no one protected them.
12 Hilltop: This is an open space, where nothing can be protected against any attack, there is no security.
Things abandoned on the hilltop are exposed to every kind of danger. This applied to these children.
13 Kinkiilu: A synonymous term for “tradition” or what the people had inherited from die bambdta (the
elders) who became their ancestors. Janzen (1978:37) refers to it in terras of Kist-Nsi (native culture)as
opposed to Kimundele (culture of the White man).
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14 In other words, to go to their home village, the village of their origins. The importance of the village
of origin can be explained in terms of the link with bakulu who still “live” there, where they were buried.
Although they are spirits, and can therefore move easily to join relatives where they dwell, it is crucial
that all the important meetings be held in the village of their origins. In the Kiziku ritual, discussed
above, the members of the clan gathered at Makddnga, which was their birthplace, where the elders were
buried. In the section on Bankita, Makdya invited her relatives to go from Kinshasa to their village in
order to perform the ritual.
15 “She is the father”: See note 9. Although she is a female parent, her relationships with the patient are
that of father to child. What is important here is to accomplish her duties determined by her social
position.
16 This is a question of concern for the kimbanguists. Through their teaching they insist on the reasons
why they make requests to Simon Kimbdngu “the Helper of the Spirit of Truth”. They say: The
Kimbanguists do not pray to man but to God himself (Janzen & MacGaffey, 1974:127).
17 The material aspect must also be taken into account, that is, the members of the Church with good
health can work and gain money which they can offer to the Church. Spiritually, when believers are in
good relationship with God and with one another, this will increase the quality of the praise offered to
God. It is the same in the clan: healthy offspring make the clan stronger.
18 Identification of illness is a fundamental principle before performing any healing ritual. Kimbeefo ki
Nzdambi (illness from God) and kimbeefo k i bddntu (illness caused by human beings) are the main
categories acknowledged by the Mpangu (see: Janzen, 1978:9). The study of four healing rituals
described in the thesis showed that to other groups of beings could be attributed the cause of illness and
misfortunes. The first and the fourth cases reported in section Lunyddkusu were attributed to mpeeve
zintbi (evil spirits) and rnatebo (ghosts). The second was thought to have been caused by bandoki
(sorcerers) while the third dealt with bakulu . All the suffering referred to in the rituals Kiziku and
Bankita was attributed to them too. The source of pain endured by the young mother of twins was not
clearly defined in the ritual Kubdonda; her twins were asked to heal her. On the contrary, one of the
twins of the second pair, was blamed for being responsible for their bad health.
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PART TWO

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

OF

FOUR MPANGU HEALING RITUALS
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CHAPTER 6

RITUAL ACTIONS AND SYMBOLS AS EXPRESSIONS OF MPANGU
THOUGHT

Introduction
Part Two of this thesis focuses on a comparative analysis o f the four healing rituals
described in Part One.

The objective is to identify the common elements which

characterise Mpangu healing rituals and the features of religious thought expressed by
them.

The aim is not simply to present and analyse verbal expressions of religious

thought, which will be the main focus in Chapter 7, but also to explore the nature o f
religious concept which is evident in the structure, actions, and objects employed in the
rituals, which is the focus of Chapter 6.

As can be seen in the accompanying diagrams, each ritual can be divided into segments
and sub-segments o f activity which are in turn composed o f an ensemble o f discrete
ritual actions.

The segments and ritual actions indicated in bold type are those named

by the participants themselves. Those ritual actions indicated in roman type have been
classified by the author as distinct, observable ritual activities for purposes

analysis.

The diagrams clearly illustrate that each o f the four rituals is divided into two major
segments, the first of which can be regarded as a preparation for, and introductory stage
to the main ritual itself. The second major segment often carries the name o f the main
ritual, with the exception here of Nyokd-N’kdwu.

These can be called respectively the

opening segment and the main segments o f the ritual. The following discussion begins
with a comparative analysis of the ritual actions which take place in the opening and
main segments, and then continues with an exploration o f the religious concepts which
these ritual actions reflect. From this analysis we will gain a clearer idea of the nature of
Mpangu spirituality, that is, the way the Mpangu seek to cause their religious
behaviour to conform to their communal beliefs.
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Figure 3 : Structure of the Ritual Kiziku
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Matoondo
(Thanksgiving)

• Songs
• Dance
• Sharing ‘food’

Figure 4: S tructure of the Ritual Nyoka-N’kawu
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Kunwuka
(Taking the
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Kunwffka (three
times)

Figure 5: Structure of the R itual Kuboonda
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Figure 6: S tructure of the Ritual Matoondo
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Lunyaakusu
(Intercession
for the sick)
Prayers
Kubikula
(To reveal)
Dialogue
Introduction of
the patients
Healing process
Conclusion

6.1.

R itual Opening Segment: The Preparation

Ritual actions include various kinds o f activities, such as dance, invocations, songs and
healing gestures.

The beginning of each healing ritual is marked by specific actions

and symbols such as greetings, sacralisation of the space, praising, kiitzoonzi,
introduction o f the patient, and the purification.

This part o f the ritual involves

primarily the members of the visible community and prepares them for the main
segment o f the ritual.

6.1.1. Greetings

Greeting each other is a value which is inherent to Mpangu culture.

A claim made by

the spokesman during Kiztku, was in fact to remind his people o f this important value o f
that custom: “According to our customs, it is expected that people greet each other,
when they meet, in order to be informed regarding their health”. The forms of greeting
differ according to the nature and the circumstances of the ritual.

The usual forms are

the exchange o f kufi (special form of greeting between notabilities), sprinkling palm
wine and small pieces of kola nut in the four directions o f the ritual site, and the
welcoming dance which is accompanied with clapping.

6.1.2. Sacralisation of the Space

In some ways, the actions for greeting are part o f the sacralisation o f the ritual space.
During this process, three elements are used, those of speech, gestures and symbols —all
of which occur simultaneously.

Some examples mentioned above illustrate this stage

o f the ritual. Budyoongo sprinkles palm wine, distributes kola nut while she introduces
herself.

She addresses her ancestors asking for permission to answer my questions for

investigation. She behaves similarly at the beginning of the ritual Kuboonda which she
introduces. Actions and symbols used for the sacralisation of the space complete the
greetings.
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The space as well as the participants are involved in the actions of sacralisation.

In

some cases, the space is known to be already sacred because it is the dwelling o f
spiritual entities.

This occurs in the ritual Nyokd-N’kdwu, where the patient and her

mother enter Tad M fumu’s room where Bankita are kept.

On the contrary, in

E.C.U.S.E., when bisyeelo (leaders) enter nzo y i mdvaattga (the house for realisations)
for their purification, the site becomes temporarily sacred, thanks to the prayers and
invocations to the Holy Spirit,

6.1.3. Songs

The songs performed at the beginning o f the ritual express the major themes which
affect the ritual itself. Welcoming and praising the Twins and their mother (e.g. songs
IV, 1; IV,2) underscore the ritual Kukeembisa Bansiimba.

The songs also define the

main aim o f the ritual (11,1 and V ,l).

The diagrams show that in three rituals the participants come together and sing,
preparing themselves for the ritual they intend to perform.

In the case o f Kubdonda,

besides the fact of praising, the songs describe important values to be taken into account
during the ritual, namely the fact that the twins are special children (IV,4; IV,6).

The

relatives and friends of the twins are given advice regarding their relationships with the
twins and with their neighbours (IV,3; IV,5).

The content of the songs sung during mpedozo indicates the needs expressed by
bisyeelo, that is, force and guidance from the Holy Spirit,
them for entering the ritual “world”.

This assistance prepares

As to the ritual Kiziku, the song 11,1 introduces

the objective o f the ritual: re-establishing good relationships among the members of the
clan in order to restore harmony.

6.1.4. Dance

As indicated in the diagrams, only in the ritual Kubdonda does dance take place in the
opening segment.

The songs, clapping and dance serve to bring the participants
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together.

It is a kind of invitation to join those who are already involved in dancing.

Actually, this dance is started by one person [the grandmother of the baby-twins], who
is joined by others.

The dance involves a simple movement o f circling around the twins and their mother.
This is a major feature o f the opening segment for this ritual.

It introduces the

participants into the main segment. During this period everyone is getting prepared for
entering the ritual experience.

Evidently, when suddenly Zoomba changes her rhythm o f dancing and singing, the
assembly understands that the time for preparation is over.

The ritual is therefore

introduced formally by the expert who speaks directly to the spirit o f the twins present
in the medium.

6.1.5. N arrative

The narratives which take place at the beginning of the ritual Kiziku serve as a tool for
setting moods.

The content of the story hints at the major objective of kinzoonzi and

hence, at the ritual itself. The story traces allegorically what is expected to be done by
the members o f the clan. The narratives as well as the songs invite the assembly to take
part in listening to the story. In this way, they are prepared for playing their role in the
ritual.

6.1.6. Speech: Kinzoonzi

Kinzoonzi takes place before the ritual with the purpose of defining problematic
situations, and proposing solutions.

The speech following Antoine’s narrative is a

procedure for approaching the divided people, so that they can be united in seeking
harmony together.

Some important techniques employed in the speech are the use o f the tenn bayadya
(brothers/sisters, relatives) which emphasises the kinship among the participants, and
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the reference to bakulu. The speech focuses on lukobi as the communal symbol
belonging to the clan as a whole. Continual reference is made to bakulu (ancestors) to
whom the clan belongs. Intentionally, the spokesman conducts the speech in the way to
achieve its objective, that is, enabling the people to perform the ritual. Three o f the
proverbs used in the speech call upon the sensibilities o f the members:

"Nzo ga kdti ki gdtd bdsdd yddwu ”
(A house is expected to stand in the middle of the village).
“Go mweene mpaangi dku ukutombokele, n ’f unii kdkuvwtidi”
(When you see your relative coming to you, that means he/she
needs you).
“Kifwa, kike; kisaala, kiingi”
(Dead thing, worthless; lasting thing, more important).

The first and the third proverbs emphasise the purpose of the meeting which is
rebuilding the clan.

It is symbolised by “nzo” (a house) and "kisaala” (lasting thing).

The second proverb imderscores the necessity of collaboration and mutual aid among
the members of the clan.

The participants are asked to think o f the importance o f the

clan which is the basic structure of life in the society.

The clan is expected to last.

Therefore, everyone is urged to contribute to rebuild it.

Other oratorical techniques such as dialogue and bimbumbi (tags) are employed in the
speech with the intention o f pulling the people together in the participation of the ritual.
The dialogue often occurs in question - response style between the orator and the
assembly:
Orator:

Bayadya/

Assembly: Eh!
Orator:

Is there any problem?

Assembly: There is no problem.
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Bimbumbi (tags) are practised with reference to the communal tradition.

The orator

says the first part of the sentence, the assembly completes it with the conventional wellknown word or phrase:

Orator:

Keembo di n ’k is i...
(The celebrity of n ’k is i...)

Assembly: Ngaanga kimooya!
(During its owner’s lifetime).

All the examples cited above illustrate various means for preparing the assembly to
participate as “one” in the ritual. The purpose of kinzoonzi is to unite the assembly so
that the ritual can take place. Kiziku is the only ritual among the four which is directly
preceded by kinzoonzi.

6.1.7.

Introduction of the Patient

The preparation of the participants for the ritual is seen here in terms of relationships
between the expert-healer and the patient.

The bisyeelo (leaders/intercessors),

m ’btkudi (revealers), and mediums ensure mediation between the participants and
spiritual entities. They discuss cases and give advice to the people who seek solutions
to their problems. Tad Mfumu (sacred chief) and Tad Ngaanga (healer) are devoted to
the healing process during Kiziku. They have been chosen and made sacred by bakulu
for serving the clans.

Before starting the healing process, the patients are presented to “expert-healers” and
mediums who in turn introduce them to their own ancestors for assistance, as it occurs
in the ritual Nyokd-N’kawir, before proceeding for kudyaatila, in terms of healing, Tad
Mfumu offers palm wine and kola nut to his own ancestors. The double introduction of
the patient - to the healer and to the ancestors - makes easier the passage from the
preparation to the main segment of the ritual. The medium, during the ritual E.C.U.S.E.,
calls upon God for guidance:

“Father, guide me”.
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The patients express great

confidence in their healers.

They entrust them with the care of their lives.

Thanks to

this action, the latter are given freedom regarding the procedure for the healing process.

Through the prayers and songs performed during the ritual Mpedozo, bisyeelo introduce
the community as “patient”. They see themselves as the sick persons suffering in this
world (Songs V,2 and V,3). They call upon the Holy Spirit for assistance. This action
prepares them for entering the church for praising God and interceding for the sick, in
the main segment o f the ritual.

6.1.8. Invocations

Only one of the four rituals described has the invocations as part o f the opening ritual
segment.

The three songs (V ,l; V,2 and V,3), the free prayers and invocations which

compose the Mpedozo segment of the E.C.U.S.E. service must be considered as one
ritual action preparing bisyeelo for their duty.

6.2.

M ain Segment: The Ritual Itself

The transition from the preparations of the opening segment to the main ritual also
reflects a shift in focus of ritual actions toward invisible spiritual entities.

The major

common actions in this part o f the ritual are the encounter with the spiritual entities,
incantations, invocations and prayers, healing gestures, revelations and celebrations in
thanksgiving.

6.2.1. Encounter W ith Spiritual Entities

This is the “real” point of departure of performance of a healing ritual.

In three of the

four healing rituals described in the thesis, the encounter with spiritual entities is
noticeable by the assembly.

At a given moment, during the ritual process, something “strange” happens. It modifies
the atmosphere of the assembly.

The forms of occurrence vary according to the
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circumstances.

It can be a sudden cessation o f dancing, or an unforeseen change o f

cadence, or strange behaviour. This occurs in the ritual Kiziku. After calling upon the
ancestors through the song 11,10 the dance, Tad Ngaanga suddenly stops dancing, he
starts shouting a dialogue with the participants.

He falls to the ground, remains for a

while, he stands up, and the dance resumes.

Similarly, in the ritual Kubdonda, Zoomba changes her rhythm o f dancing and singing,
she behaves strangely, she jumps around the baby twins and their mother.

She is

followed by two little girls who move with their eyes closed.

These signs indicate the

“presence” o f the spirit of the Twins among the participants.

This enables Budyoongo

to act according to her status as senior in the service of Bankita and Bansiimba.

She

introduces formally the ritual.

The encounter with spiritual entities is already there, before the ritual E.C.U.S.E.
begins. The young woman is inhabited by the Spirit, she behaves differently from other
members o f the Church. Her intervention is greatly appreciated during Lunyddkusu.

Two forms of encounter with spiritual entities emerge from the three rituals:
kutuuntuka (trance) and kubakama mpeeve (to be inhabited by spirit).
Kiziku, as illustrated above.

Both occur in

Tad Ngaanga is inhabited by the spirits of the ancestors

whereas at the end of the ritual, a woman has a trance, an ancestress speaks to the
assembly through her. These forms o f encounter can happen either to the leader, an
expert, or anyone chosen by the spiritual entities.

This person becomes the medium

during the ritual.

Other signs of mediumship occurring in the four rituals are: producing a loud scream,
falling down on the ground or speaking a strange language .,,

The return o f liikobi

among the members of the clan (in Kiziku) offers another form o f getting in touch with
spiritual entities.

From then on the ritual moves from one stage to another.

In some

cases, as we will see later, the transition from the visible community to the invisible one
entails a change of leaders and their roles.
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Nothing similar is f i o i n

the ritual

Nyoka-N’kdwu in which Tad Mfumu speaks to his ancestors as if they were always
present with him.

The interaction with the spiritual entities constitutes the highest point o f each healing
ritual described.

The efficacy o f the healing process depends on the degree o f

interaction between the two groups of :;b~) participants, the visible and the invisible.

In all four healing rituals the spiritual entities are consulted via mediums regarding the
conduct o f the ritual, the causes o f misfortune and illnesses. Expected responses result
from the interpretation of symbols by the participants.

Certain actions such as dance,

kutuuntuka (trance), kubakama mpeeve (to be inhabited by a spirit) are interpreted as
means for conveying otherworldly messages.

6.2.2. Calls, Incantations, Invocations and Prayers

These expressions are analysed as “Verbal Expressions” in chapter 7. As ritual actions,
they enable the participants to address spiritual entities during the ritual.

This is

another means for attracting the attention of the invisible beings to the concrete situation
o f the visible community.

The four actions are linked according to a progressive movement.
focusing the attention of spirits on the ritual.

The calls aim at

Through the incantations, the healer

recalls the sources o f his/her power. In so doing, he/she emphasises the primacy of the
invisible beings and ensures the trust of the patients in the healing process.
cases, incantations accompany the healing gestures.

In some

This occurs in the ritual Nyoka-

N ’kdwu when Tad Mfumu massages Makyeese while pronouncing incantations. In the
ritual Kiziku, incantations serve fe> warn .’..: the assembly before establishing any
covenant with the ancestors (see: note 16 in Chapter 2).

The invocations and prayers are addressed directly to the spiritual entities asking for
specific favours, assistance and protection, or for thanksgiving.

In the ritual process,

the participants do not distinguish clearly between prayer and invocation.
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When the

leader invites the assembly to pray, the people respond either by individual and
spontaneous petitions, or by reciting together a prayer known to everybody. These two
types of prayer are employed in section Lusaambu (prayer), in E.C.U.S.E..

Invocations and prayers are an important part of the rituals because they constitute free
expression of individuals and their communal feelings. The leader, healer, patient, or
any other participant is free to invoke and to pray.

The content often describes

afflictions and sufferings, among other important themes, and therefore, the need for
asistance (see Pastor’s prayer in chapter 5).

6.2.3. Kubuka (Healing Process)

The healing actions, in the main segment o f the rituals, are indicated by different terms:
kubuka (healing procedure) which refers to the action o f applying the medicines to the
patients;

kubdonda (strengthening), lunyddkusu (interceding for the sick).

The

dominant forms of healing gestures are the massage - either kudyaatila (massage with
feet) or kuzyoodila (massage with hands), and kunwuka (taking the medicines).

The

massages are mainly physical gestures applied on the body in order to relax painful
muscles.

In two of the four healing rituals the massages are followed by drinking a

medicine solution or water (see the rituals Nyokd-N’kdwu and E.C.tJ.S.E.)-

Other forms of gestures used for healing are: blessing, laying hands upon the patients,
painting their bodies with white and red clay, patting painful areas o|J the body and
blowing into the air. The actions are more symbolic., than concrete. They mean more
for individuals as social members than for their own physical healing.

6.2.4. Kubikula (Revelations)

We have seen in Chapter 1 that the Mpangu concept o f healing does not make a
distinction between psychological, mental and social causes of illness.

The efficacy of

healing actions is measured according to the influence exercised by the healer and the
ancestors on the causes of illness.

The quest for discovering possible causes o f illness
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occurs in the four healing rituals. Thanks to the mediumship, the hidden aspects of the
illness can be revealed through kutuuntuka (trance), kubakama mpeeve (inhabited by
spirit) or through special knowledge received from the spiritual entities.

Kubikula

results then from the communication between the medium and the spiritual entities who
provide the special knowledge.

There is no evident action for revelation in the ritual Nyokd-N’kdwu. However, Tad
Mfumu hints at it when he pronounces incantations:

“Look! Regarding the snake:
Anyone who put it in the body o f this girl
Be it from kitddta (patrilineage), or from kimddma
(matrilineage, clan), from a friend, or from an enemy” ...
The healer intends to find out about the causes of the illness or misfortune with which
he deals.

In some cases, the patients themselves perform kubikula when they are in a trance or
inhabited by spirits.

Basdwula’s report illustrates this aspect, when Makdya reveals

the causes of her illness and the misfortune of the family.

The relatives often ask the

medium to reveal the hidden causes of illness and misfortune.

This is the objective o f

the dialogue between the medium and patients and their relatives, during the ritual
Lunyddkusu, in E.C.U.S.E..

M ’bik :iidi (revealers) are always believed to be under

the influence of the invisible powers.

Therefore, their messages are taken seriously by

the patients. This also explains the reason why the medium is asked questions by the
asdembly, at the end of Kiziku

6.2.5.

Sharing “Food” and “D rink”

This is more a symbolic than a real meal.

It is represented by different actions in the

healing rituals under sharing of “food” and “drink”.

The offering of nsddmba (palm

wine) and kddsu (kola nut) occurs frequently in the four rituals. Besides the aspects of
greeting and welcoming represented by these objects, one can see the symbolic sharing
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of “food”. Actually, the palm is poured out on lukdbi, on Bankita, as well as sprinkled
on the patients and the assembly.

When there is sufficient kola nut, after the spiritual

entities have been served, everyone in the assembly receives a small piece and eats it.
This is the symbolic sharing between the two communities, the visible and the invisible.

In Kiziku the blood of the goat is first mixed with the content o f lukobi, then sprinkled
on the assembly - as a sign of their covenant.
distributed in turn to the participants.

The meat and chicken flesh are

Zoomba (in Kubdonda) asks for lembd-lemba

leaves which she eats and shares with others. A different form of sharing is the fact o f
drinking from the kddi (a shell of snail) which has belonged to a specific ancestor, as
occurs in the ritual Nyokd-N’kdwu.

In each of these circumstances, it is believed that

the ancestors also share this “food” and “drink”.

Given the fact that the use of symbols other than water is forbidden in E.C.U.S.E., the
sharing is accomplished when the participants drink that water and pour it out on their
bodies.

6.2.6.

Concluding R itual Actions

The Mpangu healing rituals can be v&ylbt}^.

The leader or the medium announces the

closure. At the end o f the ritual Lunyddkusu the medium says: “Stay with peace, I am
flying!” To close the ritual Kubdonda, Zoomba consults her fellow mediums: “ ... is it
time to leave?” She announces: “We are ready to leave”. Immediately she sings the
closing song (IV,28). The ritual closure occurs when there is a communal feeling that
the objective has been achieved.

The message given by an ancestress (through the

woman in a trance) confirms that the goal of the ritual Kiziku has been achieved.

A

joyful dance and a second sharing of a “meal” conclude the ritual.

Two healing rituals related to Bankita (see Basdwula’s and Budydongo’s stories) end
with a period for specific instruction regarding mpoongo.

The candidates are taught

how to play their new role as healer. After this they go home.
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It emerges from the four healing rituals analysed in this thesis, that almost the same
healing actions and symbols are used with the purpose of relieving the patients.

The

most frequent are massages and taking medicines, as mentioned in section 6.2.3,

Each

o f them is given more than one meaning.

Beyond the physical effect of the massages (to relax painful muscles), the Mpangu see
in it a means for “capturing” illness and the evil power which causes it. The gestures of
massage are significant.

They refer to the double aspects of illness, namely the visible

manifestation o f health troubles and its invisible causes.

In the case o f massages with

hands {kuzyoodila), the healer moves his/her hands from the body of the sick person,
into the air.

This expression means that the pain and its causes are taken out o f the

patient and are sent away. It is a kind o f extracting illness from the patient and sending
it elsewhere, into the air. This recalls the expression used by the Kang “to pull out the
sickness”, which explains the way these people interpret the action o f healing, (Katz,
1982 [1993]:35).

For the massage with feet (kudyaatild), the objective is “crushing”,

“squashing” balls, also known as stones which are believed to have been produced by
the illness or by an evil doer, inside the patient’s body.

For the Mpangu, the massage is a way

creating a personal contact between the

healer and the illness or with misfortune itself, because it is necessary to “know” it
before treating it.

The meaning of similar gestures can change according to each case.

The massage applied to Makyeesi aims at chasing the “snake” from her womb (see
Nyoka-N’kawu). In the ritual Kubdonda, the massage is used as a means for relieving
the young mother of the twins from her pain, while for the second pair of baby twins,
the goal of massage is to strengthen them, so that they can walk quickly.

6.3.

Exploration of Religious Concepts

The nature of the object and the meaning are the two aspects which affect the role
played by the ritual actions and symbols.

Each action is considered according to its

nature which is related to the purpose for which it is used. Beyond the visible aspect of
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the action and symbol, one can attach the hidden meaning conveyed in a particular
context o f the ritual.

We have seen that the forms of the actions for greeting vary. This variation depends on
the circumstances, the kind of persons greeted, and those who greet them.

The ritual

actions such as offering kufi [before and during kinzoonzi], sprinkling palm wine in the
four directions of the ritual site and singing while turning in circle around the Twins (in
Kubdonda) etc., represent various forms for greeting.
participants to the world of the ritual.

The same actions introduce the

This aspect can only be understood when

enlightened by the communal representation o f the universe which is sustained by the
basic religious concepts.

This section of the analysis focuses on the exploration of

several basic religious concepts of the Mpangu.

6.3.1. Concept of the Two Worlds

The overall pattern of ritual structure, containing two main segments, relates directly to
the Mpangu concept o f the universe, which is composed o f two worlds, one visible, the
other invisible.

The actions and symbols during the ritual ensure relationships among

the members of both these worlds.

Besides the fact that ritual actions o f the opening segment are primarily regarded as the
preparation for the ritual itself, one can see that the opening segment is addressed to the
visible world. The agents and actions affect mostly the visible aspect o f the ritual as an
event.

The actions which take place in kinzoonzi, as well as kusuunsula mbeefo (to

introduce the patient), kukeembisa bansiimba (praise to ‘ twins), and mpedozo (ritual
for purification of leaders) involve primarily the visible living community. By contrast,
the main segment of the ritual addresses the invisible world.

During this period o f

performance the participants share in the otherworldly relationships with the inhabitants
of the invisible world, or at least, the former act under the power o f the latter.

The

experience provided by the healing rituals is a kind of movement which begins in the
visible world, moves to the invisible world for resolution o f problems, and returns to the
visible world.
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The concept of the two worlds is reflected in the healing rituals by the constant concern
about bakulu and other invisible beings.

The leader Antoine - in the ritual Kiziku

insists on the necessity of involving the members o f the two worlds in the ritual: those
o f mbdansa (city, [land of the visible members]) and those o f it ,diimba (valley, [land o f
the departed members]). The phenomena related to the Twins, and Bankita can only be
understood in relationship to the concept of the two complementary worlds.

The

healing actions and symbols in use in the four healing rituals are regarded as means
which make possible the connection with the powers o f the invisible world.

These

symbols are lukobi (basket o f the ancestors), n ’suunga (plait made from vegetation),
nTuunga (metallic bracelets).

The change of roles among leaders and mediums, during the progression of the ritual,
marks in a way the passage from this world to the other: Antoine is replaced by Tad
Mfumu and Tad Ngaanga, both religious experts. Budyoongo is replaced by Zoomba
and her fellow mediums, the Pastor is replaced by the medium.

This clearly coincides

with the division o f ritual structure into opening and main segments.
the ritual determine the kind of “expert” needed.

The purposes of

Each period of performance needs

leaders with appropriate skills.

We have seen that the introductory segment is mostly addressed to the visible
community, while in the main segment the participants are introduced to the invisible
world.

Two types of power are needed to achieve the aims of the rituals. The leaders

of the main segment are initiated persons for specific service in the community, or those
who have been chosen by spiritual entities for the role of mediumship.

According to this observation, the ritual Kubdonda should be conducted completely by
Budyoongo who has been initiated as Kinkolo k i Mpdongo.

It seems to me that an

arrangement has been made between her and Zoomba, before the ritual.

Nevertheless,

the latter often refers to her during the progression of the ritual. At the end, it is clearly
Budyoongo who suggests the time for closing the ritual.
pre-eminent.
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In this way her role remains

It can be added that the preference of nighttime for the performance of healing rituals
related to bakulu, bansiimba and Bankita is significant, for the night is taken for day
time in the invisible world and the time when spiritual entities are active.

It has been stressed (Chapter 1) that the concept o f the two worlds profoundly informs
the social structure of Mpangu clans.

It is believed that the members of the invisible

world are the founders, owners and guides o f the clans.

These ancestors provide the

clans with prosperity in this life, and welcome their kinsfolk into their villages, after
death.

To deny the role of the invisible beings - as can happen among the young

people of the cities - is a threat of destruction o f the clans, and therefore, a risk o f
disappearance of the Mpangu as a cultural group.

This is one o f great concerns

expressed by the elders of the clans.

6.3.2. The Search for Ngwiisdni (Harmony)

The quest for ngwiisdni or harmony within the visible community, and between it and
the spiritual entities of the invisible world is consistently expressed in ritual actions.

The ritual actions presented in section 6.1'. introduce the participants to the “ritual
world”.

When divided people accept to be greeted and greet each other, at the

beginning of the ritual Kiziku, the gap between the two antagonistic groups diminishes,
the resolution of difficulties can be hoped for.

Not to greet other people is a refusal, a

negation of common kinship between the two sides involved.
search for ngwiisdni can become impossible.

Without greeting, the

Through the actions of greeting and

sacralisation of the space, the harmony with both the visible and the invisible members
is guaranteed.
For an accurate interpretation o f rituals, it is helpful to distinguish between those who
greet and those who are greeted, because the form o f greeting relates to the status of the
person involved. The two spokesmen, in the ritual Kiziku, greet each other with kiifi.
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Through this gesture they introduce each other as nzoonzi (spokesman, orator) before
the assembly.

They are then recognised and confirmed in their position as heads o f a

section in the clan [for the time being].

From then on they feel comfortable to search

for ngwiisdni in the interest of the entire community.

Certain symbolic expressions of ngwiisdni can be seen in the communal interpretation
o f the objects used in the ritual performance.

Lukobi (basket o f the ancestors),

nsddmba (palm wine), kddsu (kola nut), mpeemba (white clay), mdsa (water), N ’f u k i
(wild animal), Nkdka (pangolin), Koonso (one of the four days o f the koongo traditional
week) and so forth, constitute the main symbolic expressions in use by the ritualists in
Mpangu society. All these symbols are related to the ancestors.

Lukobi is regarded as the dwelling of bakulu in the clan and deserves to be respected
and honoured by all the members.

The palm wine and kola nut represent "drink” and

“food” offered to the ancestors, but also the courtesy in welcoming important guests.
Water is considered by the Mpangu as the “pure” object which has never been caught
by diviners.

The two wild animals N ’f u k i and Nkdka are often connected to the

ancestors’ power, but the reasons are not clear to me.

Their skin is used as royal

insignia. Finally, the day Koonso recalls the i m p o r t a n t HnsbJi/ittCrH
I k /-Kvn CLHlj
( w lrJ e A ' V C C tU lA 0 K $ l u > c ic i-U frju X ttk •
Given that a symbol is connected with the spiritual life of the people who use it, the
meaning attributed to these objects reveals Mpangu spirituality.

The symbolic

expression for ngwiisani responds to a need and involves, in a way, the force of nature.
My purpose here is to explore how the symbolic objects are related to the theme
ngwiisani,
Lukobi is at the heart of life in the clan. It embodies the unity of all the members in the
clan.

It accompanies them when they move.

Divisions and hate noticed among the

members of the clan, at the beginning o f the ritual Kiziku, is evidence of lack of
ngwiisani, because lukobi is absent.

The return of it within the clan restores the

harmony.
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A symbol stands for a hidden reality which cannot be reached without using a visible
object. The symbolic function of lukobi lies mainly in its content - which establishes a
link with the most remote ancestor of the clan represented by the remains and other
symbolic objects as described in Chapter 2 o f this thesis (see: Note 1; also Van Wing,
1959:318).
From the four healing rituals it emerges that the harmony sought is extended to the
universe as a whole. Actually, the symbolic objects mentioned above are related to the
animal domain, to the division of time, and to material nature.

This is a communal

search for harmony as expressed by the sharing of “food” and “drink” whether concrete
or symbolic. The sharing of a meal is a sign of good relationships and kinship among
the members of the clan, a sign of belonging to the same group and so a sign of
ngwiisdnu.

A ritual meal such as described in kinzoonzi ki mdjwa (a meeting

regarding a dead relative,-see Appendix: 4th type o f kinzoonzi) underscores how the
Mpangu are constantly concerned with the maintenance of good relationships which
produce ngwiisdni.

Beyond the sharing of a meal everyone creates and reinforces the

link of belonging to the group to the extent that we can equate not sharing this meal
with not belonging to the group.

After sharing the meal, the participants feel strengthened, not by the quantity o f food
eaten, but by the satisfaction of celebrating their kinship as the members of the clan.
This is symbolised by sharing the meat o f one goat, in terms o f covenant and healing;
and the flesh o f one chicken, for thanksgiving. The participants feel relieved of a duty.
The shared ritual and “last” meal described by Malidoma P.Some

0j' '^ u J tu u t fe o .

asp tor

At the beginning of the ritual Kubdonda, the Twins are offered nsdamba and kddsu,
that is to say that they are asked to be in good relationship with the participants during
the ritual.

The Mpangu use the same symbolism in the everyday life when they

welcome their guests.

To offer a drink and kddsu (kola nut) means to establish

ngwiisani with them or, at least to express a wish for it.
The rules of E.C.U.S.E. forbid the use o f symbolic objects, except mdsa (water), as
explained by the Pastor. Masa mdnswa (fresh water) contrasts with impurity caused by
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illness and misfortune.
this ritual.

However, there is no emphasis on water during the process of

In two o f the directed prayers (Pastor’s and Kyooni’s) water is mentioned

for a comparison: “We are soaked in our sins as in the water”.
Water is also believed to be a source o f “esoteric” power.

Bankita and bisiimbi are

also called besi masa (citizens of the water) dwelling beneath the water.

The absence of symbolic objects in this Church reflects the dominant belief that only
God heals through the Holy Spirit. It has been stressed from the beginning of the ritual
that the Spirit of God is the only one who accomplishes everything.

Therefore,

everyone is encouraged to obey His directives.
Self protection is one of the aspects o f ngwiisdni. The symbolic offerings made to the
invisible powers aim at both satisfying these spirits and protecting oneself.

This is the

basic concept of the rituals related to the Twins, bakulu and Bankita. The introductory
ritual actions guarantee the protection o f self.
6.3.3. The Concept of Communication
According to Mpangu thought, communication is at the heart of the healing rituals.
This is the condition for reaching the targeted goal. Given that the participants include
inhabitants of the invisible world and those of the visible one, an important part of
responsibility is attributed to the “living-dead” to use Mbiti’s term (1970).

This

responsibility is carried out with collaboration of the visible community, especially
during the ritual process. In a way, the invisible members are always wisely invited to
collaborate in a healing action, as E. de Rosny o Id5 6 ri/eof
I ^ L I'MJ AlS
^K b e m //\c.e
r itn c ilz
[k J)o u a J^
For the Mpangu, a healer must communicate with the invisible beings from whom he
receives knowledge and guidance for healing.

This communication can be interpreted

in different ways, e.g. obedience to the ancestors’ will, since the healer is accountable to
them.

“I am doing kudyaatila, according to your will”, says Tad Mfumu to his

ancestors, while he treats Makyeesi.

£ke.

On(one hand, this attitude facilitates assistance

and collaboration between the healer and his/her ancestors.
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On the other hand, it helps

the patient to feel himselfrherself under influence of the ancestors and other invisible
powers.

Actions and symbols at the beginning o f each healing ritual are marked by the search for
communication with the other members.

Obviously, the participants consider the

communication as the basis for receiving assistance from the invisible powers.

It is

evident that the objective aimed at in the ritual mpedozo is to facilitate the
communication with the Spirit of God, the helper.

The Pastor refers to it when he

inquires whether anyone jumong bisyeelo^ has received O^j m Sp( rahojA fo (?e ShQi%
voIHa

In Christian thinking, this can be interpreted as the state o f grace in which a person is
connected with God who is source of all the good that can be desired.

For the

E.C.U.S.E., the communication with the Holy Spirit is the fundamental principle of the
teaching. In his comments, the Pastor insists on the fact that the good Pastor is the one
who “listens” to the Holy Spirit instead of relying on higher education.

This concept is illustrated by a great acceptability which characterises this Church.
Easily, the assembly welcomes the message conveyed by anyone who presents
himself/herself as being under the special power o f the Holy Spirit. The example o f the
young woman - sitting in the courtyard all . . morning and praying out loud illustrates this characteristic.

Her advice is accepted as received from the Holy Spirit.

People’s understanding is that God speaks freely to anyone for the benefit o f the
community.

In some

rixne

ca ses

the healer seeks to communicate with the “evil” which

has caused the illness or misfortune.

The reason is to fight and chase it from the sick

person, as it happens in the ritual of Nyoka-N’kawu: “You snake, I summon you to
come out; leave this girl”. After wishing Makyeesi prosperity, the healer turns again to
his ancestors asking them for help, for a complete healing: “Help her during the night,
help her during the day”. Obviously, healing is the ultimate goal sought by the healer
and other participants of the four healing rituals.
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However, the healer permanently

occupies the second rank, the invisible powers are given the first place.

Healer and

patient trust in them.

Communication with the invisible beings must be regarded as an important aspect of
Mpangu spirituality which can be defined as being focused on communal needs
(Bockie, 1993:ch.l).

Discussing African spirituality, Bishop P. Kalilombe (1995:17)

wrote that “African spirituality is based on the spirit of community, on co-operation, and
on sharing and distribution”.

This community is conceived in terms of “family”, that

is, in terms o f kinship and affinity relationships which determine the duties of the
participants.

During the performance of the healing rituals, actions and symbols serve for expressing
various aspects of communication.

Intentionally, the ritual Kiziku was held at

Makddnga, a village considered as the birth-'site of the clan, the place where the
ancestors were buried. The fact of going back to this village is itself an expression o f a
great need for communication with the ancestors in this special circumstance o f a ritual.
For the same reason, the ritual Kutoombula Bankita, reported by Basdwula, must be
held at Kindanga.

The two sites are related to the invisible beings and play an

important role in communication during the ritual.

The number of actions and symbols mentioned in section 6.2. can be considered as
expressions of communication with the other world.

The trance and the fact o f being

inhabited by spirits represent the form par excellence o f communication.

This is the

way the ancestors react to the calls and invocations expressed by the assembly.

The

medium in this state seems to know more than other participants, as he/she reveals
things unknown to the others.

This is evidence that the medium has been in

communication with the powers of the other world.
6.3.4.

Assuaging the Spiritual Causes of H um an Suffering

It seems artificial to distinguish separate healing actions in a ritual because all hold
together and blend as elements of one process.

For the Mpangu, illness as well as

healing involves the entire person, that is, the body itself, the spiritual, and the social
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aspects.

Consequently, the healing action must be holistic and include all of these

aspects of life.

The effort for assuaging the spiritual causes o f human suffering reveals an aspect o f the
search for the harmonious life.

The Mpangu have recourse to the spiritual entities

because o f the beliefs that these spirits are not only the owners o f the clans, but also
they take care of all the aspects of life in the community. Therefore, it is expected that
the suffering and misfortune should be assuaged or destroyed by their power.

The

prayers, invocations and other ritual actions and symbols are employed with this
purpose.

Freeing the patients from their pain is the main objective o f healing actions and
symbols. The gestures are reinforced by verbal expressions (discussed in next chapter),
and affect the entire being of the patients and relieve them from the their suffering.
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CHAPTER 7

VERBAL EXPRESSIONS O F MPANGU RELIGIOUS THOUGHT

Verbal expressions which occur in the healing rituals are almost invariably formalised;
they are socially recognisable codes of speech.

The main forms o f verbal expressions

employed in the healing rituals are n ’keenda (narratives), bingdna (proverbs), mbooka
(calls, invocations), kubikula (revelations), bimbiimbi (a special style o f dialogue), and
n ’kuunga (song-texts).

These forms are not used exclusively only in healing rituals,

but when they are they serve to structure the rituals and assist the participants in
knowing how to behave and participate in them.

The analysis which follows of the main forms of verbal expressions falls under two
headings: Kutd kinzoonzi (performing the art o f public speaking) and Kingaanga
(expertise and knowledge which characterise the specific discourse restricted to the
persons who have been initiated for special functions in the society). The two headings
represent two types of traditional forms of discourse among Bakdongo, (see Janzen and
MacGaffey,1974:5,8).

These two categories of speech clearly parallel the basic structuring o f the rituals into
opening or preparatory and main segments,represented in the four diagrams, as
discussed in Chapter 6. Kutd kinzoonzi (performing the art of public speaking) occurs
during the opening segment which enables the participants to prepare themselves to
perform the ritual together.
segment of the ritual.

Kingaanga (expert knowledge) is expressed in the main

It refers to the appropriate verbal forms uttered by the expert

according to his/her status and the healing action in process. The analysis which follows
demonstrates that ritual actions and verbal expressions represent two complementary
modes of expressing religious thought. Likewise, the mining o f the concept can be
affected by the form of expression through which it is expressed.

Verbal expressions and ritual actions are linked by an internal logic which directs them
towards the final purpose of the healing ritual. Each form of verbal expression fulfils a
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specific function according to when and where it occurs during the ritual process.

It

contributes also to the entire development o f the ritual as a whole. The words, actions
and symbols employed for greetings play the role o f putting the participants into
relation with each other, so that the ritual can begin.

We have examined the specific

function attributed to the narratives [introducing the problem], to the dialogue
[explanation, checking for understanding], to the proverbs [summarising the issue],
songs and bimbiimbi [inviting the participants to speak as one voice], etc..

All these

forms of expression contribute to the purpose aimed at by the healing rituals to which
they belong.

To fulfil its purpose, each ritual employs some form o f mediumship.

To interpret the

meaning of the verbal expressions employed by the mediums it is interesting to note
who speaks to whom and who replies.

The dialogue between the assembly/patient and

the medium can go through several levels.

On the visible level, the patients or their relatives (A) address the expert (B) requiring
information and advice regarding the illness or misfortune, and the expert answers them.
Questions and answers can continue in this fashion, following the pattern.

A

B

A

B

The second kind of dialogue includes the invisible beings to whom the expert turns for
assistance.

The participants/patients (A) address the expert (B) about their concerns.

In turn, he/she addresses the spiritual entities (C), whose answers are transmitted to the
assembly through the expert as follows:

A

^ B

^ C

A ^ ________________ B < - - - - ...........
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The third level occurs in the circumstances o f kutuuntuka (trance).

The spiritual

entities (Cj become “present” and speak directly to the assembly (A) through the medium
(B) whose body they “possess”.

A ____________^ [B+C]
A _

The three levels of dialogue are related to the basic traditional forms o f discourse among
the Koongo-Mpangn as mentioned above.

The first level parallels kinzoonzi which

facilitates discussion among the members o f the visible world.

There is a kind of

exchange of ideas and opinions between the orator and the assembly.

The second and

third levels of dialogue involve the invisible world when the spiritual entities intervene
in the dialogue.

At this level, kingaanga is the suitable form o f discourse required in

the ritual dialogue.

Each form of dialogue which is described above requires suitable forms of verbal
expression related to it. For example, the invocations and incantations occur only after
the encounter between the visible and the invisible beings, when communication
between the two worlds takes place. This occurs during kingaanga discourse.

7.1.

Kaia kinzoonzi (Performing the Art of Public Speaking)
(Verbal expressions in the opening ritual segment)

Considered as an art of public speaking, kinzoonzi obeys appropriate norms which I do
not intend to discuss here. The ability to use each o f the forms of expression discussed
here is one o f the basic skills expected of a good orator among the Bakdongo-Mpangu.
Kinzoonzi combines various types of verbal expressions which I intend to explore in the
following sections.

Each type is defined according to the genre, the context of

occurrence and the role played as a form o f expression in the healing rituals.
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7.1.1. N ’keenda (Narratives)

N ’keenda can be defined as a story, a narrative, or an account of events and
experiences. In Koongo-Mpangu oral expression, the term it ’keenda indicates a fable,
a story, an oral report, but also the fact o f gossiping, and it occurs often in kinzoonzi as
well as for the amusement of the children.

In the context o f healing rituals, n ’keenda is used to introduce a problem in an indirect
manner.

At the beginning of Kiziku, Antoine says:

“Bay day a, n ’keenda ita nteti”

(Brothers/sisters, I would like to tell [you] first a story). He refers to the fable in which
an animal Ngo (the leopard) and a bird Zongesi (red-bird) are the main characters. This
is also an allegory which symbolically describes the real situation o f the members of the
clan Ntuumba. The story presents its message in an amusing manner, but beyond this,
the story of “Mbddnsd Ngwusdni” (the City of Harmony) “speaks” to the participants
of the necessity to restore unity in the clan. It entertains while focusing on the problem
at hand. The pleasant aspect of the story emerges from the fact that the main characters
are well known to the participants, as well as the contrast between them, the
unlikelihood of the story itself and the personal skill of the storyteller.

The painful

feeling of the problem which has divided the clan is undermined by the pleasant aspect
of the story.

The narrative makes the participants more disposed to welcome the

message which the orator wants to transmit.

At this stage of the ritual, the participants are already involved in the search for
ngwusdni (hannony) as they listen to the same story told by a member o f the clan.
Subconsciously, they communicate among themselves as they accept the message
conveyed through the story.

The narrative helps the participants to forget - at least

momentarily - their divisions.

The narrative employed by Zoomba (in Kubdonda) is related to the life of the second
pair o f baby Twins before their birth.
(revelation).

This can also be interpreted as kubikula

However, the narrative introduces the problem existing between the two

babies, it explains the causes which delay the baby Twins from walking. This narrative

shows that the harmony between the two children has been broken.

The “money”

borrowed represents an unexplained problem which opposes the two baby Twins.
Therefore, the parents and relatives have the duty to restore harmony by paying back the
“money”.

This story fits in very well with the ritual Kuboonda which aimed at healing the young
mother of the Twins, because the cause of her swollen knees was interpreted, in a way,
as a sign of disorder in relationships with the invisible world.

It seems clearly that the

story reinforces the concept of the Twins as the mysterious children. Further, the story
introduces the conflict between the two children which began in the invisible world and
continues in the visible world.

This|well/iUustratewthe concept of the two worlds

between which communication is ensured by the rituals.

7.1.2. Bingdna (Proverbs)

Commonly, a proverb can be defined as a short sentence which gives advice or tells
something related to different areas of human life.

The relation between the proverb

and the fable is that the former is considered as the summary o f the latter.

The context

o f kinzoonzi of all kinds is the best opportunity for the use o f bingdna for the Mpangn.
The knowledge and ability to use bingdna is a sign of wisdom. They say: “Ta ngana,
baangula ngana", that is, anyone who employs a proverb must be capable o f
explaining the meaning, (see also Janzen and MacGaffey,1974:9).

The proverbs employed throughout the four healing rituals, illustrate the excellent ways
o f expressing thoughts such as:

- Attributing responsibilities:
“Yu ubeela kivumit, yu umvdaninddnga kyeelo”
(Anyone who suffers from diarrhoea must run towards the door), (section 2.2.1. of
Kiziku).

By this proverb Antoine wanted to tell Pierre that he and his people were

those who most needed the healing ritual because they were victims o f misfortunes.
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- Wishing for fertility:
“Kala n ’singa m i nkasa” (Be [like] the lianas of the bean plant), (Nyokd-N’kawu,
especially the note 18 of Chapter 3).

According to the Mpangu, the fertility o f all

plants with lianas depends on how deep the lianas entangle with each other.
they are entangled, the more productive they are expected to be.

The more

Thus, this wish is

addressed to Makyeesi: may she enjoy great fertility and have many children.

- A statement for recognition of the ancestors, according to the Mpangu:
“N s i n ’kiilu, miiuntu n ’kulu” (Each country [has] ancestors, each person [must have]
ancestors) says Budyoongo when introducing herself before telling her story o f Kuyddla
Nkita, Chapter 3, section 3.2.).

- Expression for asking forgiveness, as it is sung at the end o f the ritual Kubodnda:
Ntolokele kinkoombo (I bow down as goats do), (Song IV,28).

The participants in the

ritual Kubodnda - especially the relatives - presume that something might be wrong in
their relationships with the Twins, even during the ritual.

At the end o f it they ask for

forgiveness in order to make sure that the harmony restored will last. This expression is
similar to a proverb.

- An enigmatic response to an embarrassing question:
Dyodko disiisa ban’kwd weela, ... (Cassava carrot which is left behind by hunters, ...
(E.C.U.S.E. 5.3.4., 2nd Case).

During the performance of the ritual, this proverb was used as an answer to a mother
who wanted to know why her children were so often ill and had bad luck. . Actually, the
question seems embarrassing as it focuses on the invisible nature of the causes of
illnesses and misfortune.

The answer required a kind o f implicit revelation.

The

woman interprets it according to her kinship relationships within her clan.

The

message o f this proverb is that these children [and their mother] are left for their own
sake, no one in the clan cares to protect them from the attacks. Any evil feels free to do
harm.
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Each o f these proverbs is adapted to the kind o fT • message the user wants to deliver
according to the circumstance in which it is used.

In each case, the proverbs

encapsulate the essential meaning o f the message which needs to be “discovered” and
interpreted rather than merely listened to.

7.1.3. Bimbumbi (Special style of dialogue)

One form of ; e speech often employed is the technique o f elicited response:

the

speaker pronounces the first part of a sentence, and the assembly replies with the second
part. In this way everyone is involved in the discussion.

By the technique of elicited response, the orator (in Kiziku) invites the participants to
listen to his story, to reflect on it and to establish any parallel with the concrete situation
lived by the members of the clan.

In spite o f the absence o f kinzoonzi in the other

rituals, the technique of bimbumbi (special style of dialogue) is continually employed as
a tool to include everyone in the discussion.

The identification o f the main aim of the

gathering is reached after a dialogue made of a series of questions-response conducted
by the orator. The purpose is to clarify the situation and toexplain the main problem,

Bimbumbi are represented by short elements o f
speech - [a word or a part o f a word,
are
a part o f the sentence] - which ^ uttered as an answer by the assembly, to complete the
first part pronounced by the orator/leader.

The examples below are taken from the

dialogue between Antoine and the assembly, during kinzoonzi which prepares Kiziku.
To begin his speech, he said:

Antoine:

Bay daya !

Assembly:

Eh\ (Yes)

To conclude each of the ideas he introduced to the assembly, he used some verbal forms
such as:
Antoine:

Keti ka bwdd ko (Is it not true)?

Assembly:

/ biiiina (It is so).
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Antoine:

Do you agree with this?

Assembly:

We do.

In the ritual Kubodnda, the forms o f bimbumbi used in the dialogue between Zoomba
and the assembly are invariably formalised; they are part of the “ritual language”. For
example:
Zoomba:

I did this. Ndtiundu ...

Assembly:

Ye Mbaka

Zoomba:

/Answering a question]: Whether us or not, it does not matter, Nduundu

Assembly:

Ye Mbaka

We have seen the way bimbumbi are employed; they embellish the speech and enable
the assembly to be active.

When considered as a form of verbalexpression, the precise

ritual segment in which

bimbumbi occur determines the nature

conveyed.

o f the message

The opening segment of the ritual process aims at pulling the participants

together so that they can celebrate as “one”. Bimbumbi employed in this section serve
to check the communal understanding o f the main issue of the gathering and getting the
approval of the assembly:

Orator:

Keti ka bwdd ko (Is it not true)?

Assembly: Ibiiiina (It is)!

In Kukeembisa Bansiimba (Praise of the Twins) a single sentence is used to indicate the
end of each song:

Leader:

Weedi e ([the song] is over)!

Assembly:

J5'e(Yes)!

During the main segment of the ritual, the form of bimbumbi (in Kiziku and Kubodnda)
becomes invariable, it is introduced by the medium (see Ch,2, notes 12 and 13):
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Medium;

Nduundu!

Assembly:

Ye MbakaI

These expressions introduce and end each discourse addressed to spiritual entities
pronounced during the ritual process.

They facilitate the communication with the

spiritual entities and keep the assembly active.

On the contrary, the form of bimbumbi employed during mpedozo (in E.C.U.S.E.) does
not change when moving into the main segment of the ritual:

Pastor: Yeenge va n ’toto!

(Peace on earth)!

Assembly:

(Peace in heaven)!

Yeenge mu zulu!

Pastor: Yeenge mu zulu!

(Peace in heaven)!

Assembly:

(Peace on earth)!

Yeenge va n ’toto!

Pastor: Yeenge!

(Peace)!

Assembly:

(Peace)!

Yeenge!

These forms introduce and conclude the prayers, songs, teaching and so forth.
indicate the transition horn one ritual stage to another.

They

The repetition of the same

thought expressed emphasises the ultimate purpose of the ritual, namely, harmony,
which is interpreted as peace with all the powers on the earth and in heaven.

7.2.

Kingaanga (Expert Knowledge)

(Verbal Expressions in the Main Ritual Segment)

Kingaanga is the second type of the traditional form o f discourse among Bakoongo, as
we have seen above.

The two terms, kingaanga and ngaanga (expert, technician,

healer, etc.) are linked.

The latter indicates a person who has been initiated iruto the

knowledge and procedure of specific rituals.

Kingaanga is then defined as the

expertise which determines the appropriate skills required for such a religiousiimction.
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In the context o f healing rituals, the term kingaanga primarily indicates a kind of
special speech uttered, at a given moment, by the expert, with the purpose o f
empowering the healing actions and facilitating communication between the medium or
the expert and the spiritual entities.

Kingaanga is considered as a special form of language related to the healing rituals. It
is composed o f spoken forms o f expression, the sacred words which can only be uttered
by the expert or healer at a given moment o f the ritual process.
distinguished from ordinary language in

These forms are

. that they must only be employed in the

context o f the rituals. To use them outside this context is considered by the Mpangu as
a possible cause o f misfortune which can befall individuals anjftheir clans.

This concept can explain the behaviour o f some informants I noticed during the research
in the field.

They offered first nsddmba (palm wine) and kddsu (kola nut) to the

spiritual entities before accepting to answer my questions.

This practice is considered

as kuzibula nzila (to open the way), that is, to ask for the permission o f the spiritual
entities so that the matters related to kingaanga discourse can be spoken o f outside their
usual context.

This “offering” locates the discourse in a kind o f ritual context, so that

the eventuality of misfortune is avoided.

This happened, as said above, when

Buyoongo prepared herself before reporting on “Kuydala Nkita! (Section 3.2.).

Kingaanga discourse related to the four healing rituals described in this thesis, includes
kusiba (to voice warnings and utter incantations), rnbdoka (calls, invocations) and
lusaambu (prayers) addressed to the spiritual entities.

This constitutes a series of

verbal expressions which contains the religious thoughts o f the participants.

Kingaanga-speech is primarily characterised by the use o f esoteric and mysterious
terms and expressions which make the meaning obscure and often cannot be translated
into English.

The examples below are taken from the healing process o f Nyokd-

N ’kawu (see Section 3.4.2.). (Dots in parentheses indicate the expressions which are not
translated into English). While Makyeesi, the patient, is drinking the solution of
medicines, the healer says:
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"Kaleeka woo kasikama ntaangu n ’luitngu
Nsddnsl luketi-keengi

(

)

Ku nsukd zaandu tekd bdteka
(On one side of the market things are sold)
Ku nsukd zaandu fuiintd kufuunta
(On one [the other] side things are unsold)
Mavwedi-vwedi”
(

)

Before ending the healing process, the healer pours out the solution on the patient’s
head, then asks her to continue pouring the solution on her head while he says:

“Leembi di mpati, leembi di ngaanga
(

)•

N si n ’kiilu
(Each country [has] ancestor(s)
Miiuntu n *kiilu
(Each person [has] ancestor(s)
Nsiiftsa n ykdnu
(To provoke [someone] is punishable)
M beedi n ’kdnu
([To use] a knife is punishable)
Tun ’leembedi kimpati, tun ’leembedi kingaanga
Kaleeka wooy kasikama ntaangu n Huungu
(May she sleep soundly until the next morning)
Mavwedi-vwedi
(

)

Muna nzild ye nzila
(May everything end successfully)
Swdal
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( ....... )

The speech is concluded in a dialogue style using bimbumbi which are repeated three
times by the healer and the patient:

Healer: Kip u yaa! (........ )
Patient: Kituukal (It has gone)

Words and actions complement one another during the healing process, and these
kingaanga formulae guarantee the efficacy o f the healing actions.

The fact that

kingaanga is an esoteric form of speech reinforces its unusual and mysterious aura and
reinforces the feeling of moving from the visible to the invisible world.

In E.C.U.S.E., the medium pronounces a series of incomprehensible sounds which
might be likened to kingaanga-speech.

While patting the stomach o f the patient, she

pours out water on it and massages it, saying:

“Eso permeable clair tu senser
Esto sis ifo risposis
Iresto permeable clairf iresponseriable ”

7.2.1. Kusiba (To voice warnings and utter incantations)

The term kusiba indicates both the ritual action and the discourse pronounced by the
expert/healer before an important ritual action such as the personal commitment o f the
participants to fulfil certain duties under oath, or a covenant established between the
individuals and the spiritual entities. Kusiba discourse is addressed to the participants
in the ritual as well as the spiritual entities.

It is employed in two ways during the

healing process: to discover the source of illness or misfortune and to voice warning,
(see also Van Wing,1959:348-355).
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The concept of kusiba can be interpreted in different ways, therefore, it cannot be
translated in one word.

The examples below illustrate the variety and nuances o f the

meanings. The incantations pronounced during the healing ritual Nydkd-N’kdwu
contain more than one meaning, and can be divided into four sections.

The first and

second occur during kudyaatila (massage with feet), the third during kumviika (taking
the medicines) and the fourth for closing the healing session.

The healer begins with

identifying the cause of the illness. The two lineages to which the patient belongs are
suspected as possible sources of illness. Likewise the relationships with other members
o f the society - friend or enemy - are suspected:

“Look! Regarding the snake:
Anyone who put it in the body o f this girl,
Be it from kitddta (patrilineage), from kimddma (matrilineage), from a friend or
from an enemy ...”

By addressing the snake, the healer aims at catching the spirit to whom the cause of the
illness can be attributed.

It is necessary to establish personal contact with the “evil”

which has caused the illness or misfortune to enable the healer to fight against it.

A

warning is the first stage of this struggle. The healer continues:

“Truly, you, snake, I summon you to come out [of this body]
Leave this girl alone.”

He expressed his good wishes for the patient and blesses her:

“[My wish is] that this girl will be able to give birth, to rear [children], to pierce
a lion, to pierce a leopard (that is, may she be strong). [Be like] the lianas of the
bean plant.”

The healer speaks of his methods of performing the healing process.

The speech is

addressed to the ancestors from whom the healer receives his knowledge for the healing
service, and to whom he is accountable. The methods include communication between
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inhabitants of the invisible world referred to with the term - ku tndsa - and those of the
visible world referred to as - ku ttsekL The recourse to the ancestors means more than
a mere call for assistance; it shows that the healer entrusts the patient to his ancestors
for the complete healing. He says: “help her during the night, help her during the day”,
that is, to protect the patient from evil attacks originating from the invisible world as
well as from the visible world. He says:

“I, I am doing kudyaatila
I do it from ku nseki (the land of the living)
I do it from ku mdsa (the land of the dead)
May she sleep soundly until the next morning
You, Bankddka (elders/ancestors), could you help this girl!
Help her during the night
Help her during the day
May she give birth to girls and boys.”

Again, the concern o f discovering the cause of the illness occurs:

“We do not know where this snake comes from
If it comes from Mfiimu Nzaambi (Lord God) we accept the fact.
But if it comes from bandoki (sorcerers),
We ask you, Tdata Nzddmbi (Father God) to cast it out by your power, since the
girl has been suffering for a long time.”

The second part of the incantations is related to the expertise o f healing itself.
healer explains what he is doing and why he is doing it in such a way:

“I am doing kudyaatila according to your will
You, [Bankddka] told me:
“Dyaata nituyaakulu” (Walk on all the body) so that it becomes light,
Walk on the stomach, so that the snake will go out.
May she sleep soundly until the next morning
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Each country [has] ancestor(s)
Each person [has] ancestor(s)
I, I was invested with power by [my] Bankddka, not by myself
He, the Lord God, has chosen me for this work.”

The third part accompanies the process kunwtika (taking the medicines).

The healer

introduces first the main symbolic object used, kddi (shell of a snail) which establishes
the link with the ancestors:

“This kodi is inherited from Bambuta (elders/ancestors).
It belonged to Nkddkd Nkyeesa, the foundress o f the clan.
She left it and said: “This kddi is for providing births”.
This is kddi di mbddngo muuntu (the shell for progeny).”

The healer repeats his good wishes for Makyeesi, the patient:

“May this girl, since she has drunk it [kddi], give birth to girls, and give birth to
boys.”

The following section of sentences represents the typical form o f kusiba. This is- at the
heart of the discourse.

The healer summarises his essential concerns and wishes.

He

also introduces the healing action kunwiika. While Makyeesi drinks for the first time,
the healer says:

“Truly, truly ... now this young girl is drinking from k d d i...
Anyone who put this snake in her, be he/she from kitddta (patrilineage), from
kimddma (matrilineage), kiitkddka (grandparents’ lineage), an enemy, whoever

[Behold], thanks to this kddi the progeny will be bom from this young girl when
she gets married.
This kddi will chase out the snake which causes her trouble.
May this girl sleep soundly until the next morning!”
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When the patient is drinking for the second time the healer says:

“May she sleep soundly until the next morning!
“Each country [has] ancestor(s)
Each person [has] ancestor(s)
To provoke [someone] is punishable
[To use] a knife is punishable
One should not gaze at albino
Mfivddnga z i Nkita
(

)

Nduiut du ye Mbaka
( ................................. )
Drink from kddi, drink honourable.”

And the third and last time o f drinking the medicine solution:

“May she sleep soundly until the next morning!
Nsddnsi hiketi-keengi

(...............................>
On one side of the market things are sold
On one [the other] side of the market things are unsold
Mavwedi-vwedi
(

)

[What we want is] human progeny.”

The fourth part of the speech is a closing section.

The healer seems to be giving an

account to the ancestors regarding his procedure of healing:

Leembi d i mpati, leembi d i ngddnga

(

)

Each country [has] ancestor(s)
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Each person [has] ancestor(s)
To provoke [someone] is punishable
[To use] a knife is punishable
Leembt-leembi
(

)

Tun *leembedi mpati, tun3leembedi ngaanga

(

•)

May she sleep soundly until the next morning
Mavwedi-vwedi
May everything end successfully
Swdd!33
( .......)

The ritual is closed in the formal form o f dialogue using bimbumbi:

Healer:K ipiiyaa! ... (...)
Patient: Kituuka! (It has gone)

The examples quoted above show how the terms used in kusiba-speeclx express the
basic concepts of communication with the invisible powers o f the clan [the ancestors]
and those representing the evil [snake and its

causes].

This communication

aims at fighting against the latter whereas the ancestors are expected to heal Makyeesi in
terms of restoring a harmonious life. The frequent recourse to the spiritual entities is an
evidence of how the life of individuals is deeply affected by the principle o f the two
worlds.

Kusiba-speGch uttered by Antoine in the ritual Kiziku aims at voicing a warning (see the
section Kaangu ye kubuka: covenant and healing process).

He combines the singing

(Song 11,12) and speech to admonish the participants before their commitment to do the
will o f the ancestors:
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E ng)va ntaangu maambu yifweeni e!
(It is time for acting)
E lukebdy y i ntaangu yifweeni el
(Be careful, it is time for acting)
He dances, and while the assembly continues singing, he pronounces warnings that if
anyone is not ready to take the commitment seriously, it is better not to continue the
ritual, because punishments will follow every single neglect and transgression of the
will o f the ancestors.

The combination of actions [dance and singing] and the words

strengthens the warning and compels everyone to take the commitment seriously in
order to avoid punishment from the ancestors.

Usually, the incantations of this kind aim rather at creating a fearful feeling of
transgression than specifying the kind of

punishment.

The vague style lets

everyone imagine the form of misfortune which can result from transgressions of the
ancestors’ will. The claim made by the woman with a sore in the neck, that she prayed
to the ancestors to forgive her if she had offended them, illustrates this uncertainty.

Another kind o f kusiba is interpreted as a mere statement when Budyddngo speaks
according to her religious status as Kinkolo k i Mpoongo.

She introduces the ritual

Kubodnda (4.1.2.) saying:

Beeto ka batulokdd ko
(We, we cannot be bewitched)
Beeto ka tukweendaanga ku n Jkisi ko
(We, we cannot have recourse to n *kisi)
Beeto ka tukweendaanga ku zimpmmgu ko
(We, we cannot have recourse to zimpuungu)
Beeto ka tukweendaanga ku biteki ko
(We, we cannot have recourse to the statuettes o f witches)

She uses the pronoun “beeto” (we) which associates her with the Twins who are
considered as citizens of the invisible world.
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Everyone in the assembly understands

that she is not speaking as mother Budyddngo but as mother Kinkolo k i Mpoongo, that
is, the one chosen and entrusted, through initiation, for the service of Bankita.

Her

association with the Twins is evidence o f the Mpangu concept that bakiilu (ancestors),
Bankita (special category of spirits of the ancestors) and bansiimba (the Twins) are
closely linked.

This association with three categories o f spiritual entities can be understood in terms of
representation.

During the ritual Kubodnda, mother Kinkolo k i Mpoongo represents

bakiilu by whom she has been chosen.

She has been initiated and entrusted with the

service of Bankita and therefore, is the senior of mothers of the Twins.

On their side,

the Twins are considered as a special gift from bakulu to the clans, and so they are
related to them and to Bankita,

These relationships seem to

ov&rncte

the principle of the clan.

Budyddngo and the

baby-twins do not belong to the same clan, thus, they do not have the same ancestors.
By her status as Kinkolo k i Mpoongo she transcends these limits and can be associated
with the ancestors of the clans which she serves during the ritual.

This is a reason why

she is invited by any family or clan to perform the ritual Kubodnda and others related to
the Twins. Her kusiba-spQsch cannot be pronounced by another person in the assembly
because it is inherent in her status.

It seems clear that kusiba is more than voicing warnings.

It differs from invocations

which focus on calls to attract the attention of bakulu so that they respond, in some
way, to the participants.

7.2.2. Mbooka and Lusddmbu (Calls, Invocations and Prayers)

The important meaning of mbooka and lusddmbu in the healing ritual is to call upon the
spiritual entities to join the assembly, so that the participants can communicate with
them. The calls, invocations and prayers serve this purpose.
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Invocational calls and prayers are indiscriminately used as forms for addressing the
spiritual entities.

In the four healing rituals described, the invocations and prayers are

recited as well as sung.

Two of the three prayers conducted by bisyeelo (leaders), in

E.C.U.S.E. focus on the gift o f life and the community.

Both prayers, Kyooni’s and

Evarist’s begin with the acknowledgement that God is the Creator o f all things and
Giver of life.

He is the God to whom the ancestors, Kimbdngu and Goonda pray, the

God o f Black People.

The thanksgiving to God for His daily protection and the

intercession for the Community (the Church o f M peeveya N ’loongo) characterise these
prayers.

The third prayer, the Psalm 100 of David, underlines the link between the present
community of E. C. U.S.E. and that of the Old Testament, the two communities address
the same God. This prayer is an expression of the feeling of belonging to a large group
o f faithful through the ages. It reinforces the value of community.

One can see that the entire ritual Kubodnda
recited and sung.

4s

a series o f invocations and prayers

From Song-text IV,9 through which the calls are addressed to the

spirits of the Twins, to Song-text IV,28 which expresses the demand for forgiveness, the
ritual hints at the expectations of the participants.

These songs praise the Twins in

order to re-establish harmony which is necessary for success in the search for healing.

The Song-text 11,14, for example, encapsulates the invocations and prayers expressed
during the ritual Kiziku, This is a detailed and sung description o f the hard condition of
life within which the members of the clan live.

The participants call upon the spiritual

entities, represented by Mad NHoombo and Yda Nsddngu (verse 3), asking for
assistance because they are suffering. They explain their grievances symbolised by the
terms (<manzdla ga lakd " (strangled), and ask for healing.

The symbolic name Mad N ’todmbo and the verb toombuka (come out) frequently used
in the text recall the basic principle of the two worlds which affects individuals and the
community. Several verbs are employed to indicate the expectation o f the assembly:
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wisi kiintala (come to visit me), (chorus, verses 5 and 6)
wisi kiimbuka (come to heal me), (verse 4)
wisi kumbaka (come to take me), (verses 6,10,11,12)
wisi kumbona (come to see me), (verses 13,14).

All these expressions opposed to “manzdla ga lakd” (we are strangled) emphasise the
great need for the search for harmony.

7.2.3. Kubikula (.Revelations)

This is an appropriate form for conveying messages from the spiritual entities to the
participants, through the medium, during the healing rituals.

The medium employs

proverbs and songs (see 2nd Case in E.C.U.S.E), as well as ordinary speech, when
answering the questions asked by the patients or their relatives.

The answer involves

the invisible beings to whom the community turns for a solution to their problems.

The dialogue with the assembly is chosen by Zoomba (in Kubodnda) and Tad ngddnga
(in Kiziku) as a verbal expression for kubikula. The first aims at revealing the cause
which delays the second couple of baby twins from walking, and the problem which
opposes them:

Zoomba:

Actually, we have already walked.Nduundu

...

Assembly:

Ye Mbaka!

Zoomba:

He [Nsitmba] says to me “do not go”.Nduundu ...

Assembly:

Ye Mbaka!

The dialogue used by Tad Ngddnga reveals the names of the ancestors called upon, and
the names of mpoongo (sacred means for healing) needed by the participants to be used
for the healing process:

Ngaattga:

I am calling! Who can I call? I am calling!
I am ... NgiimbiMakaanda! Nduiindu
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Assembly:

Ye Mbaka!

Ngaanga:

Oh, KiimpiI Kiimpi! Kiimpi! Kiimpi n ’hist ktlawu!
Kiimpi is n ’kisi for/of madness). Nduiut du ...

Assembly:

Ye MbakaI

The revelation made by an ancestress through the woman in a trance,is conveyed inthe
ordinary form of speech:

“N ’kuunga myeno ngwiidi, bu ngisi kina kwdmo[...]” (I

heard your songs, that is why I come to dance with you).

Likewise, Makaya’s

revelations are expressed in the ordinary form of speech as reported by Basdwula in
Section 3.1.

7.3.

N ’kimnga: (Song-Textsti An Expression of Thought in M pangu Healing
Rituals.

N ’kuunga is another form of verbal expression employed in Mpangu healing rituals,
besides the narratives, proverbs, etc.

Two of the four healing rituals analysed in this

thesis begin with a series of songs.

The occurrence of singing throughout the

performance o f the rituals (except for Nydkd-N’kdwu) is clear evidence that songs are
an integral part of Mpangu healing rituals.

In various circumstances, the importance of ritual songs is so much stressed by the
participants that some people see in them an essential condition for the success of a
healing ritual. Kazadi Ntole (1990:19) observes that the Luba and Hernba people think
that the spirits do not manifest themselves without the intervention o f songs in a ritual.
P. Berliner in “The Soul of Mbira” (1993:160-61) states that “Mbira music without
singing is like sadza without muriwo” (grain porridge without vegetables).

For the

Mpangu, the singing during the healing rituals is another way o f addressing both the
visible and the invisible worlds. It is an important element of the ritual.

The performance of Kiziku, Kubodnda and Simday Worship as they are described in
this thesis, cannot be imagined without singing, because o f the essential role played by
the song-texts.

They are the tools which ensure communication with spiritual entities.
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The two reports on Bankita rituals (Ch.3.1 and 3.2.), mention the performance o f songs
before going to the well to fetch the stones which represent the spirits o f Bankita, and
when Makdya proceeds to take them out from the water. During the nine days spent at
Vweela for initiation, the candidates are trained in singing to prepare them for their
future functions in the society.

In many cases, the song-text substitutes for ordinary speech.

For example, Song-text

V,20: Mu luleendo (with [His] power) sung while the medium laid her hand on the
patient (in E.C.U.S.E.), substitutes for the speech needed to explain the meaning of the
healing action.

The message conveyed by the song-text is that the medium is acting

under the power of God.

Her petition:

“Father, guide me” concludes the idea

expressed through the song-text.

The description of the four rituals shows that the fact of singing provides another form
of “ritual language” besides speech. Singing goes beyond both ordinary speech and the
special forms o f verbal expressions such as n ’keenda (narratives), bingdna (proverbs)
and bimbiimbi (special style of dialogue) which are mostly addressed to the visible
world.

Communication with the spiritual entities cannot be achieved by the use o f bingdna nor
it ’keenda.

The technique of bimbiimbi cannot be used to involve the members of the

invisible world in the performance of the ritual.

Conversely, the song-text is addressed

to the visible as well as the invisible worlds. It can be sung by the members o f the two
worlds together as it happens in Kiziku. An ancestress comes (through the woman in a
trance) to take part in singing and dancing with the assembly.

In the ritual Kubodnda,

the medium affirms that the Song-text: “Ku mayeenga” (IV,19) belongs to the spirits
o f the Twins, they inspired her.

It is clear that the song-text is the common language

used by the two communities involved in the healing rituals.

Regarding the song-texts, the Mpangu say: “N ’kuunga ka wad ko, kaansi kitoolo” (It
is not the melody that matters, but the words).

In this proverb the Mpangu oppose the

melody to the words which compose a song, with the purpose o f stressing the
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importance o f the words over the melody. For them, the words convey the meaning of
the song while the melody provides an aesthetic mode o f uttering these words.
expression of thought deals rather with the words than with the melody.

The

A beautiful

melody is not necessarily linked to beautiful words, and vice versa.

The Bambara people of Mali express a similar view regarding the melody and the
words o f a song.
Kone, 1995:25).

They say: “The song is not good but its meaning is” (Kassim
Actually, putting the emphasis on the words does not deny the role of

the melody which distinguishes the words “sung” from those “said” in ordinary speech.
The Mpangu assume that the words “sung” last longer than those “said”. Hence, the
meaning is remembered for a longer time.

However, for the reasons explained above, the analysis provided in this section focuses
exclusively on song-texts.

My intention is to examine the extent of the contribution

made by the song-texts in the healing rituals.

In other words, what is the impact the

song-texts have on the general performance of Mpangu healing rituals?

Considered as a verbal form of expression, the song-text is a means o f communication
which allows the use o f poetic licence.

This is the main characteristic o f many song-

texts performed during kinzoonzi and in some rituals related to the Twins.

Song-text 11,8 illustrates well this mode o f communication.
response to Pierre’s speech:

E ku Makaanga kukdla nzoonzi e
(There were expert spokesmen at Makaanga)
.Kuyikd kwdni bimvwebedi el
(Now, there are people who do not think deeply)
Mn Makaanga mukdla baantu e
(There were famous people at Makaanga)
Muyikd kwdni biyunga, yddya el
(Now, there are unwise people)
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It embodies Antoine’s

The words say that the village Makaanga no longer has good spokesmen as it did in the
past.

The real message conveyed is an assessment made by Antoine; he says that

Pierre’s speech fails because it lacks quality.
emphasise his message:

The singer uses opposing terms to

nzoonzi (orators) opposed to bimvwebedi (unreasonable

persons) (lines 1-2); baantu (famous persons) opposed to biyunga (unwise persons)
(lines 3-4).

Through this use of poetic licence, the singer can be free to address the

assembly in a manner which is at once general and vague but also critical. Although he
knows to whom his song-text is addressed, nobody is named; the message is offered, so
to speak, to whomever is able to understand it.
such in ordinary speech.

This form of criticj^cannot be said as

. ' /pie singing, the charm resulting from the melody,

and the use of poetic licence reduce the bitterness o f the message which is conveyed, it
facilitates acceptance.

In the case of the rituals for the Twins, poetic licence permits vulgar words and gestures
to be performed publicly without shame. They are accepted as part of the ritual, (see the
expression: ikubukimina (I let you see my buttocks, Song-text IV,3, verse 4}).

The

ritual song-text is a verbal expression which is mainly considered as the linguistic code
per excellence, “ime parole bien dite” (a word well expressed) which influences the
spirits, as observed by Ntole Kazadi (1990:18).

It has been observed that the performance of song-texts occurs in an almost unlimited
number of contexts in /

everyday life (R. Finnegan, 1970:242).

The great number of

song-texts which accompany the performance o f the healing rituals described in this
thesis evidence this fact.

They “speak” o f various aspects of life, and have a distinct

audience and a precise message to convey.

To identify these messages, I will proceed

by grouping the song-texts according to the general structure observed in the four
healing rituals.

Because the song-texts are an integral part o f the healing ritual, their messages may be
affected by the periods of their occurrence during the performance o f the ritual.

The

singer(s) make(s) choice of the song-text which is in tune with the stage o f the ritual

process.

Thus, I will discuss first the song-texts which are performed during the

Opening Segment of the ritual, then, those which occur in the Main Segment.

My approach is mostly inspired by Ntole Kazadi’s study which analyses Luba and
Hemba possession songs. The writer’s interest focuses on description and comparative
analysis between the two ethnic groups, in order to demonstrate the major role o f the
song-texts in the phenomenon of possession.

His methods are at the same time

linguistic and literary, with reference to the social and cultural context from which the
realities analysed originate.

The song-texts are located in their ritual context and are

interpreted according to it.

I will refer to the song-texts included in the four healing rituals described in the thesis,
in order to establish a link between the words sung and the healing activity in process.
Kazadi’s interpretation of data results from an analysis based on three methodological
aspects: linguistic (when related to the grammatical and semantic analysis o f the songtexts), literary (when underlining specific aspects o f the style) and ethnological (when
related to the socio-cultural context of the performance).

A fourth aspect which I will

add, is the role which the song-texts play as an expression o f thought during the healing
rituals process.

7.3.1. Song-Texts in the Opening Segment of the Healing Ritual

All the song-texts gathered in this thesis were performed in the context of healing
rituals.

The thoughts expressed in them depend on the specific context in which they

are sung.

To identify the categories of song-texts, the Mpangu refer to the various

circumstances of performance which affect both the content and the audience of a songtext.

Hence, the song-texts which accompany the healing rituals I have analysed fall

into the following categories:

tt’kuunga m i kinzoonzi (songs for the important

gathering); n ’kiiungd m i Kiziku (songs for Kiziku ); n ’kitungd m i Bdnsiimba (songs
for the Twins); n ’kuunga m i Bankita (songs for Bankita ) and n *kunga mi Nzdambi
(songs for God).
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Besides the reference to the circumstances and the destination o f the message, this
classification does not say much about the fact that the song-text itself is an expression
o f thought.

Each healing ritual is a combination o f actions, symbols and words

performed for a specific purpose.

According to the way the ritual functions, several

stages can be observed such as the opening or introductory segment, the main segment
and the closing section.

Song-texts affect and are affected by these periods of

occurrence, because they are an integral part o f the healing rituals.
The following series o f song-texts: 11,1; 11,2; 11,3; 11,4; 11,5; 11,6; 11,7; 11,8; 11,9 are
related to the issue discussed by Antoine and Pierre during kinzoonzi which prepares
Kiziku.

They encapsulate the essentials o f the preparation needed by the participants

before taking part in the ritual. Each message conveyed by each song-text is considered
as an element of an ensemble which advances the ritual process and gives impetus
toward achieving its final purpose.

Song-texts are at the same time “guide” and

“speech”. They convey messages and orientate the discussion between the two
spokesmen and their people.
Synopsis of
message

Analysis of
message

Song-Text
num ber

1. Indication of the

General information

11,1

goal o f the meeting

Symbolic expression which means:
“to be united”

2. Invitation to speak.

Pierre is the one who has convoked

11,2;

Acknowledgement of

the meeting; so, he is asked to

11,3;

personal rights.

introduce the object for discussion.

11,4;

Encouragement to

This puts Pierre at ease, because

overcome hindrances.

his rights are acknowledged.

11,5.

Only the truth must be told.

11,6

3. Warning and advice
regarding the methods

Anything done is known by witnesses

o f kinzoonzi

on earth as well as in heaven. God
knows everything.
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4. Assessment

Speech: lack o f quality, incomplete.

11,7;

Pierre: called “Kimvwebedi” (who
does not know how to conduct

5. Satisfaction

kinzoonzi).

11,8

Achievement: kinzoonzi has

11,9

achieved its objective.

Considered as verbal expressions, these song-texts accompany the segment Kuia
kinzoonzi in order to prepare the participation in the ritual.

Similarly, the category o f song-texts sung at the beginning o f Kubodnda (IV, 1 to IV,8)
praise the Twins and their mother, as well as introduce the assembly to enter the
“world” of the ritual. The messages conveyed can be summarised as follows:

Messages

Song-Texts & Number

Greetings to welcome the

Mbote-mbote

IV, 1

Providing counselling and

Nyengi-nyengi

IV,2;

instruction for the parents

Kayddnga

IV,3;

and relatives about their

Maloonga moodi-moodi

IV,5

Identity: the Twins are “sacred”

Tiiiimba bdtuumba

IV,4

and equal children.

Bddnd ban ’loongo

IV,7

They originate from the deeps.

Ku mayeenga

IV,6

Twins and their relatives.

behaviour regarding these
children and the neighbours.
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The birth o f the Twins is itself

IV,8

Waya-waya

an evidence of the generosity
o f the ancestors. The Twins
are a special gift.

These concepts should be understood by everyone who participates in the ritual
Kuboonda.

The song-texts ensure this instruction.

In the two rituals {Kiziku and

Kuboonda), the lyrics in this segment are addressed to the members o f the visible
community for instruction and to challenge them to discuss the important issues.

The song-texts performed by the leaders in Mpedozo, the opening segment in
E.C.U.S.E. prepare and introduce them to the main part of the ritual.

The messages

conveyed can be interpreted as the mutual reminding o f the essential of the basic
concept that the Holy Spirit is the One who accomplishes everything in the Church.
The leaders, therefore, need His power (Song-text V ,l).

Song-texts V,2 and V,3

express the sorrowful condition in which the members o f the Church live.

They

identify themselves as sheep without a pastor.

One can notice the transition from this world to the invisible world. Song-texts IV,9
Nza Iwiisa bddna (in Kuboonda) and 11,10 Keti leekd luleedi? (in Kiziku) play this role.
They express calls (.nza Iwiisa: come), and attract the attention of the spiritual entities
{Keti leekd luleedi: are you sleeping?) on the concerns o f the ritual.
good examples of communication between the two worlds.

These lyrics are

Actually, it is during the

performance of these song-texts that the spiritual entities manifest themselves.

In

Kiziku, Tad Ngddnga is inhabited by the spirit o f the ancestors, and reveals the names
of mpoongo needed for the healing process. In Kuboonda, Zoomba is inhabited by the
spirits of the Twins, she announces that they come to heal their own mother.

7.3.2. Song-Texts in the Main Segment of the Healing Ritual

The encounter with the spiritual entities permits the direct communication between the
two worlds. This is the experience lived by the participants during the main segment o f
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the ritual. The song-texts sung during this period of the ritual follow the thrust which is
introduced by the transitional song-text.

In the case of Kiziku, the category of song-

texts 11,10; 11,11; 11,13; 11,14; 11,22; and 11,27 is called n ’kutingd m i Kiziku referring
to the main segment of the ritual which bears the same name.

They are also known as

n ykuunga m i bakulu, given the important role played by the ancestors in this ritual.
The essential part of the message is the great desire of the participants to communicate
with all their ancestors united. Song-text II, 10 says:

1.
2.
3.
4.

r

E Nsiimba ye Nzuzi e
(Oh Nsiimba and Nzuzi)
Ku mayeenga keti told luleedi?
(In the deeps, are you sleeping)?
Muitu kileedi ko
(I, I do not sleep)
Maa NHodmbo munu toombula mpoongol
(Mother N ’tdombo, take out the mpoongo)\

The four lines summarise the main issue of the ritual: the unity of the clan.

The

ancestors are called Nsiimba and Nzuzi in terms of the representation of this unity. The
unity of the ancestors must reflect on the one which is sought by the participants. This
unity has been expressed by Antoine in Song 11,1, using the same symbol of Nsiimba
and Nzuzi. The reference to mayeeitga (the deeps) emphasises the concept o f the two
worlds already discussed in the previous chapter.

The question: “In the deeps, are you sleeping”? and the pat answer: “I, I do not sleep”
attract the attention of the ancestors to the uneasy situation o f the members o f the clan.
The improvement of life which the healing is expected to bring will come from the
ancestors, who are referred to collectively by the name “Mother NHdombo” (also in
Song-text 11,14). It shows that the reconstruction of the clan involves all the members,
the visible and the invisible alike, and this cannot be realised without harmony.

Kiziku is considered by the Mpangu as the healing ritual par excellence.

Therefore,

several of its songs can be called “Songs for Healing”, The Song-texts 11,13 and 11,14
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are two masterpieces of this category o f songs.

They accompany and reinforce the

healing action.

While expressing the great need for communication with the ancestors, these song-texts
also induce fear in the participants. It seem evident that the power o f the song must be
contained within the ritual, and it can become dangerous if performed outside this
context.

The main healing actions sought through these song-texts are kuleemba (to

appease) (Song 11,13, lines 1 and 5), kuboonda (to heal and strengthen, lines 2 and 6)
and kutomisa (to improve, lines 3 and 7).

They are applied in terms of kudyaatila,

kuzyoodila and patting the body o f the patient as employed in the four healing rituals.

Song-text 11,14 encapsulates the essential o f the ritual and hence, of the real situation
described symbolically in song-text 11,13.

This is an accusation as well as the cry for

help. The three key expressions are:

1 - “Mad N ’tdombo ” (Mother N ’toombo) which stands for the ancestors.
2.- “Toombuka” (come out) which indicates the necessity o f communication, in
order to be healed.
3.- “Manzdla ga lakd” (to be strangled), a metaphorical expression which
describes the sorrowful situation o f the members of the clan.

Verses 7 and 11 show that the call has been accepted, the ancestors react:

Mad

N ’todmbo tombokele ... (Mother N ’toombo heard [our] voice and came out).

In the case of Kuboonda, the series of song-texts IV,9; IV, 10; IV, 11; IV,13; IV ,14;
IV, 15; and IV, 18 introduce the Twins as the citizens of the two worlds.
repeats

This series

, the themes already introduced in the introductory segment, namely

the praise (IV, 14);

counselling (IV, 15), and the children with prohibitions (IV, 18;

IV,24). To underscore the identity of the Twins as “mysterious” children, the theme of
their origin is introduced (IV, 17; IV, 19) vaguely defined: ku mayeenga (in the deeps),
ku bisiinsa.
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The identity o f the Twins cannot be fully defined without reference to Bankita (special
category o f spirits of the ancestors).

Song-texts IV,20; IV,21; IV,22; IV,23; IV,25;

IV,26 and IV,27 stress the evidence of existing link between the Twins and Bankita,
(see Section 4.2.1).

This link firstly occurs in the transitional song-text (IV,9) which

obviously is addressed to the Twins to invoke their spirits to join the assembly who are
performing the ritual.

This lyric can be divided into two sections.

The first section

goes from verses 1 to 9, it is introduced by Zoomba. This part is essentially addressed
to the spirits o f the Twins for welcoming them.

The second section conducted by

Kinkolo k i Mpoongo (verses 10 to 12) introduces harmoniously themes related to
Bankita.

Verses 13 to 16 are again addressed to the Twins. Finally, the singer-leader

turns to Bankita until the end of the song-text.

The essential message conveyed is the

request for healing addressed to Bankita. Zoomba mentions it as she explains why the
second pair of baby-twins have been late in walking.

She says: “These are their n ’kisi

(mpoongo) of the clan”.

There is a kind of movement expressed by the song-texts - going from the Twins to
Bankita and vice versa - which reinforces the concept o f the two worlds in which the
role of the Twins in the society is based. Actually, because the Twins are considered as
citizens o f both the visible and the invisible worlds, they are entrusted with special
power. The fact that they are asked to heal their own mother illustrates this concept.

Unfortunately, the information gathered during . e fieldwork research does not provide
a healing ritual related to Bankita which was performed with singing.

Basawula

reported that the lack of assistants who ensure the singing, is among the reasons why
Mad Ndoona gave up the practice of Bankita healing rituals (Chapter 3.1.).

It seems

clear that the full efficacy of the healing rituals depends on the combination of actions
and verbal expressions in which the song-texts play an important role.

The picture produced by the song-texts sung during the main segment in E.C.U.S.E.
seems slightly different from th Clt analysed in Kiziku and Kuboonda.

It happens, in

some cases, during the performance of the ritual that the fact o f singing together - which
expresses unity and harmony - seems to be more important than the message conveyed
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(Song-text V,13). According to the themes running through the song-texts in the main
segment, three groups can be observed:

The first is composed of song-texts V ,l; V,2; V,3; V,4; V,5; V,8; V,16; V,17; and
V.18.

They repeat and extend the themes o f invocation and prayers introduced in the

opening segment of the ritual.

They can be interpreted as follows: Bisyeelo (leaders)

see themselves as the soldiers o f the army led by Jesus Christ, the “Valiant Warrior”.
They must be as strong as He is. That is the reason why they invoke the Holy Spirit to
be their shield (Song V,l).

The reference to the war recalls the persecution undergone

by Kimbdngu before the official recognition o f the Church o f M peeveya N ’loongo (see
Section 5.1.). This theme occurs frequently through the prayers said in the assembly by
the leaders (Kydoni, Evarist and the Pastor), especially in the song-texts V,2 and V,3.

The invocations and prayers are addressed to the Spirit of God, to Jesus, Ydd Goonda
and Tddtd Kimbdngu (V,4; V,8; V,16; V,17; V,18).

The term Tddta (father)

confusedly refers to the Holy Spirit as well as to the two leaders. This confusion shows
the way the adherents of this Church interpret their religious representation.

They do

not pay great attention to the theological definition o f categories o f spiritual entities.
The communication with them seems to be the essential thing they look for.

The second group of song-texts is didactic. The main concern is to teach through what
the song-text says.

The instruction touches on morality (V,6; V,7; V,14) as well as

geography and history related to the country and the Church o f Mpeeve ya N ’loongo
(V,10; V ,ll).

Finally, the song-text V,13 focuses essentially on the expression o f the

joy of worshipping together. The message seems irrelevant to the ritual; the aspect of
entertainment overflows the atmosphere in the assembly.
at
The disparity o f the themes expressed in this context of prayer hints^the search for
harmony with all the powers of the universe.

The congregation refer to it by the

repetition of the formulae of bimbumbi which mark the beginning and the end of each
stage of the ritual: “Peace in heaven! Peace on earth” !
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It is interesting to note that the various themes running through the song-texts
performed in the Sunday Worship represent the different needs of life.

Therefore, the

song-texts are also seen as an expression o f the everyday life o f the community: joy,
sorrow, education, entertainment, etc. Although the ritual was held in the Mpangu area
by Kikoongo speakers, verses 1 and 2 of Song V,9 were sung in Liitgala, the language
o f the capital o f the country, Kinshasa.

In some cases, the fact o f speaking other

languages than Kikoongo indicates a kind of superiority expressed by the young people
who join the Church. The language as a cultural and social legacy is linked to the
performance o f healing rituals.

“The requirements of social life often impose forms o f linguistic behaviour on
■individuals or groups of individuals in given situations, to which are attached values that
appear to govern their continued practice” (J.H. Nketia,1955:1).

This reflection is

helpful for understanding the necessity of using special forms o f language adapted to the
ritual in process. Actually, the “world” of the ritual differs from

° f the everyday

life. Similarly, the language to be used in this context must obey ritual requirements.

We have concluded that a healing ritual consists of a combination o f actions and verbal
expressions.

The relation between them can be interpreted in terms o f body and spirit

of the ritual, that is, ritual actions constitute the body o f the ritual, it is empowered by
verbal expressions which represent ritual spirit, during the process.

Various forms of

verbal expressions explored through the four rituals described in this thesis, represent
the specificity of Mpangu healing ritual. The passage from one ritual world to another
has such an importance that it requires a special form of language.

Such a difference

characterises the style of the language used for kinzoonzi from which is used for
kingaanga.

The role played by the song-texts, in the healing rituals is very significant since they
involve the singer as well as the spiritual entities to whom they are addressed.
Actually, many of these lyrics address the invisible beings (Song-text 11,14), or the
singer “speaks” on their behalf (Song-text IV, 10).

In many other cases, the assembly

call directly on the spiritual entities (Song-texts V,8 and V,17).
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The song-texts are

themselves these expressions, not only by the various themes running through them, but
also the fact that the participants sing together.

This is the way harmony is expressed

within the assembly or the congregation of the Church.

Verbal expressions not only empower the healing actions but link them together into
one, unique expression.

The religious context created by the healing rituals - within

which the verbal expressions are performed - is based on Mpangu communal concept
of what is called “religion” by scholars. We note that no word is provided in Kikoongo
language to indicate this concept. Religion cannot be expressed by words alone, but
through a combination of words with actions.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The primary aim o f this thesis has been to examine Mpangu healing rituals as
expressions of religious thought.

For the purposes of this study, religion has been

defined simply as communication and interaction between living human beings and
spiritual entities who reside in an invisible “other world”.

The four healing rituals presented in the thesis clearly qualify as religious in that each of
them is addressed to specific spiritual entities.

Kiziku is addressed to bakiilu (the

ancestors), Nyokd-N’kdwu to Bankita (a special category of spirits of the ancestors),
and Kuboonda to the spirits of the twins.

The Matoondo service in the E.C.U.S.E.

church is addressed to a number of spiritual entities: God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, as
well as Kimbdngu and other ancestors and elders such as Ydd Goonda to whom the
adherents o f this Church pray for blessings and protection.

It is worth noting that all the individuals mentioned in this thesis, including those
initiated as religious experts such as Tad Mfumu, Mad Ndoona and others, are
Christians, which strongly suggests that doctrinal statements about religious differences
are o f little concern to many Mpangu religious practitioners; what is essential to them
is that they can bring about effective communication with the spiritual entities who can
assuage the conditions of their lives.

The two parts o f this thesis, the descriptions and comparative analyses o f the four
rituals, were designed to illustrate the various levels on which religious thought and
concept are evoked in healing rituals.

The detailed descriptions o f the four rituals in

Part One were designed to communicate, as much as possible, the actual content and
atmosphere of the rituals performed, and also to provide explanations of the many
actions and translations of the Kikoongo terms which occur;
translation o f the observable aspects of the rituals.

it is a kind of literal

The two analytical chapters in Part

Two were designed to go beyond the observable, manifest forms o f ritual performance
in order to illustrate how the rituals themselves were structured with reference to these
basic religious concepts.
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We have seen how each ritual is divided into what ^ have called the opening and the
main segments. The opening segment addresses the living members of the community
or ritual congregation [the members o f the clan, the patients, the congregation in the
church], while the main segment of the ritual addresses the spiritual entities o f the
invisible world who are involved in that particular ritual.

We have seen that these

different ritual segments are characterised by different forms of ritual action and o f
ritual speech, kinzoonzi and kingaanga, respectively. This shift in the form o f ritual
language is directly related to the need for communicating in a different manner within
the living community on the one hand, and with the entities of the spiritual world on the
other.

These structural elements of the ritual therefore reflect the basic religious

concept which underlies our analysis:

communication and interaction between two

separate but interrelated worlds of living human beings and spiritual entities.

We can see now how closely the constituent elements of the ritual obey its basic
structuring principle. Ritual actions and verbal expressions shift in accordance with the
same design.

Greetings, n ’keenda (narratives), and bingana (proverbs), for example,

constitute a communal form of communication among the members within the living
community, in the opening segment of the ritual.

Similarly the occurrence of certain

ritual actions and verbal expressions depends on the different contexts in which they are
performed.

For example, the dance illustrates what can be called “body language” which conveys
various messages according to the ritual segment in which it occurs.
segment of the ritual, the dance is an expression of welcome;

In the opening

while in the main

segment, this action bears more than one meaning: an expression o f approval, union,
communion, encounter with spiritual entities and thanksgiving.

The sudden change of

rhythm in the medium’s dance in Kiziku and Kuboonda marks the moment of encounter
with spiritual entities.

The fact that these entities participate in the ritual dance

signifies their approval of the ritual.

For example, at the end of Kiziku the ancestress

explained the reason why she joined the assembly and danced with them.
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The existence o f these ritual segments, and their associated ritual activities, also
indicates that religious concepts in this context are not limited to explicit verbal
statements about religion.

A central objective of the analysis in Part Two has been to

demonstrate that the Mpangu express their religious thought through a complementary
combination of words and actions.

And much of the meaning in any healing ritual is

communicated implicitly.

For example, kubikula and other forms o f kingaanga discourse, which are performed
in the four healing rituals, reveal how meaning is dependent upon one’s experience and
understanding o f the religious principles o f the culture, which enables the participants to
interpret the enigmatic responses given by experts and the mediums.

One of the main

aims o f this analysis has been to illustrate this profound relationship, among the religious
culture and social aspects of Mpangu life.

As we have seen, the meaning of what is taking place, as well as the intentions of the
ritual participants, always occurs on more than one level.

One o f the most obvious

examples o f this fact is that although a given healing ritual may be intended, on one
level, to heal the afflictions of a single individual, the healing process inevitably
addresses a community of living persons and spiritual entities (see Nyoka -N ’kdwu).
An individual affliction is always treated as a matter o f communal concern.

This fact is illustrated by the significance throughout all the healing rituals described
here, of the concept of ngwusani (harmony). The major aim o f the ritual of Kiziku is to
re-establish unity among all its members in both the visible and invisible worlds.

The

ritual Kuboonda was performed with a dual aim: to heal the young mother o f the twins
and to reconcile the second pair of baby twins with each other. The performance of this
ritual demonstrates how the parents and relatives o f the twins seek to have and maintain
good relationships with all the invisible powers related to them. During the ritual there
are expressions o f gratitude for the generosity of the ancestors, regarding their close
links with the Twins, but also a somewhat disguised fear of their invisible power.

The

performance of Kuboonda illustrates how intimately the visible and invisible worlds are
linked for the Mpangu.
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Fertility and prosperity are some of the precious benefits o f the harmony sought through
the healing ritual Nydkd -N ’kdwu, which although intended to heal a single individual,
involves the entire clan, both living and dead.

Fertility, like any state o f good health,

can be maintained only through a harmonious relationship with the invisible world o f
spiritual entities.

All three of these rituals were performed in response to a crisis; this is the usual pattern
for healing rituals, which respond to afflictions and misfortunes caused by attacks from
evil spirits or by punishment from ancestral spirits. But any individual case o f illness or
misfortune necessarily involves the entire clan in a communal search for harmony.

The religious services of the E.C.U.S.E. church are perfonned regularly, and are not
necessarily a direct response to a specific crisis.

However, the prayers, songs and

invocations perfonned in the E.C.U.S.E. service communicate a sense o f deep suffering
among the members of the Church community.

The harmony which is sought here is

expressed as a kind of liberation of the individual and the community from various
forms of affliction and bondage.

It is evident in all four o f the rituals that the individual and the communal dimensions
are closely linked. The objectives sought in each ritual, such as reconciliation, healing,
fertility and liberation, affect the well being of the entire community, the clan of which
the individual is a member. This emphasis on the communal, on the individual within a
community, is fundamental to Mpangu religious thought.

Songs play a particularly important role in expressing the communal aspects o f Mpangu
religious thought.

More than any other form of verbal expression, the song-text

represents a communal “language” employed by all the ritual participants in both of the
two worlds. Through songs the human community expresses its requests for assistance
from the spiritual entities, who in turn often respond in song.

The spiritual entities

intervene in the song by inspiring the medium regarding the choice of suitable songtext, and the moment to perform it during the ritual.
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In the ritual Kuboonda, the song-

text IV, 19: Ku mayeenga, was attributed to the Twins; Zoomba said: “This song is
theirs, they inspired it [to me]”. The song-text is also a privileged form of expression
which is used in order to talk about matter which cannot be expressed in ordinary
speech.

This form of social criticism often appears in rituals as the first step toward

achieving the communal sense of harmony which is the ultimate aim o f most ritual
performances.

In conclusion, we can say that the various forms of expression which have been
discussed in this thesis emphasise the specificity o f Mpangu religious thought.

This

explains the difficulties in translating one form o f thinking into another. Actually, the
analysis o f the healing rituals, in this thesis, aimed at exploring Mpangu forms of
expressing religious thought. The translation is not limited to the linguistic level only;
the essential is to present these expressions in a way that they can be understood by
readers outside the Mpangu culture.

The descriptions, interpretation and conclusions

drawn from the analysis of the four healing rituals among the Mpangu, constitute our
contribution to the general field of the study of religious expression.
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APPENDIX
DIFFERENT TYPES OF KINZOONZI

1. Kinzoonzi ki kaanda

It sometimes happens that the clan is tom apart by divisions due to different causes.
This is the context of and the reason for kinzoonzi ki kaanda (discussion on the issue of
the clan), to sort out the situation and to try to rebuild the unity within the clan. This is
one of the chief responsibilities of the head of the clan.

M y informants observed that tension occurs frequently nowadays between an uncle and
his nephews/nieces and their mothers. In this case, the uncle feels offended and cannot
play his role in uniting his people. It is then the affinity members bazitu ye bankweesi
or banzddi (female members’ husbands) who take the initiative to convoke a meeting
for reconciliation.

The affinity members are interested in helping the clan to restore

good relationships because in this way they protect their own children against any evil
influence due to divisions within their wives’ and children’s clan.

The procedure is to explain the problems which cause the divisions. Everyone is urged
to acknowledge his own guilt, to confess it and ask for forgiveness. It happens also that
a fine has to be paid according to the offence caused.

The final point o f kinzoonzi ki

kaanda is to reconcile all the members involved.

2.

Kikuitla (Process for acquiring lost status, rights and relationships)

This is a special meeting also called: kinzoonzi ki bddntu bdnsuumba (a meeting about
“sold and bought” persons).

Actually, all the members of kaanda (the clan) are not

bound together by the same type of link. The fact o f belonging to the clan is by way of
blood relationship between those whose mothers are daughters o f the same clan, and
other members linked to the clan by their ancestor who was sold and bought and
introduced into the clan of the buyer.
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All the persons called “baantu bdnsuumba”{sold and bought persons) or “baantu
bansuumba” (persons for whom money was paid) are not always the descendants of a
“slave” ancestor.

There are those called “bddnd bd bdkeento bdldongo” (the children

o f women who have lived in their husband’s village for years, and whose contact with
their own clan is lost).

Given the exogamous and virilocal system practised in the Mpangu society, children are
usually bom in the husband’s village.
the maternal uncle, remains.
clan.

However, the role played by the wife’s brother,

He is regarded as the owner of children and head o f the

Therefore, he is expected to take part in all the important events which touch his

sister and her children.

That is, the event of death or o f a severe and long illness.

It

does happen that, if for years no one keeps in contact with them, after the death of their
grandmother and mother, they are cut off from the clan, since they seem to be unaware
o f all links.

The status of these people is similar to that o f baantu bansuumba since

they do not know where they came from.

Another type of introduction of baantu bansuumba in the clan, as described by
MacGaffey, (1986) originated from the promotion o f the slaves, without any special
effort on their part. This happened when their owners realised that the number o f their
own members o f the clan had decreased for whatever reason and decided to “co-opt” the
slaves as a new lineage of the house,

I do share MacGaffey’s point o f view that the real difference between free men and
“slaves” is not an absolute, but a scale for relative political security.

However, it is

important to note that when this situation becomes a matter of gossip and dispute among
the inhabitants in the village (this often happens in connection with the land to be used
for cultivation or as a site for the construction o f a house), the situation becomes
unbearable.

As soon as these people are aware that they have no rights either in the village where
they live, or in the land where they work, they look for their own kaanda.
long process with several stages:
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This is a

The persons treated as outcasts gather together to examine their situation; they decide
then to ask for kikuula (buying themselves) meaning by this to acquire once again their
own dignity.
A representative o f a small group introduces the problem to the head of the clan in
which they live.

The whole process depends on finding out where they came from and

to which clan they belonged. The clan among whom they are actually living very likely
knows this and can give the necessary information to the persons who ask them those
questions in order to start the process o f kukikuula (buying themselves) in order to
regain their dignity, rights and relationship.
The owner convokes a meeting with his own members to discuss the policy for
answering the question or not. In the case he is not aware o f the origin o f these people,
he would proceed to look for information.

This can lead him to consult a diviner.

After that, he can answer the question during another meeting convoked by him.
Then comes the ritual for kusukula meenga (to clean the blood), that is to move from
the state of baantu banziimbu (the sold and bought persons) to that of free people.

The expression o f “kusukula meenga” speaks volumes.

In the past, the situation of

baantu bansuumba (sold and bought persons) could be compared with that of animals
and other “prestige goods”1 since they could all be sold and bought together in the
market, or exchanged during any important occasions from one owner to another.
Nowadays, the most dreaded aspect o f kimuuntu nziimbu (state of being a person
whom a certain sum of money was paid for) is related to kindoki (occult power). That
is, given that in general, baantu banziimbu do not know the name o f the ancestor
founder of their clan o f origin, they are totally bereft o f protection.

These persons are

abandoned and forsaken; they have no one to refer to . Their owner may do whatever
he likes with them. In the special case of kindoki (occult power), he can “eat” them or
let them to be “eaten” by other bandoki (sorcerers) for the purpose of paying his debts
with human flesh.

To prepare the ritual of kusukula meenga, a male goat is killed for the ritual meal.

A

symbolic amount of money is given to the former owner as they say: “We were sold
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and bought, we now reimburse you.
return to our village”.
accepted;

From now on we are free people and wish to

They are given a piece o f land in the new village if they are

otherwise, the search continues. To illustrate this kind o f kinzoonzi, an

informant described his own father’s situation:

“My father did not know where he came from.
Even his
owner’s descendants did not know it. The diviner consulted
said to them: “You are from the village o f N ’tadi; the name of
the little girl who was sold and bought is Luzombolo”
Actually, she is my father’s grandmother. Then my father went
to the village of N ’tadi to question the head o f the clan. The
latter acknowledged the fact that, many years ago, in his clan, a
little girl called Luzombolo was sold. Since then, no one had
heard o f her. That is why there are several girls with this name
now, to remember her. My father introduced himself saying: “I
am a Luzombolo’s descendant. From that day he proceeded to
return to N ’tddi, his village. He went and lived there with the
members o f his family till he died in 1985” (J. Malaka).
3.

Kinzoonzi ki magogila (Intercessions)

It is interesting to bear in mind, and my informants insisted on it, that there is no illness
without a cause, meaning preternatural cause, in the Koongo society, this applies to the
Mpangu too. When a member of the family is ill, it is the responsibility o f the relatives
to look for healing.

When the illness persists, they must look for the cause in order to

prevent the worst. Magogila is a meeting or series o f meetings held on behalf o f a sick
member of the clan. Its only goal is to obtain healing.

The head o f the clan, or the sick person’s father, helped by the head o f the clan, will
convoke important members of the clan.

The affinity members are also associated;

they play the role of councillors.

Each of the sick person’s relatives is asked to speak, to say anything they know about
the sick person and his/her illness.

A confession is required in case there were any

tensions between them. The sick person also is asked to speak about anything he/she
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knows in connection with this illness.

After hearing everyone, the notables and elders

consult one another in private in order to find a solution.

It does happen that sometimes after this kinzoonzi ki magogila (meeting for
intercession) the sick person feels better.

When there is no solution, the search

continues, the relatives consult one diviner after another until they are satisfied with an
answer which allows them to move into the appropriate healing ritual.

If the sick person is guilty of any misbehaviour regarding the customs or the elders, and
thinks he/she has been cursed, an appropriate ritual for purification and reconciliation
will take place.

4.

Kinzoonzi ki maiwa (meeting regarding a dead relative)

Before describing this type of kinzoonzi it is important to remember two basic
principles o f kitddta (patrilineage) and kimddma or kaanda (maternal lineage or the
clan) as explained in chapter one. They determine the person’s position within kaanda
and all the actions to be taken in the context o f kinzoonzi ki mdfwa (meeting about the
dead relative).

This meeting begins, so to speak, immediately a relative dies, and it can last several
years after his/her death. Its main aims are to prevent the same unfortunate death being
repeated and to ensure cohesion in the clan.

To achieve this goal, the meeting moves

through stages. This means, from the point of clarifying the circumstances of death, to
the knowledge which enables the relatives to determine the cause o f it, and the effort of
comforting the affected persons and purifying all the clan.

As soon as an uncle and head of the clan, who represents the lineage of kimddma, is
aware o f his relative’s death, he must inform the father in the formal way.

That is, he

sends n ’samu fiva (a message of death) consisting o f an oral or written message: “Your
mwdana (child, son/daughter) has died, you may begin mourning” and a calabash of
palm wine. [The term mwdana is used no matter how old the dead person is].
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At midday, the crowd that gathered to participate in the mourning is informed: the head
o f the clan offers a calabash of wine, saying: “We are mourning”.

Then he explains

briefly the circumstances of the death.

Before proceeding to the burial, another calabash of wine will be offered to the father
asking permission to bury the body of his/her mwdana (child). With a brief speech the
father expresses his will. He might impose fines before allowing the burial.

When the crowd returns from the graveyard, the head o f the clan offers a calabash of
wine for “purification” saying: “All of us are soiled by this death, we must purify
ourselves”.

The last calabash of wine is meant to thank and send away the crowd of

participants. The members of the family come together to decide the date for kinzoonzi
to take place. It can be held the following day.

When the day comes, the relatives, the affinity members, friends and influential persons
are convoked by the head of the clan.

The latter, who is regarded as the most affected

person by his relative’s death, is replaced by a nzoonzi (a spokesman) to lead kinzoonzi.
At this stage, the style of this meeting is similar to that o f magogila (the meeting for
intercessions), that is, after formal greetings, the spokesman explains the issue o f the
meeting: to find out the cause of death of the relative. Then each member is invited to
speak and tell anything he/she knows about the dead person.

As we have seen above, one of the goals o f kinzoonzi ki mdfwa is to ensure the
cohesion among the members.

That is the reason why the cause o f the death must be

known and be destroyed by an appropriate remedy in terms to save the unity of the clan,
since very often it happens that suspicions cause divisions among the members.

If no solution has been found at the end of kinzoonzi, a representative committee of
kitddta (patrilineage) and kimddma or kanda (matrilineage or clan) is sent to consult
diviners and seers “voyants”. On their return, a special meeting is organised to hear the
report. The nature of the message determines the action to be taken.
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5,

Kinzoonzi ki n ’toto or Mvoondo

This type o f kinzoonzi deals with discussions about the ownership o f lands and their
boundaries.

In present day society this is the activity in which Bakoongo spend a

considerable part of their time. Consequently, many villages have disappeared, since, as
soon as it becomes clear that such and such a clan is not the owner o f a given piece of
land, the members are urgently asked to leave the land and settle elsewhere.

According to my informants, the basic principle is that for a mukoongo (a member o f
the ethnic group of Bakoongo) in the position o f mfumu kaanda (head o f the clan), the
land represents the clan o f whom he is the ruler.
ancestors and must preserve it as such.

He inherited the land from his

To lose even one square inch o f this land is

regarded as betraying the clan. The land and the clan belong together. Unfortunately,
not all of the people acknowledge this principle, nowadays. The rich seek to extend the
boundaries of their lands. They usurp the lands belonging to poor clans.

The situation

is rendered worse by the strange policies in use in the courts which are composed o f
persons who are not aware of the basic principle of Bakoongo's relationship with their
land.

Therefore, the practice of the present kinzoonzi ki n ftoto is distorted and is

increasingly different from what myoondo formerly were.

According to the Bakoongo customs, in the case o f disagreement about disputes over
land boundaries, the head of each clan involved refers the matters to the committee of
elders. The latter convokes experienced persons o f the region, since they are aware and
possess the knowledge regarding the limits of the lands belonging to the neighbouring
clans.

This convocation is announced by an appropriate melody composed o f special
t r
2
*
*
beats o f moondo (plural: myoondo) a kind of drum used for this occasion.

The plaintiff and the defendant in turn explain the way they inherited the land in
question. The names of the ancestors who owned the land must be mentioned and their
tomb must be identified in the graveyard.3 The witness o f the other owners of lands in
the neighbouring clans is vital. After hearing everyone’s explanation, the committee is
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able to clarify the situation and reconcile the rival clans.
several months.

These meetings could last

Each day closes with an evening dance accompanied by songs.

Moondo is played until the end.

Nowadays,

observed

informants,

myoondo

are replaced by

the

“Tribunaux

Coutumiers”, a kind of court inspired by both customs and state legislation.

They try

to follow the principle of the elders’ committee. It often happens that, dissatisfied with
the final decision made by the "Tribunaux Coutumiers”, people appeal to the higher
court hoping to win their case.

Unfortunately, as we have said above, these courts are

composed o f persons from outside the Koongo ethnic group. For them money is more
important than their customs.

The verdict goes in favour of the best bidder.

Thus,

kinzoonzi ki n ’toto is totally distorted, nowadays. Instead of reconciliation between the
clans, it happens that after this kind of kinzoonzi people hate each other.

6.

Kinzoonzi ki loongo (meeting about a marriage regarding a relative)

Two aspects o f kinzoonzi ki loongo seem to merit being described here:
A.

When a young woman has been asked for in marriage by a young man, helped by

her mother, she informs her uncle (her mother’s brother) about the young man, his
family and the proposal for marriage.

In a formal way, the uncle informs his niece’s

father (his brother-in-law). After consulting with his own relatives, the father draws up
a list o f the goods and money he expects to be given and sends this list to the uncle.
The latter hands it over to the young man. The discussion can be very long as they are
seeking a point for agreement.

At this stage of kinzoonzi ki loongo, the authority of the father is taken seriously, even
exaggerated, for taata nzddmbi n ’toto (the father [is] a god on the earth) as people used
to say.

His favourable or unfavourable attitude determines the future o f his daughter’s

matrimonial life.

The uncle, in his position of owner o f the children,4 seeks rather a

happy and prosperous life for his niece than gaining material goods.

The fact that his

niece is lucky enough to get married ensures her dignity and is a great honour for the
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uncle.

Moreover, the children to be bom from his niece would constitute his reward.

That is why the uncle is concerned about making his niece’s father happy.

As soon as the agreement is obtained regarding the amount o f money and other goods
required, the list is sent to the young man or to his uncle.

When everything is ready, a

representative group of kimddma or kaanda (matrilineage or the clan) and kitddta
(patrilineage) makes a date for the formal presentation o f gifts to the young woman’s
family which is composed o f the members o f kitddta and kimddma too.

The presentation of gifts is followed by a joyful celebration which concludes the
marriage ceremony between the two families involved.
been brought into existence.

From then on, a new link has

In case they agree to have a Christian blessing of the

marriage, a date will be fixed by common consent.

Otherwise, the same day, after the

parents’ blessing, the young man may take his bride with him. They are married. Here
ends the first aspect of kinzoonzi ki loongo whose goal is to ensure a fruitful and
harmonious life for the new couple.

B.

The second aspect I would like to describe is the case o f kufuunta (the fact that a

yoimg woman cannot find a suitable partner, and waits in vain).

This is a serious

situation which needs to be put right.

The father meets his brother-in-law, his daughter’s uncle and says: “My daughter is
ready to be married.

Why cannot she find a suitable partner?

Do you have any

complaint against her?” By means of these questions the father, in thinly veiled terms,
hints at an accusation, and demands that the clan should intervene to improve his
daughter’s situation.

Then the uncle convokes his relatives and explains the problem. Everyone is invited to
speak about the issue according to the kinzoonzi ki magogila (the meeting for
intercession). The meeting ends with a confession of any harmful word said toward the
young woman, and forgiveness. A fine may be imposed, if necessary. Then everyone
expresses blessings and wishes for good luck as they conclude the meeting.
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If the

situation does not change, diviners would then be consulted to find out the cause o f this
misfortune.

Young women are more concerned with this kind of problem than young men.
However, it may happen, although rarely, that a young man is not thinking about getting
married.

The fact that he does not think about it is interpreted as an abnormality, an

illness which the family seeks to heal by kinzoonzi.

A case o f such a young an, I was

told, illustrates the above:

“I have a cousin who never thought o f getting married.

His

uncle was very concerned about the situation, so he convoked
the important members of the clan.

My cousin was invited to

that meeting, too, and was asked: ‘What is the matter with you?
You have already reached the age for marriage.
house, you have farms.

You have a

Why do you not think o f getting

married?’
‘There is nothing special’, answered my cousin, ‘but I do not
have any inclination to get married’.

As kinzoonzi had failed, the family went to consult a diviner.
The answer was that the young man was already married.

He

had been married to a kisumbi (a local spirit of the dead).

The

diviner declared that an old woman had cast a spell on my
cousin and had taken him as her husband. That was why he did
not feel the need to take another wife, since he lives with an
invisible woman who is thought to be his wife.

When I questioned my cousin about all o f this, he answered:
‘I do not know anything about this.
interested in getting married’
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The thing is that I am not

Although the diviner provided a variety o f remedies, the
situation remained unchanged.
an unmarried man.

To this day, my cousin is still

He does not feel the need for getting

married. Maybe this is a psychological case”. (J. Malaka).

The goal sought by this kind o f kinzoonzi was the healing of the young man from what
was considered to be funa (bad luck) shown by a lack o f interest in marriage.
Kinzoonzi led the family to find out at least the cause o f this situation.

7.

Kinzoonzi ki makweela ox Kinzoonzi ki n ’keentoyeyakala

This kind of kinzoonzi deals with conjugal problems.

Its chief aim is to ensure a

harmonious relationship between a. wife and her husband.

To achieve this goal,

kinzoonzi must succeed in resolving their problems and in bringing about a
reconciliation between the couple.

This type is also called kinzoonzi ki n ’keento ye

yakala (a meeting to discuss about a wife and [her] husband) or kinzoonzi hi bddntti
bdkweela (a meeting regarding married persons).

It could happen that after a period o f great misunderstanding, the relationship between a
wife and her husband deteriorates.

Then, tired of that situation, the wife leaves her

husband’s house and returns to her family with all her belongings.

According to

custom, this woman should to go her uncle’s house.

During the following days the uncle meets the husband’s uncle to say to him: “I see my
niece has returned home. What happened?” This visit with this simple question, is the
formal way in which to inform the husband’s uncle and ask him if he is aware o f the
problem.

The latter then convokes his nephew to discuss the problem with him.

Afterwards a date is fixed for the kinzoonzi which takes place at the village o f the
husband’s uncle.

The wife, accompanied by her uncle, her parents (at least the mother) and a few o f her
close relatives, are also convoked.

When all the members expected are settled,
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kinzoonzi begins. It is led by a committee of banzoonzi (spokesmen) composed of the
uncles or their representatives from the two groups which seek a negotiation; their
counsellors are also present.

First, the wife is asked to explain the reason why she left her husband’s house.
the husband explains his point of view.

Then

After hearing the two, banzoonzi beele mfulu

(the spokesmen consult each other in private).

When they come back they give some

counselling or impose fines, not only to the one who is regarded as guilty; in addition,
each would be summoned to pay a fine called kufuta tt’siku luzitn (to pay for the
honouring respect). That is, the respect due to each other’s dignity.

Fines consisting of live animals from a cock, a goat, or a sheep to a pig;

each is

accompanied by a number of calabashes of palm wine, according to the importance of
the offence.

When the fine has been paid, the husband and his uncle are informed by

the wife’s uncle of the date when she could return to her husband’s house.
be accompanied by her uncle and parents.

She would

This would be the end o f kinzoonzi for a

wife who has left her husband.

I f the wife has been evicted by her husband, then it would be he and his uncle who
would have to pay n ’siku luzitu (for honouring respect) and other fines to his wife and
her family in order to honour their dignity. After a brief period o f counselling he would
be allowed to take her back with him.

In our society today, communication with relatives has changed.

It does happen that

instead of leaving home (in the case of the wife) or expulsion (in the case of the
husband), the one who feels offended writes a message to his/her own uncle or parents
and asks them to visit the couple. The one who receives the message informs the other
and they go together to hear their niece/nephew and to counsel them.

In the case of a delicate matter which should not be heard by an uncle nor by the
parents, an aunt (the father’s sister) might replace the uncle and then she counsels them
to bring about the reconciliation of the married couple.
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These are the policies provided by the customs of Bakoongo to resolve problems which
might spoil and destroy a harmonious life between a wife and her husband.

Moreover,

these policies contribute towards fostering the links between the wife’s clan and her
husband’s.

In the present condition of the Koongo-Mpangu society, many o f these policies are
unknown to the young people, especially in the cities and big agglomerations.

A

reason, and this was underlined by the informants, is the mixture o f customs and
traditions belonging to other ethnic groups.

Young people pay more attention to the

fashionable practices in which everyone is involved than to the specific behaviour
peculiar to each ethnic group. A new society is growing.

Even in the rural context, marriage celebrations according to the customs are decreasing.
This situation is mostly due to the economic problems which affect the whole of
society.

Given that formal marriage costs so much money, many young men and their

relatives cannot afford to get married.

There are two lower forms o f initiating married

life, frequently in use now: a young woman is made pregnant by a yoimg man and he is
summoned by the young woman’s parents to take her with him; or a young woman
elopes with her lover.

Each o f these situations may be treated or not, afterwards, by a kinzoonzi. Very often
they create tensions between the parents of the young woman, (for the tendency is that
husbands always blame their wives regarding their daughter’s misbehaviour). A series
o f kinzoonzi is needed to put the situation right.

It is also clear that these are twisted

circumstances in which neither kinzoonzi ki loongo nor kinzoonzi ki makweela can
operate as they are described above, since parents and relatives were not involved in the
process at the very beginning of the “marriage” arrangements. They are not able to
intervene when things go wrong within the couple.
these types of kinzoonzi cannot be reached.
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Therefore, the goal aimed at by

We have noticed another important change in the present society: instead of returning
to her uncle’s house, a woman who leaves her husband joins her father’s house. My
informants explained this situation in connection with other changes introduced in the
society. There are fathers who are not aware of the customs; this appears especially in
the cities where, as we have said, the inhabitants are affected by the influence from other
cultures and traditions. Their environment is new and different from that of the village.

It is also true that the number of broken marriages is greater in the cities than in the
villages. Thus, the wife whose parents live in the same city, prefers to join them rather
than go to her uncle, since, in many cases, there are no close links between her and her
uncle. The tendency now is that, the father’s influence over his children has developed
to such an extent that it takes over that of the uncle on his nephews/nieces.

All o f these changes, insignificant though they seem to be, can be a hindrance to the
kinzoonzi ki makweela (meeting for a discussion concerning married persons) which is
based on the social structure system.

Consequently, broken marriages remain as such

since the policies provided by the customs are rejected, they cannot work.

This is a

reason why the heads of the clans and elders in the villages are very anxious about the
future o f the society.

An adaptation with a new structure is needed to permit the

society to function harmoniously

Before concluding this section which describes various types o f kinzoonzi, it is
important to underline that, although specific goals each type o f kinzoonzi is meant to
achieve, there is a constant, that is, the search for kutorna (well being). Then kinzoonzi
is expected to bring a kind of “healing”, (no matter its form) or, at least, to find out the
cause o f the problems which disrupt or might disrupt a harmonious life within the
community, be it kaanda (the clan) or itzo loongo (a married couple).

In connection with the healing ritual of Kiztku, as described in this thesis, the role
played by kinzoonzi has various meanings.

According to the structure of the ritual,

kinzoonzi can be regarded as the first and indispensable stage, for it is the point of
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departure for any healing ritual in particular, and for any important action in general, in
the Mpangu society.

For this reason, before thinking of celebrating kikziku, the spokesman urged the
participants first to come together in order to sort out their problems, since kinzoonzi
can be regarded as a diagnosis of the problems.

To achieve this goal, he called them

together and told the story of Zongesi (the red-bird) and Ngo (the leopard) and their
cities of Ngivusdna (harmony) and of Lubddngdmu (hate).

The dialogue which

followed the story allowed the participants, led by the storyteller, to identify the
problem, that is, to carry out a diagnosis o f their own situation, and then, to look for a
solution.

In this case, the solution sought is “mbadnsd Ngwttsdm tuzolele tutuunga”

(we want to build the City of Harmony), said the storyteller. • By this he meant the need
to re-establish good relationships among all the members of the clan, so that anyone in
the clan could enjoy harmony.

Moreover, according to its efficacy, kinzoonzi is considered to be itself a healing ritual.
That is, it succeeds in overcoming the event or situation which causes the disorder; it
recreates a new environment of life and liberates individuals from any evil influence
they are bound by.

The fact that by means of Kinzoonzi ki kikuula, for instance, these persons can find
their clan, that they can pay for their ransom and recover their dignity, constitutes the
final aim which this type of kinzoonzi can attain.

It is precisely in this that the

“healing” lies because it creates, not only a new environment, but also new persons.
Kinzoonzi created “new” members for the clan.
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NOTES
Appendix
1 “Prestige goods”: Terms used by MacGaffey, (1986:28) to indicate the goods related to the prestige
sphere in the nineteenth century society of Bakoongo : slaves, as well as ivory, guns, gun power and
cloth, to name but a few.
2 M yoondo: The term refers to a musical instrument called "moondo” (plural: myoondo), (log dram)
which is a wooden, cylindrical drum played with two sticks. Moondo is played in specific circumstances
such as mournings and funerals, for announcing special news, and for kinzoonzi ki n ftoto (meetings for
the purpose of discussing the ownership of lands). The fact that in the past, modndo was the only
musical instrument allowed to accompany kinzoonzi ki n ’tdto , that is, arguments about lands. This is
what it meant when the spokesman said: “Ka gena myoondo kon (there are no festering discussions
about lands).
3 In the past, special stones called: ntakela were used to identify the tombs. Nowadays, the members of
the clan are expected to cement the tombs of important relatives. In this way they thank the elders, but
also it is to facilitate an identification of the tombs.
4 Given that the structure of kaanda (clan) is based on the matrilineage principle, an uncle who is the
mother’s brother, is regarded as the head of the clan and owner of his sister’s children. They are part of
his clan. The father is regarded as begetter and “guardian”; he provides for his children protection from
all kinds of evil or physical influences. Thus the proverb: “N ’kedi Kyoongi, mu mweelo mileekddnga”
(the shotgun of Kyoongi [the father as protector] must always be ready by the door).
Nowadays, there is conflict between the two principles, the father’s authority over his children seems to
replace that of the uncle. This happens especially with educated men, for some reasons such as: in \
today^society, educated children are a “reward” for their parents. Each father has the duty to ensure his
children’s education.
To achieve this goal, the father spends an important amount of money.
Consequently, he claims his authority over his children. At the same time, relationships between the
uncle and his nephews and nieces become gradually distant.
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LIST OF INFORMANTS

Basdwula, J. (F)
Interviewed on 25 March 1995 at Nkddndu. Bom in 1923, she is a peasant and mother
o f 11 children (8 are alive). She has been initiated as Mabundd md Ngoombo (the one
who interprets and explains revelations in her clan).

She also has been called Mad

N ’laambi (the cook, for she has cooked for people in the process o f initiation at
“Vweela” which is the hut for the ceremonies o f initiation).

Budyoongo, A. (F)
Interviewed on 21, 26 May and 2 June 1995 at Nseke.

She is known in the rituals as

Kinkolo kiM poongo (the one who has died the death o f Banki'ta) because she has been
initiated as Ndoond Bdnkita through the ritual of Vweela.
Bankita’s service.

She is in charge o f

As a consequence, she is a healer of several kinds o f illnesses, the

causes o f which are attributed to Bankita.

She is a mother o f the Twins and plays a

special role in the rituals for the Twins.

Bungudi, B. (F)
Interviewed on 27 February 1995 at Mpese.
the interview.

She was about 25 years old at the time of

She lives with her mother who is a Ndoond N ’hiunga or Ndoond

Bdkulu (Crowned Lady for the service of the ancestors).

Dimbddmbu, E. and Kimjweema, H. (Couple)
Interviewed on 12 April 1995 and on 11 June 1995 at Ngeeba.
parents of Twins.

They are also the

They are in charge of all the rituals related to the Twins:

Kukeembisa (praising), Kuboonda (strengthening and healing), Knziika {giving them
the appropriate funerals) in the village of Ngeeba and environs.
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Kin ’geemba, (Mfumu-) (M)
Interviewed on 8 March 1995 at Mpese.
chief when he was four years old.

Bom in 1961, he was nominated to become

He has been crowned as Tad Mfumu N ’luunga

(Crowned Chief for the service of the ancestors) in 1965, for the clan o f Ngeemba. He
is a peasant.

On appropriate days, he accomplishes his duties as a Crowned Chief: to

feed his ancestors, to pray for all his members in the clan and for people o f other clans,
to ask blessings and prosperity for them.

Kyaala,L. (M)
Interviewed on 23 May 1995 at Leemfu. L. Kyaala was bom in 1928 at Kinseendi (in
Leemfu region).

He did his basic studies between 1933-1944.

He was married in

1949, and is the father of 8 children (all of whom have been educated and have
Diplomas). Notable for great knowledge of Mpangu traditions, he has worked with the
missionaries for many years at Leemfu Parish.

Kyawete, 2?. (M)
Interviewed on 23 May 1995 at Nseke.

He is a young nurse educated at Kimpese

(Battdtbu land). The interview took place in the small dispensary o f which he has been
in charge for two years. He has collaborated with Ydfu in healing a patient Nzuzi who
was suffering from Yddmbd di Nzdzi.

Lugeemba, L. (M)
Interviewed on 3 and 5 April 1995 at Kitomisa (Quarter of village Kipdko).

Aged

about 45 years, Lugeemba has been a well known healer in the area since 1980, for
several kinds o f illnesses, namely Mbudi (swollen abdomen), Lupansi (stitch) and
Kibeka (pain in one’s spleen).

Lugeemba is also known as Saangila Mpoongo (the

initiated man entrusted with the entertainment of mpoongo, the sacred medicines). It is
he who has raised them from the water. He is a peasant, and the father o f four boys.

Maambu Mdkoonso, I. (M)
Interviewed on 8 April 1995 at Ngeeba.

He is a peasant about 65 years old.

He has

been known as a healer since 1950 for: Nkosi-Kibota (bleeding from the nose), Wumba
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(alternating between feeling hot and cold), Ngabafu (male impotence), Ngiimbi, NyokaN ’ku, Mbiidi, Kiita. He has been himself initiated through “Vweela” as “Tad Mfumu
Bdnkita” in 1950.

Since then he has been in charge of serving Bankita and healing

patients.

Mafuta Mbddla, A. (M)
Interviewed on 8 March 1995 at Mpese addressing a group of two Tad Mfumu
(Crowned Chiefs), one Mdd Ndoona (Crowned Lady) and their assistants.

Mafuta

Mbddla is known as uMfumu N ’siimbu M afuta” for having been crowned chief, Tad
Mfumu. N ’luunga or “Mfumu Bdkulu” for the clan of “Nsiimbu Lukeni” since 1985.
In addition, he is President of the “Association Compagnie des Ancetres Bantu”, former
Headmaster o f a Primary School in Kinshasa, teacher of Kindergarten School at Mpese
and Parish Co-ordinator of “Xaveri”, a Catholic Youth organisation.

Makeengo (M)
Interviewed with Mafuta, K in’geemba and Ndoona Niinga on 8 March 1995 at Mpese.
He is known as “Ngaangula Makeengo”. Bom on 15 May 1960, he is a member o f
the clan Ntuumba N ’veemba or N\geemba.

Since 1980 he exercises the function of

Ngaangula in collaboration with Mfumu Kin 'geemba.

Makeengo, J. (MddmdSofi) (F)
Interviewed on 17 May 1995 at Nseelo.
experience of Vweela.

Mddmd Sofi has been initiated through the

She became healer for: Nkita-Waamba, N ’loko (misfortune

caused by being cursed), Nkitd-Mdnzdnza.

She is a member o f the “Association des

Gu^risseurs” since about 1987. She is also a peasant widow and mother of six children
(all grown up).

Makitu Nkama, G. (M)
Interviewed on 28.5.95. at Quartier Salongo {Leemfu).

Bom in 1951, Makitu is a

former Catholic Primary School teacher and peasant. He has become “Ngaangula” in
1988 for his clan.

Ngaangula is the official agent chosen by the ancestors to invest

candidates with chiefhood (crowned Chief and crowned Lady).
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He is also the

appointed, healer for his clan for various kinds of illnesses: Wiunba, Nkltd-Waamba,
N ’lalu, Nkosi-Klbota, Kineni or Maluunga (Swollen abdomen), Lubddnsi (Stitch),
Ntulu (Tuberculosis), N ’loko (Misfortunes caused by being cursed).

Makoonko Ndonzwaawu, I, (M)
Interviewed on 21 April 1995 at Nkddndu. He was bom in 1915 at Kikdka and became
healer in 1942, initiated by his mother for: Yddmbd dl Nzdzi (Sores on the body), Ydta
(Headaches), Ndefi (Consequences of breaking one’s oath).

Malaamba, Fr. (M)
Interviewed on 1 June 1995 at Kiydnga. He is sixty five years old and has been known
as Ngaangula Malaamba since 1968, who is the appointed agent for the investiture of
Tad Mfumu (Crowned Chief) and Mad Ndoona (Crowned Lady) for any clan which
needs them.

Hence, he is the only healer allowed to care for Tad Mfumu and Mad

Ndoona when they are ill. He gives them an appropriate burial when they die.

He is

also the healer of various illnesses.

Maldka, J. (M)
Interviewed on 23 July 1995 at Mbddnzd-Ngtiungu.

J. Maldka was bom on 22

November 1937 at Mbadnzd-Nguungu. He is an agronomist by education and former
Agent of the Administration in Zairean State; now he is a peasant. He is an influential
member in his Catholic Parish of the Sacred Heart. (He is Ndi'bu or Mundlbu, that is, a
member o f one of the subgroup of the Koongo ethnic groups o f the Democratic
Republic o f Congo-Kinshasa).

He is also a parish leader for the Scouting Movement

for Catholic youth.

Masoongele md N ’kddnsa, A. (F)
Interviewed on 20 March 1995 at Nkdandu.

She was bom in 1919 and became

Ndoond Bankita (the lady entrusted with the charge of the service of Bankita).

Her

initiation took place during Vweela in 1953, along with her two sisters Basdwula and
Makaya.

The latter was the number one person of the ceremony, because she was
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appointed as Mad N ’toombo (the one who raised up the mpoongo from the water, and
handed them to Mad Ndoona). She has given up the practice o f serving Bankita.

Matdotd Ndongala, H. (M)
Interviewed on 29 March 1995 at Kisaantu. He is a notable Mukdongo/Mpangu Jesuit
Priest o f more than 80 years old and 50 years of religious life. He has a long experience
o f the culture of Bakoongo. He is a former preacher in the village area where he used
proverbs and other Koongo cultural styles of discourse.

Mbaawu Makydddi (M)
Interviewed along with Ndoond Niinga on 27 February 1995 at Mpese. He is Ndoond
Niinga’s nephew (her brother’s son) of about 20 years old.

He lives in the village of

Mpese with her, and in Kinshasa.

Mbdki, G. (M)
Interviewed at the parish office on 16 June 1995 at Nseelo.

A young diocesan parish

priest o f Nseelo, about 35 years old.

Mbdongi, J. (F)
Interviewed on 21 May 1995 at Nseke. She is also the mother and grandmother o f
Twins.

Leader (with Budydongo) of the ritual Kubdonda which took place at her

house on the evening of the same day.

M budi Makeengo (F)
Interviewed on 17 May 1995 at Kimputu. She is a peasant woman in her fifties and
healer for: W um ba di Nsulu Nkoombo (miscarriage), Kususiika,

Mpyooso, I. (M)
Interviewed on 23 May 1995 at Nseke (Quarter Salongo).
1920 by a healer:
group).

He was initiated in about

Taatu Mungambaawu from Bamfunuka (a non Koongo ethnic

Mpyooso is healer for: Mabuta, Nyoka N ’kawu, Ngiimbi, Kiimpi.

bought the knowledge of healing. About 80 years old.
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He has

Ndfflu (M)
Interviewed on 3 April 1995 at Kitomisa (Kipdko). He is a man in his fifties, in charge
o f serving Bankita. Ndtilu is Lugeemba's brother-in-law; he collaborates with him in
healing practice, especially Mavumu ma busiimbi (a kind of miscarriage).

N ’fuundiiNdombele, S. (M)
Interviewed on 3 June 1995 at Leemfu.

He is a 35 year old member of a Religious

Order for 15 years in the diocese o f Kisaantu.

Head Master of Primary School at

Leemfu. He has had a personal experience o f being “cursed” by his uncle.

Ngwayila Ndoongalasiya (M)
Interviewed on 7 May 1995 at Nkddndu.

Ngwayila has been a Parish Pastor of

“E.C.U.S.E.” (Eglises Chretiennes Union du Saint Esprit), the “Spirit Union of
Christian Churches”, for five years.

Niinga, (Ndoona-) (F)
Interviewed on 27 February 1995 and 8 March 1995 at M pese.

She is known as

Ndoona Mbdtd Nuitga. Aged about 60 years. She was crowned Ndoond N ’luunga or
Ndoond Bdkulu (Crowned Lady for the service of bakulu) in 1980s, for her clan of
Mbdta ziKoongo. She is a peasant woman and mother of six children (all grown up).

Nkita, M. (F)
Interviewed on 2 June 1995 at Kindunga (Leemfu).
years old.

A peasant woman of about 50

She has been nominated as candidate for Ndoond Bankita.

She was

waiting for the ceremony of initiation through Vweela.

N ylaandu Luyeeye (M)
Interviewed on 28 February and 6 March 1995 at Nguungu-Lwaala (Mpese).
N ’laandu is well known as “Nkd Mdlakasa”, the powerful ngaanga.
1953.

He was bom in

He failed to complete his studies at the Jesuit Secondary School at Kisaantu

“CMS” (Centre Medico Scolaire).

Initiated as Ngaanga between 1970 and 1977, he
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practises divination and healing for:

Nkitd-N’ziinga, Wddmba, Ydta, Ngddmbu

(epilepsy), Malddi a Mpese (skin disease), Mbddi-Mdzebo (diabetes), N ’f ii, Lugeemba
lii Bdmvuumbi, Kiimpi (madness), Ngiimbi, N ’ldlu, N kosi Kibota, Kisiimhi k i Mdkdka
(appendix), Keesa or Wumba, Mabuta (disorders related to female fertility).

Nsyoond Mdngitiika, P. (M)
Interviewed on 10 April 1995 at Ngeeba.
White One), for he is an albino.

Nsyoona is known as “Le Blanc” (The

He is about sixty years old and initiated as "Tad

Mfumu Bankita (Chief invested with the power of Bankita) in 1952 through Vweela.
He is a full time healer for: Kiimpi (madness), Ngiimbi, Wumba, M vuiimbi Mdsa,
N yokd-N’kdwu.

Nsiiumbu (M)
Interviewed on 16 July 1995 at Matddmfu (Kipdko).
was married in 1938, and is father o f seven children.

Bom on 10 September 1924, he
Peasant.

He was initiated in

1938 by Mpddi, Simon, the founder of “Eglise des Noirs en Afrique” (the Church for
the Black People in Africa) which is known nowadays as “Dibiiundii d i Mpeeve a
NHoongo” (the Church of the Holy Spirit). Nsiiumbu is a healer for: Kisoka, Mabuta,
Kyuungu (dropsy), Nkoondi, Diabetes.

N ’tdombo (F)
Interviewed on 26 March and 6 May 1995 at Nkddndu.
N ftdombo',

She is known as Mad

she performs in her ancestor’s name with reference to the Holy Spirit.

Bankita as well as the Christianity affect her practice of healing.

She heals Wumba,

Nkita, Wddmbat N fii, Tolula.

Nyeembd Dosi (M)
Interviewed on 3 April 1995 at Kitomisa (Kipdko).

A man of about 35 years old.

During the period of field research, he was a patient receiving treatment at Lugeemba?s
for Ngulu-Manyuka or Kintolula (total paralysis).
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N ’y esi, I. (M)
Interviewed on 12 May 1995 at Kingofo (Nseelo area).

N ’y esi is known as Tad

Ngiimbi (the man who has raised Bankita from the water.

About 65 years old, he was

initiated through Vweela to become healer for Wumba, Ngiimbi,Mabuta, Kiimpi,
Kususuka. Kisiimbi ki Nsodnso,

N ’zaamba (M)
Interviewed on 12 M ayl995 at Nseelo.

He was bom in 1936, was married in 1957.

Initiated by his mother without going through the experience o f Vweela.

Peasant and

part time healer for: Zyeeta, Nyokd-N’kawu, N fii, Ngitlunga.

Sita, H. (F)
Interviewed on 23 March 1995 at Kisaantu. About seventy years old. She is a widow
working in a boarding school for many years as cook.

She is expert in rituals for the

twins.

Ydfu, I and Nzdzi, A. (Couple)
Interviewed on 22 May 1995 at Nseke.

Ydfu was bom in 1937.

As a young man of

twenty years old he was initiated by his mother without going through Vweela. Parent
of eight children (seven alive).

Former craftsman trained by the Jesuits.

He is healer

for Yddmbd diNzazi, Mwiilu-Nkeeni, Nkonkd-N’tu.

Zeenga, G. (M)
Interviewed on 2 June 1995 at Kindiinga (Leemfu).
old. He as good experience in cursings and blessings.
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A peasant man f about 60 years
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